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Abstract
A secret image sharing with deep-steganography and twostage authentication based on matrix encoding is proposed. This scheme firstly employed Wang and Su’s sharing scheme to share a secret image into n shadows. Then,
n shadows were embedded into the pre-selected cover images by using matrix encoding so as to generate n stego
images. Different from the common schemes which directly use LSBs replacement, our scheme performs deepsteganography, which hides 3-bit secret data but only
modifies at most 1-bit via matrix encoding. Benefiting
from the comparatively slight modification to the cover
image, our scheme obtains enhancement in both the security of secret data and the visual quality of the stego
image. As far as the authentication ability is concerned,
our scheme explores a two-stage authentication: the first
uses a sub-key to pass identity authentication, and the
second performs tamper authentication. The experimental results show that our scheme achieves better authentication ability than the referenced schemes.
Keywords: Deep-steganography, matrix encoding, secret
sharing, two-stage authentication

1

Introduction

With the rapid development and wide application of Internet, information hiding technology has come to play an
important role in the field of information security. As a
new information hiding technology, steganography hides
the secret information into the cover image and generates
a stego image [15]. Since the secret information is invisible in the stego image, this ensures that any third party
(i.e., aside from the communication parties) is not aware
of the existence of secret information.

Compared with traditional encryption, steganography
provides a new solution to avoid any suspicion of attackers when the data is transmitted. Many steganographic
methods [1, 3, 9, 11, 19] have been proposed to produce
meaningful stego image which hides secret information.
However, this stego image is usually held by only one
person without extra copies. Thus, if the stego image
is lost accidentally or modified intentionally, the secret
information will be destroyed. Hence, it is necessary to
share certain secret information among several people [5].
The concept of (k, n)-threshold secret sharing proposed by
Shamir [14] can solve this problem. This sharing scheme
divides a secret message into n shadows. The secret can
be restored if k(k ≤ n) of the n shadows are obtained,
but any k − 1 or fewer of them will obtain no information
about the secret image.
In 1995, Naor and Shamir [13] introduced this sharing
idea into image field, and later Thien and Lin [17] used
this idea to generate n noise-like images (so called ‘shadows’) with size 1/k of the secret image. Because smaller
shadows were needed for easy transmission, storage and
hiding, Wang and Su [18] proposed an improved scheme
using Huffman coding to compress the difference image
of the secret image, with each generated shadow image
being about 40% smaller than that of the method in [17].
However, these noise-like images tended to make attacker
suspicious.
In order to further improve the security of secret
image, steganography based on secret image sharing
schemes [2, 6, 12, 16, 20, 21] have been proposed to hide
the noise-like shadows inside pre-selected meaningful images (called ‘cover images’), and consequently generate
the meaningful stego images to represent shadows so that
no one can detect the existence of the secret information.
Here, the challenge is to create high-quality stego im-
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ages so that the modifications are not visually perceptible.
Moreover, it will be useful to check in advance the fidelity
of all stego images before they are used to reconstruct
the secret images. Since fake stego images that were accidentally or intentionally submitted by the participant will
lead to unsuccessful secret reconstruction. The scheme of
steganography and authentication based on secret image
sharing was firstly proposed by Lin and Tsai [12] in 2004.
However, this scheme has a lossy reconstructed secret image and a weak authentication mechanism. Afterwards,
Yang et al. proposed a scheme [20] that overcomes the
weakness of that proposed by Lin et al. and enhances
the authentication to some degree. However, this scheme
reduces the visual quality of the stego images because the
lowest 4-bit of the pixel value in each block is modified.
In Chang et al.’s scheme [2], the Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) is used to generate four authentication bits
in order to obtain better authentication ability. Meanwhile, they claimed that their scheme enhances the visual
quality of stego images. In [6], the concept of linear cellular automata was employed instead of Shamir’s (k, n)
threshold image sharing scheme, and this scheme not only
obtains better visual quality but also improves the ability
of tamper detection. Nevertheless, this scheme needs to
offer at least k consecutive shadows to reveal the secret
image, and cannot accurately locate the tampered blocks.

2
2.1

328

Related Works
Wang and
Scheme

Su’s

Image

Sharing

Wang and Su [18] used a Huffman coding for a (k, n)threshold secret image sharing scheme in order to generate smaller shadows and reconstruct the secret image
completely.
The difference image DIFF={dif fij } is calculated using Equation (1) and then encoded using the Huffman
coding scheme.

if i = 0 and j = 0
 seij ,
seij − se(i−1)j , if i 6= 0 and j = 0
dif fij =
(1)

seij − sei(j−1) , otherwise
where seij is the pixel value of the original secret image (sized m × n) in the i-th row and j-th column,
1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Every t bits that obtained from the
Huffman output stream are converted into the decimal
sharing coefficient (a0 , a1 , . . . , ak−1 ), and every k coefficients are used to generate the (k − 1) degree polynomial
sharing function.
fl (x) = (a0 + a1 x + a2 x2 + · · · + ak−1 xk−1 ) mod 2t . (2)

Each shadow Si can be derived as
In all of the aforementioned schemes, the cover images
are first divided into fixed-size blocks (of size 2×2) and
S1 = fl (1), . . . , Si = fl (i), . . . , Sn = fl (n).
(3)
then the pixels of shadows are hidden orderly into the
LSBs of each block. Note that there are two problems.
where the number of l depends on the number of decimal
sharing coefficients. Obviously, if fewer than k shadows
Firstly, it is possible that only a part of a cover image are received, the original secret image cannot be revealed.
will be used to hide secret data, so the statistical property
In the revealing phase, the sharing coefficients
of stego images shows a great difference between the two
a0 , a1 , . . . , ak−1 of fl (x) can be calculated using Laparts of non-embedded and embedded data; secondly, the
grange’s interpolation when giving any k of n shadows,
RS steganalysis [8, 10] can easily detect the existence of
and then all of the sharing coefficients are transformed
secret data that has been embedded by LSBs and can
into binary bit stream. This bit stream was decoded by
predict its length. Hence, if an attacker wanted to steal
using the Huffman codes table to reveal the difference imthe embedding positions of secret data, he could obtain
age, and then the inverse-differencing process was used to
the secret data easily. In this paper, we propose a deepreveal the whole secret image.
steganography method using matrix encoding. Firstly,
Wang and Su’s sharing scheme was employed to share
secret image into n shadows.
2.2 Matrix Encoding
Secondly, n shadows were embedded into the preselected cover images by using matrix encoding to generate the n stego images. Note that, in order to reduce the
change in the statistical property of cover images, the full
capacity of the cover images was used to realize the process of randomly embedded data. Since secret data does
not directly appear in the pixels of the cover image, we
call it ‘deep-steganography’. Benefiting from the comparatively slight modification to the cover image, our scheme
obtains enhancement in both the security of secret data
and the visual quality of stego image. Furthermore, the
authentication ability of our scheme can be well expressed
by using two-stage authentication.

Matrix encoding, which was introduced by Crandall [4],
reduces the number of changes required and improves
the embedding efficiency to a great extent in comparison with the classic LSB replacement methods. Assume
the embedding cell is expressed in the form of vector
m = {m1 , m2 , . . . , mq } with the length of q. The coding implemented on each embedding cell is denoted by an
ordered triple (dmax , q, t), where q is the number of modifiable bit positions in an embedding cell, and t is the bit
length of secret information s = {s1 , s2 , . . . , st }. Usually,
we set dmax = 1, namely, an embedding cell with q positions will be changed in no more than dmax positions to
embed t bits of secret information [7].
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W

Z
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Vˆ

xˆ  ( x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 , x7 , x8 ) vˆ  ( v1 , v 2 , v3 , v 4 , v5 , b , s1 , s 2 )

Wˆ

Zˆ

wˆ  (w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 , w5 , s3 , s4 , s5 ) zˆ  ( z1 , z 2 , z3 , z 4 , z5 , s6 , s7 , s8 )

Figure 1: Structure of the four-pixel block in the cover Figure 2: Block structure of the stego image in Lin and
image
Tsai’s scheme

A hash function f (·) is defined as Equation (4) to map
q bits embedding cell m into t bits binary string.
f (m) =

q
M

mi · i.

(4)

i=1

X̂

Vˆ

xˆ  ( x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 , s1 , s2 ) vˆ  ( v1 , v 2 , v3 , v 4 , v5 , b , s3 , s 4 )

Wˆ

Zˆ

wˆ  ( w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 , x7 , x8 , s5 , s6 ) zˆ  ( z1 , z 2 , z3 , z 4 , z5 , z 6 , s7 , s8 )

Subsequently, XOR operation is implemented on the
value of the hash function and secret information s to
Figure 3: Block structure of the stego image in Yang et
find the position P of the changes required.
al.’s scheme
P = s ⊕ f (m).
(5)
Finally, an embedded stego data m0 is generated by the
following rule:

m,
P =0
0
m =
,
(6)
m1 , · · · , m̄i , · · · , mq P = i
where m̄i is the negation of mi . In the secret extraction
phase, the receiver would retrieve the secret information s
by directly putting the stego data m0 into the same hash
function, i.e., s = f (m0 ).

2.3

Review of Existing Schemes

as follows: (1) The modulus value is set to 28 , so there
is no loss of data when the secret image is reconstructed;
and (2) One authentication bit b, which is calculated by
a hash function, offers higher authentication ability than
that of Lin and Tsai’s scheme. The embedding strategy
of this scheme is shown in Figure 3. However, because
the bits x7 , x8 of pixel X need to be recorded in the pixel
W as shown in Figure 3, the visual quality of the stego
images may be greatly reduced.
Chang et al.’s scheme [2] has better stego image quality
and authentication ability than previous schemes. This
scheme uses k consecutive pixels of the secret image as
sharing coefficients a0 , a1 , . . . , ak−1 in Equation (2) to
generate smaller shadows, so the visual quality of the
stego image is clearly improved. Meanwhile, the use of
four authentication bits (b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 ) in each stego-block,
which is calculated by CRT, also decrease the possibility
of successful tampering. The embedding strategy of this
scheme is shown in Figure 4.
Different from the above mentioned three schemes, Es-

The scheme of the steganography and authentication
based on secret image sharing was first proposed by Lin
and Tsai [12] in 2004 as follows. Firstly, select n meaningful images as the cover images and divide them into nonoverlapping 4-pixel blocks. Secondly, use each pixel of the
secret image as sharing coefficient a0 and choose (k − 1)
random numbers as sharing coefficients a1 , a2 , . . . , ak−1
in Equation (2) to generate n shadows. Note that there
is modulo 251 in this scheme instead of modulo 2t and
the top-left pixel value x of each cover image block in
Figure 1 is used as the value in Equation (2) for computing all of the shared pixels f (x). Thirdly, convert each
Vˆ
X̂
shared pixel into a binary representation s1 , s2 , . . . , s8 ,
xˆ  ( x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , s1 , s2 , b1 ) vˆ  ( v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 , s3 , s4 , b2 )
and meanwhile, one parity bit b is generated as an authentication bit by the secret key K. Finally, embed the
nine bits (s1 , s2 , . . . , s8 , b) into the cover image block as in
Wˆ
Zˆ
Figure 2 to form the stego-block. However, the calculation
wˆ  (w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 , w5 , s5 , s6 , b3 ) zˆ  ( z1 , z 2 , z3 , z 4 , z5 , s7 , s8 , b4 )
of modulo 251 damages the quality of the reconstructed
secret image, and the authentication ability of 1 bit is
very weak.
Figure 4: Block structure of the stego image in Chang et
Later, Yang et al.’s scheme [20] overcame the weakness al.’s scheme
of Lin and Tsai’s scheme. The main improvements were
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Vˆ
Wˆ
X̂
ˆ  (w1, w2 , w3 , w4 , w5 , m5 , m6 , m7 )
xˆ  ( x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , m1 , m2 , p1 ) vˆ  (v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 , m3 , m4 , p2 ) w

Figure 5: Block structure of the stego image in the proposed scheme

lami et al. [6] employ the concept of linear cellular au- Input. n shadow images S (j) , n cover images C (j) , j ∈
tomata instead of Shamir’s (k, n) threshold image shar[1, n], and a secret key K.
ing scheme. Although this scheme also achieves good vi(j)
sual quality and authentication ability, it needs to offer Output. n stego images Ĉ , j ∈ [1, n], and n sub-keys
K
,
.
.
.
,
K
,
.
.
.
,
K
.
1
j
n
at least k consecutive shadows to reveal the secret image,
and cannot accurately locate the tampered blocks.
Steps.

3

Proposed Scheme

The proposed scheme includes the following two phases:
(1) the sharing and embedding phase; and (2) the authentication and revealing phase.

3.1

Sharing and Embedding Phase

Based on the details described in previous sections, we
can now describe a complete algorithm to implement the
proposed sharing and embedding procedure. Assume that
the secret image SE is a m×m gray-scale image. Select n
meaningful images like photographs of famous people or
beautiful landscapes as cover images with a size of w × w.
Wang and Su’s scheme [18] as described in Sub-section
2.1 was first adopted to generate n shadows. Notice that
the sharing function in our scheme is slightly different
from that in Wang and Su’s scheme. In order to meet
the needs of the matrix encoding, we use the parameter
t = 3 instead of t = 8 in Equation (2); that is, every 3
bits that are obtained from the Huffman output stream
are converted into the decimal sharing coefficient, and the
generation polynomial used in GF(23 ) is x3 + x + 1, as
shown in Equation (7). Apparently, all pixel values in
each shadow are limited to the range from 0 to 7.
fl (x) = (a0 + a1 x + a2 x2 + · · · + ak−1 xk−1 ) mod 23 . (7)
To achieve a high embedding efficiency which indicates the average bit number of embedded secret data per
change, the ordered triple (1,7,3) is used in our scheme as
an example of matrix encoding. Accordingly, the structure of the four-pixel block in the cover image of previous schemes also needs to be changed. In the proposed
scheme, as shown in Figure 5, every three pixels form a
block so as to implement the matrix encoding. Suppose
that we choose m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 , m5 , m6 , m7 from the three
pixels X̂, V̂ , Ŵ in each block as an embedding cell. And
each shadow pixel is converted into binary bits s1 , s2 , s3
as secret data to be embedded. The following is a basic algorithm that reveals the principle of the proposed
scheme for embedding.
Embedding algorithm.

Step 1. Split the secret key K into n sub-keys
K1 , . . . , Kj , . . . , Kn by using the polynomial
sharing function (Note that here we do not need
the modulo operator).
Step 2. Divide each cover image C (j) into nonoverlapping blocks with size 1 × 3.
Step 3. Select random location for the embedded
block through the following steps:
• Assume that the length of the j-th shadow
is l, and the number of all blocks in the j-th
cover image is L, then calculate
L
t = b c,
l

(8)

where t means that at least one block during
t continuous blocks can be used to embed a
shadow pixel.
• Use the secret sub-key Kj to generate the
(j) (j)
(j)
random sequence {r1 , r2 , . . . , rl }.
• The i(j) -th location of the embedded block
is calculated by Equation (9).
Loc(i(j) )

(j)

= i(j) × t + ri

mod t,

(j)

1≤i

≤ l.

(9)

Here, we randomly select one block to embed secret data during t continuous blocks,
which can realize uniform random embedding.
Step 4. Embed binary bits s1 , s2 , s3 , which are converted from the i(j) -th shadow pixel, into the
i(j) -th embedded block by using the matrix encoding. Here, at most one bit was changed in
the i(j) -th embedded block.
Step 5. Calculate two authentication bits p1 , p2 and
embed them into the relevant position in Figure 5.
(j)

p1 p2 = XORhHKj (T H (j) ||BID )i2 ,

(10)

where HKj (·) is a hash function with the
secret key Kj , T H (j) is 15-bit exclusive
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the check bits p1 , p2 and an embedding cell
m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 , m5 , m6 , m7 from each block of
j-th cover image, || represents the concatena(j)
tion operator for strings, BID is the block ID of
j-th cover image. Then, the generated output
of hash function is executed XOR operation to
obtain two authentication bits p1 , p2 .
From the description above, we can observe three facts.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

331

(a)

1) Secret data was evenly and randomly distributed
throughout the whole cover image in order to reduce
changes in the visual and statistical properties of the
stego images.

(a)

2) No more than one bit is changed when embedding Figure 6: The five test images, (a) Jet-F16, (b) Lena, (c)
the secret data. In other words, no more than three Peppers, (d) Baboon, (e) Elaine
bits were changed in each block of the cover images,
so higher visual quality of the stego images can be
acquired.
Step 3. Confirm location of the embedded block using
Step 3 in the embedding process.
3) Sub-keys K used to calculate authentication bits can
j

prevent the other participants from using their own
Step 4. Extract an embedding cell m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 , m5 ,
authentication bits to counterfeit.
m6 , m7 from every confirmed embedded block. And
Use the matrix encoding described in Section 2.2 to
retrieve the binary bits s1 , s2 , s3 .
3.2 Authentication and Revealing Phase
Our proposed scheme has two-stage authentication abil- Step 5. Convert each binary bits s1 , s2 , s3 into the decity.
imal number, and these decimal numbers are rearranged to recover the shadow image.
1) Identity authentication, that is, any k or more participants should provide their sub-keys Kj to the adminWhen all k shadows corresponding to all k stego images
istrator. Afterwards, these sub-keys Kj can be used are obtained, the secret image can be recovered by using
to recover the secret key K by Lagrange’s interpola- the method as described in Section 2.1. Note that we use
tion. If the recovered secret key K is different from Shamir’s (k, n)-threshold scheme to generate the shadows,
the original secret key K, then identity authentica- so less than k stego images is not enough to recover any
tion failed; otherwise, further tamper authentication information about the secret image.
will be implemented.
2) Tamper authentication. Stego images which pass
the identity authentication are divided into a set of
blocks with three pixels, and then the corresponding
sub-keys Kj and the information of block are used
to generate the authentication bits. Authentication
bits are taken out from the provided stego images,
and then compared with the generated authentication bits. If they differ, then the stego image has been
tampered with; otherwise, authentication is successful.

4

Experimental Results and Analysis

Five test images from the USC-SIPI image database as
shown in Figure 6 contain a 256×256 secret image Jet-F16
(Figure 6(a)) and four 512×512 cover images Lena (Figure 6(b)), Peppers (Figure 6(c)), Baboon (Figure 6(d))
and Elaine (Figure 6(e)). Three groups of experiments
are performed in this section: (1) to estimate the visual
quality of the stego images; and (2) to test the authentiAfter successful authentication, the secret data s can cation ability.
be retrieved by using the inverse processing of data embedding. The basic steps for data extraction are as fol- 4.1 Estimate the Visual Quality of the
lowing:
Stego Images
Step 1. Collect any k stego images which have been cer- The objective quality of the stego images is measured by
tified.
the peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), which is defined as
Step 2. Divide each stego image into non-overlapping
blocks with size 1 × 3;

P SN R = 10log10 (

2552
)dB,
MSE

(11)
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(a-1)PSNR=39.19dB

(a-2)PSNR=39.18dB

(a-3)PSNR=39.18dB

(a-4)PSNR=39.19dB

(b-1)PSNR=36.40dB

(b-2)PSNR=36.38dB

(b-3)PSNR=36.39dB

(b-4)PSNR=36.41dB

(c-1)PSNR=40.95dB

(c-2)PSNR=40.95dB

(c-3)PSNR=40.93dB

(c-4)PSNR=40.96dB

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(a)
(d-1)PSNR=44.26dB

(e-1)PSNR=48.09dB

(d-2)PSNR=44.13dB

(e-2)PSNR=48.10dB

(d-3)PSNR=44.10dB

(e-3)PSNR=48.01dB

(d-4)PSNR=44.16dB

(e-4)PSNR=48.17dB

Figure 8: Experimental results for three different schemes,
(a) tampered Lena stego image, (b) Yang et al.’s scheme
with DR ≈ 1/2, (c) Chang et al.’s scheme with DR ≈
15/16, (d) our scheme with DR ≈ 3/4

Figure 7: The experimental results of different schemes
when (a) stego images in Lin and Tsai ’s scheme, (b)
stego images in Yang et al.’s scheme, (c) stego images in
Chang et al.’s scheme, (d) stego images in Eslami et al.’s is smallest when different k, so we also obtain the best
scheme, (e) stego images in the proposed scheme
visual quality of stego images.

where MSE is the mean square error between the cover
images and the stego images. In this experiment, we
choose two groups of different threshold parameters: the
first group is k = 2, n = 3; the second is k = 3, n = 4.
Figure 7 demonstrates the experimental results of different schemes when k = 2, n = 3. As can be seen from
Figure 7, the proposed scheme obtains the highest PSNR
value among the compared schemes. Note that all of the
experiments are conducted under the same conditions,
i.e., the same secret image, the same cover image and
the same k, n.
Table 1 summarizes the experimental results of different schemes when k = 3, n = 4. Elaine is used as the
fourth cover image in all mentioned schemes. Under the
same experimental conditions, the proposed scheme still
obtains the highest PSNR value. The reason for this objective quality is that our scheme changes relatively fewer
bits, that is to say, not more than one bit in each pixel
of the embedding block is modified by hidden secret and
authentication bits.
In order to further illustrate the effectiveness of the
proposed scheme, we calculated average number of modified bits per pixel in different schemes when different k
because fewer modifications can obtain higher quality of
the stego images. Table 2 summarizes the results of this
comparison. It can be seen from the comparison that, the
average number of modified bits per pixel in our scheme

4.2

Testing the Authentication Ability

The detection ratio is defined as DR = N T P D/N T P
to test the authentication ability, where N T P D is the
number of tampered pixels that are detected, and N T P
is the number of tampered pixels [6].
In this sub-section, we make the tampered Lena stego
image by adding a shrunk version of the Jet-F16 in Figure 8(a). Herein, Lin and Tsai’s scheme and Eslami et
al.’s scheme are not considered to compare the authentication ability because they cannot effectively prevent
tampering or locate the tampered position. Figures 8(b),
(c) and (d) show the experimental results for three different schemes. Figures 8 (b) and (c) use the same size
of stego-block (4 pixels) to achieve tamper detection, but
the detection ratio of Yang et al.’s scheme is lower than
that of Chang et al. In our scheme, we choose the smaller
stego-block (3 pixels) to achieve tamper detection.
Although the detection ratio is slightly lower than that
of Chang et al.’s scheme, we adopt a two-stage authentication mechanism, that is to say, the participant firstly
must provide the right sub-key Kj to pass identity authentication before tamper detection. It is very difficult
to accurately guess the random sub-key Kj . Therefore,
our scheme has higher authentication ability.
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Table 1: Experimental results of different schemes when k = 3, n = 4
Scheme
Lin and Tsai’s scheme
Yang et al.’s scheme
Chang et al.’s scheme
Eslami et al.’s scheme
Our scheme

PSNR
Lena
39.22
36.41
42.70
47.12
49.47

Pepper
39.18
36.38
42.77
47.16
49.47

Baboon
39.21
36.35
42.73
47.10
49.50

Elaine
39.22
36.40
42.69
47.15
49.51

Table 2: Comparison of average number of modified bits per pixel with different k
Different k
k
2
3
4

5

average number of modified bits per pixel
Lin et al. Yang et al. Chang et al. Eslami et al.
−
−
1 + (2/k)
2/(k − 1)
2.25
2.75
2
2
2.25
2.75
1.67
1
2.25
2.75
1.5
0.67

Conclusions

In this paper, a secret image sharing with deepsteganography and two-stage authentication was proposed. This scheme is based on matrix encoding to embed
secret shadows into cover images and at most one bit was
changed in the embedded block, so secret data does not
directly appear in the pixels of the cover image. This ensures the security of secret data and obtains higher visual
quality of the stego image. As far as authentication ability
is concerned, our scheme increases the process of the identity authentication, that is to say, participants must first
provide the right sub-key to pass identity authentication,
and then pass tamper authentication. The final experimental results also demonstrate that our scheme achieves
better authentication ability than those referenced in the
literature review.
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Abstract
The designs of several hash functions (SB, FSB, RFSB,
SFSB, OHFGC, · · · ) are based on the error-correcting
codes properties. The hash function based on the classical
Goppa code ”OHFGC” [7] is distinguished by the possibility that an user selects certain parameters to achieve a
level of performance and security corresponds to its needs.
The objective of this article examines the security features
of the hash function ”OHFGC” and its behavior in order
to propose relevant parameters for different user situations. We also propose both a method to summarize all
parameters in one and a method that links the size of the
hashed to the document.
Keywords: Classical Goppa code, one way hash function,
syndrome decoding

1

Introduction

Several hash functions (SB, FSB, RFSB, SFSB, OHFGC,
· · · ) [2, 3, 4, 9] are based on the error-correcting codes
properties. The hash function based on the classical
Goppa code ”OHFGC” [7] is distinguished by the ability that an user selects certain parameters to achieve a
level of performance and security corresponds to its needs.
In the next section, we recall the algorithms components
of the OHFGC. Section Three is devoted to the security
study by the design model and the hashed size. In section four, we study the performance, the behavior of the
OHFGC and its sensitivity to initial conditions. Our proposed method of choosing a single parameter from the
others is presented in section five. It ends with a conclusion. Table 1 is the notations used in this paper.
m
Let the finite field F2m = {0, 1, α, α2 , · · · , α2 −2 } and
its primitive element α which is the root of a primitive
polynomial of the degree m on F2 [10]. There is a biunivocal correspondence between the elements of F2m , as a
F2 vector space its base is (1, α, α2 , · · · , αm−1 ), and the

elements of F2m is defined by:
ϕ : F2m
x=

i=m−1
X

ai α i

−→

F2m

−→

(a0 , · · · , am−1 )T

i=0

2

Recall on the OHFGC Hash
Function

The hash of a message M by OHF GC is according to
the MERKLE and DAMGARAD model [6, 11], in the
heart of this model there is a compression function. The
compression function of the OHF GC [7] is composed of
the following algorithms:
• A compression function CF .
A compression function CF , of the input size n and
of the output r, based on H (a parity check matrix
of a classical Goppa code), and is defined as follows:
CF : F2n
x

→ F2r
→ x(1) + Hφ(x)t ,

with x = (x(2) , x(1) ), x(1) ∈ F2n−r , x(2) ∈ F2r and

φ(x) = x
if w(x) ≤ n2
n
φ(x) = x ⊕ 1
if w(x)  n2
• The generation of a parity check matrix.
The generation of a parity check matrix (H ∈
Mr,n (F2 )) from a primitive element of a field F2m
and an integer n with (2m ≺ n ≺ 2m − 1).
The generation of H is done as follows:
1) Choose an integer n such as 2m ≺ n ≺ 2m − 1 and a
primitive element α of F2m .
2) Calculate (ij )nj=1 with ij = nj mod (2m − 1) and t =
n
E( 2m
).
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Table 1: Notations
N
F2 = {0, 1}
n
m
F2m
F2m ∗
Mrxn (K)
F2 n
n
1 = (1, 1, ..., 1)
OHF GC
CF
E(x)
t
Γ(L, xt )
OHF GC(m)
w(x)
⊕

The set of integers.
A finite field of the two elements.
an integer.
an integer.
The finite field of 2m elements, with m an integer.
The multiplicative group of the nonzero elements of F2m .
The set of rxn matrices with coefficients in an abelian field K.
The set of the vectors that components 0 or 1 and their length is n.
The vector of n components equal to 1.
One-way Hash function synchronized based on Goppa Codes.
Compression function.
The integer part of x.
An integer.
A classical Goppa code with L its support and xt its polynomial.
One-way Hash function based on Goppa Code with his principle parameter m.
The sum of the components of x.
An XOR operation.

3) Calculate K 0 = (ϕ(αji−t−1 ))i=1,··· ,t ;j=1,··· ,n .
4) The parity control matrix H is composed of lines in
K 0 without repetition and in the same order. This is
the parity check matrix of Γ(L, xt ) in F2 of rxn type.
5) r is the output size of OHF GC and the compression
function CF .
Remark 1. We cannot predict the value of the hashed
size r before the construction of H, this is due to a particular property of the parity check matrix of a classical
Goppa code. We have to recourse to implementation.

3

The OHFGC Security Study

The security of the entire hash functions depends mainly
on its design model and the hashed size. The first ensures resistance against structural attacks and the second
guarantees its resistance to generic attacks. In the two
following paragraphs we discuss these principles in the
case of the OHFGC.
1) The OHFGC security based on design model.
The OHFGC is built according to the model
MERKLE and DAMAGARAD [6, 11]. MERKLE [6]
showed that the security of any hash function is designed according to the model is summarized in compression function of the resistance, constructed with,
at the three security criteria (resistance to pre-image,
second pre-image and collisions).
For hash functions were based on code, including the
OHFGC, the security is easily linked to the difficulty
of the problem by decoding syndromes [4, 8, 12].
The following two issues proved hard [7], provide the
security for the OHFGC.

Given H a matrix of the type rxn of elements of the
F2 and s ∈ F2r .
Find x = (x(2) , x(1) ) ∈ F2n−r xF2r such as x(1) +
Hxt = s.
Given H a matrix of the type of rxn of elements of
the F2 and s ∈ F2r .
Find x = (x(2) , x(1) ) ∈ F2n−r xF2r and y =
(y (2) , y (1) ) ∈ F2n−r xF2r such as x(1) + y (1) =
H(x + y)t .
2) The OHFGC security based on its hashed size.
Generic attacks [5] (see Table 2) depend on the number of the possible hashed 2r of the size r. As to
ensure safe of some functions hash, simply increase
the size of hashed (at the moment the sizes 256 and
512 are considered acceptable). For the OHFGC,
we propose to give varying sizes included in intervals depending on its primary endpoint: primitive
polynomial. In addition, it is distinguished by the
possibility of extending these intervals by increasing
the degree of the primitive polynomial. This property gives the complexity of the OHFGC for a longer
time.

Table 2: Complexity of the best generic attacks
Generic attack
Search pre-image
Research of second pre-image
Research of collisions

Complexity
2r
2r
r
22
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The Behavior Study and the
Performance of OHFGC Function

The parameters of the OHFGC function are n, m, α (α is
a root of a primitive polynomial p(x) of degree m) [1] and
hashed size r. Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, provides examples of
the parameters that can be used. These examples give us
an idea of the possible choices.
Table 3: The hashed size for m=8
m
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

p(x)
x + x + x3 + x + 1
x8 + x5 + x3 + x + 1
x8 + x5 + x3 + x + 1
x8 + x5 + x3 + x + 1
x8 + x5 + x3 + x + 1
x8 + x5 + x3 + x + 1
x8 + x5 + x3 + x + 1
x8 + x5 + x3 + x + 1
x8 + x5 + x3 + x + 1
8

5

n
254
253
252
251
250
249
248
247
100

Hashed size r
4
90
120
16
120
120
120
90
43

2m
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256

Table 4: The hashed size for m=9
m
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

p(x)
x + x5 + 1
x9 + x5 + 1
x9 + x5 + 1
x9 + x5 + 1
x9 + x5 + 1
x9 + x5 + 1
x9 + x5 + 1
x9 + x5 + 1
x9 + x5 + 1
x9 + x5 + 1
x9 + x5 + 1
x9 + x5 + 1
x9 + x5 + 1
x9 + x5 + 1
x9 + x5 + 1
9

n
254
253
510
509
508
507
506
504
503
502
501
500
400
300
200

Hashed size r
4
90
4
251
246
251
252
252
59
60
243
243
198
52
99

2m
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512

These data lead us to seek to have a OHFGC function
of the variable hashed size and summarize the parameters
in one.
1) The behavior study of the OHFGC.
Any modification of the hashed document leads a
variation on the hashed. The variation on the hashed
is measured by the Hamming distance between the
two vectors (hashed). The graphs (Figures 1, 2,
3, 4) represent the Hamming distance between the
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Table 5: The hashed size for m=10
m
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

p(x)
x + x3 + 1
x10 + x3 + 1
x10 + x3 + 1
x10 + x3 + 1
x10 + x3 + 1
x10 + x3 + 1
x10 + x3 + 1
x10 + x3 + 1
x10 + x3 + 1
x10 + x3 + 1
x10 + x3 + 1
x10 + x3 + 1
x10 + x3 + 1
x10 + x3 + 1
x10 + x3 + 1
10

n
1022
1021
1020
1019
1018
1017
1016
1015
1014
1013
1012
1011
1000
100
800

Hashed size r
495
373
510
364
500
500
500
365
500
500
493
500
387
50
400

2m
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024

Table 6: The hashed size for m=11
m
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

p(x)
x + x2 + 1
x11 + x2 + 1
x11 + x2 + 1
x11 + x2 + 1
x11 + x2 + 1
x11 + x2 + 1
x11 + x2 + 1
x11 + x2 + 1
x11 + x2 + 1
x11 + x2 + 1
x11 + x2 + 1
11

n
2046
2045
2044
2043
2042
2041
2040
2039
2038
2037
2000

Hashed size r
4
1011
1012
1011
1012
1012
1012
1011
1012
1012
990

2m
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048

Table 7: The hashed size for m=12
m
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

p(x)
x + x + x4 + x + 1
x12 + x6 + x4 + x + 1
x12 + x6 + x4 + x + 1
x12 + x6 + x4 + x + 1
x12 + x6 + x4 + x + 1
x12 + x6 + x4 + x + 1
x12 + x6 + x4 + x + 1
x12 + x6 + x4 + x + 1
x12 + x6 + x4 + x + 1
x12 + x6 + x4 + x + 1
x12 + x6 + x4 + x + 1
12

6

n
4094
4093
4092
4091
4090
4089
4088
4087
4000
3000
409

Hashed size r
4
1500
1783
64
1602
1767
1587
16
64
128
194

2m
4096
4096
4096
4096
4096
4096
4096
4096
4096
4096
4096
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Figure 4: OHFGC (504, 9,252)
Figure 1: OHFGC (4092, 12,1783)
Table 8: Performance of the on core (TM) 2 duo CPU
2.00 GHZ
functions
OHFGC (4092, 12,1783)
OHFGC (2040, 11,1012)
OHFGC (1020, 10,510)
OHFGC (504, 9,252)

Figure 2: OHFGC(2040,11,1012)

5

Execution time
10,98200 s
6,70800 s
3,52600 s
1,95000 s

Proposal Method for Selecting
Parameters

After the behavioral study of the OHF GC(n, m, r), we
hashed of the original document and the hashed of propose to keep a single parameter of the OHF GC(m)
the amended document by a single bit within the first and to link n to the document size to be hashed by the
100 positions in the original document.
relation n = (2m+1+document size)mod(2m −2) and by
following the hashed size r will vary from one document
In summary, in the four examples of the OHFGC to another in the interval [1,mE( 2m −2 )].
2m
function, each modification of the document to hash,
by a single bit, causes variation of the hashed by Explication 1. The hashed size is between 1 and
m
−2
approximately half the number of bits.
[1,mE( 2 2m
)] indeed. The matrix H has at least one
line. we have n = (2m + 1 + document size)mod(2m − 2)
then 2m ≺ n ≺ 2m − 2. We have also r ≤ mt ( since r
2) The OHFGC performance.
is the number of lines in H after reduction) consequently
m
−2
).
1 ≤ r ≤ mE( 2 2m
We hashed a file of size 1.01 MB by the OHFGC(n,
m, r) function, Table 8 shows the execution time for the Remark 2. Having the variable hashed size in a range
increase the complexity of generic attacks. We take for
chosen parameters and which have its performance.
example the following intervals (Table 9).

Table 9: Examples of the intervals document size
m
8
9
10
11
12
Figure 3: OHFGC (1020, 10,510)

m

−2
[1,mE( 2 2m
)]
[1,120]
[1,252]
[1,510]
[1,1023]
[1,2040]
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Conclusion

In conclusion, we can announce that our OHFGC(m)
function parameterized by a primitive polynomial of the
degree m and of the variable size from one document to
another, is an efficient and secure function. The flexibility of choosing the parameter m of the OHFGC depending
on the context of the use ensures that our exclusive function can last longer as it will be used by different users in
different contexts.
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Abstract
Multi-proxy signature (MPS) scheme makes a very important branch of the proxy signature scheme family, as
they are applicable in many practical situations. The
MPS scheme enables the actual signer to pass on their
signing authority to plural proxy signers, where each
proxy/delegated signer should contribute together to create a genuine MPS to make the whole thing work. In this
work, we shall present an efficient MPS scheme that apply
self-certified key and the notion of message recovery. The
major advantage of our scheme is that the verification of
the public keys, the verification of MPS, and recovery of
the message can be carried out simultaneously. This reduces the computation cost and communication load dramatically. The security analysis of the proposed scheme
includes thorough discussions over the security of the secret keys, the legitimacy of the public key of the signer’s,
along with unforgeability of our MPS scheme (MPSS).
The performance analysis of our MPSS, reflects that our
scheme, has an edge regarding computational complexity,
over the schemes given in Wu et al.’s and Xie et al.’s.
Keywords: Discrete logarithm problem, message recovery,
multi-proxy signature, proxy signature, self-certified key

1

Introduction

What is a proxy signature scheme? By definition, this
signature scheme enables the other person called proxy
signer to sign in place of actual signer, with due per-

mission [5, 10, 25]. Mambo et al. [15, 16] first brought
the design of proxy signature from some authorized proxy
person. Since then, enormous researches have focused on
refining this specific signature itself and on making them
applicable to as many real-life situations as possible [1].
Among the possibilities explored was the question of how
to transfer the power of signing to plural proxy signer
at a time, and in 2000, Huang and Shi [6] answered the
question by offering their MPS scheme, as an extension of
the fundamental proxy or delegated signature mechanism.
After that, many researchers have developed and presented their own variants [2, 7, 13, 14, 19, 20, 24, 29, 30],
of the MPSS (MPS scheme). Typically in a MPSS, commonly the following three entities are involved: the original/actual signer, two or more proxy signers, and recipient of signature. Please note that all the proxy signers
have to jointly create the MPSS and this makes the major difference between a MPSS and a fundamental proxy
signature scheme.
To an adversary, any form of digital transaction can
be a target for attack. For example, with a forged public
key, an attacker can try to forge as the original signer or
a proxy signer. To prevent forgery attacks from taking
effect, it is a good idea to authenticate the public key
of all the entities involved before they participate in any
part of the cryptographic processes. A common practice
to do the job here is to use a certificate-based public key
cryptosystem, where any legal user or verifier can confirm
the public key authenticity and the verification of information regarding identity of the signer by checking the
certificate issued to each signer by the certificate author-
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ity (CA) [8, 21]. However, certificate verification processes
considerably increase both the computation cost and the
communication load. In real time applications, in particular, when many users are trying to sign documents at the
same time, it is extremely demanding for the system to
handle the verification of multiple certificates simultaneously. To solve this problem, Shamir [22] presents a new
cryptosystem based on the identity (ID-based) scheme.
In such a system, the signer can be recognized through
his public key. This way, certificates are no longer necessary, and therefore no certificate verification processes
are needed. The shortcoming of this approach, however,
is that the CA has knowledge of secret key of every signer,
as the signer register himself. This may give the CA, a
fair chance to pretend to be a genuine user. This is possible by creating a legitimate pair of keys for that user
and no one identify that actually CA generates the pair
of keys. In other words, public key verification remained
a problem.
Girault [3] introduced the self-certified public key concept. In Girault’s design, the registered user gets to determine their own secret key, while the public key for
each user is generated by CA. In comparison with the
certificate-based approach, this system runs on a much
lower computation cost, and the communication load is
also lighter [12, 23]. The validity of a public key is checked
when a user participates in signature schemes where selfcertified public keys are used. If the signature or public
key of the user fails in verification process than the user’s
access will be denied.
In 1994, Nyberg et al. [17] offered the first signature
with the ability of message recovery. In Nyberg et al.’s
scheme, the message is sent along with the signature and
is then recovered by the verifier. Since no hashing of message is required, the consumption of storage space and
communication bandwidth is low. The security of their
scheme relies on the discrete logarithm problem (DLP). In
this kind of schemes, only a legitimate signer can broadcast the authentic signature corresponds to the message to
a signature’s verifier, and the verifier can obtain the message and verify the authenticity of the signature. This
way, the communication overhead can be effectively reduced.
Wu, Hsu, and Lin (WHL) [27] proposed couple of MPS
scheme, and their security relies on DLP and the elliptic
curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) respectively.
They combined the concept of message recovery and the
self-certified public key. Later, in 2012, Xie [28] showed
that WHL scheme [27] is vulnerable to a warrant attack by
proxy signer via revision of original warrant. This attack
through warrant revision can launched either by the proxy
or the actual signer. To fix the problem, Xie presents a
provably secure signature scheme resists a warrant attack
and an adaptive chosen message attack under existential
forgery.
Inspired by the brilliant earlier works, we have also
developed an efficient MPS scheme, by applying selfcertified public keys and our scheme provides message re-
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covery as well. The remaining of our work is managed
as follows: To begin with, the proposed scheme will be
presented in detail in next section, followed by Section 3,
in which the security analysis of our scheme is given. The
performance analysis is given in Section 4. Finally, we
conclude our work in last section.

2

The Proposed MPS Scheme

The details of our proposed MPS scheme is given in this
part. Let’s first define some notations and parameters in
Table 1 that we are going to use throughout this paper.
The CA generates p, q, g, and β as system parameters
and makes them public but keeps α secret. The CA also
assists registered users to create their secret and public key pairs. The proposed MPS scheme has the following phases: (1) User Registration Phase, (2) Delegation Parameter Generation Phase, (3) Multi-Proxy Signature Generation Phase, and (4) Signature Verification
and Message Recovery Phase. The details of the above
phases are given below:
1) User Registration Phase.
Suppose a user Ui with identity IDi wishes to register with CA. To serve the purpose, he/she needs to
present keys namely a secret key and an openly accessible public key paired up. Self-certified keys are
generated as follows:
a. Each user Ui selects a random number ai ∈ Zq∗
as their master key and computes
vi = g h(ai kIDi ) mod p

(1)

and then sends it to CA over a secure channel.
b. Upon receiving (vi , IDi ) from Ui , the CA
chooses an integer ti ∈ Zq∗ , which varies with
time and computes the Ui ’s public key yi and
the witness wi as follows:
yi = vi · g ti − h(IDi ) mod p

(2)

wi = ti + α · {yi + h(IDi )} mod q

(3)

for each Ui and sends (yi , wi ) to them respectively.
c. Upon receiving (yi , wi ), each Ui computes his
secret key
xi = wi + h(ai kIDi )

(4)

and checks the validity of yi , through the following equation
g xi

= {yi + h(IDi )} · β yi +h(IDi ) mod p
= Yi mod p.

(5)
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Table 1: Notations
Notation
(p, q)
g
mw
h(·)
(α, β)
Uo
Ui
G
(xi , yi )
IDi

Description
Large primes, with q|p − 1.
Generator with order q, over GF (p).
Message warrant.
One-way hash function [4, 9, 11].
The private and public key pair for CA, with β = g α mod p .
Denote the original/actual signer.
Denote the proxy/delegated signer, where i = 1, 2, ...N .
Group of proxy signers.
For signer the key pair of private and public key, where i = 1, 2, ...N .
Represents identity of the signer, where i = 0, 1, 2, ...N .

a. Each Ui ∈ G selects a random integer value bi ∈
Zq∗ and evaluates

This verification can be done as follows:
g xi = g ti +α{yi +h(IDi )}+h(ai kIDi ) mod p

ci = g bi mod p,

= g ti · g α{yi +h(IDi ) · g h(ai kIDi ) mod p

then transmits ci to other users in group G.
b. Each Ui computes

= vi · g ti · β yi +h(IDi ) mod p
= {yi + h(IDi )} · β yi +h(IDi ) mod p
= Yi mod p.

c = {M kh(M )} ·

and sends ρi to other members in G.
c. Now each Ui ∈ G has a collection of (cj , ρj )
received from all the other members of G. Ui
checks the validity by computing

a. Uo chooses a random integer ki ∈ Zq∗ and calculates

N
Y

cj ·

(6)

Ki mod p

(7)

i=1

H=h β

PN

i=0 (yi +h(IDi ))

·

N
Y

(yi + h(IDi ))kmw kK

i=0

(8)
σi = xo · N −1 · H + ki mod q

cj mod p

ρi = bi + (σi + xi · H) · h(mw kckK) mod q
(11)

Now Uo wishes to transfer his authority of signing to
N proxy signers G = {U1 , U2 , ...UN }. Uo and Ui take
the following steps to do the job:

K=

N
Y
j=1

2) Delegation Parameter Generation Phase.

Ki = g ki mod p

(10)

(9)



h

Yo

N−1 · H

· Yj

H

· Kj

ih(mw kckK)

= g ρj mod p

if the above equation checks out, then Ui computes
N
X
ρ=
ρj mod q
j=1

Now the multi-proxy signature (K, c, ρ, mw , H )
is completed.
4) Signature Verification and Message Recovery Phase.

b. Uo transmits (σi , mw ) to each Ui ∈ G and
broadcasts (Ki , K, H).

The verifier confirms the authenticity of the generated signature, through the equation

c. After getting (σi , mw ) from Uo , each Ui ∈ G
verifies its authenticity through the equation

M kh(M ) = c · g −ρ ·

n
hY

Yi

H

·K

ih(m w k ck K)

mod p.

i=0

g σi = Yo

N−1 · H

· Ki mod p

(12)

Now with this recovered message M and its hash value,
If this equation checks out, then only Ui agrees the verifier can ensure the authenticity of both M and the
to his proxy share.
generated signature. The verification equation involves
the public key’s of both the proxy and actual signers,
3) Multi-Proxy Signature Generation Phase
which can be automatically verified. This way, all three
To generate a signature for message M , as an alter- tasks, namely verification of public key, verification of signative of Uo , each Ui ∈ G carries out the following nature, and recovery of message, can be completed in one
stroke.
calculations:
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3

Security Analysis

This section serves to check the security aspects of our
MPS scheme. The security of our scheme can be divided
into three parts: safety of private keys, legitimacy of signers’ public keys, and unforgeability of signatures.
1) Safety of private keys.
a. Safety of private key (α) of CA.
Suppose an adversary is looking to obtain CA’s
secret key α, which lies under the protection of
DLP [18, 26]. To get α from Equation (3), the
adversary faces great difficulty because of the
lack of knowledge of the time variant secret ti ,
which is only known to CA. It can be seen from
Equation (2) that ti is secure under DLP.
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Lastly, if the adversary tries another route to come
by a valid identity IDi0 with the made-up duo of fixed
keys x0i , yi0 , the attempt will still fail because of the
unbreakable reversal of OWHF [4, 9, 11].
3) Unforgeability of signatures.
Suppose an adversary is looking to reuse a genuine
multi-proxy signature (K, c, ρ, mw ,H) to illegally sign
the message M 0 . To do the job, the adversary has
to find an effective ρ, which is difficult due to the
obstruction of DLP (see Equation (12)).
On the other hand, in case an adversary attempted
to obtain message M by using (K, c, ρ, mw ,H), then
the adversary would have to overcome the reversal of
OWHF.

b. Safety of secret key (xi ) of signer i.
Then, in the following passages, we shall demonstrate
The secret key xi of signer i is generated through
that
how our MPSS fulfil all fundamental security properthe conduction of Equation (4), which depends
ties
including
(1) Identifiability, (2) Prevention of misuse,
on the hash value h(ai kIDi ). It can be clearly
(3)
Unforgeability,
(4) Undeniability, and (5) Verifiability.
from Equation (1) that the hash value is secure
under the protection of DLP.
1) Identifiablity.
Let an adversary or some delegated signers attempt to get the secret key xo of actual signer
The multi-proxy signature (K, c, ρ, mw ,H) contains
Uo from Equation (9). However, it is not feathe message warrant mw , by which the verifier can
sible for them due to unknown value ki from
identify the proxy signer and actual signer.
Equation (6) and this ki is secure because of
DLP.
2) Prevention of misuse.
c. Infeasible to obtain secret keys from public keys.
The warrant mw carries a lot of information with
It is not possible for an adversary to deit including type of delegation, delegation duration,
rive secret key of the actual signer Uo or any
as well as indication of which message is assigned to
delegated signer Ui through intercepted data
the proxy signers for signing. Therefore, the proxy
(ci , ρi ) or from a genuine multi-proxy signature
signers cannot mistakenly sign a message they are
(K, c, ρ, mw ,H). As we can see, with the value
not authorized by the actual signer to sign.
of σi (see Equation (9)) substituted into Equation (11), we come to
3) Unforgeability.
ρi = bi +{(xo ·N −1 ·H+ki )+xi ·H}·h(mw kckK) mod q, The actual signer Uo is not able generate a valid
MPS, because there is no way for Uo to collect the
where there are still two unknowns parameters
private keys of all the delegated signers. On the other
ki and bi securely under the protection of DLP
hand, any delegated signer or any other person can(see Equations (6) and (10)). Therefore, there
not counterfeit a MPS either due to the lack of the
is no way an adversary can derive any secret key
actual signer’s private key, which is protected due to
xo or xi from public data.
intractability of DLP.
2) Legitimacy of signers’ public keys.
4) Undeniability.
The secret key x , identity ID , and public key y
i

i

i

must satisfy the verification Equation (5). In other
words, for any fake secret key x0i , fake identity IDi0 ,
and fake public key yi0 to take effect, all three must
pass the test of Equation (5). An adversary can create a fake value IDi0 and randomly chooses private
key x0i at will, but to come by a public key yi0 to
make the trio work is extremely difficult due to the
obstruction of DLP. Alternatively, if the adversary
tries to fix the public key yi0 and identity IDi0 , then
again DLP will get in the way and nullify the adversary’s attempt to derive an effective secret key x0i .

The components c and ρ of the proposed signature
(K, c, ρ, mw , H) are collectively completed by all the
proxy signers, and therefore no Ui ∈ G can deny his
signature.
5) Verifiability.
With the correctness of the verification confirmed,
the verifier can authenticate the signature and identify, whether the signed message corresponds to the
proxy warrant.
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Table 2: Computational complexity comparison
Phases
Registration
Proxy Key
Generation
Multi Proxy
Sign Gen
Signature
Verification
Total Cost

WHL [27]
4nTe + 5nTm + 5nTh + nTi
5nTe +5nTm +(3n+1)Th +
(n + 1)Ti
(5n2 − 3n)Te + (6n2 −
4n)Tm + 2n2 Th
4Te + (2n + 5)Tm + (2n +
5)Th
(5n2 + 6n + 4)Te + (6n2 +
8n + 5)Tm + (2n2 + 10n +
6)Th + (2n + 1)Ti

Xie’s [28]
4nTe + 5nTm + 5nTh + nTi
(4n + 1)Te + (7n + 3)Tm +
(4n + 1)Th + (n + 1)Ti
(4n2 − 3n)Te + (6n2 −
3n)Tm + 2n2 Th
4Te + (2n + 5)Tm + (2n +
4)Th + Ti
(4n2 + 5n + 4)Te + (6n2 +
11n + 8)Tm + (2n2 + 11n +
8)Th + (2n + 1)Ti

Our scheme
4nTe + 3nTm + 2nTh
(4n+1)Te +(5n+2)Tm +
(2n + 1)Th + (n + 1)Ti
(4n2 − 3n)Te + (5n2 −
2n)Tm + (n2 + 1)Th
4Te + (n + 4)Tm + (n +
2)Th + Ti
(4n2 +5n+5)Te +(5n2 +
6n + 6)Tm + (n2 + 5n +
4)Th + (n + 2)Ti

Table 3: Communication cost comparison
Phase
Proxy Key Generation
Multi-proxy Sign Gen
Signature Verification
Total

4

WHL [27]
(n + 1) · |p| + 2n · |q|
n · (|p| + |q|)
2 · |p| + 3 · |q|
(2n+3)·|p|+(3n+3)·|q|

Performance Analysis

Now we shall see comparison of the complexity of the
proposed MPSS with [27] and [28]. We do not consider
the complexity of addition and subtraction operations as
they are negligible.
As Table 2 shows, the proposed scheme is obviously
superior to the other two schemes as far as computational
complexity is concerned.
As Table 3 shows, the three schemes have the same total communication cost and therefore are equally efficient
in this matter.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we present a new MPSS using self-certified
public keys. The security analysis has established the security of the secret keys, the genuineness of the public
key of signers, as well as the unforgeability of the proposed scheme. Furthermore, the performance analysis has
proven that the new scheme has an edge over the WHL
scheme and Xie’s scheme with respect to the computational load.
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Abstract
In recent years, several algorithms of image encryption
have been proposed independently. In this paper, an
algorithm of image encryption based on general twodimensional Arnold transform with keys and quantum
chaotic map is proposed. First, the key streams are generated by the two-dimensional logistic map as initial conditions and parameters. Second, general Arnold scrambling
algorithm with keys is exploited to permute the pixels of
color components, R, G and B . Finally a serial of pseudorandom numbers generated by the quantum chaotic map
is applied to modify the value of diffused pixels. In order to get the high randomness and the high complexity,
the two-dimensional logistic map and quantum chaotic
map are coupled with nearest-neighboring coupled-map
lattices. Theoretical analyses and computer simulations
confirm that the new algorithm has high level of security.
Keywords: Arnold scrambling algorithm, coupled-map
lattices, image encryption, quantum chaotic map, twodimensional logistic map

1
1.1

Introduction
Background

With the rapid growth of the transmission over the Internet, the security of digital image acquires a major concern. So image encryption becomes a hot area and a
challenging task. In order to protect personal information, various image encryption algorithms are designed
and proposed such as two-dimensional cellular automatabased method [20], Henon chaotic map [10, 21], Chen’s
hyper-chaotic system [12], Arnold transform [3, 4] and so
on. As a classical algorithm Arnold transform has many
advantages over others. But an obvious weakness is that
it only can be applied to square matrix N ×N and an
ideal encryption scheme should not have periodicity. In
this paper an excellent method is proposed to solve the

problem. Chaotic systems have many good features such
as sensitivity to initial conditions and parameters, mixing
property, high efficiency and ergodicity. Inspired by the
subtle similarity between chaotic systems and cryptosystem, various encryption algorithms based on chaotic map
are proposed in the literature. Herein, quantum chaotic
system is applied to generate pseudo-random sequence to
encrypt color images in the proposed cryptosystem.

1.2

Related Work

Image is one of the most important information representation models and widely used in modern society. An
international standard of encryption algorithm is not only
suitable for a partial compression algorithm but permutation and diffusion properties. Permutation and diffusion
properties are satisfied in cellular automata-based (CA)
image system [20]. Ping proposed a novel CA-based multiple image encryption by using a kind of two-dimensional
reversible CA, and by using a circular chaining mode of
operation. The proposed method allows images to be processed in a 2-D way and makes the statistical information
of each plain image in the group hidden in all cipher images.
In order to disturb the high correlation among pixels, the Arnold cat map [3, 4] is a good scrambling tool
which has been used widely in various cryptographic and
steganographic applications. Chen et al. [3] analyzed the
period distribution of the cat map systematically. [4] reported a new image encryption algorithm based on singular value decomposition and Arnold transform. However,
in all of these algorithms have two weaknesses, one is that
the iteration times are very limited; the other is that the
width and height of the plain-image must be identical.
Here we propose perfect methods to solve these problems
so that the proposed algorithm can be accepted widely.
Chaos-based cryptographic scheme has many brilliant
advantages different from other algorithms such as sensitivity to initial conditions and parameters, mixing property, high efficiency non-periodicity and control parame-
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ters [7, 15]. In recent years various encryption algorithms
based on chaotic map are proposed [26, 27]. Wang and
Guo [27] utilized a logistic map for generating a matrix
to diffuse the left block of the plain image and then the
diffused image was used as the right block of the cipher
image. Tang [26] presented an algorithm dividing an input image into overlapping blocks, shuffling image blocks
to make initial encryption, exploiting a chaotic map and
Arnold transform to generate secret matrices, and achieving final encryption by conducting exclusive OR operations between corresponding elements of each block and
a random secret matrix. Jawad [9] enhanced the security
level of conventional Blowfish algorithm (BA) for color
image encryption by modifying it with new F-function.
And the dynamic S-box and XOR operator were generated from the F-function via four-dimensional hyperchaotic map. Lately, in [2] quantum chaos theory becomes a tool that can be used to improve the quality
of pseudo-random number generators. The randomness
and non-periodicity of quantum chaotic map are successfully verified by statistical complexity and the normalized
Shannon entropy. So we apply these characteristics to
encrypt the color image for achieving the high randomness and acquiring the non-periodicity that is caused by
Arnold transform.
Generally, there are two main stages in the structure of
chaos-based algorithm which consists of permutation and
diffusion stages. The permutation stage shifts the position of pixels of the plain-image by some chaotic map.
General Arnold transform with keys finishes the permutation stage and provides an enough large key space. The
diffusion stage modifies the pixels values of shuffled image via chaotic sequences so that a minor change in one
pixel of the plain-image causes a totally different cipherimage. Chaotic sequences generated by quantum chaotic
map accomplished the diffusion stage and improved the
randomness and complexity of the proposed cryptosystem. The diffusion-permutation-based algorithm should
have a large key space and the long periodicity of permutation to increase the security. For this purpose, many
researchers turn to find some improved chaos-based algorithms with large key spaces and good permutation and
diffusion techniques.

1.3

Contribution and Organization

In order to encrypt all color images by Arnold transform
algorithm, it is essential to make up the rectangular image into a square. Without loss of generality, we assume
that the size of the color plain-image P is W ×H , where
W is the width of the image, H is the height of the image.
Through the method the plain-image is converted into a
new image whose size is N ×N . Due to the color image
that is composed of three color components, we convert
three components into three matrices, namely R, G, B .
General Arnold transform with keys means that parameters of the matrix A is a set of secret values. We add the
matrix (kµ, kν)T as secret values during the process that
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Arnold transform is iterated n times. The experiment
proves that the chaos character is better when n = 6. So
we get three different matrices (kµi , kν i )T (i = 1, 2, 3) as
keys to improve the high randomness and enlarge the key
space. And then quantum chaotic map [1, 6, 24] is applied
to generate three matrices X , Y , Z of size N ×N to encrypt three matrices R, G and B . In this process, the initial condition of quantum chaotic map is a pseudo-random
number, which is altered with the time of iteration. For
the high complexity and the high randomness, in this paper chaotic maps are coupled with nearest-neighboring
coupled-map (NCML), which extremely increases the security and sensitivity of the proposed algorithm.
The major contribution of the proposed algorithm include following points:
1) Provide a method (Equation (10)) to map an arbitrary value into a given interval to meet the demands
of two-dimensional logistic map and quantum chaotic
map;
2) Add matrices (kµi ,kν i )T (i = 1, 2, 3) as keys into
general Arnold transform to enlarge the key space
and improve the randomness;
3) Key generator is an address mapping table, which is
generated by two-dimensional logistic map. According to session keys we obtain initial conditions and
parameters so that improve the sensitivity of the key
generator.
The rest of this paper is organized in the following manners: Section 2 introduce the basic theory of the proposed
cryptosystem. Section 3 the proposed cryptosystem is explained detailed. Section 4 simulation results and security
analysis are proposed. Finally the conclusion is drawn in
Section 5.

2
2.1

Basic Theory of the Proposed
Cryptosystem
Two-dimensional Logistic Map

In this paper two-dimensional logistic map is applied
whose definition is as follows: The two-dimensional logistic map is described as [14, 29]:
ϕ1 (xn ) = µ1 xn (1 − xn ) + ν1 yn2
ϕ1 (yn ) = µ2 yn (1 − yn ) + ν2 (x2n + xn yn )

(1)

when 2.75 < µ1 ≤ 3.4, 2.75 < µ2 ≤ 3.45, 0.15 < ν 1 ≤ 0.21
and 0.13 < ν 2 ≤ 0.15, the system can generate pseudonumbers in the region (0,1]. All parameters are generated
by key generator.

2.2

General Arnold Transform with Keys

We set that the location of the plain-image pixel is (x ,
y), the location of the cipher-image pixel is (x0 , y0 ). The
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definition of general Arnold transform is given in [25]:
2.4 Nearest-neighboring
Coupled-map
 0
 


Lattices
x
x
1
a
=A
(modN ), A =
(2) The two-dimensional logistic map and the quantum
y0
y
b ab + 1
chaotic map proposed in Sections 2.1 and 2.3 are indewhere we set N = 256. When a = b = 1, Equation (2) pendently coupled with NCML [5, 11] as follows:
is a classical two-dimensional Arnold map. In order to
zn+1 (j) = (1 − ε)ϕ(zn (j + 1)) + εϕ(zn (j + 1))
(6)
improve security of the cryptosystem, parameters a and b
are used as secret keys, which are generated by key generator. Because Arnold transform is a bijection transform, where n = 0, 1,..., L-1 is the time index; j = 1, 2, ... , T
the result of iterating Equation (2) k times still is a bi- is the lattice state index; function ϕ represents a chaotic
jection transform. In other words, after the process of map such as ϕ1 , ϕ2 ; ε∈(0,1) is a coupling constant; L is
iteration for k times, point (x , y) become (x0 , y0 ) and (x0 , the length of the plain-text; and T is maximum value of
y0 ) is the one and only one point. Due to the result of or- lattice state index. Here, T is chosen as 2 and 3 for the
thogonal transformation is a limited discrete set, we can two-dimensional logistic map and the quantum chaotic
add a matrix (kµ,kν)T as a set of secret keys to enlarge map, while the other parameter is selected as ε= 0.001 to
the key space. So we get general Arnold transform with have good chaotic properties [5, 11]. Moreover, the periodic boundary condition, i.e., zn (j +T ) = zn (j) is imposed
keys whose definition is as follows:
into this system.
 0
   


Applying Equation (1) to Equation (6), the coupling
x
x
kµ
1
a
= An
+
(modN ), A =
(3)
of two-dimensional logistic map is defined as follows:
y0
y
kν
b ab + 1
xn+1 = (1 − ε)ϕ(xn ) + εϕ(yn )
where n is iteration times of the matrix A. According
to the inverse transformation of Equation (3), the correyn+1 = (1 − ε)ϕ(yn ) + εϕ(xn )
(7)
sponding decryption algorithm is shown as follows:
and by applying Equation (2) to Equation (6), the cou 
 0



x
x − kµ
ab + 1 −a
pling of quantum chaotic map is defined as follows:
= A−n 0
(modN ), A−n =
y
y − kν
−b
1
0
(4)
x0n+1 = (1 − ε)ϕ(x0n+1 ) + εϕ(yn+1
)

2.3

0
0
0
yn+1
= (1 − ε)ϕ(yn+1
) + εϕ(zn+1
)

Quantum Chaotic Map

0
0
zn+1
= (1 − ε)ϕ(zn+1
) + εϕ(x0n+1 )

(8)

Dissipative quantum systems are often described in where
Iterating Equation (7) and Equation (8), the required
the system is coupled to a path of harmonic oscillators to
key streams for the proposed cryptosystem are produced.
construct a quantum logistic map [1, 6, 24] with quantum
corrections. In [1], authors analyze the effects of quantum corrections and state α = <α>+δα, where δα shows 3
Proposed Cryptosystem
a quantum fluctuation about <α>. Furthermore, they
prove that the very lowest-order quantum corrections can In this section, we combine the generation process with
yield the chaotic map as follows:
the image processing, the permutation process and the
diffusion process. The architecture of the overall image
ϕ2 (x0n ) = r(x0n − |x0n |2 ) − ryn0
encryption cryptosystem using the proposed algorithm is
0
ϕ2 (yn0 ) = −yn0 exp(−2β) + exp(−β)r[(2 − x0n − x0∗
)y
shown in Figure 1.
n
n
0 0∗
0∗ 0
− xn zn − xn zn ]

3.1

0
ϕ2 (zn0 ) = −zn0 exp(−2β) + exp(−β)r[2(1 − x0∗
n )zn

−

2x0n yn0

−

x0n ]

(5)

where x0 = <α>, y0 = <δα † δα>, z0 = <δα δα>, and β is
dissipation parameter. Generally y, x0 n , y0 n and z0 n are
complex numbers with x0 n ∗ being the complex conjugate
of x0 n and similarly for z0 n . However, if we set the initial
value to be real number, then all successive value will also
be real. According to [2], the range of the parameters as
follows: 0 ≤ x0 n ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y0 n ≤ 0.1, 0 ≤ z0 n ≤ 0.2, x0 n ∗ =
x0 n , z0 n ∗ = z0 n . They conclude that the best value of the
control parameter (r ) and dissipation parameter (β) are r
= 3.99, and β ≥ 6. So we set r = 3.99, β = 6, and iterate
Equation (5) with real initial parameters x0 0 , y0 0 ,z0 0 , x0 0 ∗
and z0 0 ∗ .

Generation of the Initial Conditions
and Parameters

The proposed cryptosystem utilizes a 128-bit external secret key, K , which is divided into 8-bit blocks, ki , referred
to as session keys. The 128-bit external secret key is given
by:
K = k1 , k2 , ..., k16 .
(9)
In order to increase the security of the proposed algorithm, we apply the two-dimensional logistic map Equation (1) and nearest-neighboring coupled-map lattices
Equation (6) so that the initial conditions and parameters of the system are extremely sensitive to the changes
in even a single bit in the 128-bit secret key. The detailed
process of key generator is described as follows:
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of the proposed cryptosystem

Step 1: Apply k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 to generate µ1 , µ2 , ν 1 , ν 2
respectively. We have known that when 2.75 < µ1 ≤
3.4, 2.75 < µ2 ≤ 3.45, 0.15 < ν 1 ≤ 0.21 and 0.13 <
ν 2 ≤ 0.15 the two-dimensional logistic map generates
chaos. We set a < ti ≤ b, the initial conditions and
parameters of system are derived as follows:
ki
× 100)mod[(b − a) × 100] ÷ 100 + a (10)
ti = (
256
where we set µ1 = t1 , µ2 = t2 , ν 1 = t3 , ν 2 = t4 . So
for the different ki we can get different ti and make
sure that µ1 , µ2 , ν 1 , ν 2 are in the region that the
system generate chaos.

where ai , bi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the first four digits
and the last four digits of eight-digit binary number
respectively.
Apply the transformation as following equations to
a8 , a9 , a10 :
kui−7 = f loor(ti × W × H)mod256

(13)

Apply the transformation as following equations to
a11 , a12 , a13 :
kui−10 = f loor(ti × W × H)mod256

(14)

Step 4: Recalling as mention in Section 2.3, y0 n ∈[0,0.1],
z0 n ∈[0,0.2]. Applying Equation (10) analogously iniStep 2: Apply k5 , k6 , ... , k16 as initial condition to
tial parameters x0 0 , y0 0 , z0 0 are derived as follows:
generate other key values. tmax = max( [k5 , k6 ,
... , k16 ] ). tmin = min( [k5 , k6 , ... , k16 ] ). tssv
x00 = t14
= min( [k5 , k6 , ... , k16 ] - tmin ). We set x0 =
y00 = [(t15 × 10)mod1] ÷ 10
tmin ÷256, y0 = tssv ÷256, and iterate Equation (7)
z00 = [(t15 × 10)mod2] ÷ 10
(15)
for ceil(tmax ÷2) times with µ1 , µ2 , ν 1 , ν 2 , x0 , y0 and
then save their output in a new vector E whose size is
To this end, all initial conditions and parameters are
2×ceil(tmax ÷2). Apply the following Equation (11):
generated. The proposed chaotic algorithm is greatly senti = Eki
(11) sitive to secret key so that even a change in the secret key
causes completely different results; as a result, the prowhere i = 5, 6, ... , 16 and ti are in the region (0, 1]. posed algorithm with total complexity of 2128 can resist
against any key sensitivity attack and any bruteforce atStep 3: In order to improve randomness and complex- tack.
ity of the encryption algorithm and broaden the key
space, According to Equation (4) three sets of secret
3.2 Proposed Encryption Algorithm
keys, ai , bi and (kµi , kν i )T are required to encrypt
three component of the color image R, G, B respec- Due to Arnold transform is not adapt to image N ×N , it
tively. Without loss of generality, we assume that the is essential to transform image W ×H into N ×N . we give
size of the color plain-image P is W ×H . Apply the the following equation to meet the demand:
transformation as the following equation to t5 , t6 , t7 :
N = max([W, H])
(16)
ai−4 = [f loor(ti × W × H)mod256]/16
where set N is a bigger value between W and H . When
bi−4 = [f loor(ti × W × H)mod256]mod16 (12) W = H , N = W = H . In other words, if the image is
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square, it remains unchanged; otherwise it will be amplified. Pixel values of increased part of the image are filled
with random numbers, which are generated by the random function. It not only improves the randomness of the
cryptosystem, but also if we can not get the real width and
height of plain-image before decryption, we can not finish the decryption. We assume that the color plain-image
P of W ×H becomes P0 of N ×N by the transformation
above. In this process we convert the matrix P with red
green and blue components into three matrices R, G and
B . Taking an example of the matrix R, the detailed encryption algorithm is described as follows:
Permutation process:
The process applies pseudo-random key streams generated by Equation (12), Equation (13) and Equation (14)
according to Section 3.1 to permute pixels of the color image. Substituting a1 , b1 and (kµ1 , kν 1 )T into Equation (3)
and iterate it for n times. According to the experiment
we find that when n = 6 the proposed cryptosystem performs better. Apply the same permutation process into
G and B respectively, the plain-image becomes a cipherimage after n times iteration, namely, Matrices R, G and
B all becomes R0 ,G0 and B0 .

Remark 3. max([ k1 , k2 , ... , kn ]) returns the biggest
value among all of them.

Step 3: Applying the encryption transformation as the
following equations:

erate Equation (17)) until i = L we can get three
−
→ −
→
−
→
vectors Cr0 , Cg0 and Cb0 .

Remark 4. min([ k1 , k2 , ... , kn ]) returns the smallest
value among all of them.
Obviously the generation of the key stream depends on
the 128-bit external secret key, K , and the width W , the
height H of plain-image. The generation of initial conditions and parameters are derived by the two-dimensional
logistic map and the nearest-neighboring coupled-map
lattices. And the key stream is chosen from an array
of chaotic sequence, which makes sure that cryptosystem
has a high complexity, sensitivity and randomness. In
the encryption process, the Arnold transform with keys is
applied to permute the pixels of color components. And
the quantum chaotic map is exploited to generate the key
streams to modify the value of diffused pixels.

3.3

Proposed Decryption Algorithm

The decryption process is similar to the encryption one,
achieved in the reverse order. In decryption process trans−
→
forming matrices Cr , Cg and Cb into three vectors Cr =
−
→
−
→
{r 1 , r 2 , ... , rL },Cg = {g 1 , g 2 , ... , gL }, and Cb = {b 1 ,
Diffusion process:
b 2 , ... , bL } respectively. the detail decryption algorithm
Step 1: Set L=N ×N and generate the initial condition is described as follows:
(x0 0 , y0 0 , z0 0 ) according to Section 3.1 and iterate Step 1: Apply the external 128-bit secret key used in the
Equation (8) m+L times and discard the former m
encryption process. According to Section 3.1 genervalues to avoid harmful effects. Where m also can be
ate the initial conditions and parameters.
as a secret key, we set m = 13 for convenience. Discarding the first m result and Sorting these L values Step 2: Substituting the initial condition (x0 0 , y0 0 , z0 0 )
and iterating Equation (8) m+L times, discarding
as X = {x m+1 , x m+2 , ... , x m+L }, Y = {y m+1 , y m+2 ,
the former m values to avoid harmful effects, where
... , y m+L } and Z= {z m+1 , z m+2 , ... , z m+L }.
m = 13.
Step 2: Transforming three matrices R0 ,G0 and B0 into
−
→
−
→
vectors R0 ={r 1 , r 2 , ... , rL },G0 = {g 1 , g 2 , ... , gL }, Step 3: Sorting these values X = {x m+1 , x m+2 , ... ,
−
→
x m+L }, Y = {y m+1 , y m+2 , ... , y m+L } and Z=
and B 0 ={b 1 , b 2 , ... , bL } respectively.
{z
, z
, ... , z
}. Setting i = 1 and itm+1

m+2

m+L

Step 4: We convert these vectors into three matrices R0 r ,
G0 g and B0 b whose size are all N ×N . Substituting pa× k12 × k13 )mod256) ⊕ ri
rameters ai , bi and the initial condition (kµi , kν i )T
Cgi = ((f loor(gm+i × W × H × k5 × k7 × k8 × k10
(i = 1, 2, 3), and then using the encryption algorithm Equation (4) we get R0 , G0 , B0 of the image,
× k11 × k13 )mod256) ⊕ gi
According to the width W and the height H of the
Cbi = ((f loor(bm+i × W × H × k5 × k6 × k8 × k9
plain-image we tailor R0 , G0 , B0 and get plain values
× k11 × k12 )mod256) ⊕ bi
(17)
of R, G and B . In this way the encryption process
finished.
where set initial values i = 1.Set i = i +1 and then iterating this step until i ≤ L we can get three matrices
Cr , Cg and Cb .
4 Performance and Security AnalCri = ((f loor(rm+i × W × H × k6 × k7 × k9 × k10

Remark 1. M mod N involves modulo operation giving
a integer result between 0 and N.

ysis

We have done many measures to check the security and
Remark 2. ceil(a) returns the smallest integer value that performance of the proposed cryptosystem. These meais bigger than or equal to the value of a.
sures consist of statistical analysis, key sensitivity analy-
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Table 1: The related correlation coefficient between plain-image and cipher-image

Scan direction
Horizontal
Horizontal
Vertical

Lena
Plain-image
Cipher-image
R
G
B
R
G
B
0.972978 0.954127 0.938846 0.001418 0.000082 -0.002191
0.981110 0.951084 0.934597 -0.007127 0.000587 0.000086
0.958757 0.934720 0.915541 0.000700 0.000647 0.004526

sis, key space analysis, speed performance. Each of these the results of the same position correlations and related
measures is shown in detail in the following subsections. adjacent position correlations between R, G and B components of plain-image and cipher-image.

4.1
4.1.1

Statistical Analysis
Histogram of Encrypted Image

Table 2: Similar position correlations between R, G and
B components

An ideal cipher-image should has a uniform frequency distribution. From Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5, it is obvious that
the histogram of cipher-image are independent of the type
of plain-image such as binary, gray level and are nearly
uniform and significantly different from the histogram of
the original images. Hence it dose not provide any useful
statistic data in the cipher-image to trigger any statistical
attacks to the algorithm.
4.1.2

Correlation of Two Adjacent Pixels

Scan direction
Plain-image
Cipher-image

N
1 X
xi
N i=1

1
N

N
X

R-B
0.797885
0.005105

G-B
0.949200
0.004628

Table 3: Adjacent position correlation between R, G and
B components

In order to get the correlation of two adjacent pixels we
have selected 3000 pairs of two adjacent pixels from plainimage and cipher-image randomly for the experiment and
have calculated the correlation coefficients as follows:
E(x) =

R-G
0.929848
0.000279

Scan direction
Plain-image
Cipher-image

4.2

R-G
0.896510
0.002288

R-B
0.756614
0.006150

G-B
0.891265
0.001227

Key Sensitivity Analysis

When one bit of the security key is altered, there are obviously differences between two cipher-images. The numi=1
ber of pixels change rate (NPCR) and the unified average
N
1 X
changing intensity (UACI ) for the two encrypted images
Cov(x, y) =
(xi − E(x))(yi − E(y))
N i=1
are applied to measure the number of pixels change rate.
P
Cov(x, y)
p
rxy = p
(18)
i,j D(i, j)
N P CR =
× 100%
D(x) D(y)
W ×H
X |C(i, j) − C 0 (i, j)|
1
The x and y represent gray-level values of two adjacent
[
] × 100% (19)
U ACI =
N × N i,j
255
pixels. The distribution of two horizontally adjacent pixels of R, G and B components of plain-image and cipherimage Lena is shown in Figure 6.
where N is the height (width) of the encrypted image.
Table 1 shows that the correlation between adjacent We get two encrypted images C and C0 , whose secret
pixels of the cipher-image is much smaller than that of keys are different in only one bit. We also define a twoplain-image, so we claim that the adjacent pixels of the dimensional array D, which has the same size as C . If
plain-image are uncorrelated by the proposed cryptosys- C (i , j ) = C0 (i , j ), then D(i , j ) = 0, otherwise D(i , j ) =
tem effectively from different directions.
1. To resist against security key attack, NPCR and UACI
In color images there are the high correlation between values should be large enough for an ideal cipher system.
adjacent pixels of R, G and B components. The proposed When the secret key is altered from 207 21 42 61 122 203
cryptosystem encrypt pixels of color components so that 97 76 101 5 7 241 139 28 98 17 to 208 21 42 61 122 203 97
make them affect one another. Table 2 and Table 3 show 76 101 5 7 241 139 28 98 17 the differences is made greatly.
D(x) =

(xi − E(x))2
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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Figure 2: (a) Original white image, (b) the original monolithic gray-level image, (c) the original black image, (d) the
histogram of the white image, (e) the histogram of the monolithic gray-level image, (f) the histogram of the black
image

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3: (a) Cipher of white image, (b) the cipher of monolithic gray-level image, (c) the cipher of the black image,
(d) the histogram of the encrypted white image, (e) the histogram of the encrypted monolithic gray-level image, (f)
the histogram of the encrypted black image
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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Figure 4: (a) Plain-image Lena-R, (b) the plain-image Lena-G, (c) the plain-image Lena-B, (d) the histogram of the
plain-image Lena-R, (e) the histogram of the plain-image Lena-G, (f) the histogram of the plain-image Lena-B

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5: (a) The encrypted image Lena-R, (b) the encrypted image Lena-G, (c) the encrypted image Lena-B, (d)
the histogram of the encrypted image Lena-R, (e) the histogram of the encrypted image Lena-G, (f) the histogram
of the encrypted image Lena-B
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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Figure 6: Distribution of two horizontally adjacent pixels in the plain-image of Lena in the (a) red, (b) green and
(c) blue components. The distribution of two horizontally adjacent pixels in the cipher-image of Lena in the (d) red,
(e) green and (f) blue components. (Color figure online)
Table 4 shows the average NPCR R,G,B and UACI R,G,B 4.4 Speed Performance
values and compares this proposed algorithm with other
schemes in terms of the key sensitivity. The proposed Apart from the security considerations, some other asalgorithm is sensitive dependent on initial conditions and pects on image cryptosystem algorithm are also important, particularly the running speed for real time Interparameters.
net multimedia applications. In fact the actual execution
time of a cryptosystem depends on many factors, such
Table 4: Comparison of the average NPCR R,G,B and as CPU structure, OS, memory size, programming skill
and so on. We have analyzed the speed of the proposed
UACI R,G,B
image encryption technique on an Intel Core I3 CPU 2.3
GHz and 3.99 GB of RAM running on Windows XP and
Algorithm Average (NPCR) Average (UACI )
MATLAB 7.1 programming. For accuracy each set of the
Proposed
0.996896
0.334402
timing tests was executed several times for considerable
[1]
0.000041
0.003320
number of images and then the average obtained was re[6]
0.996355
0.334188
ported. In Table 5 we can see the comparison results for
[16]
0.996028
0.334289
the proposed scheme and other schemes. Table 5 shows
[13]
0.000384
0.000433
that the proposed algorithm is very fast compared to the
[28]
0.996358
0.334428
other schemes.
[23]
0.996828
0.334898
Table 5: Comparison of encryption speeds for the proposed scheme and different schemes

4.3

Key Space Analysis

An ideal encryption scheme should have a enough large
key space to defend brute-force attack. The size of the key
space should be bigger than 2100 to provide a high level
of security from the crytography of view [17, 22]. Due to
the secret key is 128-bit long, the key space is 2128 . We
can conclude that the proposed algorithm is large enough
to resist all kinds of brute-force attacks.

Algorithm
Proposed
[6]
[16]
[23]
[19]
[18]
[8]

Speed (Mbit/s)
9.89
8.11
5.15
9.12
9.39
8.16
1.45
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Conclusions

This paper has realized the quantum image encryption
and decryption and protected the information. Image information is ciphered by the proposed encryption algorithm based on general Arnold transform with keys and
quantum chaotic map. By improving the Arnold transform algorithm, we not only enlarge the key space to resist
against any key sensitivity and any brute-force attack, but
also raise the running speed of the process of the encryption. The experiment shows that only one time general
Arnold transform with keys has a good result. In order to enhance the sensitivity of the cryptosystem, the
generator of the initial conditions and parameters apply
the addressing map to get corresponding value. Quantum
chaotic map possesses perfect chaotic character, which is
used to change the pixel values of the plain-image and
eliminate the periodicity generated by the algorithm of
general Arnold transform with keys.
The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method can achieve the high security level to resist
various attacks and possesses the high encryption speed
(speed > 9.89Mbit/s). Accordingly the proposed algorithm is suitable to practical uses to protect the digital
image information over the Internet.
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Abstract
In this paper, an approach is ascertained to detect malicious activities in RBAC (Role Based Access Control) enabled database.The proposed approach introduces
weighted role based data dependency rule mining algorithm (WRBDDRM), that mines weighted role-wise data
dependency rules from database log. The weights are intended to relate the sensitivity of attributes. The proposed algorithm also uses separate support and confidence
for each role to generate the dependency rules and these
data dependency rules are used to detect the malicious activities in the database. Transactions which disobey any
of the data dependency rules are detected as malicious
transactions.
Keywords: Database security, insider threats, role based
access control, weighted support and confidence, sensitivity of attributes

1

Introduction

Many security steps have already been taken to prevent
databases from intrusions [25]. Access control systems,
intrusion detection systems, authentication systems, antivirus software and firewalls are few examples of such security measures. In order to safeguard the databases from
malicious actions, intrusion detection security measures
have been widely considered to detect the malicious actions in the databases. Such kind of security measures
are exclusively targeted to database protection and are
variant of basic IDS [3]. Intrusion detection is extensively used in different areas for detection of malicious
or intrusive activity. The major areas for detection of intrusive activity are computer network [1, 14, 18, 22, 31],
database [9, 34, 35], wireless sensor network [11, 23], software code [19], and electric power system [32] etc.. This
paper is mainly focused on the detection of malicious ac-

tivities in databases.
Currently, databases are the central component of
many information systems, and therefore represents critical assets to organizations[25].
However,protecting
databases from attacks presents unique bottle-neck [8, 9,
21, 39]. Well recognized and accepted security measures,
such as anti-virus software, firewalls, access control methods, and file permissions, protect information systems at
the network or operating system level but refrains protection against database specific attacks [6, 9, 20, 21, 25].
This happen due to the fact that actions which are malicious for DBMS may not be malicious for operating system and network. Network and operating system defense
mechanisms are mainly designed to defend against external attackers [18, 20], but insider attacks are the primary
threat in case of transaction-level database [25]. Recent
database security research focuses on techniques to mitigate against insider attacks [6, 13, 21, 25]. The most
basic level of insider attack is from authorized users, who
do not posses database administrator rights [13, 21, 25].
The second category of insider threat is a group of authorized users who do not have database administrator
rights, referred to as collaborators [7, 9]. A counter measure framed to protect the database from an aggregation
of malicious queries may not detect those same queries if
they are originated from collaborating users [9]. The last
insider category is database administrators [20].
This paper synthesizes current research on database
intrusion detection and proposes a database intrusion detection model that incorporates the key capabilities developed in earlier research [34, 40].
The rest of the paper is framed as follows: Section 2
reflects the related work. Section 3, contains motivation
and contribution. Section 4 exhibits the related terms
needed to understand the approach, transaction representation and system architecture of our proposed WRBDDRM approach. Section 5 contains learning and detection algorithms of WRBDDRM. Performance results and
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analysis are emphasized in Section 6. Finally, we conclude processing. If role obtained by classification is same as
our work in Section 7.
original one which has executed the query then transaction is said to be a legitimate transaction.
Later in 2008, Kamra et al.[21] improved their ap2 Related Work
proach by using quiplets instead of triplets. Drawback
of their both approaches is that if database is not RBACDatabase IDS mainly uses one of the two approaches: mis- administered then there is a need to maintain separate
use detection and anomaly detection. The anomaly de- profiles for each user, which will add large memory overtection is more effective than misuse detection because it head to store the profiles and execution time for classifidetects known and unknown attacks.
cation. The approach is restricted to work at query level
Chung et al. [10] proposed the system called DEMIDS and not at transaction level is another major limitation
(Detection of Misuse in Database Systems) in 2000. of the work presented.
DEMIDS defines notion of distance measure. Pair wise
Srivastava et al. [40] proposed Weighed Data Depenshortest distance and schema distance of set of attributes dency Rule Miner (WDDRM) algorithm in 2006 and imis measured with the help of integrity constraints. Then proved the approach [16] by considering the sensitivity of
frequent item sets are extracted from the database log attributes. This helps in extracting sequences with atwith the help of distance measure. The frequent item sets tributes which are sensitive but less accessed.
are considered as the profiles of users, which can later be
Mathew et al. [30] proposed data-centric approach to
used by security officer to verify existing security policies. insider attack detection in database systems in 2010.
This approach gives the basic idea of database IDS and Their experimental result shows that their technique is
does not provide the explored view.
very effective, accurate, and is promising in complementIn 2000, Lee et al. [24] contemplated database intru- ing existing database security solutions. This approach
sion detection system for real-time database systems. For was the first data-centric approach for detecting database
detecting intrusions, they exploited real-time properties intrusion.
of data. They keep track of update rates of data objects,
In 2010, Rao et al. [33] improved the approach prewhich are unknown to the intruder. This approach is ex- sented in [8] by extending it at transaction level. They
clusively applicable to real time database where time of have shown that their approach outperforms compared
access is utmost important.
to query level approach [8]. In 2014, an approach for enLow et al. [26] suggested a fingerprint (signature) based hancing the detection rate in database Intrusion Detecapproach in 2002. In this, the signature of legitimate tion System proposed [35]. This novel approach provides
transactions are stored where new transactions executed the flexibility in profile matching constraints. They are
by the user are checked against previously stored finger- able to enhance the detection rate by reducing the false
prints. Signature based approaches are only possible if positive and false negative rate.
there are fixed number of applications which can access
In 2015, Rao et al. [34] proposed an RBDDRM (Role
database. In this approach, the signature in the form of based Data Dependency Rule Miner) approach for detecfingerprint introduces the matching overhead and paral- tion of database privilege abuse in RBAC (Role Based
lelly effects the accuracy.
Access Control) administered database. This approach
Hu et al. [13] proposed data mining approach in 2004 mines role wise data dependencies from database log
to identify intrusion. They used rule based classification which are considered as role profiles and are used to detect
for the system. During learning phase frequent sequential the privilege abuse by database users. The main focus is
patterns are extracted and used for generating classifica- on the read, write, and conditional rules to strengthen
tion rules viz. read rules and write rules. These rules the approach. The approach proposed in [34] is further
are used during detection phase for detecting the intru- improved by considering the sensitivity of attributes.
sion. They focused particularly on malicious modification
of data, while malicious read operation are not caught by
their proposed approach.
3 Motivation and Contribution
Vieira et al. [43] proposed DBMTD (Data Base Malicious Transaction Detector) mechanism in 2005. The Database breaches have always been a threat to the priapproach is signature based. They have done the manual vacy of individuals and organizations [17]. According to
profiling of transactions, which is not possible if number Verizon data breach investigation report of 2012, out of
of valid transactions by applications is too high. Useful- all attacks involving insider, 90% were malicious and was
ness only for small and fixed number of applications is the performed intentionally. It indicates that detection of
major drawback of the approach.
malicious insider attack in the database is of great conBertino et al. [8] proposed intrusion detection scheme cern [42].
for RBAC-enabled database in 2005. Naive bayes clasInsider attacks have not only grown frequently, but
sifier is used for detecting intrusion in RBAC enabled also found significantly more damaging to businesses than
database. They have proposed three levels of triplets external attacks. In 2008, the Identity Theft Resource
that can be used to transform database log after per- Center (ITRC) in the United States said that one in six
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breaches (7.7%) was attributed to insiders, more than
allowed on LHS. For Example:
twice of that found in 2007 (16%) [15]. The ITRC 2008
w(a, e, f ) → r(b, c)r(b, d)
report reached 656 breaches in which 35,691,255 records
were exposed by the end of 2008, reflecting an increase of
w(e, f ) → c(b, c).
47% over last year’s total of 446. The ITRC 2013 breach
report reached 614 breaches, in which 91,982,92 records 3) We use different support and confidence for each role
were exposed by the end of 2014 [16]. In its 2008 Data
based on the fact that how much dependency rules
Breach Investigations Report, based on more than 500
are required to detect the malicious pattern precisely.
forensic investigations of security breaches, Verizon BusiEach role in the DBMS is having different access patness found that half of all internal breaches were contern of database. If some role in the system accesses
ducted by IT administrators [5]. The 2008 CSI Comthe database more frequently then higher support is
puter Crime and Security Survey [37] reported continurequired and if accesses of the database are less freing trends in the frequency and severity of insider abuse
quent then lower value of support is needed to get the
and financial fraud. From 2004 to 2011, respondents condesirable frequent sequences. Now, with the help of
sistently reported insider abuse as the second most frethese frequent sequences generated for each role, we
quent type of security incident [27, 28, 29, 36, 37, 38].
use separate confidence for that role, so that generThe specific rate of insider abuse incidents ranged from
ated rules can effectively detect the actual behavior
as low as 42% of all reported incidents [29] to as high as
of the user input transaction. If the confidence value
59% [27, 36]. Financial fraud is another form of insider
is high, then fewer rules will be generated, hence the
attack and accounted for 8% to 12% of reported incidents
chances of higher false negative rate. If the confibetween 2004 and 2011 [27, 28, 29, 36, 37, 38]. Insider
dence value is less then more rules will be generated
attacks are not just frequent but expensive too. The two
and the chances of higher false positive rate. So, we
insider related categories of computer security incidents
have chosen the confidence value separately for each
named (i) insider abuse, and (ii) financial fraud account
role in such a way that lowers the FP and FN values.
for a major portion of computer security losses [36, 37].
To extract such data dependencies, we use database
As per the statistics shown by Verizon 2010 data breach
access history which is assumed to be free from atinvestigation report [4], it is clear that some effective
tacks. These dependencies are then used to extract
method is required to detect the malicious activities in
dependency rules. These data dependencies which
the database.
are in the form of access rules (different for each role)
Rao et al. [34] inspired from the concept of Hu and
are used to detect the database insider abuse.
Panda [13] and proposed role based data mining approach
in which rules are generated for each role separately. Conditional rules are generated along with the read and write 4
Weighted Role Based Data Derules. In this approach no rules will be generated if some
pendency Rule Miner
attributes are less frequent and more sensitive to be attacked. Using sensitivity of attributes we can improve the
We have used sequential pattern mining algorithm [2] for
performance of the database IDS [34]. We propose the
extracting data dependencies in the database system. Sefollowing measures to improve the performance of [34].
quential patterns extracted are then converted to data
1) Proposed approach extracts data access dependen- dependency rules. We use the rule-based classification
cies based on the weighted scheme [40] that exists technique for detection of malicious activity. The rules
between the attributes of the database using [12]. In generated at the end of our approach reflect data depenour approach, access dependencies are extracted sep- dencies among attributes of the database.
Our approach is concerned more about insider attack
arately for each role based on the sensitivity of the
and
detects external attacks as well if an intruder disattribute.
obeys any data dependency rules. Our work is based
2) We modify the definition of read, write and condi- on relational database; we call our proposed algorithm
tional rules given in [34]. These modified read, write as WRBDDRM (Weighted Role Based Data Dependency
and conditional rules present strict checking of user Rule Miner).
input transactions for malicious behavior. The definition of read, write, conditional rules in [13, 34] 4.1 Terminologies
contain only one attribute on LHS. For example:
In this section, we explain some of the formal definitions
needed to understand the approach.
w(a) → r(b, c)r(b, d)
w(f ) → c(k, d).

Read Operation: Read operation on a set of attributes
is represented as r(a1 , a2 , ..., an , ). Read operation r1 ,
In our approach, we define the read, write, and conis said to be contained in read operation r2 , if r2 have
ditional rules in which one or more attributes are
all attributes present in r1 (means r2 is the subset of
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sequence

Write Operation: Write operation on a set of at- Read Rule: Read rule is a rule with exactly one write
operation on LHS and ordered sequence of read optributes is represented as w(a1 , a2 , · · · , an ). Write
eration(s) on RHS. Read rule is denoted as,
operation w1 is said to be contained in write operation w2 , if w2 has all attributes present in w1 . Write
w(an1 , an2 . . . anm ) → r(a11 , a12 , . . . a1w ), r(a21 , a22 ,
operation w2 may have extra attributes that are not
present in w1 .
. . . a2x ), . . . r(a(n−1)1 , a(n−1)2 , . . . a(n−1)z ) >
Conditional Operation: Conditional operation on set
of attributes means there is condition on those at- Remark 2. A rule r1 is said to be contained in rule r2 , if
tributes in a query of transaction. For example in LHS of both the rules is same and operations on RHS of
a query ”select name from student id=1”, there is a r1 is subset of operations on RHS of r2 . Also, attributes
condition operation on attribute id. There may be of all operations on RHS of r1 must be the subset of atseveral attributes in one operation. Conditional op- tributes of corresponding operations on RHS of r2 [34].
eration is represented as c(a1 , a2 , . . . an ).
Write Sequence: Write sequence is a sequence with all
Remark 1. Attributes within one operation is an unoperations as write operations; all write operations
ordered set of attributes i.e. their sequence does not matin a write sequence can have several attributes exter.
cept first write operation which must have exactly
one attribute. Write sequence is denoted as,
Sequence: Sequence is an ordered list of one or more
read, write or conditional operations. Each read,
<w (a11 , a12 . . . . . .a1n ) , w (a21 , a22 , . . .a2x ) ,
write or conditional operation in a sequence can have
one or more attributes on which operation is bew (a31 , a32 , . . .a3x ) . . . w (an1 , an2 , . . .anz ) >
lieved to be performed simultaneously (sequence of
which shows that transaction may need to perform
attributes in an operation is irrelevant). Sequence is
all write operations in order after the transaction updenoted as
dates attribute (a11 , a12 . . . . . .a1n ).
< o1 (a11 , a12 , . . . a1w ) , o2 (a21 , a21 , . . . a2x ) ,
Write Sequence Set (WriteSeqSet): Write sequence
set is collection of all write sequences.
o3 (a31 , a32 , . . . a3y ) , . . . on (an1 , an2 , . . . anz ) >
Here, oi denotes read (r), write (w) or conditional Write Rule: Write rule is a rule with exactly one write
operation on LHS and ordered sequence of write op(c) operation. akl denotes the attribute of the
eration(s) on RHS. Write rule is denoted as,
relation. A sequence < o11 , o12 , o13 , . . . o1n >
is said to be contained in another sequence <
w (a11 , a12 . . . . . .a1n ) → < w (a21 , a22 , . . . a2x ),
o21 , o22 , o23 , . . . o2m >, if there exist integers
w (a31 , a32 , . . . a3x ) . . . w (an1 , an2 , . . . anz ) >
i1 < i2 < i3 < . . . such that o11 ⊆ o2i1 , o12 ⊆
Write rule can be easily generated from write seo2i2 , o13 ⊆ o2i3 , . . . o1n ⊆ o2in , and also o1k and
quence.
o2ik must be same operation (read, write or conditional) where 1 <= k <= n.
Conditional Sequence: Conditional sequence is a sequence of exactly two operations; in which first operSupport: The support for a sequence is defined as the
ation must be conditional operation on one or more
fraction of total transactions that contain the seattributes and second operation must be read or
quence. Transaction is also the sequence of operawrite operation on one or more attributes. Conditions.
tional sequence is denoted as < c (a11 , a12 , . . . a1x ),
r/w
(a21 , a22 . . . . . . a2n ) > which represents that
Read Sequence: Read sequence is a sequence with all
transaction
may need to perform conditional operaoperations as read operations except last operation
tion
on
set
of
attributes immediately before the transwhich must be write operation; all read, write operaaction
read/write
attributes ( a21 , a22 . . . . . . a2n ).
tions in a read sequence can have several attributes.
Read sequence of set of attributes is denoted as

Remark 3. A conditional sequence <c11 , o12 > (o12 here
must be read or write operation) is said to be contained
r (a31 , a32 , . . . a3y ) , . . . w(an1 , an2 . . . . . . . . . anm ) > in another sequence <o21 , o22 , o23 ,. . . o2m >, if there exwhich represents that transaction may need to per- ist integers i, j=i+1 such that c11 ⊆o2i and o12 ⊆o2j , and
form all read operations in order before the transac- also o2i is conditional operation and o2j is same operation
(read, write or conditional) as o12 .
tion updates attribute (an1 , an2 . . . . . . . . . anm ).

< r (a11 , a12 , . . . a1w ) , r (a21 , a22 , . . . a2x ) ,
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Conditional Sequence Set: Conditional sequence set the aggregate count of the attribute ajw and that of rs
is collection of all conditional sequences.
among the total transactions. The weighted confidence of
the rule R is defined as [40],
Conditional Rule: Conditional rule is a rule with exactly one read/write operation on LHS and exactly
Conf idence (CR ) = Count (rs) / Count (ajw ).
one conditional operation on RHS. Conditional rule
Count (ajw ) is defined as follows:
is denoted as,
X
Count(ajw ) =
(w3 + d3)
r/w(a21 , a22 . . . . . . a2n ) − > c(a11 , a12 , . . . a2x ).
∀T ransaction6=T,ajw ∈T andrsT

Conditional rule can be easily generated from conditional sequence.

X

+

max(W (rs)).

∀T ransactionT, rs∈T

Confidence: Confidence of a rule can be defined as the Count(rs) is defined as,
fraction of support of the sequence from which rule
is generated to the support of the operation on LHS.
Count(rs) =

X

max(W (rs)).

∀T ransactionT,rs∈T

Weighted Support and Confidence [40]: Few
attributes in every database that are much important Maximum disobeyed confidence: Maximum
disto be sensed or tracked for malicious modifications as
obeyed confidence finds the severity of the malicious
compared to the other attributes. More the sensitivactivity by using the confidence of rules [34]. It uses
ity of an attribute is, more is its weight. Srivastava
maximum function to get the highest confidence
et al.[40] have categorized the attributes in three
from confidences of disobeyed rules. The maximum
sets: High Sensitivity (HS), Medium Sensitivity
confidence from disobeyed rules shows the sever(MS), and Low Sensitivity (LS). The sensitivity of
ity of the malicious activity. Let there is a rule
an attribute depends on the database application.
r(a) → c(b) with 70% confidence. This means
From an integrity perspective, in addition, the
that out of all transactions reading attribute ’a’,
sensitivity for modifications of attributes are more
70% of transactions have conditional operation on
vital than reading them. Let x be the same attribute
attribute ’b’ immediately before reading attribute a.
and if x ∈ HS then W (xw ) > W (xr ), in which W
While 30% of transaction that does not support
represents function of weight, xw indicates writing
this rule; do not have conditional operation on
or altering attribute x and xr signifies attribute x
attribute b immediately before reading attribute a.
reading.
So, transaction detected as malicious might be
from these 30% of transactions which are not
We arrange all the attributes into the aforementioned
malicious. But, if transaction disobeys rule with
three sets on the basis of their sensitivities and allocate
100% confidence then there are more chances of that
numerical weights to each set; once schema is given for
transaction being malicious.
instance, say w1 , w2 , w3 ∈ R, is the real number set
and w3 = w2 = w1 are the weights of HS, MS and LS, re4.2 Transaction Representation
spectively for each category. Lets assume d1 ,d2 , d3 ∈R are
the additional weights associated with write operations, Transactions from the database log (during learning
such that d3 = d2 =d1 . Let read operation accesses the phase) and transactions from users (during the detection
attribute x and w1 denotes the weight associated with phase) need to be preprocessed. After the pre-processing
x. If write operation also accesses the attribute x then it is represented in the format needed by our approach
the weight associated to x will be w1 + d1 and can be which is similar to the representation used by [34]. It can
represented as,
be better understood by following example.
W (xr )

=

W (xw )

=

w1
w1 + d1 .

Let us assume a sequence s with weight ws and let
N be the total number transactions. If s is present in n
transactions out of N transactions, then the support of
sequence s can be given as [40],
Support (s) = (n ∗ ws ) / N.

Select a, b, c, d
from

table name

where e = ”xyz” and f = ”abc”
Update

table name

set a = ”pqr”, e = ”xyz”
where c = ”abc”

Above transaction of two queries, after pre-processing
Suppose R be a rule of read operation having the form is represented as,
ajw → a1r , a2r , · · · , akr produced from the read sequence
< c(e, f ), r(a, b, c, d), c(c), w(a, e) >
rs ∈ ReadSeqSet. Let Count(ajw ) and Count(rs) be
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Learning Phase

Attributes used by WHERE clause are considered as
Preprocessed transactions are fed to the proposed WRBconditional operation on those attributes.
DDRM learning algorithm after feature extraction from
the database log. The steps of this algorithm are de4.3 Proposed System Architecture
scribed in Algorithm 1. At the end of WRBDDRM learning algorithm, role wise profiles are generated and stored
The proposed system architecture as given in Figure 1
on the permanent storage. Terminologies for WRBDhas two phases: learning phase and detection phase. In
DRM learning algorithm are listed in Table 1.
the learning phase, the database log is used to mine role
profiles where the transactions are converted to a repreAlgorithm 1 WRBDDRM Learning Algorithm
sentation as discussed in Section 4.2. After completion of
1: Input: Set of preprocessed transactions from the database log; T
pre-processing, preprocessed transactions are fed to pro- 2: Output: Role wise rules i.e. read, write and conditional rules for
each role
posed algorithm to extract the role-profiles. These profiles
3: Initialize sensitivity group of attributes and for each role k, 1 ≤
are then stored for later use and represents the normal bek≤n
4: Initialize Tk = { }
havior of the role.
5: for each transaction t in T do
6:
Insert t toTk , where k is role who executed t
7: end for
8: for all role k, where |Tk | > 0 do
9:
Initialize RS k = {} , W S k = {} , CS k = {} , RRk =

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:

Figure 1: Proposed system architecture
In the detection phase, new user transaction is checked
when it is executed. The transaction from the user is preprocessed first and converted to the same presentation
used during the learning phase. The preprocessed transaction is given as input to the detection engine which consults the role profiles and checks the transaction against
all the rules to the corresponding role of the users. If the
transaction disobeys any rule, an alarm is raised (entry in
the log of possible abuses). Otherwise, it is considered as
normal transaction and no action is taken in such case.

5

The Algorithm

34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:

{ }, W Rk = { }, CRk = { }
Generate sequential pattern
xi = W eighted AprioriAllalgorithm(Tk ,min supportk )
end for
for all sequential pattern xi , where |xi |>1 do
if |xi |=2, If the last operation in xi is write or read operation
and first operation in xi is conditional then
add xi to CS k
end if
if last operation in xi is write and all other operations in xi are
read then
add xi to RS k
end if
if first operation in xi is write and all other operations in xi are
also write then
add xi to W S k
end if
end for
for every sequence s in CS k do
if weighted conf idence of conditional rule r generated from
sequence s >min conf idencek then
if If no rule in CRk (with weighted conf idence equal
toweighted conf idenceof r) contains r then
Add rule r to CRk
end if
Delete
the
rules
from
CRk
which
has
same
weighted conf idence as r and are contained in r
end if
end for
for every sequence s in RS k do
if weighted conf idenceof read rule r generated from sequence
s >min conf idencek then
if no rule in RRk (with weighted conf idence equal to
weighted conf idenceof r) contains r then
Add rule r to RRk
end if
end if
Delete
the
rules
from
RRk
which
has
same
weighted conf idence as r and are contained in r
end for
for every sequence s in W S k do
if weighted conf idence of write rule r generated from sequence
s >min conf idencek then
if no rule in W Rk (with weighted conf idence equal to
weighted conf idence of r) contains r then
Add rule r to W Rk
end if
Delete
the
rules
from
W Rk
which
has
same
weighted conf idence as r and are contained in r
end if
Store RRk , W Rk , and CRk to the permanent storage
end for

WRBDDRM learning algorithm generates role wise
rules based on the sensitivity of attributes while considOur proposed approach works in two phases viz. learning ering separate support and confidence for each role.
phase and detection phase.
Weighted AproriAll algorithm is used to gener-
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Table 1: Terminologies
T
n
Tk
|Tk |
RSk
W Sk
CSk
RRk
W Rk
CRk
X
min supportk
min conf idancek
xi
|xi |

Set of all preprocessed transactions from the database log;
Different types of roles in the application;
Set of preprocessed transactions executed by role k;
Number of transactions executed by role k;
Set of read sequences mined for role k;
Set of write sequences mined for role k;
Set of conditional sequences mined for role k;
Set of read rules generated for role k;
Set of write rules generated for role k;
Set of conditional rules generated for role k;
Sequential patterns;
Minimum support defined for role k;
Minimum confidence defined for role k;
One out of many sequential patterns;
Length of sequential pattern xi .

ate sequential patterns for role k with minimum Algorithm 3 Candidate Generation algorithm
supportmin supportk . The steps of this algorithm are de- 1: Input: Set of all large (k-1)-Sequences i.e. Lk−1
scribed in Algorithm 2.
2: Output: Set of all candidate k-Sequences i.e. Ck
3: Insert into Ck
Algorithm 2 Weighted AprioriAll algorithm
4: Select p.litemset1 , . . ., p.litemsetk−1 , q.litemsetk−1
5: From Lk−1 p, Lk−1 q4.
Where
p.litemset1 =
1: Input: Transactions of role k (Tk ) and minimum supq.litemset1 . . . . . .
port of role k (min supportk )
2: Output: Sequential pattern of role k having minip.litemsetk−2 = p.litemsetk−2 ;
mum support as min supportk
3: L1 = {large 1-sequences}
6: Delete all sequences Ck such that some (k-1) subse4: k=2
quences of c is not in Lk−1
5: for (Lk−1 6= ∅) do
6:
Ck = Candidate Gen (Lk−1 ) // candidates generation algorithm given below
checks new user transaction against dependency rules of
7: end for
related role (role of the user who has executed the transac8: for each sequence s in the dataset do
tion). If the transaction is compliant with the rules then
9:
for each candidate in Ck do
it is normal otherwise malicious and an alarm is raised.
10:
nck = Increment the count that is contained in s
Raising of alarm means an entry is made to log of prob11:
Wck = weight of each candidate by using the
able attacks. The steps of detection phase algorithm are
concept in equation 1 and 2
described in Algorithm 4.
12:
Candidate Support = weighted support of candidate with weight Wck and nck
13:
Lk
=
Candidates
in
Ck
with 5.3 Methodology of WRBDDRM AlgoCandidate Support>min support
rithm
14:
end for
Learning phase and detection phase can be best under15: end for
stood by an example. Table 2 and Table 3 show the preprocessed transactions from the database log which are
Candidate generation algorithm is used in step 6 of executed by Role 1 and Role 2. We have considered (a,
Weighted AproriAll algorithm for generating new candi- e, s, l, r, m) as high sensitive attributes, (d, j, h, i) as
dates. The steps of candidate generation algorithm are medium sensitive attribute, and (b, c, f, g, h, i, m, o,
described in Algorithm 3.
p, q) as low sensitive attributes. Weight for high sensitive, medium sensitive, and low sensitive attributes are
considered as 3, 2, and 1 respectively. Rules for Role 1
5.2 Detection Phase
is generated by considering support 40% and confidence
In the detection phase, new user transaction is prepro- as 75 % and rules for Role 2 are generated by considering
cessed and fed to detection engine. The detection engine support 45% and confidence as 70%.
reads the stored rules (outcome of learning phase) and
Table 4 shows the strong association read, write and
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Algorithm 4 WRBDDRM Detection Algorithm
1: Input: Preprocessed user input transactions
2: Output: Malicious or normal transaction
3: for For every role k do
4:
Initialize RRk ={}, W Rk ={}, CRk ={}
5:
Retrieve RRk , W Rk , CRk from permanent storage
to memory
6: end for
7: for each read operation in t do
8:
for every attribute a of the read operation do
9:
for every rule r for attribute a in CRk do
10:
if
r
is
disobeyed
and
max disobeyed conf idence < weight conf idence(r)
then
11:
max disobeyed conf idence = weight conf idence(r)
12:
end if
13:
end for
14:
end for
15: end for
16: for each write operation in t do
17:
for For every attribute ’a’ of write operation do
18:
if
If
r
is
disobeyed
&&
max disobeyed conf idence< weigh cof idence(r)
then
19:
max disobeyed conf idence = weight conf idence(r)
20:
end if
21:
if max disobeyed conf idence 6= 0 then
22:
Add the entry to log of possible attacks along
with max disobeyed conf idene
23:
end if
24:
end for
25: end for

Table 2: Example transactions for role 1
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

<[e,a] r[a,b] c[a] w[d,c] r[e,c] w[d,a]>
<[a,d] w[a,b,c]>
<[d,a] w[e,c] w[a]>
<[e,a] r[b] c[d] w[b,c] r[d,e,c] w[d,a]>
<[d,e,a] r[e,b] c[b,c] w[e,c]>

Table 3: Example transactions for role 2
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

<[g,h] r[p] w[r] c[q] r[g,i,m] r[f,h,k]>
<[k] r[g,l] c[i,m] r[g,h,l] w[n]>
<[h] r[f,h,k] w[f,n] r[g] c[i] w[l]>
<[p] r[p] w[q] r[g] c[h,k] w[i] r[k] r[f,h]>
<[g,i,m] r[g] c[i,q] w[i] r[g] c[i,k] w[l] r[g,l,>

conditional rules generated for Role 1 and Role 2. Number
of strong association conditional rules are 21, number of
strong association read rules are 12, and the number of
strong association write rules are 4.
Now with the help of rules as shown in Table 4, new input transactions can be classified as normal or malicious.
Let, new user transaction is <c [d, a] w [e, c] w [a] >. As
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Table 4: Generated rule set
Rule ID
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
R24
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29
R30
R31
R32
R33
R34
R35
R36
R37
R38

Confidence RuleSet
Conditional RuleSet (CR k)
100%
r[(e b)] => c[(d e a)]
75%
r[(b)] => c[(d e a)]
100%
w[(e)] => c[(d a)]
100%
w[(e c)] => c[(d a)]
100%
r[(a b)] => c[(e a)]
100%
r[(e)] => c[(e a)]
88%
w[(c)] => c[(a)]
100%
r[(f)] => c[(h)]
100%
r[(f h)] => c[(h)]
100%
r[(f h k)] => c[(h)]
100%
r[(f k)] => c[(h)]
75%
r[(h)] => c[(h)]
100%
r[(h k)] => c[(h)]
100%
r[(k)] => c[(h)]
100%
w[(l)] => c[(i)]
100%
r[(g h l)] => c[(i m)]
100%
r[(g l)] => c[(i m)]
100%
r[(h l)] => c[(i m)]
100%
r[(l)] => c[(i m)]
100%
r[(g l)] => c[(k)]
100%
r[(l)] => c[(k)]
Read RuleSet (RR k)
100%
w[(a b)] => r[(a d)]
100%
w[(a b c)] => r[(a d)]
100%
w[(a c)] => r[(a d)]
75%
w[(b)] => r[(a d)]
100%
w[(d c)] => r[(a b)]
100%
w[(d)] => r[(b)] r[(e c)]
100%
w[(d a)] => r[(b)] r[(e c)]
100%
w[(f n)] => r[(f h k)]
74%
w[(n)] => r[(f h k)]
100%
w[(i)] => r[(g)]
100%
w[(l)] => r[(g)]
77%
w[(n)] => r[(g l)] r[(g h l)]
100%
w[(a b)] => r[(a d)]
Write RuleSet (WR k)
100%
w[(d c)] => w[(d a)]
76%
w[(b)] => w[(d a)]
75%
w[(c)] => w[(a)]
100%
w[(f n)] => w[(l)]
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the first operation is conditional operation in the transaction so there are no rules for it. Second operation is
write on attributes e and c. One conditional rule R4 is
present for write operation on e and c together and one
conditional rule R3 is present for the write operation on
e. For the given transaction, both the rules R4 and R3
are obeyed. Moving further, third operation is the write
on attribute ’a’ for which rule set contains no rule. As
the transaction <c [d, a] w [e, c] w [a] > obeys all the rules,
therefore, it is considered as normal transaction.
Now, consider a new transaction <c(a), w(c), w(b)>.
In this first operation is conditional operation on attribute
’a’, therefore no rule on conditional operation. Second
operation is the write operation on attribute ’c’. R7 and
R37 are rules of write operation on the attribute ’c’. New
transaction follows rule R7. But rule R37 is not followed,
so new transaction will be detected as malicious and maxdisobeyed-confidence is equal to confidence of R37 which
is equal to 75%. Similarly, on attributes ’b’ last operation is the write operation . R2, R25, and R36 are write
rules on attribute ’b’. New transaction does not follow
the rule R2, which has confidence equal to 75% that is
equal to max-disobeyed-confidence. So, max-disobeyedconfidence will remain same i.e. 75%. Now rule R25 is
also not followed by new transaction which has confidence
equal to 75% and is equal to max-disobeyed-confidence.
The max-disobeyed-confidence will remain same i.e. 75%.
Now rule R36 is also not followed by new transaction
which has confidence equal to 76% and greater than maxdisobeyed-confidence. The max-disobeyed-confidence will
be updated from 75% to 76%.

while populating, frequency of execution of any transaction by Role 1 is more than the frequency of execution
of any transaction by Role 2. Attacks are generated by
randomly changing the some attributes in the operations
of benign transaction by another operation of the same
relation (same relation of schema). In this way, 100 malicious transactions are generated. Results are taken on 100
benign and 100 malicious transactions to evaluate false
negatives, true negative, true positives, false positive and
recall value.

6.2

Performance Results and Analysis

In this section, the comparison between our approach
(WRBDDRM) and existing approach (RBDDRM) [34] is
presented.

6.1

Experimental Setup

We use Java programming language for implementation
and testing of our approach using Net Beans IDE 7.4.
We use TPC-C (online transaction processing benchmark) [41] database schema. We have considered only
two roles in the system viz. customer and administrator
which are represented by Role1 and Role2 in our implementation.
The synthetic dataset is used to evaluate the performance. We manually generated 40 genuine transactions
executed by different roles. Synthetic dataset is generated from 40 genuine transactions which are populated
to 600 genuine transactions randomly. While randomly
populating transactions, we consider the frequency with
which both the roles interact to the database. In our system, Role 1 is the customer who interacts with database
more frequently than the Role 2; an administrator. So

Performance Results

The statistical results of the metrics: true negative, false
positive, false negative, true positive and recall for RBDDRM [34] and WRBDDRM are shown in Table 5 and
Table 6 respectively. We have shown here five instances
of both the approaches to make the analysis clear. In
RBDDRM [34] and WRBDDRM, we have varied minimum support value from 20% to 45% and minimum confidence value from 60 to 75. In proposed WRBDDRM,
we vary the sensitivity of attributes i.e. HS, MS, and LS
in the range of 1 to 4 to get the results. Instances for
RBDDRM [34] are represented as Id# and instances for
WRBDDRM is represented as WId# in Table 5 and Table 6 respectively. Role 1 and Role 2 are represented as
R1 and R2 in Tables 5 and 6 respectively.
The values of True Negative, False Positive, False Negatives and True Positives are in terms of percentage. Recall Value is shown on the scale of 0 to 1.

6.3

6
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Analysis

As there is no common fix parameters in both the approaches; RBDDRM [34] and WRBDDRM, therefore we
can not compare them directly. In RBDDRM [34] support and confidence for all the roles are same while in our
proposed approach, for each role support and confidence
are different. WRBDDRM also uses different sensitivity
parameters for the attributes. We have taken different
instances of both the approaches on the basis of their respective parameter values for comparison.
Both RBDDRM [34] and WRBDDRM are compared
by taking instances of respective approaches, i.e. Id#
and WId# on X-axis and performance evaluation metrics
on the Y-axis. The same is presented in Figures 2, 3, 4,
5, and 6 respectively.
From the graphs, we can see that Id1 is an instance
of RBDDRM [34] in which support and confidence are 30
and 60 respectively. WId1 is an instance of the WRBDDRM in which support, confidence for Role 1 and Role 2
are 30, 60 and 35, 65 respectively. Weights for HS, MS,
and LS attributes are 2, 1.5, and 1 respectively. Here,
we see that support and confidence of Role 1 is same in
both the approaches and support and confidence for Role
2 in our approach is more than RBDDRM [34]. Due to
this, less number of rules are generated compared to RBDDRM [34]. Weights are associated with the attributes
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Table 5: Results of RBDDRM algorithm [34]
Instances of
RBDDRM
Id1
Id2
Id10
Id11
Id13

Minimum Support (%)
R1&R2
30
35
25
25
45

Minimum Confidence(%)
R1&R2
60
60
75
60
70

TN(%)

FP(%)

FN(%)

TP(%)

Recall

45
55
73
55
82

55
45
27
45
18

47
47
53
38
67

53
53
47
62
33

.53
.53
.47
.62
.33

Table 6: Results of proposed WRBDDRM algorithm
Instances
of
WRBDDRM
WId1
WId2
WId10
WId11
WId13

Minimum
Support
(%)
R1 R2
30 35
30 35
25 20
25 20
45 45

Minimum
Confidence(%)

Weight of
Attributes

R1
60
60
60
55
70

HS
2
2.5
2
2
2

R2
65
65
55
55
70

Figure 2: TN Vs various instances of both the approaches
on the basic of their sensitivity and relatively more rules
will be generated that too results in increased recall value.
Similarly, we can compare for other instances of both the
approaches for any performance evaluation metrics used.
Figure 2 and Figure 3, shows the comparison of RBDDRM approach [34] and WRBDDRM approach for true
negative and false positive respectively. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the comparison of false negatives and true
positives of both the approaches.
It is also observed from the graph as shown in Figure 3
that false positives of our approach are more than the
existing RBDDRM [34] approach; but there is a significant improvement in case of false negatives as shown in
Figure 4. False negatives in WRBDDRM are lesser and
true positive rate is higher than RBDDRM [34]. Due to

MS
1.5
2
1.5
1.5
1.5

LS
1
1
1
1
1

TN
(%)

FP
(%)

FN
(%)

TP
(%)

Recall

55
43
34
38
55

45
57
66
62
45

41
38
7
10
44

59
62
93
90
56

.59
.62
.93
.90
.56

Figure 3: FP Vs various instances of both the approaches

the lower false negative rate and higher false positive rate,
attack detection capability of WRBDDRM is reasonably
high. Comparisons for attack detection capabilities i.e.
recall value of our approach and RBDDRM [34] is shown
in Figure 6. Improvement in case of false positives for our
approach is not adequate because of generating more conditional rules due to the consideration of the attributes’
sensitivity. This can be reduced by considering the separate support and confidence for conditional rules.
From the graph as shown in Figure 6, we can say that,
for every similar type of instance in both the approaches,
recall value of WRBDDRM is higher than the RBDDRM
approach [34].
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IDS. By analyzing the experimental results, it is clearly
observed that our approach WRBDDRM outperforms in
terms of attack detection capability i.e. recall value compared to RBDDRM algorithm.
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Abstract
Multi-receiver encryption is an essential cryptography
paradigm, which can transmit one message securely
among the users by the to form over an insecure network. In this paper, we propose a novel Multi-Receiver
scheme using Chaotic Maps, named MRCM, aiming to
require one ciphertext with non-interactive process for
achieve authentication and the message transmission secretly. Our scheme eliminates the private key generators
(PKG) in one domain or multi-domain, in other words,
our scheme will be highly decentralized and aim to capture distributed. Our goals are to minimize the hazards
of single-point of security, single-point of efficiency and
single-point of failure about the PKG. Next, our scheme
is based on chaotic maps, which is a high efficient cryptosystem and is firstly used to construct multi-receiver
public key encryption. Furthermore, unlike bilinear pairs
cryptosystem that need many redundant algorithms to
get anonymity, while our scheme can acquire privacy protection easily. Moreover, a novel idea of our MRCM
scheme is to adopt chaotic maps for mutual authentication and privacy protection, not to encrypt/decrypt messages transferred between the sender and the receivers,
which can make our proposed scheme much more efficient. Finally, we give the formal security proof about
our scheme in the standard model and efficiency comparison with recently related works.
Keywords: Ban logic, chaotic maps, multi-receiver, privacy protection

1

Introduction

Multi-receiver encryption is an essential cryptography
paradigm, which enables flexible, on-demand, and low
computing to transmit one message securely over an insecure network, especially for wire/wireless communications. In 2000, Bellare et al. [1] first proposed the scheme

of the multi-receiver in public key encryption. Since then,
the growing number of researchers started pay attention
to this field, a significant proportion of the protocols have
been proposed in various areas, aiming at improving properties and narrowing calculation expense. Generally, in
a multi-receiver public key encryption scheme, all users
share the common public key encryption system to implement messages sending and receiving. Let us suppose
that there are n+1 users in the system, including receivers
indexed by 1, ..., n, indicating each receiver have a pair
(pki , ski ) as their public and private key for i = 1, ..., n
respectively.
If a sender wants to send a message Mi (i = 1, · · · , n)
to n receivers, a sender has to employ all receivers public
key to encrypt message, afterwards sends the ciphertexts
(Ei , · · · , En ) to the common channel. According to the
ciphertexts, every receiver picks out respective message
and decrypts it by its private key ski to catch information. It is worth noting that in this encryption system,
the sender and receiver are not invariable, it means each
user can become a sender at this moment may also turn to
a receiver next time. But we always in a definite model
of 1-to-n (one sender-to-n receivers) and single-message
(M1 = ... = Mi ... = Mn ) encryption communications.
This setting of public key encryption is called as 1-to-n
multi-receiver public key encryption system in the following documents [7, 14, 21]. Such as the signcryption
mechanism proposed by Sun and Li [22] in 2010, its protocol requires only one or none pairing computation to
signcrypt a message for multiple receivers instead of computing bilinear paring repeatedly.
It is generally known that the network platform is insecure for us to communicate, so many researchers put emphasis on keep anonymity [4, 18, 25, 30]. Meanwhile in the
field of multiple receivers, researchers also pursue identity privacy protection. In 2013, Wang [24] proposed an
anonymous multi-receiver remote data retrieval model for
pay-TV in public clouds, which can withstand malicious
corporation and consumer. In the same year, Pang et al.
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present a novel multi-recipient signcryption scheme [16] 2
Preliminaries
with complete anonymity that can achieve both the signer
and the receiver anonymity. Motivated by the notion of 2.1 Pseudo-random Function Ensembles
multi-receiver [1] and identity-based which was presented
by Shamir [20], Baek et al. [1] proposed a new multi- If a function ensemble F = {Fn }n∈N is pseudoreceiver identity-based encryption (MR-IBE) scheme in random [15], then for every probabilistic polynomial oracle A and all large enough n, we have that:
2005.
In this protocol, a sender encrypt a message to receivers
with each identifier information instead of the public key,
then each receiver decrypt this message by his private key,
which connected with their ID. And different with the protocol of [5], this scheme only needs one or none pairing
computation, it is greatly shorten the calculation time.
There is no denying the fact that this new model opens
a new road for the network security management. Based
on this protocol, Fan et al. [8] proposed an anonymous
multi-receiver identity-based encryption scheme, it illustrated that the identity of any receiver can be concealed
to anyone else. However, in the following years, the researchers conducted a series of improvement [13, 26, 32]
to solve this anonymity problem. In the year of 2011, Qin
et al. [17] introduced a threshold signcryption scheme,
which can solve the problem of single-point failure among
a number of participants.
Unlike the previous encryption system for multireceiver, in this paper, we construct a new efficient scheme
based on chaotic maps named MRCM. As a basic algorithm, chaotic maps [9, 12, 23, 28] not only meet the
operation efficiency, but also possess strong functionality. Therefore, we utilize traditional public key encryption
method which based on chaotic maps to realize information transmission. Besides, as far as we know, it is the
very first time that the researchers introduce a chaotic
maps-based encryption scheme in the multi-receiver setting.
Due to in the IBE model [1], where the private key is
allocated by a trusted private key generator (PKG), the
unique private key generator is under great deal of work
pressure. If the PKG system collapsed, all of the legal receivers will unable obtain their own private key, which will
seriously affect the communication between the sender
and receivers. For the purpose of overcome this potential
problem, our scheme uses the conventional public/private
key pairing (pki , ski ) to achieve message encrypt/decrypt.
With this method, the single-point is dispersed into multipoint so that can eliminate the insecurity cased by PKG,
and improve the efficiency indirectly. At the same time,
different from the scheme which depends on bilinear pairing to obtain anonymity in [24] and [16], endowed with
anonymity by nature is our biggest advantage.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Some
preliminaries are given in Section 2. Next, a new chaotic
maps-based multi-receiver scheme is described in Section 3. In Section 4, we give the security of our proposed
protocol. The efficiency analysis of our proposed protocol
is given in Section 5. This paper is finally concluded in
Section 6.

Adv F (A) = |P r[AFn (1n ) = 1] − P r[AGn (1n ) = 1]| < ε(n),
where G = {G}n∈N is a uniformly distributed function ensemble, ε(n) is a negligible function, Adv F =
maxA {Adv F (A)} denotes all oracle A, and Adv F (A) represents the accessible maximum.

2.2

Definition and Hard Problems of
Chebyshev Chaotic Maps

Let n be an integer and let x be a variable with the interval
[−1, 1]. The Chebyshev polynomial [27] Tn (x) : [−1, 1] →
[−1, 1] is defined as Tn (x) = cos(ncos−1 (x)). Chebyshev
polynomial map Tn : R → R of degree n is defined using
the following recurrent relation:
Tn (x) = 2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x),
where n ≥ 2, T0 (x) = 1, and T1 (x) = x.
The first few Chebyshev polynomials are:
T2 (x) = 2x2 −1, T3 (x) = 4x3 −3x, T4 (x) = 8x4 −8x2 +1, · · ·
One of the most important properties is that Chebyshev
polynomials are the so-called semi-group property which
establishes that
Tr (Ts (x)) = Trs (x).
An immediate consequence of this property is that Chebyshev polynomials commute under composition
Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)).
In order to enhance the security, Zhang [33] proved that
semi-group property holds for Chebyshev polynomials defined on interval (−∞, +∞). The enhanced Chebyshev
polynomials are used in the proposed protocol:
Tn (x) = (2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x)) mod N,
where n ≥ 2, x ∈ (−∞, +∞), and N is a large prime
number. Obviously,
Trs (x) = Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)).
Definition 1. (Semi-group property) Semi-group property of Chebyshev polynomials: Trs (x) = Tr (Ts (x)) =
cos(rcos−1 (scos−1 (x)))
=
cos(rscos−1 (x))
=
Ts (Tr (x)) = Tsr (x), where r and s are positive integer and x ∈ [−1, 1].
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Table 1: Notations
Symbol
IDi
Ui (0 ≤ i ≤ n)
a, b
(x, TKi (x))
Ki
F
||

Definition
The identity of users
The users involved in CRRM scheme
Nonces
Public key of useri based on Chebyshev chaotic maps
Secret key of useri based on Chebyshev chaotic maps
Pseudo-random function
Concatenation operation

Definition 2. (Chaotic Maps-Based Discrete Logarithm Theorem 1. A non-zero polynomial is the nth Chebyshev
(CDL) problem) Given x and y, it is intractable to find polynomial or its constant times iff the nonzero polynothe integer s, such that Ts (x) = y. The probability that a mial is the root of the differential equation
polynomial time-bounded algorithm A can solve the CDL
CDL
(1 − x2 )y 00 − xy 0 + n2 y = 0(n ∈ Z+ ).
problem is defined as AdvA
(p) = P r[A(x, y) = r : r ∈
∗
Zp , y = Tr (x) mod p].
Lemma 1. If f : A → A, g : B → B are topologically
Definition 3. (CDL assumption) For any probabilistic semi-conjugate,
CDL
polynomial time-bounded algorithm A, AdvA
(p) is negCDL
ligible, that is, AdvA (p) ≤ ε, for some negligible func- 1) When p is the periodic point of f , then h(p) is the
periodic point of g;
tion ε.
Definition 4. (Chaotic Maps-Based Diffie-Hellman 2) When the periodic point of f is dense in A, the peri(CDH) problem) Given x, Tr (x) and Ts (x), it is inodic point of g is dense in B, where h is the topologtractable to find Trs (x). The probability that a polyically semi-conjugate between f and g.
nomial time-bounded algorithm A can solve the CDH
CDH
(p) = P r[A(x, Tr (x) mod Lemma 2. Assume f : A → B is a map, A0 , A1 ⊂ A,
problem is defined as AdvA
then f (A0 ∩ A1 ) ⊂ f (A0 ) ∩ f (A1 ).
p, Ts (x) mod p) = Trs (x) mod p : r, s ∈ Zp∗ ].
Definition 5. (CDH assumption) For any probabilistic Lemma 3. When f : A → A is topologically transitive,
CDH
(p) is neg- g : B → B is topologically semi-conjugate f via h, then g
polynomial time-bounded algorithm A, AdvA
CDH
ligible, that is, AdvA (p) ≤ ε, for some negligible func- is topologically transitive.
tion ε.
Lemma 4. Let R : S 0 → S 0 be a map of the circle into
itself, then R(θ) = nθ(n ∈ Z, n ≥ 2) is chaotic, where θ
2.3 Definition and Properties of Cheby- is the radian value.

shev Chaotic Maps [6, 10]

The concrete proof of chaotic properties can be
Definition 6. f : J → J is said to be topologically tran- found in the literature [10] and the enhanced propersitive if for any pair of open sets U, V ⊂ J, there exists ties of Chebyshev polynomials that defined on interval
k > 0 such that f k (U ) ∩ V 6= φ.
(−∞, +∞) still have the semi-group property (see [33]).
Definition 7. f : J → J has sensitive dependence on
initial conditions if there exists δ > 0 such that for any
x ∈ J and any neighborhood N of x, there exist y ∈ N
and n ≥ 0 such that |f n (x) − f n (y)| > δ.

3
3.1

The Proposed MRCM Scheme
Notations

Definition 8. Let V be a set, then f : V → V is said to
The concrete notations used hereafter are shown in Tabe chaotic on V if
ble 1.
1) f has sensitive dependence on initial conditions.
2) f is topologically transitive.

3.2

MRCM Scheme

3) Periodic points are dense in V .

Figure 1 illustrates the MRCM scheme.

Definition 9. Let f : A → A, f : B → B be two maps, Setup. Simply speaking, for all the users Ui (0 ≤ i ≤ n),
if there exists a continuous surjection h : A → B such
their public keys are (x, Tki (x))(0 ≤ i ≤ n) and the
that h · g = g · h, we say that these two maps f and g are
corresponding secret keys are ki (0 ≤ i ≤ n). And
topologically semi-conjugate.
without loss of generality, we assume the user U0 is
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Figure 1: Chaotic maps-based multi-receiver with privacy protection scheme

the sender, and the users Ui (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are the receivers. Due to space limitation in this paper, we are
not able to discuss the details about how to distribute
the public-private key pairs of the users.

4) Finally, based on their secret key Ki , any user
in the group can recover the message m =
Wi
Wi
Ci
TKi TK0 (x) − Ta (x) = TKi TK0 (x) − ( TKi Tb (x) −
ID0 ).

Encrypt. When a user U0 wants to send the same message m to the users Ui (1 ≤ i ≤ n), she chooses two 3.3 Consistency
large and random integers a and b. Next, U0 computes Ta (x), Tb (x), Ci = Tb TKi (x)(ID0 ||Ta (x)), (1 ≤ Let {Tb (x), Ci , Wi , Fi } be a valid ciphertext, for any user
i ≤ n), Wi = (m||Ta (x))TK0 TKi (x), (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and Ui , we have
Fi = FTa (x) (Ci ||Wi ), (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Finally, U0 sends
Wi
Ci
{Tb (x), Ci , Wi , Fi } to the users Ui (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
−(
− ID0 )
TKi TK0 (x)
TKi Tb (x)
Decrypt.
Wi
=
− (ID0 ||Ta (x) − ID0 )
T
T
1) Upon receiving {Tb (x), Ci , Wi , Fi } from the
Ki K0 (x)
Wi
sender, firstly, any user can recover the identity
=
− Ta (x)
of the sender by using secret key Ki to compute
TKi TK0 (x)
TKi Tb (x) and get ID0 ||Ta (x) = C1 /TK1 Tb (x).
= m||Ta (x) − Ta (x)
2) Based the sender’s identity ID0 , Ui can get the
= m.
public key T0 (x) and compute TKi TK0 (x) for
getting m||Ta (x) = W1 /TK1 TK0 (x). This step
is also authenticating the sender, if the sender is 4
Security Consideration
the ”sender”, the last step any user can recover
the right message, if not, the recovered message
4.1 Security Analysis for Security Rewill not be the plaintext.
quirements and the Comparisons
3) Ui authenticates the message integrity
FTa (x) (C1 ||W1 ) = F1 ?. If yes, the cipher-text is There are many security requirements about protocol
valid. Otherwise, the cipher-text is invalid or type. Because our proposed scheme is multi-receiver type
with one message without exchanging process, there are
has been damaged during transmission.
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Table 2: Definition and the reasons why we do not discuss
Attack Type
Automatic
validation
attacks

Security
Requirements
Guessing
attacks (On-line
or off-line)

No freshness
verify attacks

Losing
smart
device
and
guessing attacks
Human Guessing Attacks
Perfect forward
secrecy

Known session
key security

Definition
In an off-line guessing attack, an attacker guesses
a password or long-term secret key and verifies
his/her guess, but he/she does not need to participate in any communication during the guessing phase. In an undetectable on-line guessing
attack, an attacker searches to verify a guessed
password or long-term secret key in an on-line
transaction and a failed guess cannot be detected
and logged by the server.
An adversary gets the user’s smart device and
then carries out the guessing attacks.
In human guessing attacks, humans are used to
enter passwords in the trial and error process.
An authenticated key establishment protocol provides perfect forward secrecy if the compromise
of both of the node’s secret keys cannot results in
the compromise of previously established session
keys.
Each execution of the protocol should result in
a unique secret session key. The compromise of
one session key should not compromise the keys
established in other sessions.

many security requirements no need to discuss (see Table 2).
Next, from the Table 3, we can see that the proposed
scheme can provide known secure session key agreement,
impersonation attack and so on.
Some other security attributes:
1) The security of one ciphertext with some authentications.

Reasons why we
do not discuss
No password involved

No password involved
No password involved
No session key
produced

No session key
produced

CMBDHP assumptions, and furthermore getting the
m = m||Ta (x) − Ta (x). Additionally, since the values a of the random elements is very large, attackers
cannot directly guess the values a of the random elements to generate Ta (x). Therefore, the proposed
scheme provides one ciphertext security.
2) The security of privacy protection.

Theorem 2. Our proposed scheme is one ciphertext
security under the CMBDLP and CMBDHP assumptions.

Theorem 3. Our proposed scheme is privacy protection partly under the CMBDLP and CMBDHP assumptions.

Proof. Our proposed scheme is based on PKC (Public Key Cryptosystem), so there are two key points
should be taken into account: each message must
mix with a large random nonce and any public key
cannot be used to encrypt secret message directly.
Therefore, we construct Wi = (m||Ta (x))TK0 TKi (x),
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) to covered the secret message m. The
encrypted message Wi is generated from a which
is different in each session and is only known by
the sender U0 . Any receiver can decrypt Wi using
his/her own secret key, but the decrypted process
is completely different: The middle process value
TK0 TKi (x) only can be computed by the corresponding receiver which is secure under the CMBDLP and

Proof. We divide the participants into three characters: the sender, the receivers and the outsiders (including attacker, any curious nodes and so on). The
sender’s identity is anonymity for outsiders because
ID0 is covered by Ci = Tb TKi (x)(ID0 ||Ta (x)), (1 ≤
i ≤ n), and then only the legal receivers can use
his/her secret key to recover the ID0 . Due to PKCbased about our scheme, the ID0 must be emerged
to the legal receivers, or they cannot know the public key of the sender. The sender must know the receiver’s identity because our scheme is adopted PKC
and chaotic maps. All the receivers cannot know the
others receivers because they only recover the corresponding Ci using their own secret key.
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Table 3: Definition and simplified proof
Attack Type

Security
Requirements
Missing
Man-in-theencrypted
middle
atidentity attacks tack(MIMA)

Impersonation
attack

No
freshness verify
attacks

Replay attack

Design defect attacks

Stolen-verifier
attacks

Definition

Simplified Proof

The MIMA attack is a form of active eavesdropping in which the attacker makes independent connections
with the victims and relays messages
between them, making them believe
that they are talking directly to each
other over a private connection, when
in fact the entire conversation is controlled by the attacker.
An adversary successfully assumes the
identity of one of the legitimate parties
in a system or in a communications protocol.

All the information includes the ID and some
nonces: a, b and the another form Ta (x), Tb (x).

A replay attack is a form of network
attack in which a valid data transmission is repeated or delayed maliciously
or fraudulently.
An adversary gets the verifier table
from servers by a hacking way, and then
the adversary can launch any other attack which called stolen-verifier attacks.

We construct Ci = Tb TKi (x)(ID0 ||Ta (x)), (1 ≤ i ≤
n) to covered the sender’s identity. The encrypted
message Ci is generated from b which is different
in each session and is only known by the sender
U0 . Any receiver can decrypt Ci using Tb (x) and
his/her own secret key, but the decrypted process
is completely different: the middle process value
TKi Tb (x) only can be computed by the corresponding receiver which is secure under the CMBDLP and
CMBDHP assumptions, and furthermore getting the
ID0 ||Ta (x) = Ci /TKi Tb (x), you can get ID0 and
Ta (x) in the same time. Additionally, since the values b of the random elements is very large, attackers
cannot directly guess the values a of the random elements to generate Tb (x). Therefore, the proposed
scheme provides privacy protection.

All the information includes the ID, (pki , ski )
and some nonces: a, b
and the another form
Ta (x, Tb (x)).
Every important message
includes the nonces: a, b
and the another form
Ta (x), Tb (x).
There are no any verification tables in any node.

Hard
Problems
Chaotic
maps
problems

Chaotic
maps
problems

Chaotic
maps
problems
Chaotic
maps
problems

information. We sum up the privacy protection
of our scheme in the Table 4.

4.2

Security Proof Based on the BAN
Logic

For convenience, we first give the description of some notations (Table 5) used in the BAN logic analysis and
define some main logical postulates (Table 6) of BAN
logic [3].
Remark 1. (X)K means that the formula X is hash
function with the key K. But in our scheme, we redefine
(X)K : the formula X is pseudo-random function with the
key K to adopt the standard model.

The privacy protection of our MRCM scheme belongs
According to analytic procedures of BAN logic and the
to the ID hiding(a user may use a resource or service
without disclosing the user’s identity during the pro- requirement of multi-receiver scheme, our MRCM scheme
tocol interaction), anyway, we must emphasize three should satisfy the following goals in Table 7.
First of all, we transform the process of our protocol
points:
to the following idealized form.
a. Any outsider cannot get any ID information (sender or receivers) about our proposed
(U0 → Ui )C : Ui C Tb (x), Tb TKi (x)(ID0 ||Ta (x)),
scheme.
(m||Ta (x))TK0 TKi (x), (Ci ||Wi )Ta (x) ;
b. Only the sender knows the ID information of all
receivers.
According to the description of our protocol, we could
c. Any receiver cannot get any other receiver’s ID make the following assumptions about the initial state,
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Table 4: Privacy protection comparisons
Security attributes
Missing encrypted identity attacks
Receiver anonymity

For outsiders
For receivers
For outsiders
For other receivers
For the sender

[19] 2009
No
No
No
No
No

[31] 2010
Yes
No
No
No
No

[16] 2013
Yes
No
Yes
No
No

Ours
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Table 5: Notations of the BAN logic
Symbol
P| ≡ X
#(X)
P| ⇒ X
P CX
P| ∼ X
(X, Y )
hXiY
XK
(X)K
P ←K
−→Q
−−K
−→P

Definition
The principal P believes a statement X, or P is entitled to believe X.
The formula X is fresh.
The principal P has jurisdiction over the statement X.
The principal P sees the statement X.
The principal P once said the statement X.
The formula X or Y is one part of the formula (X, Y ).
The formula X combined with the formula Y .
The formula X is encrypted under the key K.
The formula X is hash function with the key K. If there is no K, and that means is no key
input.
The principals P and Q use the shared key K to communicate. The key K will never be
discovered by any principal except P and Q.
The public key of P , and the secret key is described by K −1 .

Table 6: Logical postulates of the BAN logic
Symbol
P |≡P

Definition

K Q,P {X}K
←−−→
P |≡Q|∼X
P |≡#(X)
P |≡#(X,Y )
P |≡#(X),P |≡Q|∼X
P |≡Q|≡X
P |≡Q|⇒X,P |≡Q|≡X
P |≡X
P |≡Q|≡(X,Y )
P |≡Q|≡X

The message-meaning rule (R1 )
The freshness-conjunction rule (R2 )
The nonce-verification rule (R3 )
The jurisdiction rule (R4 )

The belief rules (R5 )
Remark 3: Molecule can deduce denominator for above formulas.

Table 7: Goals of the proposed scheme
Goals
Goal 1. U0 | ≡ (U0 ←m
U
);
Goal
2.
U
|
≡
U
0
i | ≡ (U0 ←m
−→ i
−→Ui );
Goal 3. Ui | ≡ (Ui ←m
−→U0 ); Goal 4. Ui | ≡ U0 | ≡ (Ui ←m
−→U0 );
Where U0 means the sender, Ui (1 ≤ i ≤ n) means the n − receiver, and m means the messages.
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Table 8: Assumptions about the initial state of our protocol

P1 : U0 | ≡ TKi (x) Ui
−−−−−−→
P3 : U0 | ≡ #(a)
P5 : U0 | ≡ U0 TK0 TKi (x) Ui
←−−−−−−−−→

Initial states
P2 : Ui | ≡ TK0 (x) U0
−−−−−−−→
P4 : U0 | ≡ #(b)
P6 : Ui | ≡ Ui TKi TK0 (x) U0
←−−−−−−−−→

which will be used in the analysis of our protocol in Ta- 5
Efficiency Analysis
ble 8.
Based on the above assumptions, the idealized form 5.1 The Comparisons among Different
of our protocol is analyzed as follows. The main steps
Algorithms
of the proof are described as follows. According to the
ciphertext C and P2 , P6 and attributes of chaotic maps, Compared to RSA1 , ECC2 and Bilinear map3 , Chebyshev polynomial computation problem offers smaller key
and relating with R1 , we could get:
sizes, faster computation, as well as memory, energy and
bandwidth savings. Chaotic maps encryption algorithm:
S1 : Ui | ≡ U0 | ∼ Ci .
As a special form of motion, Chaos means that in a cerBased on the initial assumptions P3 , P4 and relating with tain nonlinear system can appear similar to the behavior
R2 , we could get:
of random phenomena without needing any random factors. Chaotic system has the characteristics of certainty,
S2 : Ui | ≡ ]Ci .
boundness, sensibility to initial parameters and unpredictability, etc. Chaotic maps encryption algorithm utiCombine S1 , S2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 , R3 and attributes of lizes the unique semi-group mature of Chebyshev chaotic
chaotic maps, we could get:
maps, based on two difficult problems-the chaotic maps
discrete logarithm problem and the chaotic maps DiffieS3 : Ui | ≡ ]ID0 , Ta (x), Tb (x).
Hellman problem, puts forward a kind of encryption algorithm. Compared with ECC encryption algorithm,
Based on R5 , we take apart S3 and get:
Chaotic maps encryption algorithm avoids scalar multiplication and modular exponentiation computation, efS4 : Ui | ≡ ]Tb (x), S5 : Ui | ≡ ]Ta (x).
fectively improves the efficiency. However, Wang [27]
proposed several methods to solve the Chebyshev polyCombine S3 , S4 and attributes of chaotic maps, we can get nomial computation problem. To be more precise, on
the fresh and privacy protection about sender’s identity. an Intel Pentium4 2600 MHz processor with 1024 MB
Combine S5 and attributes of chaotic maps, we can get RAM, where n and p are 1024 bits long, the computathe message m for all the Ui (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
tional time of a one-way hashing operation, a symmetric
Combine 1. Because the 1-to-n parties (U0 and Ui (1 ≤ encryption/decryption operation, an elliptic curve point
i ≤ n)) communicate each other just now, they confirm multiplication operation and Chebyshev polynomial opthe other is on-line. Moreover, since the Ui (1 ≤ i ≤ n) eration is 0.0005s, 0.0087s, 0.063075s and 0.02102s sepcan get ID0 and Ta (x) from the Tb TKi (x)(ID0 ||Ta (x)) arately [11]. Moreover, the computational cost of XOR
with his own secret key, and based on S , R with chaotic operation could be ignored when compared with other
5

4

maps problems, we could get:
Goal 1. U0 | ≡ (U0 ←
m
→Ui );
Goal 2. U0 | ≡ Ui | ≡ (U0 ←
m
→Ui );
Goal 3. Ui | ≡ (Ui ←
m
→U0 );
Goal 4. Ui | ≡ U0 | ≡ (Ui ←
m
→U0 );
According to (Goal 1 ∼ Goal 4), we know that both
sender U0 and receivers Ui (1 ≤ i ≤ n) believe that the
Ui (1 ≤ i ≤ n) can authenticate U0 and recover the message based on the fresh nonces a, b and the (pki , ski )(0 ≤
i ≤ n).

1 RSA encryption algorithm: RSA encryption algorithm is a
kind of algorithm based on big integer factorization, its public keys
and secret keys are the function of two large prime numbers (Which
large prime numbers are more than 100 digits of decimal.). RSA
encryption algorithm, as the first algorithm which can be used to
encryption and digital signature, is easily to understand and operate.
2 ECC encryption algorithm: ECC encryption algorithm is a
kind of public-key cryptosystem algorithm, its mathematical theory
is that using the rational points on the Elliptic curve constitutes
Abel additive group, and utilizes the computational difficulty of
discrete logarithm.
3 Bilinear map: In mathematics a pairing function is a process to uniquely encode two natural numbers into a single natural
number. In mathematics, a bilinear map is a function combining
elements of two vector spaces to yield an element of a third vector space. It is called bilinear because it is linear in each of its
arguments.
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operations. According to the results in [2], one pairing
operation requires at least 10 times more multiplications
in the underlying finite field than a point scalar multiplication in ECC does in the same finite field.
Through the above mentioned analysis, we can reached
the conclusion approximately as follows:
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one encrypted message with some authentication information to multi-receiver, and at the same time, achieving
privacy protection. The core idea we have followed is
that the most existing multi-receiver schemes are bilinear
pairing-based, for improving the efficiency, should be exploited to securely change another efficient cryptosystem,
such as, chaotic maps in this paper. Since the hash funcTp ≈ 10Tm , Tm ≈ 3Tc , Tc ≈ 2.42Ts , Ts ≈ 17.4Th ,
tion is not used, and chaotic maps is adopted to a new
encrypted algorithm without using symmetrical encrypwe sum up these formulas into one so that it can reflect tion, the proposed solution offers significant advantages
the relationship among the time of algorithms intuitively. (the standard model and high-efficiency) with respect to
a traditional multi-receiver protocols. Compared with the
Tp ≈ 10Tm ≈ 30Tc ≈ 72.6Ts ≈ 1263.24Th ,
related works, our MRCM scheme is not the trade off between security and efficiency, but is comprehensively imwhere Tp : Time for bilinear pair operation; Tm : Time for proved scheme.
a point scalar multiplication operation; Tc : The time for
executing the Tn (x) mod p in Chebyshev polynomial; Ts :
Time for symmetric encryption algorithm; Th : Time for Acknowledgments
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Table 9: Comparison for RSA, ECC and Chaotic maps

Items
Mathematical basis
Difficult problem
assumptions

Operation Cost
Operation Speed
Security Level

RSA encryption algorithm

ECC encryption algorithm

Large prime number
large prime factorization
problem

Differences
Elliptic curve
Discrete logarithm calculation problem on the elliptic
curve

√ √
√
√
Normal

√

Good

√
√
√
√

√ √
√
√ √
√

Excellent

Chaotic maps encryption
algorithm
Chebyshev polynomial
Chaotic maps discrete logarithm problem, Chaotic
maps Diffie-Hellman problem
√ √ √
√ √ √
√ √ √
√ √ √

Table 10: Comparisons between our proposed scheme and the related literatures
Phase
Encrypt

Decrypt

Some property
Number of parameters
Computation
Complexity
Ciphertext
length
Ciphertext
validity
or
integrity
Authorized or
not
Decryption

[19] 2009
n+9

[31] 2010
13

[16] 2013
10

Ours
2

(n + 1)Ta + (n +
3)Tm + Te + 2Th
3|G1 | + |M | + n|ID|

Tp + (m + n + 1)Tm +
(2m + n + 3)Te + 2Th
(m + n + 2)|G1 | +
|M | + m|ID|
(m+5)Tp +Ta +(m+
|M | + 2)Tm + 2Th

Tp + 2Ta + 6Tm +
Te + 2Th
(n + 4)|G1 | + |M |

nTf +2nTc +2nTmo

2Tp + Ta + Tm + Th

Tf

3Tp + 2Ta + (3n +
3)Tm +2Te +(n+1)Th

(2n + 1)|G2 | + n|F |

3Tp + 2Ta + (3n + (m+5)Tp +Ta +(m+ 2Tp + Ta + Tm + Th No need
3)Tm +2Te +(n+1)Th |M | + 2)Tm + 2Th
3Tp + 2Ta + (3n + (m+5)Tp +Ta +(m+ 2Tp + nTa + (n − 2Tc + 2Tmo
3)Tm +2Te +(n+1)Th |M | + 2)Tm + 2Th
1)Tm + 2Th
Model
Random Oracle
Random Oracle
Random Oracle
Standard Model
Tp : Time for bilinear pair operation
Ta : Time for addition operation
Tm : Time for a point scalar multiplication operation
Tmo : Time for integer multiplication operation in the field
Te : Time for exponentiation operation
Th : Time for Hash operation
Ts : Time for symmetric encryption algorithm
Tc : The time for executing the Tn (x) mod p in Chebyshev polynomial using the algorithm in literature [33].
Tf : Time for pseudo-random function
————————————|G1 |: The length of the elements in G1 ; |G2 |: The length of the elements in G2 ; |ID|: the length of ID;
Let G1 be an additive group and G2 be a multiplicative group with the same prime order q;
|M |: The length of the plaintext M ; |F |: the length of the output of pseudo-random function.
m: The number of signers/sender (m=1 in schemes [16, 19, 31] and our scheme); n: the number of receivers.
————————————Random Oracle: A random oracle is a random mathematical function, that is, a function mapping each possible
query to a (fixed) random response from its output domain, for example, regarding hash function as a real
random mathematical function in the practical application.
Standard Model: The standard model is the model of computation in which the adversary is only limited by
the amount of time and computational power available, without using a random mathematical function.
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Abstract
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack imposes a severe threat to the extensively used Internet based services
like e-commerce, e-banking, transportation, medicine, education etc. Hackers compromises the vulnerable systems
for launching DDoS attacks in order to degrade or sometimes completely disrupt such services. In recent years,
DDoS attacks have been increased in frequency, sophistication and strength. Though a no. of solutions have been
proposed in literature to combat against DDoS attacks
but still defending from a DDoS attack is a challenging
issue. Hackers are also continuously upgrading their skills
to launch diversified attacks and are developing new sophisticated attack tools and traffic generators to circumvent these countermeasures. The purpose of this paper
is to characterize and compare the popular DDoS attack
tools and traffic generators used by the attackers in recent times. The technical details provided would surely
help the researchers to handpick the appropriate DDoS
attack tool and traffic generator for designing their real
experiments so that their proposed DDoS defense methods could be validated in a better way.
Keywords: Attack tools, DDoS, network security, traffic
generators

1

Introduction

A DDoS attack is a malicious attempt from multiple systems to make computer or network resources unavailable
to its intended users, usually by interrupting or suspending services connected to the Internet [13].
DDoS attacks are launched through the well organized,
distributed and remotely controlled network so that compromised computers (called zombies or bots) can be used
for sending large volume of continuous and simultaneous
attack requests to the target system(s). DDoS attacks
mainly cause unusual behavior in the form of unavailability, inability to access the particular website or a service

and slow down the performance of the network. As a
result, the target systems responds slowly or are completely crashed. The DDoS attacks that are launched by
causing the disruption in the legitimate user connectivity (exhaustion of bandwidth, reducing router processing
capacity and network resource usage) are termed as Network layer attacks whereas the attacks that are launched
by disruption in the legitimate user services (exhaustion
of the server resources like CPU, memory, disk/database
bandwidth, sockets, input/output bandwidth) are termed
as Application layer attacks [1, 6, 7, 12, 15, 29]. In recent
years, DDoS attacks have been increased in strength, frequency and sophistication. The attackers are continuously upgrading their skills and modifying their modus
operandi and are using latest technologies to launch diversified DDoS attacks. Although, many solutions have
been proposed by the researchers to detect, prevent or
mitigate DDoS attacks, but still attackers are persistently
developing new methods and means to circumvent these
countermeasures.
There are number of tools available that can generate the
similar looking legitimate traffic as well as attack traffic
and can easily circumvent the existing DDoS defense solutions. For example, D-ITG [5, 8, 9, 16, 18] is such a
powerful traffic generator that can be used to generate
legitimate as well as attack traffic. It has been observed
that all of the DDoS attacks are launched now-a-days by
using botnets [45].
The key contributions of this paper are:
1) To Identify various attack tools used for launching
DDoS attacks.
2) To study and investigate the characteristics of attack
tools.
3) To compare and characterize the attack tools on identified attributes.
4) To propose attack tools taxonomy.
5) To identify, compare and characterize various legitimate and background traffic generators.
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Figure 1: Taxonomy of DDoS attack tools
6) To provide research directions for the design of real- till date. This paper also provide the detailed comparison of these attack tools and traffic generators along with
time experiments for validating DDoS defense.
their technical details.
This paper is a unique attempt that highlights the key
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
technical features of the DDoS attack tools and traffic the taxonomy of DDoS attack tools and their description,
generators used by the attackers to launch DDoS attacks Section 3 emphasizes on the comparison of the DDoS atlike their architecture model, the type of protocols sup- tack tools based upon their key features, Section 4 proported or the type of traffic generated etc. The detailed vides the comparison of traffic generators and Section 5
technical information about the attack tools and traffic concludes the paper by highlighting the need for realtime
generators is provided with reference to the real experi- experimentations.
mentation purposes so that the internal working of these
tools could be unleashed. This information would help
the researchers to choose the appropriate DDoS attack 2
Taxonomy of DDoS Attack
tools or traffic generators for their real time experimenTools and Their Comparison
tations so that better solution to the ever growing DDoS
problem could be developed.
In this section, the taxonomy of the DDoS attack tools
In the literature, there are number of existing surveys
(as shown in Figure-1) is provided based on the idenon the botnets and DDoS attack tools [20, 28, 31, 32, 42,
tified attributes like type of interface they used, their
44] but none of them is complete in itself. Kumar [4],
attack rate dynamics, target operating system, attack
Mirkovic [33] and Specht [41] presented the taxonomies
model, protocols used, DDoS attack category and target
of attack tools but did not categorized the attack tools
area [4, 21, 27, 33, 41].
and traffic generators. Hoque [20] and Srivastva [42] provided the taxonomy of DDoS attacks and key features of Type of Interface used: The interface used by the
few popular DDoS attack tools but lack the technical deDDoS attack tools can be either command line intertails. kaur et al. [28] presented the some of the typical
face or graphical user interface. Goldeneye, trinoo,
DDoS attack tools used by the attackers but did not give
shaft etc. use command line interface whereas hoic,
any information about traffic generators and their usage.
udp flooder, xoic etc use graphical user interface.
In spite of these extensive surveys, a comprehensive solution to DDoS attacks have not been formulated till date. Attack rate dynamics: Depending upon the attack
What is lacking in the literature is the detailed comparirate dynamics, attack tools can either generate the
son based on the key technical features of the DDoS attack
continuous attack traffic (no variations in sending attools and traffic generators so that a better solution could
tack request) rate and variable attack rate (tool can
be developed. This survey is first of its kind as per our
vary the attack rate to avoid the detection which can
knowledge that provides the detailed technical details, do
be the increasing rate and fluctuating rate).
the characterization and comparison of popular DDoS attack and traffic generators. There are number of DDoS Operating System Supported: A number of DDoS
attack tools are designed to support the various opattack tools and traffic generators available but no one
has focused to sum up all the features under single title
erating systems like unix, linux, solaris or windows.
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Attack model: DDoS attack tools can make use of eiplatform. The architecture model of the Trinity is the
ther Agent-Handler model or and IRC model. AgentIRC-based [20].
Handler is based on master-slave relation whereas
the IRC system use public channels for launching at- Bubonic. A C-based attack tool which can use Linux,
Unix and Windows as the underlying platforms for its
tacks.
execution. It is a DoS attempt to exploit or victimProtocol: The type of protocol specifies the kind of trafize the windows2000 machine by randomly sending
fic generated by the attack tools for generating flood
a huge volume of the TCP packets with the random
attacks, communication between the agent-handler,
settings to increase the load on the machines which
handler-client and client-agent. Flood attacks mainly
leads the machines to a crash. Random settings inuse UDP, ICMP (ICMP ECHO request and ICMP
volve the setting of random IP addresses and random
ECHO reply), HTTP, TCP (TCP-SYN, TCP-ACK
port number [20].
and RST-flood) protocols.
Jolt. A command line based DoS attack tool sends a
DDoS attack category: The consequence of a DDoS
large number of ICMP packets in order to target the
attack is the unavailability of the resources or bandvictim machine running on the windows 95 or NT
width of the victim. Hence, the attackers use those
so that the victim machine fails to reassemble them
attack tools that can exhaust target system or netfor use. It implementation language is C. However,
work’s resources and bandwidth. There are number
this kind of attack do not cause any drastic damage
of DDoS attack tools available that can deplete both
to the victim system, and the machine is still in the
the resources and the bandwidth in no time.
state, to be recovered [20].
Target area: DDoS attacks can either congest the Mstream. A C-based and command line interface DDoS
link or end point. So, DDoS attack tools are
attack tool has ability to forge the source addresses.
typically designed for the congestion at the link
It creates the TCP ACK flood and TCP RST flood
level(congestion at the victim network) or at the end
requests to the target server. It can generate botnets
point level(congestion at the victim server).
and also spoof the ip addresses of the attackers while
performing DDoS attacks. Both of these requests can
All the popular attack tools are compared on the basis
exhaust the network resources and consumes bandof identified key features as shown in Table:1. The key
width of the victim server [38].
features includes the impact of attack which cause depletion either at bandwidth or resource level, scope of the Shaft. Shaft is the command line interface DDoS attack
attack tool, the type of attack launched, support of opertool that can exhaust the bandwidth and resources
ating systems, implementation language etc. Further, it
of the victim server. It provides statistics for TCP,
has also been observed that all DDoS attack tools follows
UDP and ICMP flooding attacks and helps the atthe same generalized attack tool architecture as given by
tackers to identify the victim machine status (either
Lee [41].
completely down or alive) or to decide on the termination of zombies in addition to the attack. Its
Stacheldraht. Stacheldraht is the C-based DDoS tool
architecture model is Agent-Handler based [38].
that can create the ICMP flood, SYN flood, UDP
flood and Smurf attack towards the target. It has Targa. Targa is the C-based attack tool which can deplete the bandwidth and resources. It is the DoS
the capability to congest the link and spoof the IP
attack tool which is the collection of the 16 differaddress. It can run on the Linux and the Solaris 2.1.
ent programs of DoS. These attacks can be launched
It has command line based interface and its DDoS
individually as well as in the group also. It has the
attack architecture model is agent based [20].
ability to spoof the ip addresses and requires the linux
TFN. TFN (tribe flood network) can generate a number
platforms [20].
of different kinds of attacks. It is also called the ”Son
Of Trinoo”. It is the command line based which ex- Trinoo. Trinoo is the DDoS attack tool, that uses a master host and several broadcast hosts. Master host
ecutes on the windows, linux etc. It is written in the
instructs the various broadcast hosts to launch the
C language and has the attack architecture similar to
attack. An Application layer attack tool that has
the handler-agent model. It generates DDoS attack
the capability to deplete the resources and leverages
that has the capability to deplete both resource and
the bandwidth of the victim network. It is command
bandwidth [38] of the target.
line based and its architecture model is the AgentTrinity. Trinity is the command line based attack tool
Handler based [38].
that can launch UDP, fragment, SYN, RST, random,
flags and null flood requests that leads to the end- Blast20. Blast20 is the DOS attack tool is called as the
point resource exhaustion and link congestion. This
TCP service stress tool is able to identify the potool uses the encrypted format and requires the Linux
tential weaknesses in the network servers instantly.
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Table 1: Comparison of DDoS Attack Tools
Year

Name

1999

Scope

Type of
Attack
Traffic

Operating
System
supported

Number
of
Zombies

DoS,
DDoS
DDoS

icmp, udp
tcp, udp,
icmp

linux,
solaris
windows,
linux,solaris

DoS,
DDoS

tcp, udp

DoS

tcp

2000

Stacheldraht [20]
Bandwidth,
Resource
TFN Tribe
Bandwidth,
flood netResource
work) [38]
Trinity
Bandwidth,
citeResource
Hoq2014
Bubonic [20]
Bandwidth,
Resource
Jolt [20]
Resource

DoS

icmp

2000

Mstream [38]

Bandwidth

2000

Shaft [38]

2000

Targa [20]

2000

Trinoo [38]

Bandwidth,
Resource
Bandwidth,
Resource
Bandwidth

DoS,
DDoS
DoS,
DDoS
DoS

2001

Blast20 [20]

Resource

DoS

tcp, udp,
icmp
udp,icmp,
tcp
tcp, udp,
icmp
udp,
tcp,http
tcp

2001

Crazy
Pinger [20]
Kaiten [20]

icmp

DDoS

2001

Knight [38]

2003
2005
2005

Nemsey [38]
FSMax [20]
Hping [20]

Bandwidth,
Resource
Bandwidth,
Resource
Bandwidth,
Resource
Bandwidth
Resource
Resource

DoS

2001

2007

Black
Energy [20]
Hgod [20]

2007
2007
2008

Panther [20]
RefRef [20]
LOIC [40]

Bandwidth,
Resource
Bandwidth,
Resource
Bandwidth
Resource
Resource

DDoS

2007

2008
2009

UDP
Bandwidth
Flooder [40]
DDOSIM [40] Resource

2009

Slowloris [40]

Bandwidth,
Resource

DoS

2009

TOR’s
hammer [38]
Davoset [38]

Bandwidth,
Resource
Resource
Resource

2010

Owasp [37]
Http
Dos
Post
Pyloris [40]

2010
2011

1999
1999
2000

2010
2010

2011
2011
2012
2012
2012
-

Target
Impact

Encryption Ip
Implemen
(yes/no)
Spooftation
ing
Language
(yes/no)

Interface Attack
Type
Model

Multiple

whether
makes
botnets?
(yes/no)
yes

yes

yes

C

CLI

Multiple

yes

no

yes

C

CLI

linux

Multiple

yes

no

no

-

CLI

IRC based

windows,
linux, unix
window95,
windowsNT
linux, windows
linux, unix

single

no

no

no

C

CLI

-

Single

no

no

yes

C

CLI

-

Multiple

yes

no

yes

C

CLI

Multiple

yes

no

yes

-

CLI

linux

Single

yes

no

yes

C

CLI

Agent
based
Agent
based
-

Multiple

yes

yes

no

C

CLI

Single

no

-

-

-

CLI

Agent
based
-

Single

no

no

yes

-

GUI

-

tcp, udp

linux,
solaris
windows,
linux, unix
windows,
linux, unix
windows

Multiple

Yes

no

no

-

CLI

IRC based

DDoS

tcp, udp

windows

Mutiple

yes

no

-

C

CLI

IRC based

DoS
DoS
DoS

tcp
icmp, udp,
tcp
tcp, udp,
icmp,http
tcp, udp,
icmp
icmp, udp
tcp, udp,
icmp,http
udp

windows
windows
linux, windows
linux

Single
Single
Single

no
no
no

no
no
no

no
no
yes

TCL

GUI
CLI
CLI

-

Multiple

yes

no

-

-

CLI

IRC based

windows

Multiple

-

no

yes

-

CLI

IRC based

no
yes

no
no

no
no

perl
C-Sharp

CLI
GUI

IRC based
IRC based

DDoS

DDoS
DoS
DDoS
DoS,
DDoS
DoS

Single
windows
Multiple
linux,mac
Multiple
os,windows,android
windows
-

Agent
based
Agent
based

-

no

yes

-

GUI

IRC based

tcp,smtp,http, linux
udp
http
windows,
linux

Multiple

yes

no

no

C++

CLI

-

Single

no

no

no

Perl

-

DoS,
DDoS

http

unix, linux,
macos

Multiple

yes

no

no

Python

GUI
and
CLI
CLI

DoS,
DDoS
DoS

http

linux

Multiple

yes

no

no

Perl

CLI

-

http

windows

Single

no

no

no

Python

GUI

-

Resource

DoS,
DDoS

Multiple

yes

no

yes

Python

CLI

IRC based

XOIC [40]

Resource

yes

no

no

C-Sharp

GUI

IRC based

Resource

DoS,
DDoS
DDoS

Multiple

Aldi
Botnet [2]
R-U DEAD
-YET [38]
SSL
DoS [25]
GoldenEye [19]
HOIC [40]
HULK [38]

tcp,imap,
linux, winudp,smtp,http,dows, macos
ftp, telnet
udp, tcp,
windows
icmp
http, tcp
windows

Multiple

yes

no

no

-

GUI

Web based

SilentDdoser [3]
SEER [14]

Bandwidth,
Resource
Resource

Resource

DDoS

Agent
based

DoS,
DDoS
DoS

http

linux

Single

no

no

yes

Python

CLI

-

Resource

tcp

Single

no

-

-

-

-

-

Resource

DoS

http

Single

no

no

no

Python

CLI

-

Resource
Resource

DDoS
DoS,
DDoS
DDoS

http
http

windows,
unix
Linux, Windows, MAC
windows
linux, windows
windows

Multiple
Single

yes
no

no
no

no
no

Basic
Python

GUI
CLI

-

Multiple

yes

yes

no

VB.net

GUI

IRC based

windows

Multiple

yes

no

yes

java

GUI

-

DDoS

udp, tcp,
http
icmp, tcp,
udp
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It is command line based tool which has the ability
command line based that can deplete the resources
to exhaust the resources of the victim server. The
and bandwidth of the victim server [20].
parameters required to launch attack are target IP
Hgod. Hgod tool is the windows XP based tool which
address, start size and end size of the packet [20].
can spoof the source IPs and specifies protocols and
the port numbers during the attack. It is used for
Crazy Pinger. Crazy Pinger is the DoS attack tool
launching TCP SYN flooding attack. The architecwhich can launch attack by sending a large volume of
ture model is IRC based with command line interface
ICMP packets to the victim machine or to the large
and has the capability to exhaust the resource and
remote network. Crazy Pinger is the GUI based atbandwidth of the victim server [20].
tack tool that can spoof the ip addresses and can
exhaust the resource and bandwidth. This kind of
Panther. A UDP based DoS attack tool that can flood
tool is easy to use and is effective over the multiple
the specified IP at a particular port number. It takes
platforms [20].
IP address as the input parameter to launch the attack. This tool is the windows based. Panther has
Kaiten. Kaiten is the DDoS attack tool which can
the ability to deplete the bandwidth of the victim
launch multiple attacks, viz., UDP flood, TCP flood,
server and can generate the traffic of UDP and TCP
SYN flood and PUSH+SYN flood. It uses random
types. However, it is not so powerful attack tool [20].
source IP addresses for generating botnets. The
Kaiten is the command line based tool with IRC as
RefRef. RefRef is the DDoS attack tool which is used
the DDoS attack architecture model. It has the abilto exploit existing SQL injection vulnerabilities. It
ity to deplete the resource and the bandwidth of the
sends the SQL malformed queries which are carrying
victim server [20].
payloads that force the servers to exploit their own
resources. Its implementation language is PERL and
Knight. Knight is an IRC-based tool can launch multihas the command line interface. It is the attack tool
ple DDoS attacks to create SYN flood, UDP flood
that has an architecture model of IRC based model.
and urgent pointer flood on windows machines. An
This tool works with the perl compiler in order to
IRC based tool that can destroy the resources and
launch DDoS attacks [20].
the bandwidth of the victim system. It is the command line interface attack tool whose implementa- LOIC. LOIC is an open source network testing tool
tion language is the C- language. It can make botnet
developed by Praetox Technologies. It was used
also [38].
by 4chan during Project Chanology to attack web
servers. It is a GUI based DDoS attack tool which
Nemsey. Nemsey is the DoS attack tool whose presence
can deplete the resources of the victim server like
specifies the computer is insecure and infected with
CPU, memory etc[40].
the malicious software. It is a GUI based attack tool
that can deplete the bandwidth of the victim server. UDP Flooder. UDP flooder is the port scanner and has
It does not generate the multiple sources and spoof
the user friendly graphical user interface that can tarthe ip addresses. It attempts to launch an attack
get the random ports and random packet size. It is
with a specified number of packets of specified sizes
the IRC-based attack tool which can also spoof the ip
[38].
addresses of the source. It can deplete the bandwidth
of the victim server in no time [40].
FSMax. FSMax is the DoS attack tool which can be
used to test the stress of the network and to test the DDoSim. A DDoS attack tool that uses the random IP
server for buffer overflows which may be exploited
addresses to stimulate several zombies with full TCP
during attack, text file is accepted as the input which
connection. DDoSim can generate the HTTP-GET
is executed through a sequence of tests based on the
flood attack to target random IP addresses and raninput. FSMax has the ability to exhaust the redom ports. A command line interface whose implesources of the victim server [20].
mentation language is the C++ and has the ability
to deplete the resources of the victim server [40].
Hping. Hping can handle the random packet size and
the fragmentations. Hping performs the firewall rule Slowloris. Slowloris attack tool creates the flood of TCP
testing, port scanning and protocol based network
SYN requests to the target victim. During the Iraperformance testing. Its implementation language is
nian presidential election in 2009, Slowloris was used
TCL and has command line interface [20].
as a prominent tool to leverage DoS attacks against
sites run by the Iranian government. It has both
Black Energy. Black Energy is the simple and powerful
graphical user and the command line interfaces and
IRC based architecture model attack tool and a wellis implemented in the perl language [40].
known cybercrime toolkit. This tool continues to be
widely used to deny services for commercial websites Tor’s Hammer. A python based slow post DoS testing
and targets the critical energy infrastructure. It is
tool that runs through TOR network. Tor’s Hammer
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uses random source IP address making difficult to
can launch the network layer flood attacks. It has the
trace back the source machine of the attacker. This
ability to exhaust the resources of the victim server
tool that can deplete the bandwidth and resources
[25].
of the victim server. It has the command line interface and its architectural model is the Agent based Golden-Eye. Golden-Eye is the multi-threaded python
based attack tool that can launch the http flood
model [38].
attack. Attack vector exploitation can be done by
HTTP keep alive + no cache messages. It does not
Davoset. Davoset is a command line tool for conducting
encrypt the attack packets and doesn’t not support
DDoS attacks on the sites via Abuse of functionality
IP spoofing. This tool can execute on the Windows,
and XML external entities vulnerabilities at sites for
Linux, MAC operating systems and can deplete the
attack on other sites (including DoS and DDoS atresources of the server [19].
tacks). Davoset is the PERL based attack tool and
has the ability to make the multiple zombies generates the botnets for launching the DDoS attack [38]. HOIC. High speed, multi-threaded attack tool and has
the capability to flood upto 256 websites at once.
HTTP GET flood and POST requests are sent to
Owasp DoS http post. Owasp DoS is the open web
the target server. Anonymous was the first group
application software project for testing performance,
to utilize it and launch attack against the website of
availability and capacity planning of web application.
the US department of justice. It has the ability to
Owasp, a graphical user interface is the Slow HTTP
resource of the victim server [40].
POST attack requests are sent to the victim and
maintain SSL half connection with the victim. it has
Hulk. HTTP unbearable load king has ability to take
ability to deplete the resources of the victim server
down the server in a minute as it directly affects the
[37].
server’s load. It generates TCP SYN flood and multithreaded HTTP GET flood requests. It can hide the
Pyloris. Pyloris is the script based tool and is used for
actual user agent. It has the ability to send the diftesting a service level vulnerability to a particular
ferent patterns of attack requests that can obfuscate
class of Denial of Service attacks. It uses the inbuilt
the referrer for each request [38].
methods of Slowloris operating system and is used to
test the server’s readiness to withstand Botnet based
Silent ddoser. Silent ddoser can create UDP, SYN and
DDoS attacks. It is written in Python and has the
HTTP flood requests to the target victim. It has
IRC based attack model [40].
ability to update the bots on the botnet at ongoing
attack. It utilizes triple-DES, RC4 encryption and
XOIC. Xoic is a GUI based tool that can perform the
has IPV6 capabilities with password stealing funcDDoS attack on any server with specified IP adtion. It is a windows tool which has graphical user
dress, a user-selected port and a user-selected prointerface that have the IRC based model [3].
tocol. It seems to be more powerful than the Loic.
Its implementation language is the C-sharp and has SEER. SEER generates the attack traffic by using the
IRC based DDoS attacks that can be performed with
Flooder tool, developed by SPARTA and the Cleo
TCP, HTTP, UDP, ICMP packet messages [40].
tool developed by UCLA. SEER can generate the
same traffic with many variations, can show the
Aldi Botnet. Aldi botnet is a newer inexpensive DDoS
movement of traffic from one client to another means
bot that is growing in the wild and is designed to
the graphical vision of the complete traffic with topoldeplete the resources of the victim server. Arbor
ogy made in the deter testbed. The main disadvancompany on September 30,2011 revealed that there
tage of this attack tool is, it is only used with the
are at least 50 distinct aldi botnets that have been
deter testbed. It has graphical user interface and imseen in the wild with 44 unique command and control
plementation language is java [14].
points [2].
R-U-dead-Yet. Rudy is the python based slow attack
tool to crash the web server. It has two modes,
one is the interactive menu mode and another is the
unattended configuration based execution mode. A
python based tool that can launch attack in order to
deplete the resources of the victim server and execute
over the Linux platform [38].
SSL DoS. SSl DoS is the windows based tool that can
cause denial of service attack without creating the
botnets. This tool can be executed on the both windows and Linux, is more effective and powerful. It

A wide variety of DDoS attack tools are available on
the internet. Most of them are very powerful and destructive; they can easily crash down the target network
and web applications in terms of bandwidth and resource
depletion in no time. Out of these attack tools Black
Energy, Loic, Hoic, r-u-dead-yet and Hulk can generate
legitimate looking HTTP traffic. Although Tfn, Trinoo,
Stacheldraht, Shaft, Mstream and Trinity have the capabilities to launch powerful DDoS attacks but they are
obsolete now a days and are not powerful enough as compared to other attack tools in the list. The parameters
required to launch an attack vary with the type of attack
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of application layer, transport layer and the datalink
layer. It is used for the testing of network switching
hardware [19].

HTTP-Perf: A generator used to measure the web
server performance. Its major characteristics includes the robustness (ability to generate and sustains the server overload), support for HTTP/1.1and
SSL protocols and extensibility. A command line
Traffic generators are the tools which can generate the lebased traffic generator that can generate application
gitimate traffic as well as attack traffic. This section prolayer traffic with fix number of HTTP GET requests
vides the detailed comparison of traffic generators based
and can be used to check the performance of the
on their key features as summarized in the Table 2.
web [40].
Bit-Twist: A highly Scriptable tool which selects the
specific range of the packets and then save them in Iperf: A multi-threaded generator in which client-server
can have multiple connections. It is used for acanother trace file. It can send multiple trace files at a
tive measurements of maximum achievable bandtime and sends the packets at the specific speed. This
width on IP networks. A java based traffic generis Windows and Linux based tool with the feature
ator which is having graphical user interface as the
of the command line computers. It generates the
platform. It can generate network layer and applicatransport layer and the application layer [40].
tion layer traffic for measuring maximum achievable
bandwidth [24].
Byte-Blower: IP testing tool that helps to quickly access the performance and the stability of the IP networks and the network equipment. This gives the KUTE: Kernel based traffic engine has KUTE-REC and
KUTE-SND. Kute-Rec can count the received packreal time view. Its implementation language is TCL
ets, inter-arrival time, measures high packet rates
(tool command language) and is based on the Linux,
and Kute-Snd can generate high packet rate for softwindows, MacOS [10].
ware solution. A kernel based traffic engine which
can generate transport layer traffic and its implemenCurl Loader: An Open source and flexible tool for
tation language is the C [30].
generating and testing of load. Loader uses real
HTTP,FTP and TLS/SSL protocol stacks and can
simulates tens of thousands and hundreds of users LAN-forge-fire: It is a java based traffic generator with
graphical user interface that can generate the apwith their own IP addresses. Command line based
plication layer traffic against the web-server, VOIP,
traffic generator that can run over only linux sysgateways, firewalls, and load balancers. It requires
tems. A tool which can generate the traffic of the
full TCP connection and provides the support for
application layer and network layer [40].
the hping and nmap [11].
D-ITG: Distributed internet traffic generator produces
traffic that accurately replicates appropriate real M-GEN: An open source generator that can generates
the real time traffic patterns. It can be used in nettime stochastic process by making use of both
work simulation environment like NS-2 and Opnet.
IDT(inter-departure time) and PS (packet size) feaMGEN supports the TCP messaging and the IPv6
tures. It is capable of generating traffic at the netnetworking. A command line based traffic whose imwork, transport and the application layer. It has
plementation languages are TCL and NS-2. It can
command line interface which can run on the wingenerate the application layer as well as transport
dows, linux and BSD. The user can generate legitilayer traffic [34].
mate traffic, attack traffic and flash traffic [5].

3

Traffic Generators and Their
Comparison

Geist: An internet traffic generator for server architec- Netperf: An open source generator that can be used to
measure the performance of many different types of
ture evaluation that remains limited to the HTTP
networks . Its testing is for unidirectional throughGET requests . It can generate the dynamic GET
put and end-to-end latency. A C-based command
parameters and can also handle the cookies. A comline tool which can be executed on the command line
mand line based traffic generator can generate the
based user interface and can generate the transport
traffic of application layer and its implementation
layer and the network layer traffic [35].
language is C. It runs on the windows platform [26].
Harpoon: Harpoon can generate the traffic from traces Ostinato: An open source, cross-platform network trafor from the high- level specification . Harpoon traffic
fic generator that can craft and send packets of
can runs over the HTTP and application behavior
several streams with different protocols at different
that may be different from the real time traffic. A
rates. A python based traffic generator which is havunix based generator which can generate the traffic
ing graphical user interface. It can generate the traf-
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Table 2: Comparison of traffic generators
Name
of
Generator

Type of traffic
generated

OS
ported

SEER [14]

Implemen
tation
Language
Java

TCP, UDP, HTTP,
ICMP

D-ITG [5]

C++

HTTP, TCP/IP

HTTPerf [40]

-

HTTP, SSL

Pylot [39]

Python

Packmime [23]

GUI/
CLI

Embedded
in
Testbed

Input Parameters

Windows,
Linux, Unix

GUI

yes

server IP, client
thinking time

Linux,Windows,
Free
BSD,
OSX(Leopard)
Linux(Debian),
Unix

CLI

yes

CLI

no

Inter Departure time,
packet size Random and
Variable
No. of headers, no. of
clients, timeouts, maximum no. of connections

HTTP, HTTPS

Windows
XP,
Vista,
Ubuntu, Cygwin, MACOS

GUI

no

No. of agents, request
intervals, rampup time,
test duration

Application
layer

NS

HTTP

Linux

-

no

Tmix [17]

NS-2

TCP, IP

Linux

-

Ostinato [36]

Python

TCP, ICMP, UDP

Windows,Free
BSD,
Linux,
MACOS

GUI

Geni
Testbed
no

response size, request
size, flow arrive, server,
client, request rate
Load data files,start
time
No. of packets, stream
rates, no. of streams

Transport and
Application
layers
Transport
layer
Network
layer, Transport layer

Surge [22]

HTTP

-

-

-

no

-

Webstone [46]

C

HTTP

WindowsNT,
Solaris, UNIX

CLI

Deter
testbed

no. of minimum clients,
iterations and time per
run

Application
layer
Application
Layer

Geist [26]

C

HTTP

Windows

CLI

no

server, client, protocols

Application
Layer

RUDE [40]

C

UDP

Linux

GUI

no

servers, clients, protocols

Transport
Layer

KUTE [30]

C

UDP

2.6 linux kernel

-

yes

Transport
Layer

LAN
Forge
Fire [11]

Java

HTTP,
HTTPS,FTP,
TELNET,
SFTP,
TFTP

Linux,Windows,
Solaris

GUI

no

count received packets,
inter arrival time, test
hardware driver, performance of receiving
stack, router/switches
Clients, source, packet
information

TCP
play [43]

C/C++

TCP, IP

Unix, win32

CLI

Deter
testbed

Server,
Client,
Port
No., IP address range

Network
Layer

MGEN [34]

NS-2,
TCL

TCP, UDP, IP

Unix,
MACOSX, Win32

CLI

no

Host address, Receive
port list, Time to live,
type of service, socket
buffer size

Network and
Transport
Layer

Harpoon [19]

-

HTTP, UDP, TCP,
IP

Unix

-

Deter
testbed

Bit-Twist [40]

-

TCP,
IP,ARP

Windows,
Linux,
MACOS X

CLI

no

No. of nodes, file sizes,
thinking time,
client
session, server session,
server port
packet size, request rate

Datalink
layer, Transport,Application
layer
Network and
Transport
Layer

Curl
Loader [40]

C

HTTP,
HTTPS,FTP,FTPS

Linux

CLI

no

Interface, Client, IP address range

Transport and
Application
Layer

Trafgen [19]

C

HTTP

Linux

CLI

no

Input
configuration
file,Outgoing
traffic
devices, no. of frames

Application
layer

Netperf [35]

C

TCP, UDP, SCTP,
IP

BSD,
Unix,
Windows,
others

CLI

no

minimum interval in
real
seconds,
buffer
alignment

Network and
Transport
Layer

Iperf [24]

Java

TCP, UDP, SCTP

GUI

no

Specific time, Buffer,
target layer bandwidth,
protocols

Network and
Transport
layer

ByteBlower [40]

TCL

IP, TCP

Windows,
Linux,
MACOS,
free
BSD,
openBSD
Windows,
Linux,
MACOS

GUI

no

protocols, set
parameters

Seagull [40]

C++

TCP,
HTTP

Linux, Win32

CLI

no

protocols, user interface
Scheduling/core

Data
link,Network,
transport
layer
Network,
transport
layer
and
Application
layer

re-

UDP,

UDP,

IP,

Sup-

IP,

latency

Operating
Layer

Key Features

Network,
Transport,
application
layer
Transport and
application
layer
Application
Layer

Legitimate traffic generation, DDoS traffic generation, Visualization

Application
Layer

IPv4 traffic generation,
IPv6 traffic generation
Measures web servers performance, Generates fix
no.
of HTTP GET requests and keep track on
responses by measuring
response rate
Multithreaded load generator, Real time stats,
Cross platform, Custom
timers, Results reports
with graphs
Simulate different RTT,
Bottleneck links,
Loss
rates
Generate realistic traffic
Cross-platform
network
traffic
generator,
Can
open,edit,replay,save the
pcapfiles
Http traffic generator
Distributed multipurpose
benchmark, Measure the
performance of the web
server’s
hardware
and
software products
Limited to HTTP GET
requests, Does not follow
the HTTP redirects
Real
time
UDP
data
emitter, Generates traffic
to the network which
can
be
received
and
logged on the other site
of
the
network
with
CRUDE(collector
for
RUDE)
Kernel based traffic engine

Need full TCP connection,
supports
many
impairments
latency,
jitter,bandwidth, packet
loss, packet reordering
Ability to injects previously captured traffic in
libpcap format
TCP
Messaging,
IPv6
networking,
Generates
real time traffic patterns,
Supports
additional
statistical
patterns,
Transport
buffering
message count, Payload
Enhancement
Generate
representative
background traffic, Testing of network switching
hardware
Powerful libpcap based
ethernet packet generator, Complement of TCPDUMP,Capable of sending multiple trace files at
a time
Simulates
hundreds
of
thousands
of
HTTP/HTTPS
and
FTP/FTPS clients with
its own ip address, FTP
Passive and active.
Fuzzy
testing,
Fast
network traffic generator for debugging and
performance evaluation
Testing for unidirectional
Throughput, Testing for
unidirectional end-to-end
Latency
Active measurement of
maximum
achievable
bandwidth on IP network
IP testing, Scalability of
IP network and network
impact
Multiprotocol traffic generator, Multithreaded for
performance and reliability, Dynamically adjustable scenario rate
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fic of network layer and transport layer which is the Tmix: A traffic generator that is embedded in the GENI
cross-platform traffic network [36].
platform that is capable of generating the realistic
traffic. This generator requires the full TCP and onePackmime: A HTTP-traffic generator that was develway TCP. It can generate the transport layer traffic
oped by the researchers in the internet traffic rewhich is considered as the realistic traffic. It is pubsearch group at Bell Labs. Its implementation in
licly available over the internet and can execute only
NS-2 is done at the UNC-chapelHill. It generates
on the Linux platform [17].
the application layer and transport layer generator.
It can simulate different RTT, bottleneck links and Trafgen: A multi-threaded network traffic generator
with the potential of fuzzy testing that means a
loss rates and is publicly available [23].
packet configuration can be built with random numbers on all or certain packet offsets. It is the C-based
Pylot: A free open source generator that generates
traffic generator which is executed by using the comHTTP load tests for the purpose of benchmarking
mand line interface of the linux operating system. It
and analysis. It can generate the concurrent load,
can be used to test the fuzzy system [19].
verifies server responses and produces reports with
metrics. A python based graphical user interface tool
that is publicly available and generates the applica- Webstone: A distributed multi-process benchmark that
is embedded in the Deter testbed. It can be used
tion layer traffic. It is a multithreaded load generato test the performance of the HTTP in contrast to
tor [39].
server’s platform. It can measure the average and
maximum connect time and the response time. It
RUDE: Real time UDP data emitter is a flexible prois the application layer traffic generator which is the
grams that can generates traffic and this traffic can
CLI based and its implementation language is the C
be received and logged on the other site of the netlanguage [46].
work with CRUDE(collector of RUDE). A C-based
graphical user interface tool that can be used a real
A wide variety of traffic generators are available out of
time UDP date emitter. It is publicly available and
which some are licensed and others are free to download.
generates the traffic for transport layer [40].
These can be differentiated by using various features like
Seagul: An open source tool which allows the additional traffic generated type, implementation language, operatsupport of a brand new protocols in less than two ing system used, layer wise differentiation etc, as sumhours with no programming knowledge. A power- marized in Table 2. The attackers are very smart now a
ful traffic generator for functional, load, endurance, days as they use such traffic generators to generate legitstress and performance tests for almost any kind of imate looking traffic so as to circumvent the existing dethe protocol. A command line based traffic generator fense methods. The need of the hour is to know more and
more about the technical details and trends of such attack
have the C++ as its implementation language [40].
tools and traffic generators used by the attackers. This
SEER: Security experimentation environment(SEER) information would surely be helpful for the researchers for
that developed by SPARTA Inc. It provides the user designing their realtime experiments for the validation of
interface to the experimenters for writing scripts and their proposed defense methods.
performs experiments in the Deter environment. A
java based traffic generator having the graphical user
Conclusion
interface which can generate the legitimate traffic 4
generators [14].
DDoS attack is a severe threat that makes the Internet
Surge: Scalable URL reference generator that performs based web services unavailable to the legitimate users and
reference matching, server file size distribution, re- cause huge financial losses to the communication, bankquest size distribution, relative file popularity, em- ing, medicine and research applications. A number of surbedded file references. It is the HTTP-based traffic veys and taxonomies of DDoS attack tools and traffic gengenerator which can be used to generate the applica- erators have been proposed till date but all of them lacks
tion layer traffic. It can perform the distribution of in one dimension or the other. The existing taxonomies
have failed to provide the technical details of such tools
the various file [22].
and their usage. We have done the extensive survey of the
TCP-Replay: It provides the means repeatable and reli- popular DDoS attack tools and traffic generators used by
able environment for testing a variety of network de- the attackers to launch diversity of attacks. In this paper,
vices such as switches, routers and firewall networks. we have extensively surveyed the popular DDoS attack
It is best suitable for intrusion detection and intru- tools and traffic generators based on the identified key
sion prevention systems. A command line based tool features. Such an extensive survey will surely help the
which is embedded into the deter testbed and can be experimenters to hand pick an appropriate attack tool or
used to generate the network layer traffic [43].
the traffic generator for designing their real experiments.
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Abstract
There is need for a scheme to ensure the security and privacy of the administrator and users. Providing security
is different to providing privacy, because their goals differ. Security is based on organization goals, but privacy
is based on user goals. Providing security and privacy
must be according to organization constraints. The most
important constraints in any organization are economic
issues. A useful scheme must consider all these requirements. In this paper, we present a scheme that provides
security and privacy and considers various constraints.
We model the problem as a multi-objective optimization
problem.
Keywords: Multi-objective distributed constraint optimization problem, multi-objective optimization, PGP,
single-objective distributed constraint problem

1

Introduction

Obviously, security is an important issue for any system. High levels of security for Internet communications
usually restrict access to data to accredited individuals
or organizations. Paradoxically, these security measures,
themselves, invade personal privacy and organizational
needs for confidentiality.
The main concepts for security are Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA). Privacy means protection
of personal information. Of course, the official meaning
of security and privacy are similar, but if we note the origins of each, we can understand the difference between
them. Security is a high priority of an organization. In
other words, governing bodies want to keep their information in a secure state, but privacy is an expectation of
users. Protection of personal information (such as personal pages or mail, etc.) is attractive for users.
On the other hand, the major advantage of networking is user productivity. Thus any network system must

provide access to assets for users. User productivity and
costs of the implementation of a system are two points
that play a major role in the success of a system in the
real world. The objective of this paper is to provide a
scheme for system developers with optimum levels of security, privacy, user productivity and cost.
In this paper, we present a Multi-objective Distributed
Constraint Optimization Problem (MO-DCOP), which is
an extension of the Single-Objective Distributed Constraint Problem (DCOP). In MO-DCOP, different aspects
of a distributed system are optimized simultaneously. The
presented model is decentralized, so there is not any agent
needed to maintain information.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
is assigned to related works. In Section 3, we describe
four concepts that are used in this paper: polling system,
business intelligence, fuzzy systems and multi-objective
optimization. Section 4 defines our problem. In Section 5,
we present our proposed algorithm. Experimental results
are presented in Section 6 and finally Section 7 presents
the conclusion.

2

Related Works

The evolution of the current industrial context and the
increase of competition pressure, has led companies to
adopt new concepts of management [2]. The implementation of the most important part of the plan phase, consisting of the definition of an appropriate global management
plan QSE (Quality, Security and Environment) has been
proposed [3]. This implementation is based on the multiobjective influence diagrams (MIDs) [30]. The proposed
approach has three phases: Plan phase, Do phase and
Check & Art phase. The first phase gathers all quality,
security and environmental objectives issued from the requirements, and then analyzes them. In this phase we
can define a global management QSE plan. The second
phase has the input of the global management plan QSE
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and the corresponding global monitoring plan generated
from the plan phase and will also implement the selected
treatments. In the third phase, finalization of the process of integration occurs through measuring the effectiveness of different decisions. Neubauer et al. provide a
structured and repeatable process that includes: defining
evaluation criteria according to corporate requirements,
strategy, assessing and/or refining the existing IT security
infrastructure, identifying stakeholder preferences (risks,
boundaries), determining the solution space of all efficient (Pareto optimal) safeguard portfolios, and interactively selecting the individually ”best” safeguard portfolio [32]. This paper tries to combine different benefits
and costs into one formula. This presents a problem because the authors do not present a multi-objective optimization problem. Kumar et al. focus on PGP (pretty
good privacy) [26], which was shown by Zimmerman in
1991 to provide security with available cryptographic algorithms [37]. Algorithms are chosen according to the
user requirements of time, cost and required security level.
Kumar et al. answer the question: How do you choose
appropriate algorithms, from the available pool, to suit
the user requirements of time, cost and security? They
assign a security level to an algorithm according to its
performance [39] investigate security models, which consider risk assessment approaches to be applied for threat
modelling, network hardening and risk analysis. Overall,
security models can be classified based on the methodologies used to optimally invest into computer security. We
have specified the following:
• Risk assessment models;
• Cost-benefit models;
• Game models;
• Multi-objective decision support models.
Cost-benefit
analysis
looks
into
intangible
costs/returns and addresses the perspective of time.
The simplicity of the frameworks can give suitable
investment solutions for low risk investments. However, these methods do not consider uncertainty and
give misleading indications for long-term investments.
In [40], the risk assessment involves a calculation of
risk in relation to financial returns, rather than the
defined risk of possible losses related to degradation
of information security.
They demonstrate a novel
approach of selecting security countermeasures with
respect to both investment cost and the risk of possible
degradation of CIA. Their security countermeasure
is represented as a binary value. Also, they thought
”security solutions can be classified based on the function
they provide”. The main challenge Information System
(IS) managers face is to strike an appropriate balance
between risk exposure and the opportunity to mitigate
risk through investments in security. Thus, the authors
of [23] propose a decision analytical approach, but the
paper does not present a formula for multi-objective
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optimization. Service provisioning (SP) is defined as the
set of interrelated decisions in order to select a service
(by a server) to attend to a request (by a client). In [34],
the results of the author’s case study provides evidence
in support of the notion that the use of imitation (recall)
in DPSP’s (dynamic provider of service provision) cipher
selection process reduces its overheads dramatically. In
paper [33], the authors introduce a novel presentation
for cyber security problems using the formalization of
a Multi-objective Distributed Constraint Optimization
Problem (MO-DCOP). An MO-DCOP is the extension
of a mono-objective Distributed Constraint Optimization
Problem (DCOP) which is a fundamental problem that
can formalize various applications related to multi-agent
cooperation. They develop a novel algorithm called
Branch and Bound search algorithm (BnB) for solving
a cyber security problem. This algorithm utilizes the
well-known and widely used branch and bound technique
and depth-first search strategy and finds all trade-off
solutions. The purpose of any risk analysis is providing
decision makers with the best possible information about
the probability of loss [5]. Behnia et al. compare several
different approaches for risk analysis and declare the
weakness and strength for each of them.

3

Preliminaries

Our scheme has different parts and we need to have specific science to solve the problem in each part. In this
part, we describe things which are needed for the proposed algorithm.

3.1

Polling System

There is need for a system which can satisfy all stakeholders’ opinion. We say stakeholder for anyone who has
any role in developing a team. The polling system is an
appropriate method for keeping votes [20].
The polling system consists of a source for the service
and a number of queues for clients with a policy for assigning service to the client. For example, in Figure 1, λ1,
λ2 , · · · , λN are clients and S1 , S2 , · · · , SN are assignment
policies.
The polling system can be a system with time sharing
and N terminals. In that system, the central computer
votes to terminals based on their requirements for data.
Data transfers from terminals to the central computer
through a voting scheme. Default:
1) Processes enter into the queues with a Poisson distribution;
2) Clients are served during the time as a random variable;
3) After servicing to a queue, the server assigns to other
queues with a switch-over time [27].
Common polling systems are [24, 43]:
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control, so deciding about the next terminal is done
with polling.
There are some notes in the polling systems: stability,
priority, structure for polling, definition of limitations and
waiting time.

3.2

Business Intelligence

In the above part, we talked about the Polling System
which allows us to utilize all stakeholders’ opinions to improve the security of system, but on the other hand, there
are users that want privacy. The balance between security and privacy is a challenging discussion. First of all,
there is a need for a system which determines what level
Figure 1: Polling system
of privacy is needed [21].
Business Intelligence (BI) is a set of disciplines that
include extracted data, combinations of data, the analysis
Exhausted: Server is assigned to a queue for all clients and knowledge discovered which enables the system to
in that queue.
comprehend the input/output environment [7, 9]. The
aim of BI is to prepare a document for verification by
Gated: Server is assigned to a queue with a specific time the system, a prototype for deployment and obtaining a
range.
strategic and applicable knowledge base from a scientific
view [44].
Limited-1: Predefined clients which can give server.
BI has five layers as shown in Figure 2. Also, BI helps
developers to [16]:
Polling system has various applications.
Token Ring Networks: In a cyclic net, terminals need Fast data processing: BI can access, select and modify
any time. The speed is guaranteed.
acceptance of the central computer [6].
Robotic Systems: A robotic system consists of a cen- Intelligent correlation analysis: BI uses mathematical models and declares scientific rules.
tral robot and various inputs. For modelling this system, we can use the polling system where the robot
is the server and the inputs are clients. Clients are Multi-dimensional analysis: BI gets a combinational
analysis in the format of products, brands and K,
set in queues based on their types.
then constructs a multi-dimensional data structure.
Various Non-generic Computers and CommuniBI uses various intelligent tools such as: tools to gather
cation Systems: In these systems, one processor
implicational
data and extract business knowledge [8],
serves to a particular type of task. A common way
and
competing
intelligent tools which try to get data from
is to accumulate tasks into different types. In the
competing
environments
[9]. Constructing a BI system
model, tasks are clients and the processor is the
includes
the
following
steps
[14]:
server [28, 42].
Transportation (Automated Guide Vehicle): In
these models, many vehicles must be carried in a
narrow way. The polling system consists of automated vehicles with default paths. In this model,
transportation transforms clients from various
queues to specific destinations [17].

1) Planning and direction;
2) Gathering released information;
3) Gathering resources from users;
4) Analysis;

Stochastic Economic Lot Scheduling Problem 5) Report and inform.
(SELSP): This application is about producing by
There are two taxonomy types in BI: one-dimensional
using a machine with limited capacity where the re- data and two-dimensional data [29]. A list of results from
quirements produce stochastic [12, 13].
hyperlinks belongs to one-dimensional data. Tree data
Health Care: An emergency in a hospital can be mod- and networking data belong to two-dimensional data.
elled with a polling system. Tasks are set in queues Two-dimensional data allows people to search based on
human abilities.
with an unlimited buffer.
Special text is displayed in the BI system within three
Random Polling: The best examples for these models phases [36]. Firstly, according to users’ attractive, necare distributed control systems. There is no central essary characteristics of text. This phase can be named
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BI front-end Analytical Application
6
Business View (Logical Model Layer)
6
Data Warehouse or Data Marts
6
ETL Layer (Extract, Transformation and Load)
6
Data Sources
Figure 2: Layers of BI

’Analysis’. In this phase, some search techniques for the
analysis of text in the network are used. These techniques
have the responsibility to discover resources and patterns
from the network [11]. In the second phase, which is
named ’Algorithm’, an applicable and flexible structure
with clustering is constructed. Algorithms can be divided
into two categories [22]: 1) hierarchical and 2) partitional.
The final phase is ’visualization’ where data is displayed
to users. Visualization means display of coding data in a
special format as understanding with human eyes.

3.3

Fuzzy Systems

Fuzzy systems are knowledge-based systems or rule-based
systems [41]. A fuzzy system consists of a number of rules.
Each rule relates input(s) to output(s). Input(s) and output(s) in fuzzy systems are recognized in fuzzy sets. Let
a system with uncertainty have the input-output relation
y = fs (x), where y ∈ R, and y ∈ RnX . A fuzzy system
represents the knowledge related to inputs and outputs
by nC fuzzy rules R1 , · · · , RC which are expressed in the
form

relation. Producing a relation (formula) from rules is the
role of the Inference Engine. Researchers have proposed
many inference engines and each of them has their own
features (strengths/weaknesses).
A fuzzy system has two advantages. First, we can
combine different votes or opinions with the formula of
the inference engine. Second, the use of multiple fuzzy
sets allows the proposed algorithm to be strong against
changes.

3.4

Multi-objective Optimization

MOO is necessary when multiple cost functions are considered in the same problem. The aim of MOO is tuning
the decision variables to satisfy all objective functions Fi
to an optimum value. This class of problems is modelled
by Equation (2).
Optimize [F1 (X), · · · , Fk (X)]
Subject to gi (X) ≤ 0, hj (X) = 0;
i = 1, · · · , m; j = 1, · · · , p

(2)

∗
Ri : If (xk,1 isrAi,1 ) and (xk , nX) then (yk,i
isrBi ), (1) where k is the number of objective functions; X is the
decision vector; m is the number of inequality constraints
where yk = fs (xk ) is an observation vector (xk , yk ) of the
and p is the number of equality constraints.
system; xk,j is the j th variable of xk ; Ai,j is the memThis goal causes a difference between these algorithms
bership function of the fuzzy set for the j th variable in
and
their ancestor Single-Objective Optimization, which
the ith rule, which determines a fuzzy number for the j th
is
based
on the concept of best, while the multi-objective
∗
variable of input space; yk,i
is the estimate of yk = fs (xk )
optimization uses the concept of dominance. Dominance
by Ri ; The operator ”and” denotes the t-norm operation
is defined in [10]:
between two membership values; and ”isr” denotes the
→
−
→
−
belonging of an object into a fuzzy set. An important
U = (u1 , · · · , uk ) ≺ V = (v1 , · · · , vk )
(3)
contribution of fuzzy systems theory is that it provides a
if f ∀i{1, · · · , k}ui ≤ vi , ∃j{1, · · · , k}uj < vj .
systematic procedure for transforming a knowledge base
into a non-linear mapping.
→
−
In words, a vector U of variables dominates another
The objective of a non-linear mapping is producing
→
−
→
−
output(s) with input(s). Mapping is done when there is a vector of variables V if and only if U can reach an op-
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timal value for some criteria without causing a simultaneous non-optimal value for at least one criterion. If two
vectors cannot dominate each other, they are called nondominated vectors.

4

Problem

The phenomenon of networks has advantages and also
disadvantages for our life. The main advantage of a network is User Productivity. A network provides access to
information for users. On the other hand, there are two
concepts which are related to the Free Flow of Information. Users expect Privacy. Governments want Security.
Both privacy and security are against the free flow of information. Moreover, producing any module in a software
system produces a cost. There are four significant criteria
for network systems: user productivity, privacy, security
and economics. We think any network system will fail
without considering the follow threads:

Table 1: Graph for model of the network
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• Any network system which does not have User Productivity will not be welcome by users.
• Users are interested in systems which protect their
information.
• Providing confidentiality, integrity and availability is
important for any organization.
• Financial resources of any organization are limited,
so they cannot support any software.
There needs to be a system with different components.
Since the system is designed for a distributed environment, components can be done in separated places and
communicate to each other in general, but we show this
in one figure for simplicity.
There is a directional and acyclic graph G = (V, E),
where V is a set of nodes that represents computer systems and E is the set of edges that represent the connection between nodes (Table 1). This graph is a popular
approach to model the network. Let there be 10 nodes as
in Table 1 which represents the graph, where 0 represents
that there is no connection between two nodes (in column
and row) and 1 vice versa.
Each edge has a number of features:
Security: represents the degree of security. All members
of the developing team vote to all paths according
their experience of security.
Privacy: represents the degree of privacy. Users, based
on their experiences recognize the degree of privacy.
User productivity: represents how much users can
have access to their necessary information.
Cost: represents how much cost is needed for creating
and maintenance a connection. There are 5 fuzzy
sets to recognize the cost (See Figure 3).

Figure 3: Fuzzy sets for cost

0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
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The main goal of this paper is to present an approach
that finds an optimum path (which is created with the
connection of a number of paths). Since there are many
objectives at issue, we have to use multi-objectives or
multi-task methods. Our research must have the following characteristics:
• Research must be based on a probabilistic view, because the behavior of the network (environment) is
not predictable.
• Research must follow a bottom-up approach. This
approach recognizes that the lack of security is the
result of the interaction of complex nodes. In contrast, a top-down approach focuses on the whole of
the system. A bottom-up approach is better than
a top-down approach for presenting attack, because
attack is performed on the interaction between nodes
and not the whole of the system.
• Research must be based on an analysis of threat
sources. Schneier states that the term ”security” is
meaningless if the question ”secure from whom?” is
not addressed [35].
• Research must be based on the grouping decision.
The opinion of all corporate team members in developing the final decision needs to be sought.

Figure 4: Proposed polling system

Secondly, there is need for a system to counter user productivity. We propose a Business Intelligence (BI) system
for this goal. BI allows us to know the leaning of each user
indirectly. Actually, the performance of BI is deeply dependent on the approach of information gathering. BI
produces a number, with its fuzzy system as a result.
Finally, there is need for a multi-objective optimization
formula to model the whole of the scheme. We propose
the following optimization model for our problem:

This research has two major elements. One of them
is a Polling System and another one is a Business Intelligence System. The polling system allows us to combine
all stakeholders’ opinion, so security will be became the
responsibility of all system stakeholders and not only the
Optimize S, P, U P, C
administrator. However, providing privacy needs recognition of requirements. Actually the best way for recogSubject to: C ≤ LP, S ≥ DS, P ≥ DP,
(5)
nition is indirection. Business Intelligence is a suitable
where S is security; P is privacy; U P is user productivapproach to recognize user requirements.
ity and C represents the total cost. Total cost must be
less than or equal to the limited cost. Security and pri5 Proposed Algorithm
vacy must be greater than or equal to the default level
of security and the default level of privacy, respectively.
In the proposed scheme we must consider all notices which In other words, the model formula says that all parameare mentioned in the ”problem” section. Firstly, there ters of a computer system (security, privacy, user producis need for a system to counter security. We propose tivity and cost) must be optimized simultaneously. Opa Polling System for this goal (See Figure 4). In our timization means maximization of security, privacy and
polling system, queues are used as a number for the types user productivity and minimization of cost. In this paof stakeholders. Each stakeholder can vote in its queue. per, we use tree algorithms to solve the multi-objective
Since the stakeholder is a role, someone may vote in sev- Problem (5):
eral queues. The core of the polling system is a Fuzzy
System. We use a Product Inference Engine to combine 1) Multi-objective simulated annealing;
the votes from queues,
2) Multi-objective genetic algorithm;
PM l Qn
3) Multi-objective bee colony algorithm.
l=1 ȳ ( (l=1) µAli (xi ))
(4)
f (x) = PM Qn
l=1 ( (l=1) µAli (xi ))

5.1

Multi-objective Simulated Annealing

where f (x) is output; M the number of rules; n the num(AMOSA)
ber of rules incipience and µ is the membership degree for
input variable x in the fuzzy set A. In the proposed sys- The basic concept in simulated annealing is the evolutem, the input variable is the vote and the rule is a queue. tion of the solution by simulating decreasing temperature (tmp) in the material, where a higher temperature
The output is the final result from the polling system.
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denotes greater modification of the solution in a generation. If the temperature of a hot material decreases
very quickly, its internal structure may change and the
material could become hard and brittle. Decreasing the
temperature slowly yields higher homogeneity and less
brittle material. Evolution of the solution occurs at specific temperature profiles. In the first few iterations, a
diverse set of initial solutions for the problem are produced at a higher temperature. These solutions are then
evolved while the temperature decreases to obtain their
local optima. In a multi-objective situation, there are
non-dominated solutions that must be kept in the archive
as candidates for the optimal solution.
AMOSA was proposed in [4]. During the execution of
the AMOSA algorithm, two solutions exist: the currentso and new-so. Comparison of the two solutions yields
one of three states: 1) current-so dominates new-so, 2)
current-so and new-so are non-dominated with respect to
each other, and 3) new-so dominates current-so.
If new-so is dominated by current-so, there may be
solutions in the archive that dominate new-so. New-so is
accepted into the archive based on the probability:
p=

1
1 + exp(4 × tmp)

(6)

where 4 is the difference between new-so and the other
solutions that dominate new-so. If there are A solutions
in the archive,
PA
4i + 4
4 = i=1
(7)
A+1
Solutions can escape from the local optima and reach
the neighborhood of the global optima by this probable
acceptance. If the new-so is dominated by some solutions
in the archive, Equation (7) is modified to:
PA
4i
4 = i=1
(8)
A
If the new-so is not dominated by any of the members
in the archive, it is set to the current-so and is added to
the archive. If the new-so dominates some solutions in
the archive, it is set to the current-so and is added to the
archive. In addition, any solutions in the archive that are
dominated by the new-so, are removed. If the new-so is
dominated by some solutions in the archive, Equation (6)
is changed to:
p=

1
1 + exp(−4)

(9)

where 4 is the minimum difference between the new-so
and the dominating solutions in the archive. The new-so
is set to the current-so with Probability (9). If the new-so
is not dominated by any of the solutions in the archive,
it is set to the current-so and added to the archive. If
the new-so dominates some solutions in the archive, it is
set to the current-so and added to the archive, while all
dominated solutions are removed from the archive.

5.2
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Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm
(MOGA)

The MOGA is based on a single-objective genetic algorithm [15, 25, 19], and comprises various stages. In the
first stage, a population of individuals (chromosomes) is
created. The number of individuals in the population
(pop-size) is determined by the programmer. Each individual contains certain fields, where the number of fields
in an individual is equal to the number of variables in the
problem, which must be optimum. Each individual has
the potential to reach an optimum point, at which optimal
values are set in the corresponding fields in the individual. In the first stage of MOGA, all individuals in the
population are initialized with random values. The algorithm runs until the stopping conditions are met. There
are three types of stopping conditions. The first of these
is special values; when the values of individuals are equal
to the default values, the algorithm terminates. The second type of stopping condition occurs when the values of
individuals no longer change. The last type of stopping
condition is the number of iterations. When the number
of iterations of the algorithm reaches the given threshold
value (max-generation), the algorithm terminates.
Given that MOGA is an evolutionary algorithm, it is
executed for a number of iterations, where each iteration of MOGA is called a generation, inspired by Darwinian evolutionary theory. The programmer can control
the evolutionary nature of MOGA using the number of
generations. This means that despite the deterministic
optimization method, which is controlled by the number
of inputs, the programmer can vary the number of generations. In the first generation, individuals are initialized with random values. The values of individuals are
changed in each generation using two operators: mutation
and cross-over. In mutation, one field of an individual is
changed to a different value. There are a number of different methods for mutation, which describe the quality
of the altered values. In cross-over, two individuals are
combined to produce a new individual. After the genetic
algorithm operators (mutation and cross-over) have been
applied, several individuals are selected for the next generation. Selection is done stochastically according to the
fitness of the individual.
The goal of the optimization algorithm is to find the
optimal point. Optimal points can be divided into two
categories: local optima and global optima. A local optimum can be any point that is the optimum of all points
within a limited range, while a global optimum is a point
that is the optimum of all points in an unlimited range.
Because deterministic optimization methods compare the
current point with points in a limited range, they may
be trapped in a local optimum. The stochastic feature of
MOGA allows the algorithm to escape from local optima
and achieve the global optimum.
Based on the discussion above, MOGA has two advantages: the programmer can control the execution time
and the algorithm has the potential to achieve a global
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optimum point.
MOGA finds an optimum point according to the Pareto
set; in other words, a point is optimum if it is not dominated by other points. Indeed, the Pareto principle allows
a number of objectives to become optimum simultaneously. Each individual is checked for its domination in
the population. Individual i is allocated a rank equal to
one plus the number of individuals, ni , dominating individual i. Once ranking has been completed, a raw fitness
is assigned to each individual based on its rank using a
linear mapping function.
Fi = N −

rX
i −1

µ(k) − 0.5(µ(ri − 1))

(10)

k=1
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of path construction. In this phase, a bee explores the
entire food source, but with the exploration limited by
constraints. When a bee does a tour (which includes all
possible variables), it performs the Waggle Dance. Other
bees use this information, expressed as:
P fi =

1
Li

(13)

where P fi is the profitability of a beei and Li is its tour. If
a colony has n bees, the bee colony’s average profitability
is given by:
n

P fcolony

=

1X
P fi
n i=1

n
where µ denotes the numbers of individuals in the rank.
1X 1
(14)
=
MOGA incorporates niching among individuals in each
n i=1 Li
rank. The niche count with σshare is found first. The
distance metric is computed with the objective function The dance duration of any bee is given by:
values. Thus, the normalized distance between any two
P fi
individuals i and j in a particular rank is calculated as:
Di = K ×
(15)
P fcolony
v
uM
uX f (i) − f (j)
k
k
)2
(11) where K is the profitability rating and is adjusted accorddij = t ( max
fk
− fkmin
ing to the lookup table given in Table 2.
k=1

The distance is computed for each pair of individuals.
Therefore, the niche count is calculated by summing the
shared function values:

dij
1 − σshare
, if dij < σshare
SH(dij ) =
(12)
0,
otherwise

Table 2: Lookup table for adjusting profitability
Profitability Rating
P fi < 0.9P fcolony
0.9P fcolony < P fi < 0.95P fcolony
0.95P fcolony < P fi < 1.15P fcolony
1.15P fcolony < P fi

Ki
0.60
0.20
0.02
0.00

0
P The shared fitness is calculated as Fi = Fi /nci , nci =
dij . Shared fitness is used as a basis for stochastically
selecting individuals for the next generation. The above
process continues until the stopping condition is satisfied.
The second phase of the bee algorithm consists of path
When the algorithm terminates, the remaining individureconstruction.
In this phase, bees in the hive, having reals represent the optimum.
ceived information from the explorer bee, utilize the path.
Bees use a transition rule for choosing the appropriate
5.3 Multi-objective Bee Colony (MOBC) path with the probability denoted by Pij (t), which meaThe foraging behavior of bees is characterized by vari- sures the possibility of moving from stepi to stepj at time
ous steps that are used in optimization. The first step is t. In a multi-objective sense, the discussed path must be
called the Waggle Dance, which is used by bees to convey examined for dominance over other paths. Formula (9)
information to other bees about the direction, distance, takes into consideration the fitness of all paths:
(
and quality of a food source. Upon finding a food source,
λ,
j ∈ Fi (t)
a bee begins to dance in a figure of eight pattern. The
ρij (t) =
(16)
1−λ|Fi (t)∩Ai (t)|
,
j∈
/ Fi (t)
second step in the foraging behavior is when follower bees
|Ai (t)|−|Fi (t)∩Ai (t)|
that were waiting inside the hive, follow the dancer bee.
The number of follower bees assigned to a path is directly where λ is the value (less than one) assigned to the
proportional to the quality of the path. In the third step, preferred path; |Ai (t)| is the number of allowed next
these bees return to the hive. More bees are recruited to steps, and |Fi (t) ∩ Ai (t)| is the number of preferred next
the source of the food if the path is still good enough. steps [1, 18, 31, 38].
Now, we can examine the dominance of all paths, after
Bees stop collecting poor-quality food and adjust their
strategy for finding food based on information about the which each path is classified as conforming to one of three
situations: 1) dominates another path(s); 2) is dominated
location of good-quality food.
Foraging behavior can be used for optimization when by another path, and 3) is not dominated by any other
it is divided into two phases. The first phase consists path.
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Table 3: Properties of network
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0.5,
-
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-

-

-

-

-
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0.4
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In the first situation, the path is stored in the archive.
In the second situation, the path is destroyed, and in the
third situation, the path is stored in the archive with the
following probability:
Pij (t) = P

[ρij (t)]α × [ d1ij ]β

α
j∈Ai (t) [ρij (t)]

× [ d1ij ]β

(17)

where dij is the distance between stepi and stepj , α is
a variable that influences the fitness, and β is a variable
that influences the distance. A is a collection of all steps
that can be reached from the previous step.

6

Experimental Results

Let security and cost be set in [0,1] for each path. The
value of security is determined by using a polling system,
which allows stakeholders to give their opinions. The final result of the polling system is entered into a fuzzy
system. In the fuzzy system the final value is produced
with Equation (4).
However, there are two measures: User Productivity
and Privacy. Both of them are related to the whole of
the system (not for each selected path) and are set in
[0,1]. User Productivity is determined with a Business
Intelligence (BI) system. The performance of (BI) is fully
dependent on indirect questions. The responsibility of BI
is to mine the favorites of users from indirect questions.
We focus on ”indirect”, because users do not usually like
to state their favorite. Since this paper is just a proposal
scheme, we prefer only four questions.
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Figure 5: Proposed EI

Suppose the qualities of system on the paths in Table 1, are shown in the following matrix (Table 3). Values
in each cell represent ”Security”, ”Privacy”, ”User Productivity” and ”Cost” respectively.
We assume the range of values is [0,1]. This assumption
does not limit the generalization. Suppose we want send a
packet from node ”1” to node ”10” and DS = 2, DP = 2.
The optimum values for this transmission based on the
optimization algorithm, are represented in following table.
All of these algorithms are stochastic, so their result may be changed in different executions, but we can
achieve a general outcome from a comparison of results.
Our research is different to previous works. For example, [33] focuses on the number of messages that are
transferred between nodes, but our objectives is optimization of different system aspects simultaneously. Therefore comparison between presented work and other ones
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Table 4: Final results

AMOSA
MOGA
MOBC

Selected Path
1 → 2 → 6 → 10
1 → 3 → 5 → 10
1 → 7 → 3 → 9 → 10

Security
1.9
2.1
1

is meaningless.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a scheme to model the network system in a real distributed environment according
to security and privacy. Actually, security and privacy
are critical concepts for all network systems, but in modelling we must consider their major parameters. In this
paper, we recognize ”security” and ”privacy” based on
their originality. Security is promoted by the head of an
organization, but privacy is attractive for users. Indeed,
users want free access to the assets of systems. Free access
of users provides user productivity. Another important
concept is that applying a security and privacy algorithm
in real systems is an economic issue. We consider it as a
”cost”.
We optimize all major parameters of a network system (security, privacy, user productivity and cost) with
three multi-objective optimization algorithms. AMOSA,
MOGA and MOBC are used in this paper. Their results
prove that the performances of AMOSA and MOGA are
better that MOBC. The AMOSA algorithm can achieve
a final result sooner that other algorithms, but the performance of MOGA is more stable.
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Abstract
In 2015, Liu et al. proposed a relationship between RSA
public key cryptosystem and Goldbach’s conjecture properties. In this paper I will examine two other relationship’s with Goldbach’s conjecture: 1) Goldbach’s conjecture and twin prime; 2) Goldbach’s conjecture and Fibonacci number. I completely list all combination of twin
prime in Goldbach conjecture, and propose a very simple
method to recognize the prime in Fibonacci sequence. I
also give a estimation formula to Goldbach’s partition.
Keywords: Fibonacci number, Goldbach conjecture, twin
prime

2

In this section, I describe the relationship between Goldbach’s conjecture and twin prime. This article is based
on the work of Liu et al.’s [10] research. In Liu et al.’s
article, they proposed 4 theorems, 6 propositions and 1
lemma. I continue that work and examine 6 additional
situations of twin prime in Goldbach’s partition. This
issue is discussed in Section 2.3.

2.1

1

Introduction

The Goldbach conjecture and the twin prime issue are
unsolved problems in Number Theory. It is well known
that Chan [2] had a major discovery on Goldbach’s conjecture by his “1 + 2” formal proof in 1973. Zhang [19]
had a good result on the twin prime in 2014. Other articles [4–8, 10, 11, 18] also give good contributions. Liu,
Chang, Wu and Ye [9] studied the relationship between
RSA public key cryptosystem and Goldbach’s conjecture
properties. They found the RSA and Goldbach conjecture relationship, and also linked Goldbach’s conjecture
and twin prime. Liu et al.’s [9] listed two situations where
there are twin prime numbers in Goldbach partition combinations such as Propositions 1 and 2. In addition to examining the relationship between Goldbach’s conjecture
and the twin prime and Fibonacci number, I will also
make three major contributions:
1) Propose an estimating method which is better than
Bruckman’s method.

The
Relationship
Between
Goldbach’s Conjecture and
the Twin Prime

Literatures Reviews

To Goldbach’s partition number, Bruckman’s [1] estimated value was too large on the “number of error” range.
Ye and Liu’s [17] estimation is too vague, unclear and inaccurate. Based on this discussion, I give an estimating in
which the number is closer to the true value. Constant [3]
and Liu et al.’s [9] showed the relationship between the
RSA cryptosystem and Goldbach’s conjecture. Ye and
Liu [17], and other articles [4, 10, 12] introduced Goldbach’s conjecture and twin prime relationship. In Section 3 I will examine the relationship between Goldbach’s
conjecture and the Fibonacci number. The relationship
between Goldbach’s conjecture, twin prime, RSA and the
Fibonacci number is a major topic and is shown in Figure 1. Notations are described in Table 1.
A variety of situations that may arise the twin primes
in Goldbach conjecture, the all possible combination
shown in Table 2.

2.2

The Goldbach Partition

Given a positive integer such as 480, there are 29 pairs
to match Goldbach’s rule, and 7 twin prime pairs. We
2) List all combinations of the twin prime in Goldbach’s say 29 is Goldbach’s partition number. If randomly given
conjecture.
an even number, it is easy to find Goldbach’s partition,
and we should say Goldbach’s conjecture has been solved.
3) Propose a simple method to examine Fibonacci prime. However it is an unsolved problem today. Generally, to
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Table 2: Twin prime appears probable in the Goldbach
conjecture
Twin prime

item
GC

{3, 5}

1

Goldbach conjecture

2

GC
2

GC

{3, 5}

{3, 5}

RSA Cryptosystem

GC
2

GC
3

Fobinacci number

GC
2

GC
4
Figure 1: A relationship among Goldbach conjecture,
twin prime, RSA and the Fibonacci number

item
GC
5

Table 1: Notations
Symbols
GC
GC(x)
GC 0 (x)
GC ≡ 2c4

GC
2

GC
2

GC

Definition
An even number for the Goldbach Conjecture (GC) number.
The number of Goldbach partition.
The estimation number of GC(x).
GC is congruent to two modulo four, we
usually write GC ≡ 2 (mod 4). But for
convenience, we use GC ≡ 2c4 instead
here.

6

GC
2

GC
7

GC
2

GC
8

GC
2

even number
≡ 0c4 ≡ 0c6
≡ 2c4 ≡ 0c6
≡ 2c4 ≡ 0c6
≡ 0c4 ≡ 0c6
≡ 0c4 ≡ 0c6
≡ 0c4 ≡ 0c6
≡ 0c4 ≡ 4c6
≡ 2c4 ≡ 2c6
≡ 2c4 ≡ 2c6
≡ 0c4 ≡ 4c6
≡ 0c4 ≡ 2c6
≡ 0c4 ≡ 2c6
odd number
≡ 2c4 ≡ 0c6
≡ 1c4 ≡ 3c6
≡ 1c4 ≡ 3c6
≡ 2c4 ≡ 0c6
≡ 3c4 ≡ 3c6
≡ 3c4 ≡ 3c6
≡ 2c4 ≡ 4c6
≡ 1c4 ≡ 5c6
≡ 1c4 ≡ 5c6
≡ 2c4 ≡ 4c6
≡ 3c4 ≡ 5c6
≡ 3c4 ≡ 5c6

type
≡ 4c8
≡ 2c8
≡ 6c8
≡ 0c8
≡ 0c8
≡ 4c8
≡ 4c8
≡ 2c8
≡ 6c8
≡ 0c8
≡ 0c8
≡ 4c8
≡ 2c8
≡ 1c8
≡ 5c8
≡ 6c8
≡ 3c8
≡ 7c8
≡ 2c8
≡ 1c8
≡ 5c8
≡ 6c8
≡ 3c8
≡ 7c8

4n + 2

4n

4n + 2

4n
type
4n + 1

4n + 3

4n + 1

4n + 3

larger. For example:
θ(32) ≤ 14, k = 13.

express GC number in the form of
GC = Pi + Pj 7−→ (Pi − 2n) + (Pj + 2n),

θ(80) ≤ 38, k = 37.

(1)

where Pi and Pj are both primes. Let R(n) be the number
Q of representations of the Goldbach partition where
2 is
Qthe twin primeR constant [16], given R(n) ∼
Q
Pk −1 n dx
2 2
Pk |n,k=2 Pk −2 2 (ln x)2 . Ye and Liu [17] also
Q
gave the estimation formula GC(x) = 2C p≥3 (p−1)
(p−2) ·

θ(138)
θ(101200)

≤ 67, k = 66.

≤ 50598, k = 50597.

I obtained results from a large number of experimental data. I draw the curve from the data, and then calculates the formula from the two curves (see Figures 2
and 3). I found an interesting situation which GC is
congruent to zero modulo six, or congruent to non-zero
√
(Li(x))2
modulo six. An even number GC is randomly chosen,
−c ln x
+ O(x · e
).
x
where GC < 6, if GC ≡ 0 (mod 6), GC 0 is found
In 2008, Bruckman [1] proposed a proof of the strong
1.8·GC
where GC 0 (x) ' 11.931·GC
0.2182 . Otherwise, I find other
Goldbach conjecture, where the Goldbach function
1.9·GC
0
GC (x) ' 6.2328·GC 0.2144 . The expression shown in Equation (4).
2n−3
X
(
θ(2N ) ≡
δ(k)(2N − k)
(2)
1.8·GC
≡ 0 mod 6, GC 0 (x) ' 11.931·GC
0.2182 .
k=3
GC 7→
(4)
1.9·GC
0
6≡ 0 mod 6, GC (x) ' 6.2328·GC 0.2144 .
is at least equal to one. Finally, the results

I compare my estimation with Bruckman’s method
(3) based on the true value of Goldbach’s partition. The results indicated that my method is better than Bruckman’s
When k approaches infinity, the error range becomes method, see Table 3.
1 ≤ θ(2k + 6) ≤ k + 1, k = 0, 1, 2, · · · .
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Figure 2: The curve of estimating, where GC(x) 6≡ 0 (mod 6)

Table 3: Results of our method vs Bruckman’s method
Item

Positive Integer

GC(x)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

12650
25300
50600
75900
101200
126500
151800
177100
202400
227700
253000
278300
303600
318950
331600
344250
356900
369500
382200

20

394850

21
22

407500
420150

186
314
553
1478
918
1140
2635
1802
1669
3688
2011
2130
4676
2059
2160
4652
2356
2321
6325
..
.
..
.
5264

Our method
GC 0 (x)
270
464
798
1970
1372
1633
3396
2125
2359
4670
2808
3026
5854
3366
3470
6461
3675
3776
7015
..
.
..
.
7556

Bruckman’s method
k
k+1
6322
6323
12647
12648
25297
25298
37947
37948
50597
50598
63247
63248
75897
75898
88547
88548
101197
101198
113847
113848
126497
126498
139147
139148
151797
151798
159472
159423
165797
165798
172122
172123
178447
178448
184747
184748
191097
191098
..
..
.
.
..
..
.
.
210072
210073
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P +P

The Twin Prime

(mod 8) or i 2 j ≡ 0 (mod 4) ≡ 2 (mod 6) ≡ 4
Pi +Pj
To help the description, I prefer to use corollary alterna- (mod 8), there may exist a twin prime where ( 2 −
Pi +Pj
tive propositions. These Corollaries 1 and 2 are original 1, 2 + 1) is of the form (4n + 3) + (4n + 1).
from Liu et al.’s [9] Propositions 1 and 2, I expand to
P +P
Proof. As known, the i 2 j is an even number. Since
examine 6 corollaries based on their work.
Pi +Pj
P +P
≡ 0 (mod 4) ≡ 2 (mod 6) ≡ 0 (mod 8), the i 2 j
2
Corollary 1. If Pi + Pj ≡ 0 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 4
P +P
is an even number and a 4n form. Obviously, the i 2 j −
P +P
(mod 8), and i 2 j ≡ 2 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 2
Pi +Pj
1 is 4n + 3 form, whereas the
+ 1 is of the form
P +P
2
(mod 8) or i 2 j ≡ 2 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 6
4n
+
1.
Otherwise,
it
is
a
contradiction.
This inference is
P +P
(mod 8), there may exist a twin prime where the ( i 2 j − consistent with the above statement.
P +P
1, i 2 j + 1) is of the form (4n + 1) + (4n + 3).
Corollary 5. If Pi + Pj ≡ 2 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 2
P +P
Proof. As known from assumption, i 2 j is an even num- (mod 8), and Pi +Pj ≡ 1 (mod 4) ≡ 3 (mod 6) ≡ 1
2
ber, we have
P +P
(mod 8) or i 2 j ≡ 1 (mod 4) ≡ 3 (mod 6) ≡ 5
(
P +P
Pi +Pj
(mod 8), there may exist a twin prime where ( i 2 j −
− 1 is an odd number.
2
P
+P
i
j
Pi +Pj
1, 2 + 1) is of the form (4n + 3) + (4n + 1).
+ 1 is an odd number too.
2

P +P

Note that i 2 j ≡ 2 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 6
P +P
(mod 8), we see the i 2 j is of the form 4n + 2. NatP +P
Pi +Pj
− 1 is 4n + 1 form, and i 2 j + 1 is
urally, the
2
4n + 3 form. Otherwise, it is a contradiction.
P +P
Since i 2 j ≡ 2 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 2 (mod 8),
P +P
P +P
we know ( i 2 j − 1, i 2 j + 1) is of the form (4n + 1) +
(4n + 3).

P +P

P +P

Proof. As known, the i 2 j ≡ 1 (mod 4), the i 2 j is
4n + 1 form. Since 4n + 1 and 4n + 3 are located on either
P +P
side of the center point 4n + 2. Thus, the ( i 2 j + 2) is
of the form 4n + 3. If not, it is a contradiction.

Corollary 6. If Pi + Pj ≡ 2 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 6
P +P
(mod 8), and i 2 j ≡ 3 (mod 4) ≡ 3 (mod 6) ≡ 3
P +P
(mod 8) or i 2 j ≡ 3 (mod 4) ≡ 3 (mod 6) ≡ 7
P +P
Corollary 2. If Pi + Pj ≡ 0 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 0 (mod 8), there may exist a twin prime where ( i 2 j −
Pi +Pj
Pi +Pj
(mod 8), and
≡ 0 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 0 1, 2 + 1) is of the form (4n + 3) + (4n + 1).
2
Pi +Pj
(mod 8) or
≡ 0 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 4
2
Proof. This proof is same with Corollary 5. I omit the
P +P
(mod 8), there may exist a twin prime where ( i 2 j −
proof here.
P +P
1, i 2 j + 1) is of the form (4n + 3) + (4n + 1).
P +P

Proof. As known, the i 2 j is an even number. Since
Pi +Pj
≡ 0 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 0 (mod 8). We see
2
Pi +Pj
P +P
the 2 is 4n form. Hence i 2 j − 1 is 4n + 3 form.
P +P
Therefore i 2 j + 1 is 4n + 1 form.
P +P
Now, as i 2 j ≡ 0 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 0
P +P
(mod 8), the i 2 j is of the form 4n too.
P +P
Thus, the i 2 j +1 is of the form 4n+1. This inference
is consistent with the above statement.
Corollary 3. If Pi + Pj ≡ 0 (mod 4) ≡ 4 (mod 6) ≡ 4
P +P
(mod 8), and i 2 j ≡ 2 (mod 4) ≡ 2 (mod 6) ≡ 2
Pi +Pj
(mod 8) or
≡ 2 (mod 4) ≡ 2 (mod 6) ≡ 6
2
P +P
(mod 8), there may exist a twin prime where ( i 2 j −
P +P
1, i 2 j + 1) is of the form (4n + 3) + (4n + 1).
P +P

Proof. As known from assumption, the i 2 j ≡ 2
P +P
(mod 4) is an even number. Unsurprisingly, the i 2 j −1
Pi +Pj
is 4n+1 form. Hence, the 2 +1 would be 4n+3 form.
Otherwise, it is a contradiction. This inference is consistent with the above statement.

Corollary 7. If Pi + Pj ≡ 2 (mod 4) ≡ 4 (mod 6) ≡ 2
P +P
(mod 8), and i 2 j ≡ 1 (mod 4) ≡ 5 (mod 6) ≡ 1
Pi +Pj
(mod 8) or
≡ 1 (mod 4) ≡ 5 (mod 6) ≡ 5
2
P +P
(mod 8), there may exist a twin prime where ( i 2 j −
P +P
1, i 2 j + 1) is of the form (4n + 3) + (4n + 1).
Proof. This proof is same with Corollary 5. I also omit
the proof here.
Corollary 8. If Pi + Pj ≡ 2 (mod 4) ≡ 4 (mod 6) ≡ 6
P +P
(mod 8), and i 2 j ≡ 3 (mod 4) ≡ 5 (mod 6) ≡ 3
P +P
(mod 8) or i 2 j ≡ 3 (mod 4) ≡ 5 (mod 6) ≡ 7
P +P
(mod 8), there may exist a twin prime where ( i 2 j −
P +P
1, i 2 j + 1) is of the form (4n + 3) + (4n + 1).
Proof. This proof is same with Corollary 5. I omit the
proof here too.

Exception:
There are 4 exceptions of even number between [2, 1000]
to the rule in Table 2.
(
402 ≡ 2 mod 4 ≡ 0 mod 6 ≡ 2 mod 8,
Corollary 4. If Pi + Pj ≡ 0 (mod 4) ≡ 4 (mod 6) ≡ 0
402 7→
(5)
Pi +Pj
(mod 8), and
≡ 0 (mod 4) ≡ 2 (mod 6) ≡ 0
201 ≡ 1 mod 4 ≡ 3 mod 6 ≡ 1 mod 8.
2
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Figure 3: The curve of estimating, where GC(x) ≡ 0 (mod 6)
According from Table 2, the 402 matches item 5, however,
there is no one twin prime in 17 prime pairs of Goldbach
partition.
(
516 ≡ 0 mod 4 ≡ 0 mod 6 ≡ 4 mod 8,
516 7→
(6)
258 ≡ 2 mod 4 ≡ 0 mod 6 ≡ 2 mod 8.

where Fn is the n-th Fibonacci number. Hence, the values
in the sequence above are cyclic after 16 terms. On the
other hand, the author notes another interesting property.
The Fibonacci sequence has ‘even-odd-odd’ or ‘odd-oddeven’ rotation rules. The result shown in Table 4.
For n-th Fibonacci number, where n ≥ 1, the Fn becomes an odd number if and only if n ≡ 1 (mod 3) or
There are 23 prime pairs in Goldbach partition, but no n ≡ 2 (mod 3), say

one matches in the rule of item 1.
 ≡ 0 (mod 3), this is an even number.
(
≡ 1 (mod 3), this is an odd number.
n
786 ≡ 2 mod 4 ≡ 0 mod 6 ≡ 2 mod 8,

786 7→
(7)
≡ 2 (mod 3), this is an odd number.
393 ≡ 1 mod 4 ≡ 3 mod 6 ≡ 1 mod 8.
There is one example of the Fibonacci number matching
There are 30 prime pairs in Goldbach partition, but no the Goldbach’s rule where the
one matches in the rule of item 5.
F6 = F5 + F4 7→ 3 + 5 = 8.
(11)
(
906 ≡ 2 mod 4 ≡ 0 mod 6 ≡ 2 mod 8,
906 7→
(8) The Equation (11) is only one special case of Gold453 ≡ 1 mod 4 ≡ 3 mod 6 ≡ 5 mod 8.
bach’s conjecture in Fibonacci sequence nowaday. Since
Fn≡0 (mod 3) has never been an prime that is an even numThere are 34 prime pairs in Goldbach partition, but no ber, we can say the Fn≡1 (mod 3) or Fn≡2 (mod 3) probable
one matches in the rule of item 5.
is a prime. There is an article by Wall [13] about Fibonacci prime in [14], but is a little different then what is
discussed in this article.
3 The Relationship of the Gold- Open Problems:
bach’s Conjecture and the Fi- Can we find the second example of Goldbach’s conjecture in Fibonacci sequence? In Fibonacci prime, I find an
bonacci Number
interesting phenomenon in my research.
This section will introduce about Fibonacci number [14, 1. If n ≡ 3 (mod 4) and Fn ≡ 1 (mod 4) where n > 5,
the Fn probably be a prime, where
15] and it’s relationship with Goldbach’s conjecture. Each
(
positive number is the sum of the previous two integers,
Fn≡3( mod 4)
namely
(12)
F
n ≡ 1 (mod 4)
Fn = Fn−1 + Fn−2 .
(9)
By Equation (9), we know the Fibonacci sequence as 2. If n ≡ 1 (mod 4) and Fn ≡ 1 (mod 4) where n > 5,
{0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, · · · , ∞}.
the Fn probably be also a prime, namely
(
Wall [13] had good result in his article “Fibonacci Series
Fn≡1( mod 4)
Modulo M”, a table was created in the appendix listing
(13)
Fn ≡ 1 (mod 4)
values for the function k(n). This function is defined as
the period of the Fibonacci numbers mod n before any
We get following relationship as:
repeats occur. For instance, k(7) = 16 since
Goldbach’s conjecture ⊇ (odd + odd = even) ⊂ Fibonacci
Fn mod 7 = {0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 1, 6, 0, 6, 6, 5, 4, 2, 6, 1}, (10) sequence.
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Table 4: The special case of Fibonacci number matches the Goldbach’s conjecture
prime

prime prime prime
n

0

1

2

Fn

0

1

13

14

89

144

233

377

odd

even

5

6

1

2

3

5

8

13

21

34

55

odd

odd

even

odd

odd

even

odd

odd

even

odd

1

1

2

3

5

1

6

0

6

6

5

4

2

18

19

20

21

22

24

25

26

27

28

7

0

n

15

16

17

Fn

610

987

1597

2584

4181

6765

10946

even

odd

odd

even

odd

odd

even

1

0

1

1

2

3

5

8

10

9

11

23

17711 28657 46368
odd

odd

even

6

0

1

odd

odd

6

6

even
5

32

33

34

35

36

37

Fn

832040

1346269

2178309

3524578

5702887

9227465

14930352

24157817

even

odd

odd

even

odd

odd

even

odd

odd

6

1

0

1

5

1

2

3

45

...

Fn ≡ X
mod7

40

41

42

43

81839

...

17103 digits

44

102334155 165580141 267914296 433494437 701408733 1134903170
even
even
odd
odd
odd
odd
0

6

6

5

odd

odd

2

38
39088169

39
63245986
even
6

prime

prime
n

29

4

31

Fn

6

75025 121393 196418 317811 514229

30

1

odd

prime

n

Fn ≡ X
mod7

odd

prime

prime

4

prime
12

4

Fn ≡ X
mod7

Fn ≡ X
mod7

prime

3

4

2

1

Conclusions

ported from Huizhou University project under the number HZUXL201513, and HZUXL201514. This work also
I use Goldbach’s conjecture as the center of interest. I partially supported by student innovation training prothen discusses the relationship among Goldbach’s conjec- gram under the grant number CX2016024, CX2016088
ture, twin prime, RSA cryptosystem and Fibonacci num- and CX2016089.
ber and then makes three observations about the relationship:
1) The characteristics of twin prime in Goldbach’s conjecture are analyzed, and then notes all situations of
combination.
2) An estimate of Goldbach’s partition is proposed where
the result is more accurate than Bruckman’s estimation.
3) Finally, I explore the relationship between Goldbach’s
conjecture and Fibonacci number. I mention a new
discussion about searching the Fibonacci prime in its
sequence.
As we can see, the authors is still working on these unsolved problems.
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Abstract
Resources such as storage and network as a service to organizations and customers in reduced cost by cloud computing. The documents stored in cloud are of huge size
and due to its sensitivity arises security and storage problems. Data is stored on remote location in cloud and cryptographic techniques resolve problems of data security.
To ensure data to be secure in cloud, the client encrypts
data and then stores on cloud by employing Hyper Elliptic Curve cryptography (HECC). Search over encrypted
data makes the process of file retrieval from cloud more
difficult. The paper proposes architecture of multiple keyword search by building index using Bloom filter and also
pair key generation by false random bit generator. Bloom
filter takes constant time for searching O (N) on large
encrypted file systems without the need of document decryption thereby speeding up the process of ciphertext
retrieval on user side. Bit array representing keyword information is only stored by data owner on cloud where the
server is unable to find file content or query information.
The experimental results show that Bloom filter based
indexing is faster than traditional indexing schemes, the
multiple keyword based search algorithm is effective in
case of the response time of query and scalability of the
system in case of size of data.
Keywords: Bloom filter, false random bit generation,
HECC, secure index

1

Introduction

Cloud computing is one of the emerging field which replaces the burden of IT industry from spending huge expenditure on resources such as storage and network. Remote storage and easy accessibility of data combined with

characteristics such as on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured services. Cloud is deployed as public, private, hybrid and community cloud with service delivery models such as SaaS (Software-as-a-Service), Platform-as-aService (PaaS) and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). Resources in cloud are offered to both industries and individuals.
Though, cloud has many advantages certain issues such
as security, privacy and interoperability do exist. The
driving force for cloud computing is virtualization which
enable multiple virtual machines to run with the help of
single physical machine. As the infrastructure is being
shared by several VMs, security issues do arise. Various
surveys conducted portray security as one of the major
challenge in cloud environment. Latest report on cloud
computing challenges compares the issues and portrays
that security stands as the first challenge.
Data confidentiality and privacy issues do arise due to
multi-tenancy characteristic of cloud. To protect clients
from such issues, cloud service provider need to follow
certain mechanisms to keep data safe. But, malicious
insider may act on behalf of the provider and send indelicate data. Such a situation makes a clear point that
the security models cannot be build based on the trust
of provider. Client needs to protect their data from malicious attacks both externally and also from internal adversaries. Clients outsource their files containing sensitive
information to cloud for effective retrieval at the necessary
time. Google search allows search over plaintext data.
Such data is being stored in plaintext form in the cloud
service which is vulnerable to attacks by adversaries. Protection of data from such malicious activities is prevented
by storing encrypted data on cloud. Encryption methods
are classified as symmetric (AES) [11, 21] and asymmetric
(HECC) encryption algorithms [17, 23]. HECC is proven
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to be the robust method of encrypting and decrypting
files due to the hardness of hyperelliptic discrete logarithm problem. Incorporating such an algorithm in cloud
enhances the data security in cloud environment.
Data owners share their files with authenticated users
through retrieval mechanisms. Traditional methods retrieve the entire collection of files for a single search request from data user. This incurs more time for search
reply and wastage of bandwidth. Selective retrieval of file
based on data user request makes use of keywords. Search
of plaintext data is not suited for cloud environment and
encryption of data limits the search capability. Searchable encryption allows building an index with keywords
and corresponding documents. Trapdoors along indexing
enable data users to search over encrypted data in a secure
manner and maintains privacy of document information
as well as keywords. Such techniques remain unsuitable
for cloud scenarios due to employment of symmetric encryption methods along with single keyword search. With
these pitfalls it is necessary for an effective mechanism
to download encrypted documents from cloud. The proposed model (Figure 1) incorporates asymmetric encryption such as HECC and position-based multiple keyword
search scheme to maintain data security and privacy in
cloud.
Retrieval of files from encrypted content need to be
given attention as delivering the correct content to registered user is the ultimate goal. Search over encrypted
data has to be done in an efficient way to reduce the
overhead experienced by the users while decrypting their
content from cloud. Hyperelliptic curve cryptography is
employed for encryption of documents and search over
encrypted files is carried by Bloom filter (BF) and False
Random Bit Generator (FRBG).
Our contributions for providing data security and privacy includes:

for search is followed by a trapdoor construction and the
server on other hand tests with Bloom filters and sends
the identifiers of files as response [10]. For effective search,
one encrypted index was built for entire document collection where every entry in index contains keyword trapdoor along with file identifiers in encrypted state [6, 7].
Public-key based searchable encryption [4] played a major role in retrieval systems for privacy. Public key users
store data on servers whereas authenticated users with the
private key perform the operation of search. For efficient
querying purpose conjunctive search [1], fuzzy keyword
search [20, 31] and similarity keyword search [26] were
proposed. A widely accepted retrieval technique namely
private information retrieval [22] also helps in retrieving
the items incurring complex computations.
Usage of k-nearest neighbour algorithm for searching
documents along with ciphertext policy attribute-based
encryption provides security and privacy for data [19, 30].
Hourglass function was utilised for the purpose of verifying the encrypted files [14] and identity based encryption
is also employed for attaining data privacy [16]. Elgamal encryption [12] supporting fuzzy keyword search over
encrypted data prevents inconsistencies occurring during
search [28]. Ranked keyword search returned top-k files by
using multiple keywords along with homomorphic encryption [32]. Attacks against ciphertexts are being analysed
keyword search in cloud environment [15]. Hierarchical
predicate encryption [24] along with access control also
achieved keyword based search over encrypted data. The
problems in bog specific search engines have been identified to optimize the search mechanism in cloud [25].
Authenticated users [13] retrieve files from cloud storage as authentication plays a major role in preventing
illegitimate user access due to the application of discrete
logarithms [18]. Hyperelliptic curve cryptography is combined with Advanced Encryption Standard and MD-5 algorithm in digital envelope for securing e-commerce chan1) Key pair generation by False Random Bit Generator nel [8]. The usage of HECC in cloud enhances the security
(FRBG);
of sensitive data by preventing from exposure.
A notable point is that all the existing schemes lack
2) Building safe index using Bloom filter;
in certain functionality and remains unsuitable for cloud
3) Search on encrypted files using Bloom Filter. Huge environments. Our work focusing on retrieving the exnumbers of experiments were conducted to analyse act document from cloud server based on Bloom filter
and false random bits add robustness to the data security
the efficacy of the proposed architecture.
framework.
Paper organization is as follows: Literature review is
presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes the architecture of proposed scheme. Section 4 discusses security 3
Construction of Secure Keyanalysis, Section 5 deals with implementation results and
word Search Scheme
Section 6 concludes the paper.

3.1

2

Related Work

Searchable encryption [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 27, 29] plays a
major role in cryptography. Two-layer encryption of every
keyword in a file is the first work on searchable encryption [27]. Usage of Bloom filter for construction of index of
files along with trapdoor is stored on server. The request

Background

1) False Random Bit Function.
F : {0, 1}F i ×{0, 1}F j−n → {0, 1}n be a false random
function where sequence of Fi bits key is taken along
with random Fj -n bit string and mapped to random
n-bit string which is publicly known to all users.
2) Bloom Filter.
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Figure 1: Proposed framework

A data structure named Bloom filter is used to
identify the membership of a file in the file collection F and is used for the purpose of querying. A Bloom filter consists of set of ‘m’ elements
St = {x1 . x2 , · · · , xm } with ‘n’ hash functions Hf =
{h1 , h2 , · · · , hn }. The r-bit Bloom filter is initially
set to 0. Every element xk ∈ S, k = 1, 2, · · · , m,
hi (xk ) for i = 1, 2, · · · , n is attained where 0 ≤
hi (xk ) < r thereby respective bits to hash index is
set for element BF [hi (xk )]. With input ‘a’, ‘n’ hash
indices hi (a) for i = 1, 2, · · · , n is attained where
0 ≤ hi (a) < r. Usage of hash functions may provide a positive answer while querying for an element
which may not be the member of set [9]. Such condition is called as false positive.

files after encryption by HECC (C = C1 , C2 , · · · , Cn )
are stored in cloud server along with keyword set KW =
{KW1 , KW2 , · · · , KWmo }. Users registered with clients
are authenticated and provided with the access over encrypted files C. In order to retrieve selective files, data
user provides the multiple keywords of interest. The mapping between the search request from multiple users and
files is the responsibility of CS as every file gets indexed
with an unique file identifier (IDf ) and set of keyword.
Multiple keyword based search scheme proceeds files containing specified keywords as the result of search to the
authenticated users. Figure 2 depicts construction of multiple keyword search scheme.

3.3

Construction of Multiple Keyword
Search Scheme

3) Hyperelliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm
Problem.
The multiple keyword search scheme performs the followGiven hyperelliptic curve of genus g over finite field ing three steps:
Fq , point P ∈ JC(K) of order n, point Qε < P >,
obtain integer lε[0, n − 1] so Q = lP where l is 1) publicly known false random bit generation (FRBG)
integer and is discrete logarithm of Q to base P ,
algorithm for pair key generation
represented as l = log QP .
2) index building using Bloom filter IBBF with keyword
set and
4) Multiple Keyword Search Scheme.
With set of encrypted files C, MKS scheme returns
the file identifiers (file id) of those requested files to 3) index search algorithm ISBF .
authenticated users. Multiple keyword set along with The steps involved in the proposed scheme are:
indexing (IDBF ) by Bloom filter speeds up the retrieval process of the users.
1) Client sends the set (0, 1) along with files and keywords to FRBG.
5) Trapdoors.
By the application of one-way hash functions, trap- 2) Authenticated users send set (1, 0) to FRBG.
doors are generated. With secret key (sk ) and keyword KWi , trapdoor of KWi is calculated as TKW i = 3) If the two different random bit sets matches, it returns the pair key and sets the bit as 1 else rejected.
f (sk , KWi ).

3.2

System Model

Three participants of model are client (upload), cloud
server (storage) and data users (file retrieval). Set of

4) Role of FRBG is string matching along with bit (0,
1) sets.
5) The cloud server CS contains the file identifier (id),
bit matching and keywords.
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Figure 2: Construction of multiple keyword search scheme

6) Client runs the IndexBuild algorithm to build the Algorithm 1 Publicly Known False Random Bit Genersecure index with Bloom filter and stores in server. ation (FRBG)
1: Input: Collection of files Fi , message m, pair key;
7) User on requesting the file, server runs the In- 2: Output: Set of false random numbers (y , y , · · · , y );
1 2
n
dexSearch algorithm and in response returns the cor- 3: for (x ∈ F U pair key)
i
responding file in a secure manner.
4: Generate String Si message;
5:
do (pair key = = string)
Publicly Known False Random Bit Generation
6:
Generate false random bits yij ;
(FRBG).
7:
if (F : {0, 1}F i ∗ {1, 0}F j−n → {0, 1}n ) then
The algorithm takes set of files Fi , message given by client
while (yij == matching done) do
which is used for mapping with strings of random bits (0, 8:
9:
return as 1;
1) and 8-bit key as input (See Algorithm 1). Output gen10:
end
while
erated by the algorithm is sequence of false random bits
11:
else
(y1 , y2 , · · · , yn ). Suppose the input is in collection of files,
return 0;
it is followed by key pairing for client acknowledgement. 12:
13:
end
if
The string along with the message is processed. Suppose
14:
End
if the paired key matches with the string, sequence of false
random bits (y1 , y2 , · · · , yn ) are generated. By taking two
different sets {0, 1}s ant {1, 0}n−m mapping is done. If
mapping is correct, positions of bit are set to 1, else 0. Finally yij = 1 position of bit is set to 1 And false random
numbers are generated (Figure 3).
Index Building with Bloom Filter.
Followed by pair key generation, secure index is constructed by means of Bloom filter. Formalization of the
proposed scheme is as follows:
• Pubkey (Pk ): Represents the public key of the given
user (i.e) Pk ∈ {0, 1}F i which is kept publicly known.
• Secret Key (sk ): Represents the secret key for string
matching which is to be kept known only to authenticated users.
• False Random Bit Function: F : {0, 1}F i ∗
{0, 1}F j−n → {0, 1}n be false random function where

sequence of Fi bits key is taken along with random
Fj -n bit string and mapped to string of random n-bit
which is widely identified by all users.
• Trapdoor: Let Tij be a trapdoor whose inputs are
public key (Pk ), secret key (sk ) and keywords (KW)
and generates the trapdoors for files Fi . Tij (Pk ,
KW) = EP k (KW) where E is encryption function. Encryption is performed by Hyperelliptic Curve
Cryptography for security reasons.
• IndexBuild BF (Fi , Pk , KW, H): The algorithm takes
files Fi , pubic key Pk , keywords KW and hash functions H as input. It generates string using false random bit generator (FRBG) and outputs the index for
file F. Finally index is built for searching files (Fi ) by
using the sequence of random numbers generated by
FRBG algorithm.
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Figure 3: Pair key generation by FRBG

• IndexSearchBF BF (IBBF , T, key pair, H): With the Algorithm 2 Index Building using Bloom Filter (IBBF )
index built by using Bloom filter, trapdoor T, key
1: Input: Set of Files (Fi ), public key Pk , keywords KW,
pair generated by FRBG and hash functions H the
H(h1 , h2 , · · · , hn );
algorithm IndexSearchBF outputs the file containing 2: Output: IBBF /* Index built for files using bloom
the desired keyword KW.
filter */;
3:
if (BFF i 6= empty) then
Finally index is built for searching files (Fi ) by using
4:
for all KWi ∈ Fi do
the sequence of random numbers generated by FRBG
5:
Generate trapdoor Tij (Pk , KWi ) = EP k (KWi );
algorithm (Figure 4).
6:
Generate string-matching Si = Ekey pair (id(Fi ),
Hash functions used in Bloom filter are publicly known
T (KWi ));
thereby revealing the contents of files. The proposed 7:
for f = 1 to n do do
scheme allows hash to be not applied directly on key- 8:
Calculate pos bit (P bf ) = Hf (Si );
words KW but indexes each keyword KW by its encrypted 9:
Set IBBF [P bf ] = 1;
version EP k (KWi ). Hence, Bloom filter is built with 10:
end for
hash values Hf (EP k (KWi )), f = 1, 2, · · · , n. The po- 11:
end for
sitions of bits in BF which are positioned to 1 equivalent 12:
Return IBBF ;
to KW are similar for each and every file that contain 13: end if
KW . Due to vulnerability of frequency-based attacks, file 14: End
identifier (ID) is used. Hf (Ekey pair (id(Fi ), T (KWi ))),
f = 1, 2, · · · , n is calculated as the hash function for
Bloom filter. Suppose if the same keyword occurs in several different files, only the file with priority is retrieved. each file F in the set and returns the specified ones (See
An attacker can find the specified file only if the trap- Algorithm 3.
door T is offered. The algorithm for index building using
Bloom filter (IBBF ) is in Algorithm 2.
Each file in file collection Fi is assigned an unique Algorithm 3 Index Search ISBF
identifier ID. The index constructed maps keywords to 1: Input: Index built with Bloom filter IBBF , Trapdoor
ID of file that actually contains the KW , thereby reducT (KWi ), key pair, H(h1 , h2 , · · · , hn );
ing search complexity. This index is then encrypted and 2: Output: Specified file F or φ;
stored on cloud. Search on inverted index with KW re- 3: Compute y = Ekey pair (id(F ), m(KWi ))
turns all the id of files containing the KW without looking 4: for f = 1 to n do do
into the original file collection F .
5:
if IBBF [Hf (y)] 6= 1 then then
6:
Return φ;
7:
end
if
3.4 Index Search Algorithm ISBF
8: end for
Search with multiple keywords is done in the following 9: Return F ;
manner. Suppose the user needs to search for keyword 10: End
KW , trapdoor (KWi ) = EP k (KWi ) is sent to cloud
server CS. CS runs the IndexSearchBF algorithm on
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Figure 4: Secure search scheme with bloom filter and FRBG

4

Security Analysis

cess and bloom filter for indexing and searching process. F : {0, 1}F i ∗ {0, 1}F j−n → {0, 1}n provides
security through matching the perfect keyword and
usage allowed only for authenticated users. These
schemes are proven to be robust and provide two level
security for data storage and retrieval on cloud. Thus
an adversary is prevented by obtaining access on the
server information and remote attacks are averted.

The security analysis of the proposed model is discussed.
Theorem 1. Given the collection of files F1 , F2 , F3 , Fn ,
if F1 ∈ Fn , then perform index building using Bloom
Filter and also retrieve false random bits with FRBG.
For the proof of this theorem, we have n number of
files with index building IndexBuildBF (Fi , Pk , KW, H) =
T rapdoorTij (Pk , KWi ) = EP k (KWi ) + F : {0, 1}F i ∗
{0, 1}F j−n → {0, 1}n . Since the hash value position is
greater than 0 (i.e) 1, if the theorem generates false random bits and the cryptographic algorithm over secured access using Bloom filter is preserved. To measure the time
taken for index building IBBF and index search ISBF employing Bloom filter is O(n) which is much less compared
to brute-force approach. As shown in Figure 5, X-axis
represents time taken for search in milliseconds and Yaxis represents file size in KB.
Claim 1: Use of Bloom filter imposes reduced
false positives.
The presence or absence of a file in file collection is
straightforwardly verified by usage of Bloom filter.
False positives may occur as a result of querying for
a file which may not be in the collection. Since every
related bit in BF is positioned to 1 for hash indices,
there are less chances of false positives thereby reducing them totally.
BF ∈ ±1|0{
If pos 1 : values
Generate bits F RBG

Claim 3: The proposed scheme is secure with
the usage of Bloom filter and false random bit
generation function.
Two major variants employed in search over encrypted data are Bloom filter and false random
bit generation function.
Pair key generated by
FRBG secures the model by authenticating users (
Tij (Pk , KWi ) = EP k (KWi )) and the usage of Bloom
filter enhances the search process to be performed in
minimum time O(n).
Claim 4: Search over encrypted file is faster than
any other schemes with reduced search time.
Bloom filters speed up search over encrypted data in
cloud as availability of necessary data in the right
time is one of the most important feature in cloud
computing. Assume there are ‘n’ number of files to
be stored on remote server F1 , F2 , · · · , Fn containing ‘m’ keywords. Search time by applying brute
force method is O(n ∗ m). By using ‘n’ number of
bloom filters, the search time is reduced as O(n). To
check whether the respective bit in BF is set to 1, it
takes only constant time thereby reducing the time
for search.

Else
Return pos 0}
Claim 2: The proposed scheme prevents remote
attacks.
An adversary can obtain the information stored remotely on servers through remote attacks. The proposed scheme employs FRBG for key matching pro-

5

Implementation Results

The proposed model along with multiple keyword search
scheme is implemented in Openstack for effective results.
When compared with traditional techniques, the proposed framework worked faster with less time complexity
(Figure 5). X-axis represents the time taken to retrieve
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cloud servers. The future work is focused on providing security to data-at-rest and also ranking the search results
based on relevance.
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Abstract

1

Introduction

The advances in mobile and communication technologies
lead to advancement of Mobile Social Networks (MSNs).
MSN changed the way people communicate and exchange
the private and sensitive information among the friend
groups via mobile phones. Due to the involvement of
private and sensitive information, MSN demands for efficient and privacy-preserving matchmaking protocols to
prevent the unintended data (attribute) leakage. Many
existing matchmaking protocols are based on user’s private and specific data. Malicious participants may opt
their attribute set arbitrarily so as to discover more information about the attributes of an honest participant.
Hence, there is great chance of information leakage to a
dishonest participant. In this context, Sarpong et al. had
proposed a first of its kind of an authenticated hybrid
matchmaking protocol that will help match-pair initiators
to find an appropriate pair which satisfies the pre-defined
threshold number of common attributes. Sarpong et al.
had claimed that their protocol restricts attribute leakage to unintended participants and proved to be secure.
Unfortunately, in Sarpong et al. scheme, after thorough
analysis, we demonstrate that, their scheme suffers from
data (attribute) leakage, in which the initiator and the
participant can compute or achieve all the attributes of
each other. Also we show that Sarpong et al. scheme
requires huge computation and communication cost. As
a part of our contribution we will propose an efficient and
secure match making protocol which is light weight and
restricts attribute leakage to the participants.
Keywords: Matchmaking protocols, mobile social networks, privacy-preserving attribute matchmaking protocol

The advances in mobile and communication technologies
lead to advancement of traditional online social network
to Mobile Social Networks (MSNs). MSN facilitates real
time personal and user specific data sharing and instant
messaging among friend groups. Due to the exchange of
private and shared information among the participants,
finding a matching pair privately is a critical requirement
in MSN.
A private matchmaking is a primary feature of private set intersection. Matchmaking protocol is a critical
requirement for MSN in which two or more mutually mistrustful parties A and B consists of attribute sets SA and
SB desire to compute together the intersection in such a
way that both A and B should not take any information
particular to the other opponent. A and B must learn only
the common attributes among them i.e. SA∩SB nothing
more.
In literature, many match making algorithms has been
proposed based on various parameters. Few matchmaking protocols [1, 6, 7] has been proposed based on Certificate Authority C.A, in which C.A authenticates the
entities attributes. Another matchmaking technique is
fully distributed [9], which eliminates C.A. The participants perform the distribution of attributes among themselves, computing the intersection set. The initiator and
the multi parties exchange their attributes using Shamir
secret sharing scheme [3]. The Hybrid technique [12] is a
commonly used technique in which the CA performs only
the verification of attributes and managing the communication among the entities. The protocol participants will
perform the attribute sharing and matchmaking opera-
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tions. Recently Huang et al. [14] had proposed an Identity Based Encryption scheme for match making in social
networks.
However, in this context in 2015, Chiou et al. [2] and
Sarpong et al. [15] had proposed matchmaking protocols
in which the initiator finds the best match among multiple participants who has the maximum similar attribute
as the initiator. Sarpong et al. claimed that their scheme
protects user’s attributes from unnecessary leakage to unintended persons. In this manuscript after thorough analysis of Sarpong et al. scheme, we will demonstrate that in
Sarpong et al. scheme, the participants can achieve the
attributes of other participants and requires huge computation and communication cost.
As a part of our contribution, we will propose a secure
and light weight matchmaking protocol for MSN, which
resists the pitfalls in Sarpong and other related schemes.
The remaining of the paper is systematized as follows:
In Section 2, we will give a brief review on system architecture. In Section 3, we will briefly discuss on Sarpong
et al. [15] scheme. In Section 4, we discuss on the security pitfalls in Sarpong et al. scheme. In Section 5, the
anomalies in Sarpong et al. scheme are discussed. Our
proposed matchmaking protocol is presented in Section 6.
In Section 7 we deliberate on informal security analysis of
our proposed scheme. In Section 8, we deliberate on formal security analysis of our proposed scheme using widely
accepted random oracle model. We discuss on Simulating
experiments and performance evaluations are provided in
Section 9.

2

422

Privacy Level 1: On completion of execution of matchmaking protocol,the initiator and each potential
friend (participant)must identify only the intersection set and its size.
Privacy Level 2: On completion of execution of matchmaking protocol,the initiator and each potential
friend (participant) must know only the ranking of
the size of the intersection set mutually. Apart from
these, no other information should be intercepted by
the participants.

3

Brief Review of Sarpong et al.
Matchmaking Algorithm

Assume Alice is the initiator of the protocol to find out
the closest match among ’m’ participant’s (for brevity, we
assume that Alice is communicating with a single participant Bob to find out the common attributes. The other
participants also perform and exchange similar messages
as Bob with Alice. Alice also exchanges same messages as
it exchanges with Bob.) having portable devices and can
connect with each other using PAN or Bluetooth or Wifi.
AT hreshold is the threshold value for the attribute matching set by the initiator Alice, i.e. to qualify as a match pair
for initiator, there should be minimum of AT hreshold number of common attributes between pairs. The initiator
Alice consists of ’m’ attributes, i.e. a = {a1 , a2 , · · · , am }
and Bob consists ’p’ attributes, i.e. b = {b1 , b2 , · · · , bp }.
In the matchmaking, if two attributes are semantically
same, then only they are treated as the same.

System Architecture and Design Goals
3.1 Key Generation

Our system architecture consists of mainly three entities:a K1. Alice and Bob computes RSA key pairs (eA , dA ),
(eB , dB ) respectively using p, q which are large prime
user (initiator) to find the best match among multiple
numbers, where eA , eB are the public variables.
participants (called participants) and a trusted certificate
authority (CA), as depicted in Figure 1.
K2. CA computes RSA key pair is (e, d), where N=p*q.
K3. CA makes < e, N > public.

3.2

Attribute Certification

A1. The attributes of Alice and Bob are a
{a1 , a2 , · · · , am } and b = {b1 , b2 , · · · , bk }.

=

A2. Alice exponentiates her attribute set using the public
key of CA, i.e. ’e’. ae = {a1 e , a2 e , · · · , am e }.
A3. Bob also exponentiates his attributes as be =
{b1 e , b2 e , · · · , bk e }.
A4. Alice to get the attributes certified by CA, forwards
a message Ee {ae ||IDA ||U N A ||e, eA } to CA which
contains the attribute set computed in A2, its identity, user name, its public key and CA public key.
We will follow below mentioned privacy levels similar
The message is encrypted with the CA public key,
to [5].
i.e. ’e’.
Figure 1: The system architecture
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A5. Bob also to get the attributes certified by CA, for- 3.5 Set Intersection Phase
wards a message Ee {be ||IDB ||U N B ||e||eB } to CA
M8. Alice sends her signed message Sig dA (IDA || M ES1
which contains the attribute set computed in A3, its
|| M ES2 || M ES3 || M ES4 ) to Bob.
identity, user name, its public key and CA public key.
The message is encrypted with the CA public key, i.e. M9. Bob also sends his signed message Sig (IDB ||
dB
’e’.
M ES1 || M ES2 || M ES3 || M ES4 ) to Alice.
A6. The CA certifies the Alice attributes and returns M10. Now Alice and Bob verify that received M ES1 ,
A = {(a1 , s1 ), (a2 , s2 ), · · · , (am , sm )} to Alice, where
M ES2 , M ES3 , M ES4 values are equivalent to the
si = H(IDA ||ai )d mod N using its private key ’d’.
received or computed values in the previous steps.
A7. The CA also certifies the Bob attributes and returns M11. Alice share her random number to Bob by sending
B = {(b1 , σ1 ), (b2 , σ2 ), · · · , (bk , σk )} to Bob, where
Sig dA (IDA ||IDB ||Ra ). Similarly Bob also shares his
σ1 = H(IDB ||b1 ) mod N .
arbitrary number by sending Sig dB (IDB ||IDA ||Rb ).

3.3

Matchmaking Phase

3.6

Recovery Phase

M1. On getting the attributes certified by the CA, M12. Alice
computes
a
list
KA
=
the private attributes of Alice and Bob beζA{a1 Ra Rb , a2 Ra Rb , · · · , am Ra Rb }
and
dicomes A = {(a1 , s1 ), (a2 , s2 ), · · · , (am , sm )}, B =
rect to Bob.
Bob also computes KB =
{(b1 , σ1 ), (b2 , σ2 ), · · · , (bk , σk )} respectively.
ζB{b1 Rb Ra , b2 Rb Ra , · · · , bk Rb Ra } and send it to
Alice.
Challenge Phase:
M13. In order to know the actual common attributes,
M2. Alice picks ’m’ arbitrary random numbers
Alice sends her random permutation by encrypting
Ri for each attribute i = {1, 2, · · · , m}
with the Bob public key, i.e. eB , EeB (ζA). Similarly,
and computes M Ai = Si .g Ri mod N , i.e.
Bob sends his random permutations to Alice by enM A1 = s1 .g R1 mod N , M A2 = s2 .g R2 mod N ,
crypting with the Alice public key, i.e. ea , EeA (ζB).
M A3 = s3 .g R3 mod N and sends M ES1 =
M14. Alice already knowing ζB, can able to compute
{M A1 , M A2 , · · · , M Am } to Bob.
ζB −1 and retrieves {b1 Rb Ra , b2 Rb Ra , · · · , bk Rb Ra },
M3. Bob also chooses an arbitrary numbers Pk
similarly Bob able to compute ζA−1 and recover
for each attribute k = {1, 2, · · · , k} and com{a1 Ra Rb , a2 Ra Rb , · · · , am Ra Rb }. Now both Alice and
putes M Bk = σk .g Pk mod N , i.e. M B1 =
Bob know their actual common attributes.
σ1 .g P1 = H(IDB ||b1 ).g P1 mod N , M B2 =
P2
P2
σ2 .g mod N = H(IDB ||b2 ).g mod N , and
sends M ES2 = {M B1 , M B2 , · · · , M Bk } to Al- 4
Cryptanalysis of Sarpong et al.
ice.

Algorithm

3.4

Encoding Phase

M4. Alice chooses an arbitrary number Ra and come∗R
putes ZA = g e.Ra mod N , M Bk∗ = (M Bk ) a
e.Ra
e.Ra
e.Ra
= {M B1
, M B2
, · · · , M Bm
} =
P1 e.Ra
P2 e.Ra
{(H(IDB ||b1 ).g ).
,
(H(IDB ||b2 ).g ).
,
e.R
· · · , (H(IDB ||bm ).g Pm ). a .}.
M5. Alice performs arbitrary permutation RP A =
R
ζ{a1 , a2 , · · · , am } a = ζ{a1 Ra , a2 Ra , · · · , am Ra } and
sends M ES3 = {ZA ||M Bk∗ ||RP A} to Bob.

In this section we do a thoughtful security analysis of
Sarpong et al. [15] scheme. Based on the actions perform by the attackers,to intercept the information exchanged among the protocol entities,the attackers in the
system are classified into two types i.e.malicious and semihonest.The malicious or active attackers deviate the protocol, and try to achieve the private information from the
protocol participants by providing the forged attributes.
The semi-honest or passive attackers are intrusive, follows
the protocol rules as specified and try to achieve extra information from the messages exchanged in the protocol
execution.

M6. Bob also opts an arbitrary number Rb and computes
e.R
ZB = g e.Rb mod N , (M ES1 ) b = {M 1e.Rb , M2e.Rb ,
e.R
e.R
M3e.Rb , · · · , Mke.Rb } = {(s1 .g R1 ) b , (s2 .g R2 ) b , 4.1 Failure to Resist Malicious Attack
e.R
· · · , (Sk .g Rm ) b .}.
In Sarpong et al. [15] scheme, in M13 of matching phase,
Alice sends its random permutation, i.e. EeB (ζA) by enM7. Bob chooses an arbitrary permutation RP B = crypting with the Bob public key. Similarly Bob sends
b
b
b
ζ{bR
bR
· · · , bR
= its random permutation E (ζB) by encrypting with the
1 ,
2 ,
k } and sends M ES4
eA
e.Rb
{Zk ||(M ES1 )
||RP B} to Alice.
Alice public key. On receiving the encrypted message
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EeA (ζB), Alice perform following steps as depicted be- 1 <= i <= m. Similarly Bob computes M Bk = σk .gPk =
H(IDB ||bk ).gPk mod N , where i <= k <= p. Totally
low:
for one participant and one initiator, the Sarpong et al.
Step 1: Decrypts EeA (ζB) using its private key dA , i.e. schemes k ∗m random numbers, which requires huge comDdA EeA (ζB) = ζB.
putation cost Alice.
Step 2: Alice
performs
inverse
operation
ζB −1 on KB,
i.e.
ζB −1 (KB)
= 6
Our Proposed Scheme
ζB −1 {b1 Rb Ra , b2 Rb Ra , · · · , bk Rb Ra }
to
retrieve
original list, i.e. {b1 Rb Ra , b2 Rb Ra , · · · , bk Rb Ra }.
In this section we present our improved scheme over
Sarpong et al. [15] scheme. The Key Generation and
Step 3: In M11 of matching phase Bob sends the Attribute Certification phases of our proposed scheme
message SigdB (IDB ||IDA ||Rb ) to Alice.
Al- are similar to Sarpong et al. scheme. We will start
ice retrieves {IDB , IDA , Rb } from the received from matchmaking phase.Even though the protocol
message.
Alice already knows her Ra , hence runs between Alice and ’m’ participant, for brevity we
Alice can perform an inverse operation on each consider only Bob as another participant of the protocol.
received value in {b1 Rb Ra , b2 Rb Ra , · · · , bk Rb Ra },
i.e.
{b1 Rb Ra , b2 Rb Ra , · · · , bk Rb Ra }Rb −1 Ra −1 = The main contributions of our work are:
{b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 , · · · , bk }. Hence, Alice comes to know
all the attributes of Bob, along with the common 1) An enhanced matchmaking protocol for MSN is proposed, which is based on the trusted certification auattributes. Similar is the case with Bob, in which
thority (TCA) and provides a better privacy preservBob also comes to know all the attributes of Alice
ing by introducing the protocol’s privacy levels.
along with the common attributes by executing
the above steps similar to Bob. Therefore we can
2) The theoretical analysis is performed to prove the
conclude that, Sarpong et al. scheme fails to achieve
correctness and security of the protocol. Simulating
the primary requirement of match making algorithm,
experiments are conducted to evaluate the efficiency
in which the participant and initiator must know
of the protocol.
only the common attributes.
3) We discuss the arbitration mechanisms for the protocol to detect malicious users who are cheating the
5 Pitfalls or Anomalies in Sarpong
others.

et al. Algorithm
6.1
5.1

Requires Huge Communication Cost

5.2

Requires Huge Computation Cost

Matchmaking Phase

M1. On getting the attributes certified by the CA,
the private attributes of Alice and Bob beIn M2 and M5 steps of match making process, Alcomes A = {(a1 , s1 ), (a2 , s2 ), · · · , (am , sm )}, B =
ice sends M ES1 and M ES3 to Bob respectively. In
{(b1 , σ1 ), (b2 , σ2 ), · · · , (bk , σk )}, respectively.
M8, Alice again forwards M ES1 , M ES3 to Bob in
a message Sig dA (IDA ||M ES1 ||M ES2 ||M ES3 ||M ES4 ).
Challenge Phase:
Bob, on receiving the message Sig dA (IDA || M ES1
|| M ES2 || M ES3 || M ES4 ), decrypts the message
M2. Alice picks a single arbitrary random number
to get {IDA , M ES1 , M ES2 , M ES3 , M ES4 } and uses
R1 , and computes M A1 = Si .g R1 mod N , i.e.
M ES1 , M ES2 , M ES3 , M ES4 to validate, whether the
M A1 = s1 .g R1 mod N , M A2 = s2 .g R2 mod N ,
transferred and received values are valid or not. To valM A3 = s3.g R3 mod N and sends M ES1 =
idate the messages transferred, a message digest oper{M A1 , M A2 , · · · , M Am } to Bob.
ations like hash functions Eg: SHA-1 etc can be used,
M3. Each participant also chooses an arbitrary
which outputs a fixed length data, hence reduces the nenumbers P1 computes M Bk = σk .g P1 mod N ,
cessitate to transfer full messages.
i.e. M B1 = σ1 .g P1 = H(IDB ||b1 ).g P1 mod N ,
Similar is the case with the Bob.
In M3 Bob
M B2 = σ2 .g P1 mod N = H(IDB ||b2 ).g P1 mod
sends M ES2 , in M7 Bob sends M ES4 to Alice.
N and sends M ES2 = {M B1 , M B2 , · · · , M Bk }
In M9 Bob again sends these messages in the form
to Alice.
of Sig dB (IDB ||M ES1 ||M ES2 ||M ES3 ||M ES4 ) to Alice,
which consumes huge communication cost.
Encoding Phase:

In M2 and M3 steps of match making process, Alice
and Bob selects ’m’ and ’p’ arbitrary numbers respectively. Alice computes M Ai = si .gRi mod N , where

M4. Alice chooses an arbitrary number Ra and come∗R
putes ZA = g e.Ra mod N , M Bk∗ = (M Bk ) a
= {M B1 e.Ra , M B2 e.Ra , · · · , M Bme.Ra } =
e.R
e.R
{(H(IDB ||b1 ).g P1 ) a , (H(IDB ||b2 ).g P2 ) a ,
e.R
· · · , (H(IDB ||bm).g P m ) a }.
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M5. Alice performs arbitrary permutation RP A =
R
ζ{a1 , a2 , · · · , ak} a = ζ{a1 Ra , a2 Ra , · · · , ak Ra }
and sends M ES3 = {ZA ||M Bk∗ ||RP A} to Bob.

M15. Alice already knowing ζB, can able to
R R
compute ζB −1 and retrieves {h(b1 ||P1 ) b a ,
R R
R R
h(b2 ||P1 ) b a , · · · , h(bk ||P1 ) b a }, similarly Bob able to compute ζA−1 and reR R
R R
cover {h(a1 ||R1 ) a b , h(a2 ||R1 ) a b , · · · ,
Ra Rb
h(am ||R1 )
}.

M6. Bob also opts an arbitrary number Rb and
e.R
computes ZB = g e.Rb mod N , (M ES1 ) b
e.Rb
e.Rb
e.Rb
e.Rb
=
{M 1
, M2
, M3
, ...Mk
}
=
e.R
e.R
e.R
{(s1 .g R1 ) b , (s2 .g R2 ) b , · · · , (sk .g Rm ) b }.

M16. For each attribute {a1 , a2 , · · · , am }, Alice
R R
R R
computes {h(a1 ||P1 ) a b , h(a2 ||P1 ) a b , · · · ,
R R
h(am ||P1 ) a b } and compares with the atR R
R R
tribute list {h(b1 ||P1 ) b a , h(b2 ||P1 ) b a , · · · ,
Rb Ra
h(bk ||P1 )
}. The comparison gives the Alice, the number of attributes in common and
their actual values with Bob. Bob also perform same computations as Alice. As Alice and
Bob uses hash function and session specific arbiR R
trary numbers to compute {h(a1 ||R1 ) a b , · · · },
R R
{h(b1 ||P1 ) a b , · · · }, if an attribute sent by Bob
is not matching against any value in the Alice
attribute list, it is computationally infeasible for
Alice to achieve or compute the non-matching
attribute, due to one way property of hash function, even the Alice knows P1 , Ra , Rb . Similar
is the case with Bob.

M7. Bob chooses an arbitrary permutation RP B =
ζ{b1 Rb , b2 Rb , · · · , bk Rb } and sends M ES4 =
e.R
{Zk ||(M ES1 ) b ||RP B} to Alice.

6.2

Set Intersection Phase

M8. Alice computes M1 = IDA ⊕ h(M ES1 || M ES2 ||
M ES3 || M ES4 ), M2 = h(IDA || M ES1 || M ES2 ||
M ES3 || M ES4 ) and forwards {M1 , M2 } to Bob.
M9. Bob computes M3 = IDB ⊕ h(M ES1 || M ES2 ||
M ES3 || M ES4 ), M4 = h(IDB || M ES1 || M ES2 ||
M ES3 || M ES4 ) and forwards {M3 , M4 } to Alice.
M10. On receiving {M3 , M4 } from Bob, Alice achieves
IDB ∗ = M3 ⊕ h(M ES1 || M ES2 || M ES3 ||
M ES4 ), computes M4∗ = h(IDB ∗ || M ES1 ||
M ES2 || M ES3 || M ES4 ) and compares the computed M4∗ with the received M4 . If both are
equal Alice authenticates Bob.
Similarly, Bob
achieves IDA ∗ from M1, and computes M2∗ =
h(IDA ∗ ||M ES1 ||M ES2 ||M ES3 ||M ES4 ). If computed M2∗ equals the received M2 , Bob authenticates
Alice.
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M17. Hence in our scheme, there is no chance of
leakage of attributes to opponent, in case of nonmatching attributes.

7

Informal Security Strengths of
The Proposed Scheme

M11. Alice share her random number to Bob by 7.1 Resists Malicious and Semi-Honest
Participant Attack (Attribute Verifisending an encrypted message using the Bob
public key, so that the message can be decation)
crypted only by Bob using his private key,
i.e.
dB .
Its DdB (EeB (IDA ||IDB ||Ra ||R1 )) = In our proposed scheme, in Attribute Certification phase,
the initiator Alice and the participant Bob submit their
{IDA , IDB , Ra , R1 }.
attribute set a = {a1 , a2 , · · · , am } and b = {b1 , b2 , · · · , bk }
M12. Similarly Bob also shares his arbitrary numbers to CA. The CA certifies the attributes and returns
by sending an encrypted message using Alice pub- A = {(a1 , s1 ), (a2 , s2 ), · · · , (am , sm )} to Alice, where
d
lic key, i.e. eA , i.e. EeA (IDB ||IDA ||Rb ||P1 ) = si = H(IDA ||ai ) mod N . Similarly for Bob, CA returns B = {(b1 , σ1 ), (b2 , σ2 ), · · · , (bk , σk )} where σi =
{IDB , IDA , Rb , P1 }.
H(IDB ||bi ) mod N . As CA binding the attributes with
M13. Alice computes a random permuted list their hash value, the participants are restricted to change
R R
R R
KA = ζA{h(a1 ||R1 ) a b , h(a2 ||R1 ) a b , · · · , their attributes later. This step restricts the attacks by
Ra Rb
h(am ||R1 )
} and direct to Bob. Bob also com- malicious and semi-honest participants.
R R
R R
putes KB = ζB{h(b1 ||P1 ) b a , h(b2 ||P1 ) b a , · · · ,
Rb Ra
h(bk ||P1 )
} and send it to Alice.
7.2 Resists Malicious Participant Attack
M14. In order to know the actual common attributes,
Alice sends her random permutation by encrypting
with the Bob public key, i.e. eB , EeB (ζA). Similarly,
Bob sends his random permutations to Alice by encrypting with the Alice public key, i.e. eA , EeA (ζB).
Recovery Phase:

(Attribute Mapping) Scenario 1
In matchmaking phase of our scheme, i.e. M5, M7 the
initiator Alice sends the randomly permuted attribute
R
set, i.e. RP A = ζ{a1 , a2 , · · · , ak} a = ζ{a1 Ra , a2 Ra ,
Ra
· · · , ak } to Bob. Similarly Bob also opts an arbitrary number Rb and computes an arbitrary permutation
RP B = ζ{b1 Rb , b2 Rb , · · · , bk Rb }. Due to the random
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permutations, even though the participant or malicious
σi = H(IDi ||bi ) where 1 <= i <= k for totally ’k’
attacker achieves a1 Ra etc, it is impossible to map a1 Ra
attributes and submits σi back to Pi .
to an entry in the list ζ{a1 Ra , a2 Ra , · · · , ak Ra }. Also
in M11, M12 the Alice and Bob exchange their random Set Intersect: Initiator Pi sends a request to perform
set intersection to party Pj . Similarly Pj sends a
numbers by encrypting with the public key of the opporequest to perform set intersection to party Pi . Pi
nents. In M11 Alice share her random number to Bob by
and
Pj now run an ideal set intersection protocol as
sending an encrypted message using the Bob public key,
below:
so that the message is decrypted only by Bob using his
private key, i.e. dB . its DdB (EeB (IDA ||IDB ||Ra ||R1 )) =
1) Pi sends a set Si to Pj and Pj sends Sj to Pi .
{IDA , IDB , Ra , R1 }. Similar is the case with the Bob.
On receiving the entities set, both Pi and Pj
Hence, it is impossible for an attacker to achieve the atchecks whether each attribute in Si and Sj has
tributes of the participants.
proper validations from TCA. Let Si ∗ ≤ Si and
Sj ∗ ≤ Sj denote maximal subsets of Si and Sj
7.3 Resists Malicious Participant Attack
that have proper validations.

(Dynamic Attributes) Scenario 2

In all the previous works including Sarpong et al, the
initiator and the participants make their attribute set
random by exponentiating the attributes with random
number. If the random numbers are known to the malicious users, they can retrieve the attribute values which
are static. Hence, it will leak the attribute information.
In our proposed scheme, Alice computes a random perR R
R R
muted list KA = ζA{h(a1 ||R1 ) a b , h(a2 ||R1 ) a b , · · · ,
Ra Rb
h(am ||R1 )
} in which a hash of an attribute is concatenated with a random number and exponentiated. In
this case, the same attribute value results in a different
hash value each time it is sent. Hence, it is difficult for
an attacker to achieve any information from the attribute
set.
Due to space restrictions, we have discussed above attacks only. Our scheme resists all major cryptographic
attacks and achieves attribute privacy.

8

Formal Security Strengths of
The Proposed Scheme

We prove the security strengths of our proposed scheme
by comparing what a malicious attacker can do in the real
protocol execution against what the attacker can do in an
ideal world. In the ideal-world execution, both participants would submit their attribute set to an imaginary
trusted certificate authority i.e. TCA. The trusted TCA
certifies the attributes submitted. Once the validations
are done, the communicating parties compute the intersection set. If a protocol participant submits a message
without proper validation from TCA, the other participants ignore or drop the message. Automatically, this
confirms that the real-world attribute set intersection protocol is as secure as the protocol in the ideal world that
depend on TCA.
We now formally outline the ideal functionality. The
security definition involves the communication between
TCA and malicious attackers.

2) Pi and
T Pj compute the intersection set I ←
Si ∗ Sj ∗ .

8.1

Formal Security Analysis

In this part, we demonstrate the security strengths of our
scheme formally by using the random oracle model and
we will illustrate that our scheme is strongly secure.
In the random oracle model, an ideal simulator ’S’ is
constructed and given a black box access to an attacker
’E’. The communication between an attacker ’E’ and the
simulator ’S’go through only via oracle queries that models attacker ’E’ competence in a real attack. To break
the security strong point of the private set intersection
protocol, ’E’ simulates subsequent queries.
Simulation of different random oracles:
Lemma 1. Assume that the DDH (Decisional Diffie Hellman hypothesis) assumption holds for exponentiation, and
hash function ’H’ behaves like a random oracle, then the
proposed hybrid protocol securely performs the ’Set Intersection’ function described above.
8.1.1

Simulation of Hash Query

Simulator ’S’ maintains an initial empty hash list LList h
for the hash function h. The List maintains a tuple (x,P).
On receipt of the hash query for an input ’x’, ’S’ will do
a lookup operation.If the result exists, returns the same
answer, else, it generates a random number g’  G and
returns g’. S’ inserts (x,P) into the List.
8.1.2

Simulation of Authorize Query

Simulator ’S’ on receiving the authorization or validation
request i.e. to sign an element ’x’ on behalf of certificate
authority ’i’ for a corrupted participant PA (controlled
by an attacker ’E’), ’S’ makes a hash query on input (x,
PA ) and on determining the hash value, ’S’ computes the
signature and returns the same to an attacker ’E’. (The
Authorize: If TCA receives an authorization or verifi- simulator ’S’ knows all the signing keys of all the protocol
cation request from participant Pi , TCA computes participants).
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Table 1: Comparison of security features
Attacks/Protocols
Resists Semi-Honest Attack
Resists Malicious Attack (Scenario 1)
Resists Malicious Attack (Scenario 2)

Ours
Y
Y
Y

[4]
Y
Y
N

[13]
Y
Y
N

[12]
Y
Y
N

[15]
Y
N
N

Table 2: Comparison of complexity
Protocols
[10]
[8]
[11]
[13]
[12]
[15]
Proposed

8.1.3

Computational Complexity
O(m log log n)
O(R2 .n)
O(R2 .n)
2(N-1)(m+n)PM+2(N-1)DH
2(N-1)(m+n)PM
2+m(n+1)+k(N+1)PM+(m(2+N)+n(2N+m+2)+2)EXP+(3N+1)Enc
2+m(n+1)+k(N+1)PM+(m(2+N)+n(2.N+m+2)+2)EXP+(3N+1)Enc

Simulation of Set Intersection Query

9

Communication Complexity
O(m+n)
O(n2 )
O(n.R)
N-1)(m+n+5)
(N-1)(m+n+4)+6
O(m*n)
O(m*n)

Simulation and Experimental
Evaluation

Whenever an attacker ’E’submits a request to perform the
set intersection protocol, S performs the following simuIn this segment, we scrutinize the computational comlation. Assume that ’E’is imitating Alice as discussed in
plexity of proposed and various related schemes through
the above section.
simulations.
’E’ chooses an arbitrary random number some
A1 G and sends a set of encodings M AS1 =
d
{M A1 , M A2 , · · · , M Am } = {H(IDA ||a1 ) .g A1 , · · · } to
S. S also chooses an arbitrary number B1 com- 9.1 Complexity Analysis
putes the encodings, i.e.
and directs M BS1 =
{M B1 , M B2 , · · · , M Bk } to ’E’. ’E’chooses an arThe computation cost is calculated based on the number
bitrary number RA and computes the encodings
of resource consuming 1024-bit multiplication, 1024-bit
e∗R
∗
A
ZA = g e.RA mod N , M BS1
= (M BS1 )
exponentiation and SHA-160 hash operations on mobile
e.Ra
e.Ra
e.Ra
= and submits {M B1
, M B2
,...M Bm
} to
devices. The communication overhead is computed by the
S. ’E’ performs arbitrary permutation RP A =
number of bits transmitted and received.
RA
RA
RA
ζ{a1 , a2 , · · · , am }
= ζ{a1 , · · · , am } and directs
∗
Table 1 confirms that our proposed scheme resists all
M AS2 = {ZA ||M BS1 ||RP A} to S. ’S’ chooses an arbitrary permutation RP B = ζ{b1 RB , b2 RB , · · · , bk RB } and major attacks both passive and active.
sends M BS2 = {ZB||M AS2∗ ||RP B} to ’E’. It is not
In Table 2, PM denotes a power modular; R denotes
hard to see that S can compute all encodings, as it knows number of rounds; m, n denote number of Alice and parthe secret signing keys ski for all the participants.’E’and ticipants attributes; EXP denotes an exponential operaS shares the random numbers used, i.e. A1 , B1 . Finally S tion; Enc denotes an encryption; N denotes number of
and ’E’ computes the intersection set.
participants.
It is clear that, except the attacker ’E’ is able to fake or
forge an encoding for an attribute, it does not possess a
proper signature, then the joint output of all participants
in the ideal world are identically distributed as similar to
the proposed protocol. Assume that if ’E’ did fake or forge
an encoding for some element ’bi’ which it is not validated
or authorized by the TCA, then in the ideal world the
protocol participants will filter out that attribute from
the resulting set intersection, which results in the output
distribution to be different in the ideal protocol from the
proposed one.

Table 2 confirms that our scheme requires similar
computational complexity compared to [7, 12] but negligibly higher complexity compared to the traditional
schemes [8, 10, 11, 13]. But the overhead is perfectly valid,
due to its security strengths. As discussed in the system architecture, we simulated our proposed scheme with
a Samsung Galaxy J7mobile device consist of 1.5 GHz
CPU. The simulation code is written in Java. We have
considered the users N = 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and each user
is considered to contain varying attributes k = 5, 10, 151
(See Figure 2).
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[7]

[8]

[9]

Figure 2: The simulation

10

[10]

Conclusion

[11]
The involvement of user’s specific and sensitive data in
MSN demands for a light weight and secure matchmaking
algorithm, which resists attribute leakage to participants.
Sarpong et al. had proposed first of its kind of matchmak- [12]
ing algorithm which selects the participants that contains
the threshold level of attributes matching. We have cryptanalyzed Sarpong et al. scheme, and demonstrated that
their scheme fails to achieve attribute privacy and requires
huge storage and computation cost. We have proposed an
efficient algorithm, which resists the pitfalls found in Sar- [13]
pong et al. algorithm and other related schemes (static
attribute representation). We also conducted experimental analysis of our scheme and illustrated the results.
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Abstract
The advent of the Internet of Things (IoT) has prioritized development in unique identification and sensing
technologies, which facilitate IoT’s automated and intelligent vision. Data security is critical to the success
of such applications, more so with the communication
over a wireless channel. However, IoT devices are resource limited and lack the ability to perform sophisticated computations without impacting their longevity requirements, or increasing the cost. This encourages creation of ‘lightweight’ security solutions for such low resource devices. We propose a new reconfigurable (or,
metamorphic) framework for key management and authentication in this paper. Our framework deploys multiple lightweight algorithms and chooses one of them for
each message exchange. We evaluate our work using assessment of key sequences, hardware resource utilization
assessment and security analysis.
Keywords: Authentication, key management, reconfigurable security framework, resource-constrained wireless
networks

1

Introduction

Several present day applications, including those in the
military and healthcare, are built on the foundation of
emerging wireless technologies. In particular, they employ
radio frequency identification (RFID) and wireless body
area networks (WBAN) as they facilitate unique identification and remote health monitoring. These technologies
help with remote monitoring of military personnel, asset tracking in hostile territories and remote health monitoring of patients, among other applications. Advances
in these technologies and in the capabilities of backend
monitoring technologies such as cloud servers have further
supported their use as central entities of the automated

vision of the Internet of Things (IoT).
In RFID systems, electronic circuits called RFID tags
store a unique identifier that helps uniquely identify any
object, while details about such objects are stored in the
backend server. These tags could be passive (without an
on-chip power source) or active (with a power source).
While the former are energized by the electromagnetic
signals transmitted by an RFID reader (or interrogator)
and respond to the reader queries, the latter can either
respond to queries by the reader or initiate communications by themselves. A third category of tags, called
semi-passive tags, have an on-chip power source, but still
require the reader to initiate communication [12]. The
lack of an on-chip power source imposes restrictions on
the amount and type of computations that a passive tag
can perform, making it resource-constrained. In WBAN
systems, the on-body sensors that record data communicate with the hospital monitoring station through an onbody WBAN hub, and typically through a mobile device
configured to be a personal server [17]. WBAN sensors
could be required to stay on an individual for a long duration of time, depending on the application (especially
in remote healthcare). This would require optimization
techniques to ensure that the sensors can function for a
longer time without frequent maintenance. One way to
accomplish this is to configure the sensor nodes to ‘sleep’
and be woken up by the hub prior to communication [15].
This is similar to the function of passive RFID tags, and is
also the main reason why WBAN sensors remain resourceconstrained.
The restrictions on computational abilities of these devices necessitates a trade-off between cost, security and
available resources. This further implies that data security solutions that can be deployed might be limited in
their sophistication. Data security and privacy are critical
in such applications, since the data can be uniquely identified with a specific individual [33]. Furthermore, with
mode of communication being wireless, the communica-
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tion can be ‘snooped on’. A straightforward approach is
to deploy cryptographic algorithms that are customized
for application in low resource applications [20]. However, with most of the algorithms published and available
in the public domain, the unpredictability and hence the
security of an approach comes down to the strength of its
keys.
We set out to determine whether it was possible to create a framework that would constitute multiple algorithms
for key management and authentication, and would enable dynamic choice of one of the deployed algorithms for
each message communication – all this without any explicit communication phase for key exchange and agreement of the algorithm being used. We wanted to explore
the possibility of deploying such a set up in the context of
resource-constrained wireless networks. In this paper, we
discuss our metamorphic framework to accomplish such
a functionality. Our approach (Section 3) is designed to
support multiple algorithms for key management (and authentication), while facilitating context sensitive and deterministic choices of one of the available algorithms to
accomplish several security goals. Although our framework is designed to be generic, applicable to all symmetric
cryptosystems especially in resource-constrained wireless
networks, we discuss a use case for the framework. The
use case (Section 4) considers deploying two algorithms
in the framework, namely — GeM2 key management and
authentication mechanism based on gene mutation and
transfer (Protocol B in [34]), and Butterfly1 (Butterfly
key generation and encryption scheme [35]). To evaluate
the framework with this use case, we consider key sequence assessment, hardware complexity assessment and
security analysis (discussed in Section 5).

2

Related Work

The term resource-constrained wireless networks encompasses a wide variety of technologies and applications that
are disparate, and have varying requirements. Such requirements could include resource (memory and computational ability) requirements, data storage requirements,
but have a common security requirement. Since much of
the resource-constrained wireless networks such as RFID
systems, WBAN systems, Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks
(VANETs) and the like, are created as autonomous systems to facilitate one independent activity in our lives,
they are all in some way related to peoples’ personal data.
This places an emphasis on protecting data being communicated in such systems, thereby preserving the privacy of
the individual(s) in question. We discuss some of the existing work in two resource-constrained systems, namely,
RFID systems and WBAN applications.
Conventional systems rely on the following broad techniques for security — either on using shared secret
keys and complex substitution/permutation functions as
with symmetric cryptosystems, or on longer key-pairs
and complex mathematical functions as with asymmet-
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ric cryptosystems [28]. However, restrictions in resourceconstrained wireless networks limits the size of keys that
can be used and the type of operations that can be
performed, while ensuring security, longevity and keeping costs low. Each fundamental element of security,
thus, needs to be customized and adapted for application in resource-constrained wireless networks. In this
section, we discuss some of the mechanisms to accomplish
key management and authentication resource-constrained
wireless networks.
Pseudorandom number generators (PRNGs) are a popular choice for cryptographic algorithms for key generation in resource-constrained wireless networks. This
is primarily due to their ability to generate unique sequences with different seeds. They can also generate sequences with large periods without repeating sequences [4]. Such algorithms have also been considered for
deployment in RFID applications for key sequence generation [25, 26, 29]. Their work ranges from including nonlinear filter functions to ensure dispersion of bits in the
pseudorandom sequence to varying feedback polynomials
to generate pseudorandom sequences. It must be noted
however, that PRNG-based techniques help accomplish
only key generation and management, requiring them to
be combined with other techniques such as hash-based or
trusted-third party-based approaches for authentication.
Hash and key-ed hash algorithms are typically used
with key generation systems, such as the ones discussed
above, to accomplish authentication. One such approach [10] suggests the use of the new SHA-3 algorithm
(Keccak algorithm) [3]. In their work, a combination of
pseudorandom numbers, encryption keys and the RFID
tag ID are used to compute message digests, and the
encrypted key is updated on successful mutual authentication. Hashing algorithms are also employed by Hakeem et al. [13] for authentication in their proposal, where
they use timestamps for key generation. Their work relies on two separate timestamps, one each generated at
the server/reader and the tag. Their work also employs a
linear feedback shift register (LFSR) to update keys. The
first part of the protocol depends on each entity authenticating the other based on the difference in timestamps
between the previous acknowledged timestamp and the
current timestamp, and the XOR value of this timestamp
difference with the secret tag key, kt . Tag authentication
by the server involves the tag sending a hash of its ID
and the upper half of the secret key, K. Key updates at
the server and the tag involves updating two secret keys
and the timestamp, where the keys are updated using the
previous values as seeds to the LFSR, while the current
timestamp becomes the new stored timestamp value at
the tag.
Hashes, especially keyed hashes, in particular are popular ways of accomplishing authentication in symmetric algorithms. Dong et al.’s work on RFID authentication [10]
employs the new SHA-3 standard (Keccak algorithm) [3]
to compute the message digests using a concatenation of
pseudorandom numbers, keys and the tag ID. Pseudoran-
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dom numbers are updated with each communication and
are sent in the open, along with the hash containing an
internally updated key. The key is updated on successful mutual authentication of the entities. The authors
discuss various cases of operation, accounting for loss
of tag acknowledgement messages and de-synchronization
attempts. Hashing algorithms are also employed by Hakeem et al. [13] for authentication in their proposal, where
they use timestamps for key generation.
Shi et al.’s work [36] exploits physical characteristics
for security and (one-way) authentication in WBANs.
Rather than having the sensors depending on cryptography for authentication, their work, BANA, considers
using physical layer characteristics unique to the sensors;
specifically, the variation in received signal strength (RSS)
in the communication channel. The WBAN controller
unit authenticates the on-body sensor nodes based on
expected variations in received signal strengths of their
individual responses and based on a threshold on the response time. The authors claim that attackers would experience “larger fluctuations due to multipath effect and
Doppler spread than on-body sensors”, making it a feasible authentication scheme. Mutual authentication among
sensors or between sensors and the controller unit does
seem to impact the limited resources, especially sensor
battery life, in the long run, since BANA expects all sensors to compute the average RSS variations and authenticate other entities. This is mainly because authentication
is an independent functionality in these sensors, which are
required to include separate deployments of key management and encryption algorithms. Although the design of
BANA is innovative in using physical channel characteristics for authentication, the need for separate implementation for key management implementation imposes an
additional overhead on the resource-constrained sensors.
Message digests, digital signatures and third party certificates are common forms of accomplishing authentication among communicating entities. A different approach
to accomplish this is a ‘certificateless’ manner, proposed
by Liu et al. [23]. Their approach uses a trusted entity
called the public key generator (PKG) that generates partial public-secret key pairs for each entity on the WBAN.
Entities further request the PKG to generate the corresponding partial secret key using the entity’s ID as the
partial public key. The certificateless signature includes a
message hash, the result of exponentiation operation applied on the public key of the PKG and the signer, its
partial secret key and a random integer. This serves as
a mechanism to accomplish authentication and message
integrity verification. However, it is unclear whether this
scheme is designed to authenticate entities on each update. This is because mutual authentication using public
key infrastructure, regardless of how secure it is, will place
an increased load on the already resource-constrained entity, whether it is a personal server or a sensor.
In a different take to key agreement and refresh, Zhu
et al. [48] present a scheme that employs linked key
updates, encrypted using the XTEA cipher (extended
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TEA [46]). In their work, keys are divided into 32-bit
blocks and are updated block-wise on successful authentication. One thing to note is that their algorithm is
prone to de-synchronization attacks, since the tag update is contingent on server authentication based on the
server response, m2. If an adversary were to block m2
and transmit an unrelated m20 , the tag would not be able
to authenticate the server, causing it to roll back its key
update, thereby disrupting future communication.
Our discussion up to this point has focused on individual algorithms and combinations thereof to accomplish
key management and authentication in RFID systems and
WBAN applications. We next discuss algorithm frameworks, or a collection of algorithms used to accomplish a
single or several security goals. A multi-algorithm encryption framework for active RFID tags has been proposed by
Zhou et al. [47], an improvement of which is a generic optimized proposal for reconfigurable security co-processor
work by Li et al. [21]. In their work, the control and data
logic module chooses one of four encryption algorithms,
namely AES, DES / 3DES (Data Encryption Standard),
RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman) public key cryptosystem,
and ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography)-based cryptosystem. Their work is deployed in an FPGA (Field Programable Gate Array)-based active RFID tag, where the design
allows for reconfigurability and customization. The control / data logic module chooses the applicable encryption
algorithm, in addition to the appropriate memory module, initializes the FPGA-based execution unit and performs the encryption. Their use of FPGA-based design
is based on the reconfigurability rationale of the work by
Jones et al. [18]. Jones et al. argue that a silicon-based
implementation is not suggested for the design to be (re)configurable. However, when we consider low resource
devices such as passive RFID tags, one does not have any
other option than implementing the custom security algorithms on silicon chips. Reconfigurability in such cases,
can be accomplished by using hardware switches that can
route data to the appropriate ‘path’ of the chosen algorithm for processing. This is the rationale we adopt in
designing our framework for security.
The specified ISO/IEC 29167-1:2014 standard for
RFID security [16] and IEEE 802.15.6 for WBANs [14]
provide means for manufacturers of devices conforming
to these standards to deploy multiple encryption algorithms on the devices as part of the respective security
suites. From the available algorithms, the entities can
select one for use for a particular session, during security association. When agreeing on the algorithm to be
used, however, the choice is typically communicated in
plaintext, available for an eavesdropper to learn about
the system states. This reduces the overall uncertainty
associated with the system. The approach we adopt, however, involves a random choice of one of the available algorithms, based on a previously agreed and synchronized
timestamp, which increases the overall unpredictability
and thus, the security of the system.
An appropriate mechanism to accomplish adaptive
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Figure 1: Overview of the multi-algorithm framework
having one pre-defined algorithm for each aspect of security. Most systems use such an architecture and this
works when all parameters other than encryption keys are
pre-defined. In such cases, the uncertainty of the system
operation remains limited. However, algorithms such as
IPSec [11] are considerably better in the security than the
former, with the entities choosing one of the pre-agreed
algorithms with a security association phase just as the
communication session begins. We derive motivation for
our proposed framework from this aspect of being able to
change algorithms and dynamically so, however, we remove the need for an explicit security association phase
where the entities would agree on one of the available algorithms.
Figure 1 illustrates the overview of our proposed framework. Imagine that a system has N encryption schemes,
each being a composite of algorithms to accomplish key
management, encryption and authentication. Central to
our framework is a mechanism to choose one of the available algorithms automatically and in a synchronous manner. We refer to this as the algorithm choice logic. This
3 Proposed Metamorphic Frame- logic uses a unique combination of the ID (identifier)
the resource-constrained entity, the initial deploy-time
work for Key Generation and of
timestamp (t0 ) and an incrementing integer number, rac ,
in the range 0...(n − 1), to determine which of the N
Authentication
schemes will be chosen to generate keys for data encrypOur work proposes a reconfigurable security framework tion and generate authentication parameters for a particfor resource-constrained wireless networks with the main ular message transfer. The integer rac has a modulus of
objective of accomplishing multiple security goals with N , i.e. it ‘wraps around’ on reaching N (Equation (1)).
simple logical operations. The central concept here is a
rac = (rac + 1) mod N.
(1)
mechanism for choosing one of the deployed algorithms
for key generation and authentication, based on the conThe ‘choice’ aspect of the algorithm choice logic
textual information. This approach is inspired by the is accomplished by a pseudorandom number generator
functioning of a chameleon that changes its color based (PRNG), g(), that uses a combination of the ID, t0 and
on the color of its surroundings.
rac as the seed. This seed, seedac , is generated as sumLet us consider a conventional scenario with a system marized by Equation (2). As the seed is always changing
computations to yield achieve high security, thus, is to
use reconfigurable computing. Although reconfigurable
computing is not new, with its applications being found
in multimedia and other embedded systems [2, 24, 40],
and even for securing the Internet (reconfigurable cryptography solutions for IPSec-based architectures [8]), we
present its use in key management and mutual authentication. Our approach depends on the communicating
entity and the timestamp, making it minimally context
sensitive, and enables resource-constrained devices to dynamically choose one of the available algorithms for key
management and authentication. Since it presents the
perception of changing its structure with its dynamic algorithm choice, we refer to it as a metamorphic framework. We draw inspiration for our work from the functioning of a chameleon, which changes its color based on
its surroundings. In the sections that follow, we discuss
the proposed metamorphic framework, followed by presenting a use case for the same.
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Figure 2: Illustration of algorithm choice process
in this approach, our approach ensures that the PRNG all the algorithms. This ensures that messages are of congenerates a new pseudorandom choice of the algorithm
sistent length and ensures uncertainty of the chosen algorithm.
seedac = ID ⊕ t0 ⊕ rac .
(2)
If one entity cannot authenticate the other, it will start
an internal counter to keep track of the number of erroHere, ID is the identification number associated with the neous messages or failed authentication attempts. If the
resource-constrained entity (e.g. RFID tag or WBAN sen- next message results in a successful authentication, the insor); t0 is the deploy-time timestamp; and, rac is the incre- ternal counter is reset to 0, and communication proceeds
menting integer number, whose computation is explained as directed by the chosen algorithm. In case the counter
by Equation (1). ⊕ represents the Exclusive-OR (XOR) reaches 3, flags the communication as erroneous and acts
operation.
as required by the system implementation.
Our framework can be tweaked to include more (or
The chosen algorithm, Ca , is determined by generating
a pseudorandom number (PRN) using seedac as the seed reduced) choice in algorithms, depending on the application needs and the extent of constraints on the available
for g(). The number generated has a modulus of N .
resources. Thus, our framework has an implicit support
Ca = g(seedac ) mod N.
(3) to scalability, with minimal changes necessary to accommodate more algorithms in the framework. The changes
The deploy-time timestamp, t0 , is stored on the would be in updating the algorithm chooser logic, specifresource-constrained entity just prior to deploying it in ically by updating N and a possible change to the circuit
its application environment. This is among the first pre- to extract Ca using modulo operation. Algorithm 1 sumshared attributes, along with the ID and the initial en- marizes the working of our framework algorithm (for a
cryption parameters associated with each algorithm. Fur- case when number of algorithms, N = 3).
thermore, this will be updated during the course of operation as discussed later in this paper. This will ensure that
Use Case
the system state remains unpredictable to an observer. 4
We employ the same timestamp in the algorithm chooser
logic to re-use the stored and synchronized data, and to In this section, we discuss a use case for the framecapitalize on the added uncertainty it provides. This spe- work, considering two previously published algorithms for
cific combination of numbers, i.e. the timestamp, t0 , the key management and authentication [34, 35] as the conincrementing number, rac , and the ID, changes contin- stituent algorithms of the framework. We discuss cusuously owing to increments in rac and at random with tomizing the framework for this use case and present a
changes to t0 . This ensures that the N algorithms have a protocol of operation (that can be generalized for other
fair chance in being chosen for a specific encryption cycle. use cases as well).
The operation of the seed generation and the corresponding PRN generation are illustrated by Figure 2. The func- 4.1 GeM2: Key Management and Aution of the algorithm choice logic in Figure 1 is realized
thentication based on Gene Mutation
using Ca as the select input to choose one of the N aland Transfer
gorithms that will be used to generate keys for message
encryption and generate parameters for authentication.
GeM2 is a key management and authentication algorithm
When transmitting messages, our framework verifies inspired by the mechanism of gene mutation and transthe length of the message to be transmitted (MT I ). The fer in living organisms [34]. This features keys linked in
length of the transmitted message is always considered to a manner to the ‘parent-child’ relationship in organisms.
be the length (in bits, λ) of the longest message among Key update in GeM2 proceeds as follows — entities are
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm choice & message transmission
1: BEGIN
2: Input: rac ⇐ rac , t0 ⇐ t0 , and nAlg ⇐ 3
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:

rac ⇐ (rac + 1) mod nAlg //Generate seed.
seedAC ⇐ rac ⊕ t0 ⊕ ID
CA ⇐ g( seedAC ) mod nAlg //Choose algorithm.
if CA = 0 then
Algorithm chosen = algorithm 1
Perform any other related actions
else if CA = 1 then
Algorithm chosen = algorithm 2
Perform any other related actions
else if CA = 2 then
Algorithm chosen = algorithm 3
Perform any other related actions
end if
if λM T I < λn then
M T X ⇐ M T I k g(i)
else if λM T I = λn then
MTX ⇐ MTI
else if λM T I > λn then
MTX consists of chunks of length, λM T I
end if

if authentication = f ailed then
AuthF ailCounter + +
if AuthF ailCounter = 3 then
Flag error
end if
else if authentication = success then
transmit message ( M T X )
end if
37: END

30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:

initialized with an initial key and seeds for the PRNG.
For each new key generation, a new seed is first computed using the linear recurrence formula [41], seedi =
seedi−1 +seedi−2 , i.e. by summing the previously used (or
initially stored) seeds. Using this seed, a pseudorandom
number (numX) is generated. A mutation pattern is then
generated as follows — the ‘1’ bits of the parent key (or
initial key for the first key generation) are first ‘preserved’
by inverting the parent key, and performing an AND operation on this inverted parent and numX. This mutation pattern is then imposed on the parent by the XOR
(⊕) operation, i.e. new key = parent key ⊕ mutation.
With PRNG seeds being updated with each successful
(acknowledged) authentication, numX also used to generate the authentication-synchronization parameter (asvi ),
computed as a hash of numX XOR-ed with a special pattern called patternasv .
To add uncertainty to an otherwise straightforward key
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generation mechanism, GeM2 introduces random choices
to update keys. The first random choice is at the beginning of key generation, where it checks whether to use the
current parent key or update it (referred to as evolution
of the parent). This is based on a random choice between
0 (continue with key generation) and 1 (parent evolution). Following this, a state identification parameter (g)
is checked to see if it is equal to genLimit. genLimit limits the number of ‘child’ keys for a parent to the specified
number. If genLimit = 5, it means that a parent key
can generate up to 5 keys before being forced to evolve.
Of course, the uncertainty is in the combination of these
two parameter checks, which implies that a parent key
can either generate no child key or up to a maximum of
genLimit child keys. Each time a parent evolves, g is reset to 0, while the current parent number is identified by
another state identifier (p). The parameters p and g for
a given entity pair initialized with a common set of values, will specify the current state of the system, enabling
only authorized entities to be able to determine the appropriate parameters given a specific state, (pi , gj ). This
facilitates key generation, as well as mutual authentication.

4.2

Butterfly1: Butterfly Key Management and Encryption

Butterfly encryption scheme [35], which we refer to as
Butterfly1, employs a dynamic PRNG seed update technique that is naı̈vely based on the concept of Butterfly
effect1 [30]. In this seed update technique, the communicating entity chooses an integer, j at random (0 ≤ j ≤ m,
with m being the length of the PRNG seed). The value of
j determines the bit in the seed to be inverted. This single
bit change will result in a completely new seed, which further results in a completely different set of pseudorandom
sequences that are output from the PRNG.
The key management and authentication mechanism
in Butterfly1 uses the Butterfly seed update mechanism,
in addition to timestamp (ti ) and the updated value of
the seed (sj ) to generate two keys for encryption. The
first key, Ki , is computed as a pseudorandom number,
generated using a seed that consists of an XOR combination of the updated seed and timestamp. The second key,
KT , is referred to as the transfer key and is computed as
a pseudorandom number, generated using sj as the seed.
Butterfly1 uses a multiple enveloping technique for enciphering the data. First, the data is XOR-ed with the
updated seed, sj , considered as the first envelope (resulting in an initial encrypted message, mi ). Following this,
mi is encrypted using Ki using a symmetric key algorithm (XOR is used in [35] due to its involutory property,
i.e. it is its own inverse) generating the intermediate ci1 Butterfly effect is a concept in chaos theory, defined by Polinar [30] as “hypersensitivity to perturbation”. This means that in a
non-linear deterministic system, if the initial conditions are changed
ever so slightly, there will be drastic changes in the output of a later
state.
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Figure 3: Framework: Protocol of operation
phertext, ci . Butterfly1 also uses an XOR combination
of the updated seed (sj ), the initial encrypted message
(mi ) and the timestamp (ti ) as the seed for a PRNG,
using the generated pseudorandom number as the message signature, θi . Next, the concatenation of ci , ti , the
message sequence number (i), and θi , is encrypted using
KT (using the same symmetric key algorithm used for the
earlier encryption using Ki ). This becomes the final envelope over the data. Butterfly1 relies on changing values
of the timestamp, the updated seed and hence the keys
(and message signatures) to generate continuously changing parameters that are specific to the context (time and
synchronized entity).

4.3

Using GeM2 and Butterfly1 in the
Proposed Framework

defined in Equation (1)). The PRNG seed, seedac , would
then depend on the ID of the entity (RFID tag, WBAN
sensor, RFID server or WBAN hub), and t0 . The mechanism to update the timestamp t0 is discussed as part of
the protocol of operation. The protocol of operation is as
follows for a communication of the ith message between
Alice and Bob (Figure 3):
Step 1: Alice retrieves the previously acknowledged and
synchronized timestamp, t0 , and increments the
stored value of rac , and computes the algorithm
choice, Ca using Equations (1), (2) and (3).
Step 2: The algorithms are chosen as per Equation (4).
(
0 algorithm chosen = GeM2
Ca =
(4)
1 algorithm chosen = Butterfly1

We considered GeM2 and Butterfly1 as an initial attempt Step 3: Alice computes the encryption keys and associto explore the feasibility of our proposed framework. Alated authentication parameters as explained in Secthough they are stand alone security proposals, with comtions 4.1 and 4.2 as specified by the chosen algorithm.
pletely different rationales and mechanisms of operation,
we explore this combination as a starting point to under- Step 4: Determining the length of the message (MT I ):
In this implementation, the longest message transstand the behavior of the framework with such algorithms.
mitted is by Butterfly1. We consider this length as
This becomes a stepping stone towards exploring the the
λn . The framework makes a decision on the transfeasibility of using standard algorithms, Diffie-Hellman [9]
mitted message (M T X) based on Equation (5).
for key generation, AES or DES for encryption and com(
binations thereof, in our framework.
MT I
if λMT I = λn
In the algorithm choice logic (discussed in Section 3),
MTX =
(5)
the value of n will be set to 2 in the computation of rac (as
MT I k g(i) if λMT I < λn .
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Here, g(i) is a pseudorandom number generated using i as the seed (i being the sequence number in
Butterfly1), only to generate numbers (that have no
meaning for the algorithms) for padding the message
to be transmitted so as to make it be of the same
length as the longest message. In case messages in
Butterfly1 (or GeM2) become longer than λn , they
are broken into separate messages and transmitted
using the same mechanism.

5
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Evaluation and Results

We evaluate our proposed metamorphic framework using
three analyses. Our analyses are in the context of the use
case discussed in Section 4, with GeM2 and Butterfly1 as
constituent algorithms of the proposed framework. Although our framework proposal is generic, this gives us
a way to provide some context to the assessment. Our
evaluation of the framework involved three parts:

Step 5: On receiving the ith message transmitted by Al- Key Sequence Evaluation: We implemented our
framework (along with GeM2 and Butterfly1) using
ice, Bob retrieves the timestamp, t0 and performs the
Java programming language to verify the working
same computations as Alice to generate the keys and
of the concept and generation of key sequences
authentication parameters. The message integrity
for further evaluation. We used the generated key
verification and entity authentication then proceeds
sequences to test similarity between consecutive keys
as specified by the chosen algorithm.
using Sörensen’s Similarity Index (SSI) [37]. Using
Step 6: If Bob can authenticate Alice, Bob may rethe results so obtained, we compared its performance
spond with an encrypted acknowledgement/response
with the RFID security proposals by Zhu et al. [48]
as specified by the implementation, which could lead
and Dong et al. [10], and with an AES-based key
to session establishment or conclusion of a message
generation approach for WBANs proposed by Liu
transfer. On successful authentication, Alice and
et al. [22]. Note that we also implemented the
Bob have synchronized states.
proposals by Zhu et al., Dong et al., and Liu et
al. using Java to generate key sequences for our
Step 7: If Bob cannot authenticate Alice, Bob uses the
assessment.
internal counter to track of the number of erroneous
messages or failed authentication attempts. This
Hardware Complexity Evaluation: We
estimated
counter is reset on a successful communication, but
the approximate resource requirement for impleBob will flag the communication as erroneous if the
menting the proposed framework (along with GeM2
counter reaches 3.
and Butterfly1) encryption scheme on hardware.
Step 8: Our framework also allows Alice and Bob to
agree on the duration of each security association, or Security Evaluation: We also performed a security assessment using Scyther protocol analyzer [6, 7] and
the duration for a single long-term communication
qualitative security analysis to evaluate the security
session. The initial timestamp, t0 , is updated with
of our proposal.
the last synchronized timestamp at the end of such
a security association. In this implementation, the
security association period was set to be the choice 5.1 Key Sequence Evaluation
of Butterfly1 algorithm. This means that whenever
the framework chooses Butterfly1, t0 is updated, i.e. We first implemented GeM2 and Butterfly1 ust0 = ti . Therefore, when encrypting the current mes- ing Java, followed by using these in the imIn our implesage, the processes to generate the key and other plementation of the framework.
mentation
of
GeM2,
the
initial
key
was set to
parameters would use the previously stored (and ac92EB8D6ECF
7F
808A705D1A4566991AF
0,
the initial
knowledged) value of t0 , and update this value whenseeds
to
compute
the
PRNG
seed
were
set
to
14930352
ever the Butterfly1 algorithm is used. This ensures
and
24157817.
For
Butterfly1,
the
PRNG
used to
that there is no fixed duration of a security associchoose
the
value
of
the
variable
j
at
random,
which
ation, which adds another layer of uncertainty and
decides
the
state
of
the
seed
(s
),
was
initialized
to
j
consequently improves the security of the commu192BC333250CCCF
F
,
while
the
seed
(s)
itself
was
ininication. However, if a system implementation requires a consistent duration for security association, tially set to 12345678. We used the Java Random class
the framework can be updated with minimal changes to introduce random delays (0 and 2 seconds) between
to set an internal timer that determines when the se- consecutive key generations, as an attempt to emulate
curity association ends, thereby forcing a timestamp real-time communication, and used methods in the Random class to extract PRNG sequences. Furthermore, we
update.
used the Java method, System.currentT imeM illis() to
Our framework is thus, able to utilize the best possible extract the timestamp. We extracted 10240 key sequences
options from the available algorithms to ensure security. for our assessment.
By retaining the length of the transmitted message to be a
A strong cryptosystem needs to have a key manageconstant, our framework introduces an additional element ment mechanism that is strong and able to generate and
of unpredictability to an observer.
refresh keys in a manner that can perplex adversaries, for
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5.2

Table 1: Summary of similarity between keys
Configuration
Average SSI (SSIav )
Proposed framework∗ (K, Ki )
0.3437
∗
GeM2 (K)
0.3040
Butterfly1∗ (Ki )
0.3809
Liu et al. [22]
0.3826
Zhu et al. [48]
0.4110
Dong et al. [10]
0.3815
∗ : Only keys in parentheses were considered
for analysis.
a cryptosystem is accepted to be only as strong as the keys
used (Kerchkoff’s Principle [39]). This led us to verify how
similar consecutive keys generated by each algorithm and
the framework are, since GeM2 and Butterfly1 use varying
logical operations to accomplish the desired functionality.
To evaluate similarity between keys, we considered keys
generated by the system and compare pairs of keys. We
quantified the similarity between keys using SSI, which
is a measure of how similar the various pairs of keys are,
i.e. it is the ratio of twice the total similar characters in
the two keys to the total size (in characters) of each key.
Equation (6) summarizes the computation of SSI.
SSI =

2 × n(A ∩ B)
n(A) + n(B).

(6)

Here, n(A ∩ B) represents the number of characters (or,
numbers) in the key pair that are same, n(A) and n(B)
represent the total number of characters (or, numbers) in
each of the keys A and B of the key pair, respectively.
The expectation is to have key similarity sufficiently low,
with an average SSI value in the vicinity of 0.30, or at
least less than 50%. This is to ensure that keys do not
appear to have obvious similarity or patterns, which could
be exploited by adversaries to derive keys.
Table 1 summarizes the average SSI values for the proposed framework, GeM2, Butterfly1, and the proposals by
Liu et al. [22], Zhu et al. [48], and Dong et al. [10].
We can observe that our framework is able to generate
keys that are less similar to each other, compared to the
other algorithms, while GeM2 performs better than the
framework.
One thing to note is that when used appropriately, the
framework is able to combine the best attributes of the
algorithms and contribute to making the system improve
overall in terms of security. This can be observed with
the slightly high similarity in keys generated by Butterfly1, which when combined with GeM2 in the framework,
performs better. Furthermore, random choices of algorithms for each communication also ensures that the overall unpredictability remains high. This, in addition to
low similarity between keys, improves the security. In our
continuing work, we will work to ensure that the unpredictability of keys is not dependent on the best algorithm
available in the framework, but that the framework itself
will ensure high unpredictability of keys.
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Hardware Complexity Evaluation

To test resource utilization, we developed a behavioral
model of our framework using VHDL (Very High Speed
Integrated Circuit - VHSIC - Hardware Description Language) [32] and deployed it on the Xilinx Spartan-6
FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) SP605 Embedded Kit [42]. Logical operations on an FPGA are accomplished sing configurable logic blocks (CLBs) and programmable interconnects. Spartan-6 has two slices, with
each slice composed of “four logic-function generators (or
look-up tables, LUTs) and eight storage elements” [43].
We implemented a modified version of the J3Gen PRNG
(Melià-Seguı́ et al. [26]) and SHA-1 message digest algorithm (Rainier [31]). We used these implementations
to realize the various functionalities to estimate resource
consumption, and our proposal is generic, and designed
to work with any encryption, PRNG and message digest
algorithms.
Hardware resource estimation helps understand the
overall resource utility when algorithms are implemented
on application specific integrated circuits (ASICs). This is
based on the logic block utilization (i.e. LUTs, Flip-Flops,
etc.). As observed in Table 2, the resources consumed by
our framework implementation are considerably low than
available on the FPGA. The number of logic cells consumed can be used to determine the approximate logic
gates for the implementation. A logic cell is a “logical
equivalent of a classic four-input LUT and a Flip Flop”
[44], resulting in 1.6 logic cells per LUT in Spartan-6 [43],
or approximately 6.4 logic cells per slice. Using the formula, 1 slice ≈ 6.4 logic cells, we estimate the number
of logic cells. Furthermore, it has been estimated that
1 logic cell ≈ 15 ASIC gates [45]. Our framework requires approximately 960 ASIC gates for a key size of
128 bits, where as PRESENT [5] and Grain128 [1], which
are also included in the cryptographic suite specifications
as part of ISO/IEC 29167-1:2014 [16], require 1570 and
1857 gates, respectively (as reported in their respective
publications, results summarized in Table 3). This lets us
ascertain that the overhead of our proposals on resourceconstrained devices or other devices will be considerably
less as compared to other approaches. Furthermore, our
gate count estimate is very much within the range of 200
- 3000 gates, which is suggested to be the available gates
for security on resource-constrained devices [19, 27].

5.3

Security Evaluation

We performed a security assessment of the protocol of operation (Figure 3) using Scyther protocol analyser [6, 7].
The Scyther tool allows us to perform a formal security
analysis of the communication protocol [7], verifying it
using the Dolev and Yao adversary model [6, 28], which
assumes perfect cryptography, abstract messages and that
the adversary has full control over the network. In this
section, we discuss the results obtained from this analysis
(summarized in Table 4), and also elaborate on how these
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Table 2: Logic resource utilization
Device Utilization Summary
Slice Registers (available:54,576)
17
Slice LUTs (available:27,288)
19
Occupied Slices (available:6,822)
10
MUXCYs used (available:13,644)
16
LUT Flip Flop pairs (/available)
13 (/22)
Bonded IOBs (available:296)
5
BUFG/BUFGMUXs (available:16)
1
Approximate Logic Cell and ASIC Gate Equivalent
Logic Cells (available:43,661)
64
ASIC Gate Equivalent
960
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(Alive).
Claim-4: Non-injective Synchronization (Nisynch).
Our claim that the initiator and responder states are
synchronized in the framework is also verified. Synchronization is dependent on the internal states of
the system, which requires that each algorithm states
be synchronized, and entities are able to recognize
any attempts of de-synchronization. This guarantees
protection against replay and de-synchronization
attacks.

Claim-5: Non-injective Agreement (Niagree).
The initial deploy-time parameters, such as the
initial seeds and timestamp, are never exchanged in
the open. Each synchronized update of the system
states imply that these parameters are automatically
Table 3: Gate count estimates
updated, at times through encrypted messages.
HiveSec PRESENT [5] Grain128 [1]
Thus, the internal parameters that are essential in
960
1570
1857
computing the key materials are always in agreement
in both entities, as long as they are synchronized and
authenticated. Scyther validates that the framework
Table 4: Evaluation of the proposed framework using
configurations are synchronized, and that they are
Scyther
in agreement.
Result
Responder

Authentication and Non-repudiation. Both
algorithms used in the framework facilitate auClaim: Secret
thentication, using message signatures and the
authentication synchronization vector. This ensures
Secret Parameters‡ N AW B ∗
N AW B
that the system states are synchronized (established
Claim: Alive
N AV †
N AV
by Scyther assessment) and that the entities are
Claim: W eakagree
N AV
N AV
(mutually) authenticated. Furthermore, the use of
Claim: N isynch
N AW B
N AW B
pre-shared parameters and random choice of one
Claim: N iagree
N AW B
N AW B
of the available algorithms means that the sender
N AW B ∗ : No attacks, within bounds
of each message cannot deny that it was sent from
N AV † : No attacks, verified
that particular entity.
Since keys are updated
‡: The following parameters were expected
and potentially a different algorithm is chosen for
to remain secret — all keys in the algorithms
each key generation/encryption, it means that the
timestamp, message signatures, authenticationinternal states of each entity (for each algorithm)
synchronization vector, and intended message
are always updated to the latest (synchronized)
version, as long as they are authenticated. This,
results impacts how the framework performs with respect
in a naı̈ve manner helps the framework accomplish
to standard security goals [38] — confidentiality, integrity,
non-repudiation by association2 .
authentication, non-repudiation (by association) and forForward and Backward security. To an observer
ward / backward secrecy.
without the knowledge of the internal states, the
framework as a whole appears as a black-box
Claim-1: Secrecy. Parameters expected to be secret in
sequence generation engine. This means that it
each configuration remain a secret, including and priappears to be a sequence generator that generates
marily the key generation parameters and intended
various keys and other parameters required to
messages. This claim holds true since none of these
encrypt and sign messages. Unless the observing
parameters are exchanged. This further implies that
entity has a knowledge of the internal states and the
the framework configurations ensure confidentiality
algorithms chosen, knowledge of a contiguous set of
of all parameters. Furthermore, with the communikeys either from the past or in the future would not
cated parameters also including message signatures,
yield useful information about the future keys or
the entities are able to verify message integrity.
previously used keys, respectively. This is primarily
Claims-2 and 3: Alive and Weakagree. Scyther
2 Non-repudiation by association implies accomplishing this goal
validates our claims that the entities are running by being
associated with a backend server, which can be authenthe same configuration (Weakagree) and all previous ticated by another trusted entity using trusted third parties and
message sessions have used the proposed scheme digital signatures.
Claim

Initiator
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due to the dependency on timestamp in the choice
of algorithms as well as updates to internal states of
the framework. This re-configurable or metamorphic
property of our framework not only provides high
security, but guarantees forward and backward
secrecy as well.

6

Concluding Remarks
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change messages, while facilitating resource-constrained
devices to be able to dynamically choose from a set of
available algorithms for various aspects of security; considering that the presence of security suites is also being
suggested by the updated standard specifications [16, 15].
Our approach not only facilitates multiple algorithms, but
the facility to choose one based on the specific context of
a message exchange. This ability of dynamically being
able to choose algorithms is similar to the framework reconfiguring itself with each message. The reconfigurable
behavior makes our framework metamorphic, giving an
illusion as though the framework is changing its structure at random. In our continuing work, we will consider
extending our framework to evaluate it with more (and
diverse) algorithms and to perform a critical complexity evaluation of the framework. While our focus in this
work has been to develop a framework for application
in resource-constrained wireless networks, the design of
the framework is generic, allowing it to be extended and
adapted for use in other non-resource-constrained application environments as well.

Motivated by the need for security proposals that consume less resources for computation, while providing
high security by means of increased unpredictability, our
work proposed a metamorphic (or, reconfigurable) security framework. We draw inspiration for our work from
the manner in which a chameleon changes its color in response to the color of its surroundings. Since resourceconstrained devices would require circuits to be predefined at deploy time, our framework is based on using
multiple security solutions that help in accomplishing reconfigurability in its operation. Our framework uses a
synchronized value of the timestamp, an incrementing integer and the ID of the resource-constrained entity for
choosing one of N available algorithms.
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Abstract
In this article, we propose a publicly verifiable authenticated encryption scheme based on factoring and discrete
logarithms. We point out that even if either factoring or
discrete logarithms is broken, this scheme still could keep
the authentication, integration, and confidentiality of the
message.
Keywords: Authenticated encryption scheme, discrete logarithm problem, factoring problem

1

Introduction

Traditionally, we use a hand-written signature to manifest
the validity of a document and the identity of a signer. In
the wake of development network, the information could
be easily transmitted through the network in the form of
electronic types. According to the requirements of secure
data, senders must provide a secure protocol in the environment. The signer could use his/her secret key to generate a signature for the given message, and the verifier then
uses the signer’s public key to verify the authentication
function of a paper [10, 26, 31]. Most previously proposed
digital signature schemes were based on the well-known
public key systems such as RSA [1, 5, 12, 32, 34] system
or ElGamal system [7, 9, 21, 30, 38]. According to those
public key systems, the sender not only encrypts the documents which are taken in electronic form but protects
the content security of the documents as well.
Although the original digital signature could verify the

creator identity of a document, it is not enough in some
special applications [20, 29, 36]. When a sender wants
to securely transmit data to a particular receiver, he/she
must ensure that nobody but the particular receiver could
authenticate the signature [2, 25, 28]. For example, in the
movie ”mission impossible”, when the government assigns
a task to Tom Cruise, only he could know the message of
the task. Since the third party is unable to know the
content of the message, the third party could not authenticate the task sent from government. According to the
requirements of the special application, we could get the
criterion of the authenticated encryption scheme, so signing signature and protecting the security of a document
could be made at the same time [16, 18]. We can infer that
an authenticated encryption scheme corresponds with the
following properties [3, 17, 37]:
Confidentiality. It must ensure that the secret information can only be obtained, by the sender and the
receiver, but not anyone else.
Authentication. It must ensure the sender and the receivers’ identities, and avoid the adversary to send a
malicious message.
Non-repudiation. It must confirm the sender’s identity,
and the sender could not repudiate his signature and
message.
All of the above are the basic requirements of the authenticated encryption scheme (AES for short). If the
proposed scheme satisfies those characteristics, it will be
called an authenticated encryption scheme.
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Nyberg and Rueppel [27] proposed a signature with
message recovery based on the discrete logarithm problem. In this scheme, there are some advantages with
which the application without a hash function is possible to be achieved, such as a smaller bandwith for signatures of small messages, and direct use in other schemes
like identity-based public key systems or key agreement
protocols. Recently, Horster, Michels, and Petersen [14]
(HMPs for short) proposed an authenticated encryption
scheme based on a message recovery method which is
the modification of Nyberg-Rupple’s scheme [27]. In
their scheme, a sender does not have to transmit a message to the receiver. Then, the receiver not only could
verify the message authentication and the message integrity, but he/she could also get the original message
from the information that he/she has received. Although
HMPs provided the confidentiality, this scheme was not
secure in use because it suffered from ”known ciphertextplaintext attack”. Li and Chang proposed an improved
scheme [24]. Then Wu and Hsu [15] pointed out Li and
Chang’s scheme [24] was not perfect when a dispute occurred, so they proposed a scheme to make up for the
disadvantage. Next, Ma and Chen [4] proposed a new
application in AES. Their scheme could provide the third
party to verify the signature without knowing a plaintext,
except the sender and the receiver. Many schemes have
been proposed to achieve the properties of authenticated
encryption schemes [8, 22, 35].
We have described that if someone wants to sign or encrypt a message, he/she will often use public key systems.
The security of RSA system is constructed in factorization, and ElGamal system is built on solving the discrete
logarithm problem. In general, to verify a signature or to
decrypt an encrypted message which is based on factoring
or discrete logarithms is not easy to achieve. However, it
is optimistic to improve the computation capability of a
computer. Nobody could ensure the perpetual security
of a cryptography algorithm which is based on either the
factoring or the discrete logarithm problem in the future.
Therefore, He first proposed a signature scheme which is
based on both factoring and discrete logarithm problems.
The proposed scheme could improve the degree of the security and ensure the feasibility of the algorithm.
In 1976, Diffie-Hellman [6] presented a concept of
public-key cryptography. Since then, the security of each
public-key cryptosystem has been based on just one cryptographic assumption, either factoring or discrete logarithms. However, it is possible that efficient algorithms
will be developed in the future to break one or more of
these assumptions.
Harn [11] first proposed a new public-key cryptosystem based on factoring and discrete logarithms. Unfortunately, Shao [33] showed that Harn’s scheme would be
subject to substitution attacks without using any hash
function. Then Shao proposed an improved scheme to resist such a substitution attack on the condition that the
factoring problem would not be broken. However, Lee [23]
showed that Shaos’ [33] improved scheme is still insecure.
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When the factoring problem is broken, the adversary will
obtain signer’s secret key from a known signature. He [13]
pointed out a common disadvantage of those schemes that
have been proposed. Every user has his or her key pair
and arithmetic module, so there exists the key management problem for those schemes. Then his scheme aimed
at this disadvantage. Lastly, Hwang et al. [19] proposed
an improved scheme for his scheme.
We base on the proposed scheme of Hwang et al., and
propose a new authenticated encryption scheme based
on FAC and DL. In this article, we present a scheme
that could satisfy properties of authenticated encryption
schemes based on factoring and discrete logarithms. In
addition, the third party could verify the signature without divulging the receiver’s private key.
Thus, the proposed authenticated encryption schemes
are either based on factoring difficulty or discrete logarithm difficulty. According to the essence of He’s scheme,
we propose a new AES based on FAC and DL, which
correspond to the characteristics of the traditional AES
based on FAC or DL, and is securer than others. In this
article, the third party could verify the signature without divulging the receiver’s private key. In Section one, a
brief development of AES and signature based on FA and
DL is discussed. In Section two, we describe the main
scheme. Then we point out in Section three some possible attacks and show that this scheme could avoid these
attacks. Finally, we make a conclusion for this article.

2

The Proposed Scheme

In this section, we propose a new scheme could not
only achieve authentication and encryption functions, but
could increase security by solving two difficulties of factoring and discrete logarithms as well. This scheme could
be divided into three phases. In the initialization phase,
related system parameters should be defined. In the encryption and signature generation phase, the signer could
create a signature with message recovery to a special recipient. In signature verification and message recovery
phase, the special recipient will verify the correctness and
integrity of the message, and recover the message. To prevent certain dispute later, the designated recipient may
convert the encryption into an ordinary signature.
Initialization Phase.
In this phase, the trusted center of the system selects
the following parameters:
• p1 , p2 , q1 , q2 : Four large primes where p1 =
2p2 + 1 and q1 = 2q2 + 1;
• P : A large prime where P = 4p1 q1 + 1;
• R: R = p1 q1 ;
• g: A generator of order p1 p2 over GF (P ).
P , R, and g are published, and p1 , p2 , q1 , q2 are all
discarded. Then each user selects his/her private
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key Xi in ZR where gcd(Xi2 , R) = 1, and computes
2
his/her public key yi where yi = g Xi mod P .

3
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Security Analysis and Performance Analysis

Encryption and Signature Generation Phase.
If a sender wants to transmit a secure message, In this section, we will present some securities of the prohe/her should perform the following protocol to gen- posed scheme. Then we will present the performance
erate a ciphertext and a signature for a message m. analysis of our proposed scheme.
Step 1. He/she should randomly select an integer K 3.1 Security Analysis
in ZR such that gcd(K 2 , R) = 1, and compute
The following attack analysis methods are all general at2
r1 = g K mod P
tack assumptions, and we will present other possible probK −2
lems that may occur in the future. First, we assume that
mod P.
r2 = g
the well-known public key system based on discrete logaStep 2. And he/she could encrypt the message m rithm problems has been broken and shows whether our
proposed scheme could resist those crunches or not. Next,
to find a ciphertext C such that
we will assume that the cryptosystem security is based on
2
K
C = mH(yB
mod P )−1 mod P,
factoring problems, and prove that our scheme could still
resist the crisis.
where H is a one-way function.
Step 3. He/she signs the message m in order to con- Attack 1. The receiver wants to forge the sender’s signature (r1 , r2 , S, C).
vince the verifier of the validity of the original
message. And then he/she performs the followIf a receiver wants to forge the sender’s identity to
ing equations:
sign a message m0 which is chosen by him, he must
know the sender’s private key XA . He could ranXA = SK + H(r1 , r2 , m)K −1 mod R.
domly chose a number K 0 , and compute the cipher0
The pairs (r1 , r2 , S) is a signature of the message
text C 0 and the signature (r1 , r2 , S 0 ) of the message
m. Then the sender delivers (r1 , r2 , S, C) to the
m0 . However, he could not find the signature S 0 , bereceiver.
cause he does not know the sender’s private key XA .
And thus, he could not forge the sender’s identity to
Signature Verification and Message Recovery
generate a signature.
Phase.
When the receiver obtains those four messages, Attack 2. An intruder tries to obtain the private key Xi
he could perform the following equation to refrom a user Ui0 s signature.
0
cover the message m from the ciphertext C, m =
In our scheme, if the intruder wants to obtain user A’s
X2
CH(r1 B mod P ) mod P . The receiver will check the
secret key Xi from the user’s signature, he must solve
format of the message m0 , and then he could decide
the equation XA = SK + H(r1 , r2 , m)K −1 mod R,
whether to accept it or not. After recovering the meseven though he could know the public hash functions
sage, he must check the validity and the correctness
H(.), R, and the four values (r1 , r2 , S, C) which is
of the signature. He could use the following equation
transmitted through the network. He should know
to verify the signature:
the secret random number K which is the same as
each
signature process and message m.
2 H 2 (r ,r ,m)
yA = r1S r2 1 2 g 2SH(r1 ,r2 ,m) mod P.
First, the intruder should find a message m’ and
If the signature are valid, then the receiver could
compute the hash value which is equal to the origimake the conclusion that the information is correct.
nal hash value such as H(r1 , r2 , m0 ) = H(r1 , r2 , m0 ).
Nerveless, he will face the difficulty of finding a hash
In case of dispute, the special recipient must reveal the
value; a hash function is computationally infeasible
content of the message m with (r1 , r2 , S, m) and send it
to find any second input which has the same output
to the third party. When the third party receives those
as any specified input, i.e., given x, to find a x0 6= x
information, he/she will verify the legality and the corsuch that h(x) ≡ h(x0 ). At the same time, he could
rectness with the following equation:
infer that the random number K 0 is same as K, and
2 H 2 (r ,r ,m)
1 2
he could only obtain the sender’s private key Xi .
y = rS r
g 2SH(r1 ,r2 ,m) mod P.
A

1

2

If the equation equals, the sender is not able to disclaim Attack 3. An opponent tries to impersonate the0 signer
to generate a valid signature of a message m .
that he has sent the message m to the special recipient.
All the explanation above introduces our scheme that is
If an opponent wants to forge a valid signer’s sigbased on factoring and discrete logarithms. We can easily
nature for a random message m0 , he could fix r1 , r2
find that our scheme is more secure and could achieve the
and computes a fake S 0 to pass the verification propurpose of authenticated encryption.
cess. If he wants to find a legal S 0 , he will confront
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discrete logarithm problems. Because he must know
the correct value K, he should compute the K from
2
the r1 = g K mod P . Second, he could fix S which is
obtained from the transmitted process and finds the
corresponded r1 , and r2 . However, he must know the
correct message m. Otherwise, he could find a hash
value H(r1 , r2 , m0 ) which is same as H(r1 , r2 , m).
Attack 4. An adversary without the special receiver B’s
private key XB tries to decrypt the ciphertext C.
If an adversary wants to know the message m, he
should get the receiver’s private key XB to decrypt
the ciphertext C. Also, he could solve the discrete
logarithm problems, and obtain the value K 2 . However, the difficulty is not easy to be solved. The reason is just as those described above.
Attack 5. Suppose that either the difficulty of computing discrete logarithm problem or the factoring problem has been broken.
Given the ciphertext C, the adversary attempts to find the solution of three variables r1 , r2 , and S that satisfies the equation
2 H 2 (r ,r ,m)
yA = r1S r2 1 2 g 2SH(r1 ,r2 ,m) mod P . He first
fixes two variables and finds the solution of the other
variable from the verification equation. Besides,
given yA , g, C, r1 , and r2 , finding S to satisfy verification equation is under the factoring and discrete
logarithm assumptions. In another similar approach,
those are under the factoring, the discrete logarithm,
and hash function assumptions.

3.2

Performance Analysis

In this subsection, we will focus on the performance of
our scheme and to analyze the efficiency. For convenience,
we first define some notations to denote the performance
time: Tmul is the time for multiplication; Th is the time
for executing hash function; Texp is the time for exponentiation with modulo P; and Tinv is the time for inversion
modulo P. We only consider those heavy computational
cost of Th , Texp , Tmul , and Tinv .
And then we could dispute the computational cost over
two phases, signature and ciphertext generation phase,
and message recovery and verification phase. In the signature and ciphertext generation phase, the sender will
perform 3Texp , 2Tinv , 2Th , 2Tmul to achieve the processes
of this phase. In the message recovery and verification
phase, the verifier should perform 4Texp , 1Th , 4Tmul to
complete the processes of this phase. In the dispute phase,
we will not take into consideration the computational
cost.

4

Conclusions

Our proposed scheme is based on Nyberg and Rueppel’s
scheme [27] and Hwang et al. [19] proposed scheme. Nyberg and Rueppel’s method could be applied to small
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message transmissions such as ID-based systems or key
agreement systems. The other one, Hwang et al.’s scheme,
could provide good security based on factoring and discrete logarithm assumptions. We extend both schemes to
construct our algorithm. The proposed scheme is a publicly verifiable authenticated encryption scheme based on
factoring and discrete logarithms. This scheme could ensure the security and authentication of the message by
solving two difficult problems.
In the future, some subjects, especially the mobile environment, are worth considering in applications. In a mobile environment, short response time and efficient computation are very important. When a user requests a
service to a provider with a payment way, he will considerably care about the transmitted time and cost. Since
it costs quite much for the computation of authentication encryption schemes, more efforts should be made to
improve the efficiency.
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Abstract
Verifiable computation (VC) allows a computationally
weak client to outsource evaluation of a function on many
inputs to a powerful but untrusted server. In this paper,
we propose an algorithm of verifiable outsourcing computation with single server on modular exponentiation,
which has wide applications in public key cryptosystems.
We also extend the algorithm to verifiable outsourcing
of simultaneous modular exponentiations. The proposed
two algorithms improve checkability based on one server
compare with the previous ones, where the outsourcer can
detect the failure with probability close to 1 if the server
misbehaves. The experiments show that our algorithms
are the implementations of secure and verifiable outsourcing for single modular exponentiation and simultaneous
modular exponentiations.
Keywords: Checkability, modular exponentiation, single
server, verifiable outsourcing computation

1

Introduction

Outsourcing computation allows a computation-limited
client to outsource the operations on the private data to a
powerful server [5]. The rise of cloud computing in recent
years has made outsourcing of storage and computation
reality [20, 21]. Outsourcing computation will provide an
ideal way of freeing up the resources of the client as one
of the advantages of cloud computing model [18, 22]. By
outsourcing work load to the cloud server, cloud users can
use unlimited resources provided by cloud to complete the
high cost of computing.
Despite of the tremendous benefits, outsourcing computation also brings an unprecedented security challenge [4, 12]. First of all, due to the opaque of cloud
server’s internal operational details, there are various malicious motives. It makes the server cannot be completely
trusted. For instance, cloud server may be Jerry-rigged
in a computation task in order to save resources if clients

cannot judge the correctness of the output. Secondly,
there may be malicious attacks from external or internal of server such as some software bugs. All of these
can make the server return computationally invalid results [5]. Therefore private security and content security
of the cloud environment are important problems in our
research.
In general, an effective secure outsourcing scheme
should have the following properties:
1) The client’s data is private for the server;
2) The client can verify the correctness of the output
returned by the server.
3) The client can carry out the computation correctly
using substantially less effort than computing the result on its own [5, 14, 17].
Dijk et al. [7] proposed outsourcing algorithms of
variable-exponent fixed-base and fixed-exponent variablebase exponentiations in a model with one untrusted
server. In these algorithms, no variable parts are public before sending to the only untrusted server. They also
considered an algorithm of outsourcing variable-exponent
variable-base exponentiations. However, in this algorithm, the outsourced base is known to the server. Ma, Li
and Zhang [13] described securely outsourcing algorithms
of two types of exponentiations in two non-collusion untrusted servers. Hohenberger and Lysyanskaya [11] presented outsource-secure algorithms of variable-exponent
variable-base exponentiations in one-malicious model of
two untrusted servers. Chen et al. [5] also proposed outsourcing algorithm of modular exponentiation based on
two servers, and improved the checkability and efficiency
for the outsourcer. Wang et al. [19] constructed an efficient algorithm for batch modular exponentiation based
on an untrusted server, but the outsourcer need to execute one modular exponentiation itself when verifying the
outsourced result and the checkability is only 1/(n + 1),
where n is the number of modular exponentiations.
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In this paper, we first propose a secure verifiable outsourcing algorithm of single modular exponentiation with
single server. We also present another outsourcing algorithm for simultaneous modular exponentiations. In the
proposed algorithms, the outsourcer could detect any failure with probability close to 1 if the server returns the
fault result. The experiments show that the proposed
algorithms improve checkability without decreasing efficiency for the outsourcer compare with the previous ones.
The organization of this paper is described as follows:
in Section 2, the definitions and security requirements of
our algorithms are given. A verify outsourcing algorithm
of modular exponentiation is proposed in Section 3. In
the following section, we present another outsourcing algorithm for simultaneous modular exponentiations by using single server. The performance evaluation of the proposed algorithms is given in Section 5. We conclude the
paper in Section 6.

2

Definitions and Security Requirements

In this section, we review definitions and security requirements of outsource-secure algorithms which have been
used in [5, 11, 19].
An algorithm Alg includes a trusted part T and an untrusted program U which is invoked by T. We use TU to
denote the work that executed by T and U. An adversary
A is simulated by a pair of algorithms A=(E,U’), where
E denotes the adversarial environment and generates adversarial inputs for Alg, and U 0 represents an adversarial
software written by E. The security model is shown in
Figure 1.
Definition 1. (Algorithm with outsource-I/O) An
outsourcing algorithm Alg takes five inputs and generates
three outputs. The first three inputs are generated by an
honesty party, and the last two inputs are produced by an
adversary environment E. The first input is called the
honest, secret input, which is private for both E and U 0 ;
the second input is honest and protected, which may be
known by E, but is private for U 0 ; the third one is called
honest and unprotected input, which is public for both E
and U . The last two inputs are maliciously chosen by E,
and thus they are known for E. One of them is adversarial
and protected, which is protected from U 0 ; the other one
is public for E, and we call it the adversarial, unprotected
input. Similarly, the first output is secret and unknown
for both E and U 0 ; the second one is protected, which
means it may be public for E, but protected from U 0 ; the
last output is unprotected, which are public for both E and
U 0.
As presented in [11], we assume that the two adversaries E, U 0 can only make direct communication before
the execution of TU , and in other cases, they are not
be able to communicate directly and must pass message
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through the outsourcer T. The reason is explained as follows. In the real world, we assume E is a malicious manufacture, and U 0 is a malicious software produced by E. It is
obvious that U 0 is controlled by E and they can exchange
the messages directly before it is sold to T. However, E
cannot send instructions to U 0 directly once T begins to
invoke U 0 as the outsourcing program. During the execution of TU , E can only establish an indirect communication channel with U 0 through the unprotected inputs
and outputs of Alg, which means that all messages they
communicate with each other must pass through T.
The following outsource-security definition ensures
that both E and U 0 cannot learn nothing about the private inputs and outputs of TU , even if T uses the malicious software U 0 written by E.
Definition 2. (Outsource-security) Let Alg be an algorithm as defined above. A pair of algorithms (T, U ) is
called to be outsource-security if the following conditions
holds.
1) Correctness: TU is a correct execution of Alg.
2) Security: For any probabilistic polynomial-time
(PPT) adversary A=(E,U’), there exist two PPT
simulators (S1 , S2 ) such that the results of real and
ideal experiment are computationally indistinguishable.
Pair One: EV iewreal ∼ EV iewideal , which means that
the malicious environment E cannot learn anything interesting about the secret inputs and outputs during the
execution of TU . Both of the real process and the ideal
process proceed in rounds. The notation “←” denotes the
outputs of the procedure in the right hand side.
• The i-th round of real process consists of the following steps. The three honest inputs (xhs , xhp , xhu ) are
chosen by an honest stateful process I where the environment E cannot access. Then E chooses estatei ,
xiap , xiau , stopi based on its view from the last round
and honest inputs (xihs , xihp , xihu ) given to TU , where
estatei is a random number as reminding what it
did next time it is invoked, xiap , xiau are two adversarial inputs, and stopi is the Boolean variable
which denotes whether round i is the last round.
0
Next, the algorithm TU is implemented on the ini
i
i
puts (tstatei−1 , xjhs , xjhp , xjhu , xiap , xiau ), and generates
a new state tstatei for T , and secret, protected, unprotected outputs ysi , ypi , yui , where tstatei−1 is T ’s
previously saved state. The oracle U 0 saves its current state ustatei based on its previously saved state
ustatei−1 .
– (istatei , xihs , xihp , xihu ) ← I(1k , istatei−1 );
i−1
,
– (estatei , ji , xiap , xiau , stopi ) ← E(1k , EV iewreal
i
i
xhp , xhu );

– (tstatei , ustatei , ysi , ypi , yui )
i

i

i

←

(tstatei−1 , xjhs , xjhp , xjhu , xiap , xiau ).

TU

0

ustatei−1
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Figure 1: Security model

Thus, the view that the adversarial environment
E gets in the i-th round of the real process is
i
EViewreal
= (estatei , ypi , yui ) and the overall view
is the view in the last round, i.e., EViewreal =
i
EViewreal
if stopi = TRUE.
• The i-th round of ideal process consists of the following steps. In i-th round, the stateful simulator S1
knows nothing about the secret input xihs , but is given
the protected and unprotected outputs that generated by Alg. Finally, S1 outputs some values, either
(ypi , yui ) or (Ypi , Yui ) captured by using a Boolean indicator indi . In the whole process, S1 is allowed to
access oracle U 0 and U 0 saves its state as in the real
experiment.
– (istatei , xihs , xihp , xihu ) ← I(1k , istatei−1 ).
k

i

– (estate , ji , xiap , xiau , stopi ) ← E(1 , EViewi−1
ideal ,
xihp , xihu ).
i

i

– (astatei , ysi , ypi , yui ) ← Alg(astatei−1 , xjhs , xjhp ,
i

xjhu , xiap , xiau ).
U0 (ustatei−1 )

– (sstatei , ustatei , Ypi , Yui , indi ) ← S1
i

i

(sstatei−1 , xjhp , xjhu , xiap , xiau , ypi , yui ).

• The i-th round of ideal process consists of the following steps. In i-th round, the stateful simulator S2
is given the unprotected outputs that generated by
Alg.
– (istatei , xihs , xihp , xihu ) ← I(1k , istatei−1 ).
k

i

– (estate , ji , xiap , xiau , stopi ) ← E(1 , estatei−1 ,
xihp , xihu , ypi−1 , yui−1 ).
i

i

– (astatei , ysi , ypi , yui ) ← Alg(astatei−1 , xjhs , xjhp ,
i

xjhu , xiap , xiau ).
U0 (ustatei−1 )

– (sstatei , ustatei ) ← S2
xiau ).

i

(sstatei−1 , xjhu ,

Thus, the view of the untrusted software U 0 in i-th
i
round of the ideal process is UViewideal
= (ustatei )
and the overall view is the view in the last round,
i
which means UViewideal = UViewideal
if stopi =
TRUE.
Finally, we give the following definition if TU is a correct implementation of Alg.

i

Definition 3. (α-efficient, secure outsourcing) A
pair of algorithms (T, U ) is called α-efficient if the runThus, the view that E obtains in the i-th round of ning time of T is less than an α-multiplicative factor of
i
the real process is EViewideal
= (estatei , zip , ziu ) and that of Alg for any inputs x.
the overall view is the view in the last round, i.e.,
i
EViewideal = EViewideal
if stopi = TRUE.
Definition 4. (β-checkable, secure outsourcing) A
pair of algorithms (T, U ) is called β-checkable if T detects
Pair Two: UViewreal ∼ UViewideal , which means that
the error with probability no less than β when U 0 deviates
the untrusted software U 0 written by E cannot get anyfrom its advertised functionality during the execution of
0
thing interesting about the inputs and outputs during the
T U (x) for any inputs x.
U
execution of T .
– (zp , ziu ) = indi (Ypi , Yui ) + (1 − indi )(ypi , yui ).

• On the basis of the real process described in Pair Definition 5. ((α, β)-outsource-security) A pair of
One, the view of the untrusted software U 0 in the algorithms (T, U ) is said to be an (α, β)-outsource-secure
real process is UViewreal = ustatei if stopi = TRUE. execution of Alg if it is both α-efficient and β-checkable.
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3

Outsourcing Algorithm of Modular Exponentiation with Single
Server

Similar to [5], a subroutine named Rand is invoked in
our algorithm. The output is a random pair of the form
(b, gb mod p), and the input is a prime p and a base g ∈
Z∗p , where b ∈ Zq . To implement this subroutine, we can
use a trusted server to generate a table of random for T
and T retrieves a new pair in the table when an invocation
is needed. We call this table-lookup method. Another
method is generating those random pairs by using EBPV
generator [15, 19].
The inputs of single server exponentiation (SgExp) include a base u and a power a, where a ∈ Z∗q and u ∈ Z∗p ,
and uq = 1 mod p. Both a and u are secret for the server
U . The output of SgExp is ua mod p where p and q are
two large primes and q|p − 1.

3.1

ua = (Aw)a = ga αwa = gβ gγ wa mod p,
where w = u/A mod p and γ = (aα − β) mod q.

→

R12 = g s1 a1 −s2 ,

→

gτ ,

→

R21 = v a2 g s4 a2 ,

→

R22 = g s4 a2 −s5 ,

→

m[1] = m21 ,

→

m[2] = m42 ,

···
U (2 , w)

→

i

m[i] = w2 ,

···
j

U (2 , v

−1

)

→

j

m[j] = v −2 ,

···
n

U (2 , mn )

→

n

m[n] = m2n .

Note 1. Considering both the client and the server
computing devices are stored in binary, so we don’t
think the binary conversion cost computing time.
6) T computes:
wa1

=

R11 (R12 g s2 )−1 ,

v a2

=

R21 (R22 g s5 )−1 ,

and then checks that whether U produces the correct
outputs, i.e.,
Bgγ wa1 m[i]m[j] mod p = Dgτ va2 mod p.

1) First, T invokes the subroutine Rand four times to
create four blinding pairs (α, gα ), (β, gβ ), (ε, gε ),
(θ, gθ ). We denote A = gα mod p, B = gβ mod p,
C = gε mod p, D = gθ mod p.
2) The first logical divisions are

U (4, m1 )
i

Outsourcing Algorithm

Here we propose our algorithm SgExp for secure outsourcing of exponentiations. One important security requirement for SgExp is that an adversary can get any useful
information about the inputs and outputs of SgExp. Similar to [5] and [11], U(x, y) → yx express that we invoke
the server to compute one time. And (x, y) are the inputs
while yx mod p are the outputs.

s1 a1 − s2 s3
,g )
s3
τ
U ( , g t2 )
t2
U (a2 , vg s4 )
s4 a2 − s5 s6
U(
,g )
s6
U (2, m1 )

U(
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(1)

If not, T outputs “error”, otherwise, T computes:
ua = Bgγ wa1 m[i] mod p.

3.2

Security Analysis

Lemma 1. (Correctness): In a single untrusted model,
the algorithm (T, U 0 ) presented in Section 3.1 is a correct
implementation of SgExp.

In order to verify the correct of the consequence, we Proof. As described in Section 3.1, we know that R11 =
do the second divisions by using another two blinding wa1 gs1 a1 , R12 = gs1 a1 −s2 . So, R11 (R1 2gs2 )−1 = wa1 . In
i
i
pairs (ε, gε ) and (θ, gθ ) as follows:
addition, wa = wa1 +2 = wa1 w2 = wa1 m[i]. Therefore,
ua = (Cv)a = gaε va = gθ gτ va mod p,

ua

where v = u/C mod p and τ = (aε − θ) mod q.
3) T randomly selects i, j and j 6= i. Let a1 = a − 2i ,
a2 = a − 2j , 2i < a, 2j < a.
4) T runs Rand to obtain eight pairs (t1 , gt1 ),
(t2 , gt2 ), (s1 , gs1 ), (s2 , gs2 ), (s3 , gs3 ), (s4 , gs4 ),
(s5 , gs5 ), (s6 , gs6 ).
T then randomly chooses
m1 , · · · , mi−1 , mi+1 , · · · , mj−1 , mj+1 , · · · , mn ∈ Z∗p .
5) Next, T queries U in random order as:
γ t1
, g ) → gγ ,
t1
U (a1 , wg s1 ) → R11 = wa1 g s1 a1 ,
U(

= g β g γ wa mod p
= g β g γ wa1 m[i].

Similarly, T compute:
v a2
ua

= R21 (R22 g s5 )−1 ,
= g θ g τ v z mod p
= g θ g τ v a2 m[j]−1 .

Theorem 1. (Security): In single untrusted program
model, the algorithms (T, U ) are an outsource-secure implementation of SgExp, where the inputs (a, u) may be
honest, secret; honest, protected; or adversarial, protected.
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Proof. Firstly, we show Pair One EViewreal ∼ EViewideal ecution of TU . In addition, the input distribution to U 0 in
holds, which means the adversarial environment E leans the real experiment is computationally indistinguishable
nothing during the execution of (T, U 0 ).
from that in the ideal experiment randomly chosen by S2 .
i
i
Thus, UViewreal
∼ UViewideal
holds for each round i. In
If the input (a, u) is honest, protected or adversarial, all, we conclude that UViewreal ∼ UViewideal .
protected, the simulator S1 behaves same as in the real
Theorem 2. In one untrusted model, the algorithm (T,
execution. Thus, it needs only to consider the case where
U) presented in Section 3.1 is an (O((log2 n)/n), 1 −
(a, u) is an honest, secret input.
1/n2 )-outsource-secure implementation of SgExp, where
So, suppose (a, u) is an honest, secret input. The simum is the bit length of a.
lator S1 in the ideal experiment behaves as follows. When
receiving the input in the i-th round, S1 ignores it and in- Proof. In order to compute ua mod p, SgExp requires 12
stead submits 6 random queries with the form (aj , uj ) and calls to Rand, 22 modular multiplication and 8 modular
n random queries with the form (2k , u0j )(k ∈ 1, 2, · · · , n) inverse. It takes O(1) or O(log2 n) modular multiplication
a
to U’. Then S1 tests 6 outputs (uj j ) and 2 random out- by using table-lookup method or the EBPV generator,
2k
puts (u0 j ) from U’. If an error is detected, S1 outputs where n is the bit of q. As we know, ita takes roughly
Ypi = “error”, Yui = “φ”, indi =1. If no error is checked, 1.5n modular multiplication to compute u mod p by the
S1 verifies the remaining outputs. If all checks pass, S1 square-and-multiply2 method. Therefore, the algorithm
outputs Yi “φ”, Yi = “φ”, indi = 0; else, S chooses a (T, U ) is an O((log n)/n)-efficient execution of SgExp.
p

u

1

random element r ∈ Z∗p , and outputs Ypi = “r”, Yui = “φ”,
indi = 1. In either condition, S1 saves its own states and
those of U 0 .
As same as [11], we need to show that the input distribution to U 0 in the real experiment is computationally
distinguished from that in the ideal one. In the ideal
experiment, the inputs are all chosen randomly and uniformly distributed. While in the real experiment, each
part of all queries that T makes to U 0 is generated by
invoking the subroutine Rand and thus computationally
indistinguishable from random. Thus, we have three possible cases to consider. If U 0 behaves honest in the i-th
i
i
round, EViewreal
∼ EViewideal
, because the outputs of
SgExp in the ideal experiment are not replaced. If U 0
misbehaves in the i-th round, it will be caught by both
T and S1 with probability 1 − 1/n2 , and then the experiment outputs “error”; otherwise, the outputs of SgExp
are corrupted by U 0 . In the real experiment, the outputs
generated by U 0 is multiplied together with random values
produced by invoking Rand, thus the corrupted outputs
of SgExp look random to E. While in the ideal experiment, the outputs of U 0 are replaced by a random value r.
i
i
So, we conclude that EViewreal
∼ EViewideal
also holds
0
even if U is dishonest in the i-th round. In all, by the
hybrid argument we have EViewreal ∼ EViewideal .
Secondly, we show Pair Two UViewreal ∼ UViewideal
holds, that is to say, the adversarial software U 0 leans
nothing during the execution of (T, U 0 ).
In the ideal experiment, the simulator S2 behaves as
follows. On receiving the inputs in the i-th round, S2
ignore them but submits 6 random queries of the form
(aj , uj ) and n random queries of the form (2k , u0j ) (k ∈
{1, 2, · · · , n}) to U’, and then S2 saves its own states and
that of U’. Since all three kinds of inputs are unknown
to U’, the simulator S2 is applicable to all those cases.
As we know, E can easily distinguish the real and ideal
experiments since the outputs of the ideal experiment are
never corrupted, but he cannot send the information to U 0
since they cannot communicate each other during the ex-

On the other side, U cannot cheat the outsourcer to
accept an error result unless that he knows i and j. Since
i and j are randomly chosen from 1, 2, · · · , n, the outsourcer can verify an outsourcing result with probability
1 − 1/n2 .

3.3

Comparison

We make a comparison between our scheme SgExp and
the schemes in [5, 19] in Table 1, where n is the bit length
of q.
Note that the scheme [19] needs one modular exponentiation operation and has no advantage for single modular exponentiation. The proposed scheme is superior
in checkability, and it is more efficient than that of the
scheme in [19]. Our scheme only uses one server but the
scheme in [5] is based on two untrusted server though we
need more modular multiplications and modular inversions for the outsourcer and more queries to U. Therefore,
the proposed scheme improves the checkability based on
only one server.

4

Outsourcing Algorithm of Simultaneous Modular Exponentiations

We also extend our scheme to an outsourcing algorithm of simultaneous modular exponentiations (SmExp) ua1 ub2 mod p which has important applications in
many cryptographic schemes such as trapdoor commitment [3, 8, 9, 16] and chameleon hashing [1, 2, 6, 10].

4.1

Outsourcing Algorithm

There are two bases u1 , u2 ∈ Z∗p and two powers a, b ∈ Z∗q .
We need to compute ua1 ub2 mod p.
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Table 1: Comparison of outsourcing single exponentiation

Rand
Modular Multiplications
Modular Exponentiation
Modular Inversions
Queries to U
Privacy
Checkability
The number of servers

GExp[8]
7
12
1
4
4
√

Exp[1]
5
7
0
3
6
√

SgExp
12
22
0
9
n+6
√

1/2
Single server

2/3
Two servers

1 − 1/n2
Single server

(s8 , gs8 ).
T randomly generated n-4 integers
m1 , m2 , · · · , mk−1 , mk+1 , · · · , mh−1 , mh+1 , · · · mi−1 ,
mi+1 , · · · , mj−1 , mj+1 , · · · , mn ∈ Z∗p .

5) T queries U in random order as:
γ t1
,g )
t1
U (a1 , w1 g s1 )
U(

s1

Figure 2: Simulation for SgExp algorithm

1) First, T invokes the subroutine Rand four times to
create four blinding pairs (α, g α ), (β, g β ), (ε, g ε ),
(θ, g θ ). We denote:
A

= g α mod p,

B

= g β mod p,

C

= g ε mod p,

D

= g θ mod p.

2) The first logical divisions are represented as below:
ua1 ub2

=

(Aw1 )a (Aw2 )b

= g β g γ w1a w2b ,

U (a1 , w1 g )
s1 a1 − s2 s3
,g )
U(
s3
U (b1 , w2 g s1 )
s1 b1 − s2 s4
,g )
U(
s4
τ
U ( , g t2 )
t2
U (a2 , v1 g s5 )
s5 a2 − s6 s7
,g )
U(
s7
U (b2 , v2 g s1 )
s5 a2 − s6 s8
,g )
U(
s8
U (2, m1 )
U (4, m1 )

→

gγ ,

→

R11 = w1a1 g s1 a1 ,

→

R11 = w1a1 g s1 a1 ,

→

R12 = g s1 a1 −s2 ,

→

R21 = w2b1 g s1 b1 ,

→

R22 = g s1 b1 −s2 ,

→

gτ ,

→

R31 = v1a2 g s5 a2 ,

→

R32 = g s5 a2 −s6 ,

→

R41 = v2b2 g s1 b2 ,

→

R42 = g s5 a2 −s6 ,

→

m[1] = m21 ,

→

m[2] = m42 ,

···
where w1 = u1 /A, w2 = u2 /A, and γ = α(b + a) − β.
Similarly, T executes the second divisions as follows:
ua1 ub2

=

(Cv1 )a (Cv2 )b

=

g θ g τ v1a v2b ,

k

U (2 , w1 )

3) T randomly selects k, h, i, j and k < h < i < j. Let
a1 = a − 2k , a2 = a − 2h , b1 = b − 2i , b2 = b − 2j .
4) T runs Rand for ten times to obtain ten
pairs (t1 , gt1 ),
(t2 , gt2 ),
(s1 , gs1 ),
(s2 , gs2 ),
s3
s4
s5
s6
(s3 , g ), (s4 , g ), (s5 , g ), (s6 , g ), (s7 , gs7 ),

k

m[k] = w12 ,

···
U (2h , v1−1 )

→

h

m[h] = v1−2 ,

···
i

where v1 = u1 /C, v2 = u2 /C, and τ = ε(a + b) − θ.

→

U (2 , w2 )

→

i

m[i] = w22 ,

···
U (2j , v2 )

→

j

m[j] = v22 ,

···
n

U (2 , mn )

→

n

m[n] = m2n .
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Therefore,
ua1 ub2

= g β g γ w1a w2b mod p
= g β g γ w1a1 w2b1 m[k]m[i] mod p.

Similarly, we compute:

Figure 3: Simulation for SmExp algorithm

6) T computes:
w1a1

=

R11 (R12 g s2 )−1 ,

w2b1

=

R21 (R22 g s2 )−1 ,

v1a2
v2b2

=

R31 (R32 g s6 )−1 ,

=

R41 (R42 g s6 )−1 .

v1a2

=

R31 (R32 g s2 )−1 ,

v2b2
ua1 ub2

=

R41 (R42 g s2 )−1 ,

=

g θ g τ v1a v2b mod p

=

Dg τ v1a1 v2b1 m[j]m[h]−1 mod p.

As same as Theorems 1 and 2, we can easily prove the
following theorems.
Theorem 3. (Security): In one untrusted model,
the algorithm (T, U ) presented in Section 4.1 is an
outsource-secure implementation of SmExp, where the inputs (a, b; u1 u2 ) may be honest, secret; honest, protected;
or adversarial, protected.

Theorem 4. In one untrusted model, the algorithm
(T, U ) presented in Section 4.1 is an (O((log2 n)/n),
7) Finally, T checks whether U produces the correct 1 − 1/n4 )-outsource-secure execution of SmExp, where n
outputs, i.e.,
is the bit length of q.
Bg γ w1a1 w2b1 m[k]m[i]m[h] = Dg τ v1a2 v2b2 m[j] mod p.
If not, T outputs “error”, otherwise, T computes:
ua1 ub2 = Bg γ w1a1 w2b1 m[k]m[i] mod p.

4.2

Security Analysis

Lemma 2. (Correctness): In a single untrusted program model, the algorithm (T, U) presented in Section 4.1
is a correct implementation of SmExp.
As described in Section 4.1, we know that
R11

= w1a1 g s1 a1 ,

R12

= g s1 a1 −s2 ,

R21

=

w2b1 g s1 b1 ,

R22

=

g s1 b1 −s2 .

So,
R11 (R12 g s2 )−1

=

w1a1 ,

s2 −1

=

w2b1 .

R21 (R22 g )
In addition,
w1a

w2b

k

=

w1a1 +2

=

w1a1 w12

=

w1a1 m[k],

=

w2b1 +2

=
=

w2b1 w22
w1b1 m[i].

k

i

i

Proof. As Theorem 2, the algorithm (T, U) presented in
Section 4.1 is an O((log2 n)/n)-efficient implementation
of SmExp. On the other hand, U cannot cheat the outsourcer to accept an error result unless that he knows k,
h, i and j. Since k, h, i and j are randomly chosen from
{1, 2, · · · , n}, the outsourcer can verify an outsourcing result with probability 1 − 1/n4 .

4.3

Efficiency

We also make a comparison among the proposed SmExp
algorithm and other outsourcing algorithms of simultaneous exponentiation. The comparison is given in Table 2.
Note that the proposed SmExp algorithm is more efficient then the GExp algorithm since no modular exponentiation is needed. For the outsourcer, the SmExp algorithm improves the checkability based on only one server
though it needs more modular multiplications and modular inversions.

5

Performance Evaluation

The experimental evaluation of the proposed outsourcing
algorithms will be provided in this section. Our experiment is simulated on two Windows machines with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3470 CPU running at 3.20 GHz and
4G memory (local user), and Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770
CPU running at GHz and 16G memory (cloud server),
respectively. We choose C++ as the programming language. The Multiple Precision Integers and Rational Library (MPIR) are used in our experiments.
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Table 2: Comparison of outsourcing simultaneous exponentiation

Rand
Modular Multiplications
Modular Exponentiation
Modular Inversions
Queries to U
Privacy
Checkability
Security Model

GExp[8]
8
17
1
4
6
√

SExp[1]
5
10
0
4
8
√

SmExp
14
38
0
11
n+10
√

1/3
Single server

2/3
Two servers

1 − 1/n4
Single server

The parameters of p and q are same to Federal Informa- Acknowledgments
tion Processing Standards for DSA (FIPS-186-2). That
The work described in this paper was supported by
is, p is a 512-bit prime and q|p − 1 is a 160-bit prime.
the Natural Science Foundation of China (Grant No.
p = 8df 2a494492276aa3d25759bb06869cbeac0d83a
61373151, 61472235, 61572309, U1536108), and the Innovation Program of Shanghai Municipal Education Comf b8d0cf 7cbb8324f 0d7882e5d0762f c5b7210eaf
mission (Grant No. 14YZ020).
c2e9adac32ab7aac49693df bf 83724c2ec0736ee
31c80291.
q

= c773218c737ec8ee993b4f 2ded30f 48edace915f.

In Figure 2 and Figure 3, we provide the simulation of
SgExp and SmExp algorithm, which means that the fault
can be found with probability close to 1 if the server misbehaves. It is obvious that the time cost for the outsourcer
T is much smaller than that for directly computing single
modular exponentiation and simultaneously modular exponentiations since that a number of computations have
been delegated to the server. Therefore, the proposed
SgExp and SmExp algorithm are the implementations of
secure and verifiable outsourcing for single modular exponentiation and simultaneously modular exponentiations.
In addition, we provide the evaluation time of the outsourcer for single modular exponentiation and simultaneously modular exponentiations proposed in [5, 19] and our
paper. We show the result in Table 3. From Table 3, we
conclude that for the outsourcer, the proposed SgExp and
SmExp algorithm are more efficient than GExp proposed
in [19]. The proposed algorithms improve the checkability
based on one server though more time is needed than Exp
and SExp of [5].

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we first propose an outsourcing algorithm
for single modular exponentiation based on one server,
and then extend the algorithm to secure outsourcing of
simultaneous modular exponentiations. In the proposed
two algorithms, the outsourcer can verify the outsourcing result efficiently and detect the error with probability
close to 1. Our algorithms are superior in checkability
and more efficient than that of the previous ones based
on one untrusted server.
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Abstract
The community detection was performed from the perspective of links, and we proposed an inhibition method
against social network worms. Firstly, a community detection algorithm was proposed, which based on link clustering, and we got related link incremental information
through the network structure information at various time
points. In order to obtain the link communities, we
adopted an improved link partition density function to
dispose the link incremental information. Next, we gave
three selection strategies of key nodes in community and
proposed corresponding worm inhibition method. Finally,
on the basis of real web data sets, we applied community
detection and worm inhibition experiments to prove validity of algorithm in this paper.
Keywords: Community detection, link clustering, partition density, worm inhibition

1

Introduction

Social network connects users in the virtual network
space, extends the human communication, information
sharing and the social activity space, which is becoming
the most influential internet application. The typical applications include Facebook, QQ, Renren, Sina Weibo,
BBS and other shared spaces, etc. [25, 30].
As an extension of real world in the virtual network
world, “birds of a feather flock together, and people of
one mind fall into the same group”, community structure
is an important structure of social networks, which is also
a kind of important structure for mesoscopic observation
and the network topology analysis [29]. It makes the com-

munity internal nodes closer, and the connection between
communities looser [19]. The process of finding community structure in the complex network is the community
detection, which has important theoretical basis and practical significance for the network structure analysis in real
world.
In recent years, based on the different understanding of
community structure, scholars have put forward a lot of
community detection algorithms [2, 8, 13, 18, 24, 28, 33].
At present, some algorithms can correctly extract community structure from small-scale social networks, which
can be roughly divided into three categories: the method
based on graph theory, such as GN [8] and FastGN [18];
Algorithms based on matrix decomposition, such as SymNMF [13]; The method based on the optimization, such
as N-Cut and A-Cut [24], etc. Among them, in 2001, Girvan and Newman proposed the GN algorithm, setting off
a new wave of research. In recent years, it has become a
standard algorithm of community structure analysis. GN
makes up the inadequacy of some traditional algorithms,
which does not have to rely on redundant information,
and can directly analyze from the network topological
structure. But the biggest drawback is that it is unable
to determine when to terminate the operation, eventually
making the results too granular. The time complexity of
this algorithm is O(n3 ), where n is the number of nodes in
network. In order to improve the time-consuming shortcoming of GN, Newman proposed the FastGN where each
node was seen as a community, and the two communities
combined with the maximum Q value in each iteration until the entire network integrated into one community. The
whole process can be represented as a tree diagram, and
choose the hierarchical division with maximum Q value
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to get the final community structure. The overall time
complexity of the algorithm is O(m(m + n)), where m is
the number of edges in network, and n is the number of
nodes. This method makes to lower the time complexity
of GN greatly. Clauset et al. [5] used stack to calculate
and update the network modularity, and proposed a new
greedy algorithm — CNM. The algorithm further accelerates the FastGN, getting close to linear complexity.
The community structure of large-scale complex networks, however, often has overlapping characteristics,
that is, a node belongs to different communities. Both
GN and its improved algorithms have a problem, that
is, a node only belongs to one community. But it is not
the case; each node can have different identities in different circumstances. In order to solve this problem, Palla
et al. [22] proposed a clique filtering algorithm to analyze
the overlapping community structure, introduced the concept of k -clique community. Ahn et al. [1] put forward the
new idea to detect the community structure with overlaps
and hierarchy — the edge detection algorithm. But these
methods failed to solve the problem that a node belonged
to multiple communities.
In addition, in order to avoid the limitation of priori
information, Raghavan et al. [23] proposed a fast Label
Propagation Algorithm (LPA) based on the idea. The
algorithm firstly assigned the only label for each node.
In every iteration, each node updated its own label to
the label most frequently appears in neighboring nodes.
If there were many same labels, randomly selected one
as an updated value, after several iterations, the densely
connected nodes would converge to the same label. In the
end, the node with the same label would come into one
community. LPA is simple, rapid and effective, but lacks
high accuracy.
The above algorithms are only effective in the community detection in the small-scale networks; when the
network scale is increasing, the efficiency will decrease
obviously, and the algorithm complexity also increases exponentially along with the growth of the network dimension. Researchers adopt different standards and policies
when partitioning nodes, deriving a lot of different styles
of the new algorithms [17], including module optimization
algorithm, spectrum analytical method, information theory method, and label transmission method. However, it
is hard for these methods to find a good balance point
between time complexity and accuracy.
Although many achievements have been made about
community detection of complex network at home and
abroad, some problems exist in these methods, that is,
the algorithms are usually designed for a specific network
or certain features of network, which are not suitable for
most networks. At present, through the relevant research
and analysis, it can be found that mining overlapping
community structure is of great significance from the angle of link [1]:

459

2) Abstract network into a large number of links, mine
these links sets to directly get the overlapping community structure, which is an intuitionistic expression without other auxiliary measures. These suggest that: finding overlapping community structure
in complex networks from the perspective of link is
more convenient. Therefore, this paper proposes the
Link Clustering based Community detection algorithm (LCC); first, obtain the related link incremental information [6] through the network structure at
any time, and then handle the link incremental information based on the improved link partition density function, with the improved link module as the
objective function, then the link communities are obtained.

With the continuous development and large-scale popularity of social networks, some security issues start to
emerge. For example, real-time resource sharing and
interactive services provided in social network have attracted a large number of users, while, in the meantime,
the frequent interaction between users also provides an
effective way for the rapid spread of Internet worm. Different from traditional worm viruses, social network worm
is a kind of malicious program that does not rely on particular system vulnerabilities. It uses its own camouflage
to deceive users to click and execute the program to get
infected, then it spreads through social networks to infect
the user’s friends, a large number of clicks and sharing
among friends accelerate the proliferation of worms. Social network worm is characterized by high concealment,
long life cycle, difficult to eradicate, etc. It is difficult to
effectively control its dissemination through technology of
patches release, which increases its potential damage. At
the same time, with the increasing number of Internet
users and the rapid development of various forms of virtual social networks, the social network worm has become
one of the major hidden dangers for network security.
Traditional worm model is based on mathematical
model, considering the similarity in propagation between
computer worm and biological virus, it introduces SIS,
SIR and other models which are widely used in biological
virus propagation modal into computer worm model, so
as to analyze and predict the features and trends of worm
propagation [14]. Researchers begin to realize such external factors as the network topology, bandwidth and user
countermeasures impact on the spread of worm propagation. For example: Yang and others [32] took Rose
mail worm as an example, by establishing the mathematical model, they researched worm propagation in different social occasions such as Print Service Office Internet Cafe Friendship Network, and these occasions have
added immune factors; Considering the following two factors could affect velocity of worm propagation: first one,
the network users’ countermeasures to worm, second one,
fast-moving worm leads to retardation because of router
1) Compared to the independent nodes in the network, block, Zou and others [35] proposed Two-Factor model,
the link between nodes can express more information; worm infection rate , host immunity and some parameters
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were expressed as a Function of time T, and adjusted its
value according to the change of infected host quantity.
The models mentioned above only describe nodes infected
number in unit time, but they can’t reflect worm’s infection route in network topology. In Reference 18, based on
social topology, Faghani and others proposed XXS worm
model which used undirected network topology, whereas,
it was not conform to aeolotropism in real social network
topology.
In Reference 19, Nguyen and others presented primarily worm inhibition method which based upon community structure, this method made use of popular BGLL,
it was not necessary to provide division quantity to detect
reasonable community structure for users. What’s more,
Nguyen and others gave selection strategies on key nodes
in community, which means the nodes which possess the
most connections between the community and other communities could be defined as key nodes, and gave these
nodes immunization or issued patches primarily. But in
their paper, the authors can’t prove the selection of key
nodes in theories or experiments.
In view of all kinds of hazards caused by social network
worms, the defensive measures put forward by researchers
mainly include two aspects:
1) Social network worm detection [3, 16, 26];
2) Social network worm inhibition [20, 36].
Among them, the social network worm detection can be
divided into client and server detection according to the
location of the detection. The client detection method
mainly uses constantly updated feature library to match
and detect the spread of worm. But when there is a new
type of worm, limited by the bandwidth of existing network, it is hard for it to distribute the new features to the
network test system of all users, so the method has certain delay. Server detection mainly captures the number
of malicious messages in the network through the website
server, but this method cannot detect worms until the
malicious message spreads to a certain degree. So this
method also has the unavoidable delay.
Although the worm inhibition method in social network is unable to timely detect the spread of the worm,
it can reduce the number of infected users to maximum
extent. At present, researchers generally start from the
community structure of complex networks, in other words,
find the community in the network first, and then adopt
relevant measures to select key nodes in the community,
finally, conduct immune operation for these key nodes,
thus ensuring to immunize other nodes at full speed. This
paper, based on such idea, conducts worms inhibition in
social network. According to the choice strategy of key
nodes in the community, we define the nodes connected
with most other communities as the key nodes, then immune these nodes, finally immune the neighboring nodes
with the help of these key nodes, thus effectively restraining the rapid spread of network worms.

460

The remained paper is divided into four sections. Section 2 introduces the concrete realization of Link Clustering based Community detection (LCC). Section 3 introduces the selection of key nodes and worms inhibition
method, and Section 4 describes the experimental results
on real data sets, and Section 5 summarizes the full paper.

2

Link Clustering Based Community Detection Algorithm

On the basis of existing methods, this work proposes a
worm inhibition method, which based on dynamic community mining, as shown in Figure1. This method can be
divided into four stages: original data pre-processing, dynamic community detection, key nodes abstraction, worm
inhibition. First, through network structure information
at various points, we get related link increment, and then
we adopt improved Link Partition Density Function to
process the increment information, counting the improved
link modularity value as objective function, so as to detect
community to get community structure. Next, we propose
three different strategies to choose key nodes, analyze and
compare worm inhibition effect under different strategies
by comparison experiments in the fourth section. At last,
we give these key nodes immunization, with the help of
these nodes, give immunization to the neighbor nodes,
in order to achieve the desired inhibitory effect of worm
rapid spreading.

Figure 1: The diagram of worm inhibition

2.1

Link Partition Density

For a given network G(V, E), where V is the node set in
the network, and E is the edge set, C = {C1 , C2 , · · · , Ck }
represent the community sets in the network.
Definition 1. For the given network G, link graph
LG is the link aggregation formed by connection be-
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tween nodes in G, as shown in Figure 2, where LG = into two categories: Intra-community Links (IL), that
is, the two endpoints are within the community; Bridge{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16}.
community Links (BL), that is, the two endpoints are
located in different communities. For each community C
in G, when adding IL or removing BL, the community will
be closer and the network structure will be clearer. On the
contrary, removing IL link or adding BL will make the network structure even vaguer. When there is no interference
between the two communities, or the disturbance is small,
adding or removing the link may form a new community
structure. Therefore, in the update of community structure, the subtle changes of network structure will lead to
the huge change of community. From the perspective of
the link, with the passage of time, the change of network
is in fact the link adding or removing. Thus, the change
information in the network can be simply described as the
Figure 2: The link graph
adding of new link or the removing of existing link.

2.2

Adding Link Algorithm

Definition 2. In the given link L1 (L1 =< v1 , v2 >) and
L2 (L2 =< v3 , v4 >), v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 are the nodes. If L1 ∩ Theorem 1. If Ci is a community in network G, add
L2 =< v1 , v2 > ∩ < v3 , v4 >6= ∅, the link L1 and L2 are any IL to Ci , Ci won’t break down into smaller modules.
the neighboring links.
Proof. Formula (1) shows the link partition density of Ci .
In Figure 2, Link 1 and Link 2 share the node V0 , so Assuming that the incremental information εi represents0
adding an internal link e to the community Ci . Set Dc
Link 1 and Link 2 are the neighboring links.
as the link partition density while adding e into the comDefinition 3. Given link communities Ci , Cj and link munity Ci , then
L =< v1 , v2 > in moment t, if {L|L ∈
/ Ci , L ∈
/ Cj , v1 ∈
Ci , v2 ∈ Cj , i 6= j}, L is the bridge link.
0
mb − (nb − 1)
(mc + 1) − (nc − 1)
− n (n −1)
.
Dc = n (n −1)
c
c
b
b
− (nc − 1)
− (nb − 1)
Inspired by the literature [1], this paper proposes an
2
2
improved link partition density function for dealing with
(3)
incremental information. Assuming that a network has M
0
Obviously, Dc > Dc , therefore, when adding internal
links, and the network is divided into C link subsets by
{P1 , P2 , · · · , Pc }, the link partition density of community link e to community Ci , the community structure will be
stronger.
is:
Dc =

mc − (nc − 1)
nc (nc −1)
− (nc −
2

−
1)

mb − (nb − 1)
nb (nb −1)
− (nb −
2

Theorem 2. If the added link is between Ci and Cj , when
.
1)
the bridge link needs to be re-assigned, the community Ci
(1) and Cj are the first choice.

In the above formula, mc and nc respectively repre- Proof. Assuming that the added link e between Ci and
sent the link numbers and node numbers in the subset Cj , because e’s nodes are in the communities Ci and Cj ,
Pc , mb represents the bridge link numbers between com- so when adding the link e to other communities, the value
munities, nb represents the node numbers between com- of DL is not changed. For the community Ci , before
munities. And meet mc = |Pc |, nc = | ∪eij ∈Pc {i, j}|, adding link e, the link partition density is:
nb = | ∪eij,i∈Pc ,j∈P
{i, j}|. Then, the improved link parti/ c
mb − (nb − 1)
mc − (nc − 1)
tion density DL is defined as:
− n (n −1)
.
DL,i = n (n −1)
c
c
b
b
−
(n
−
1)
−
(n
−
1)
c
b
X mc
2
2
Dc
DL =
(4)
M
c
2 X
mc − (nc − 1)
mb − (nb − 1)
=
[mc
− mb
].
M c
(nc − 1)(nc − 1)
(nb − 2)(nb − 1)
When adding link e, the link partition density is:
(2)
0
mc − (nc − 1)
(mb + 1) − nb
In the given network G(V, E), C = {C1 , C2 , · · · , Ck },
DL,i = n (n −1)
− (n +1)n
.
c
c
b
b
− (nc − 1)
− nb
set the incremental information in the network as ε =
2
2
{ε1 , ε2 , · · · , εn }. In the network, the links can be divided
(5)
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0

Set ∆1 = DL,i − DL,i , obviously ∆1 > 0, so after
adding the link e into Ci , the link partition density of Ci
0
will increase. Similarly, set ∆2 = DL,j − DL,j , obviously
∆2 > 0, the link partition density of Cj also increases.
To sum up, if the added link is between Ci and Cj , the
communities Ci and Cj are the first choice.
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Proof. When the removed link e is the bridge link between Ci and Cj , the link relation among nodes within
the community does not change, but when the link between communities is removed, the connection of community will become looser, and the community structure in
the network will be stronger and more obvious. As a result, the overall community structure will not change.

Deduction 1. If the added bridge link e is between Ci
When link e is removed, it can be divided into two
and Cj , when meeting ∆d = DL,i (E + e) − DL,j (E + e) +
DL,j (E) − DL,i (E) > 0, the bridge link e will be assigned cases:
to the community Ci ; otherwise, the bridge link e will be
1) The bridge link e is between Ci and Cj , (i 6= j);
assigned to Cj .

2) The link e is fully inside the community Ci . According to the deduction 2, for case (1), when removing the bridge link, the community will not change.
For case (2), when the removed link e is an IL, set
S(e) as the neighboring link set of e, ∀l ∈ S(e). If
= ∆ 1 − ∆2
0
0
Ck = argmax(DL,k (l)), assign the link l to the com= (DL,i − DL,i ) − (DL,j − DL,j )
munity Ck , where N is total number of link commu= DL,i (E + e) − DL,j (E + e) + DL,j (E) − DL,i (E).
nities at present, and 1 ≤ k ≤ N .
(6)
Removing link algorithm is as Algorithm 2.

Proof. Theorem 2 shows that if the added bridge link e
is between Ci and Cj , the communities Ci and Cj are the
first choice, then
∆d

When ∆d > 0, the bridge link e should be assigned to
Ci , while ∆d < 0, the bridge link e should be assigned to
Cj .
When adding a new link e, there are two kinds of situations:
1) Link e is completely in community Ci ;

Algorithm 2 removing link
1: Input the removed link e and link community structure Ct in moment t.
2: Output the link community structure Ct+1 in moment
t+1.
3: If e is the community external link, then Ct+1 ≡ Ct ,
otherwise Ck = argmax(DL,k (l)), l ∈ S(e), k ∈
(1, N ), add the link l into Ck , and update Ct+1 .

2) Link e is between Ci and Cj , where i 6= j. For
Case (1), according to Theorem 1, the community
To sum up, the Link Clustering based Community destructure remains the same. For Case (2), based on tection algorithm is described as Algorithm 3.
Theorem 2, if the bridge link e is assigned to the
new community, the community must be one of Ci Algorithm 3 The LCC algorithm
and Cj . Deduction 1 shows the assigning criteria of 1: Input G0 = (V0 , E0 ), incremental information ε =
bridge link e.
{ε1 , ε2 , · · · , εn }.
2: Output the community structure Ct of network Gt in
Therefore, the algorithm of adding link is described as
moment t.
Algorithm 1.
3: Find the link community structure G0 at the initial
moment.
Algorithm 1 adding link
4: Start
from the initial moment, if e
∈
1: Enter new link e and link community structure Ct in
adding link(L(u, v)), then adding link(Ct , L(u, v)),
moment t.
otherwise removing link(Ct , L(u, v)).
2: Output the link community structure Ct+1 in moment
5: Map the link community structure Ct into the node
t+1.
community, and obtain the nodes community struc3: If e is the internal link, then Ct+1 ≡ Ct , otherwise
ture at each moment.
k = argmax(∆di , ∆dj ), add e to Ck , and update
Ct+1 .

3
2.3

Removing Link Algorithm

Worm Inhibition Method in Social Network

Deduction 2. If the link e is the bridge link between
3.1 Selection of Key Nodes
Ci and Cj , when removing the link, the structures of Ci
and Cj will be more apparent, and the whole community When inhibiting the social network worms, in addition to
structure remains the same.
the community detection algorithm, the selection strategy
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of key nodes can also affect the inhibition effect of social
network worms. The formalized definitions of the key
nodes are given here first.
In the given network G(V, E), where C = {C1 , C2 ,
· · · , Ck } represent the community sets in the network.
Vji represent the nodes in Ci , we use |Vji |in to indicate
the connection numbers of Vji with other nodes in the
community, also known as the internal node degree, and
|Vji |out to signify the connection numbers of Vji with nodes
in other communities, also known as the external node
degree, use |Vji | represent the connection numbers of Vji
with other nodes. Obviously, |Vji | = |Vji |in + |Vji |out .
Definition 4. (The maximum internal degree nodes.) In
i
Ci , Vmaxin
is called as the maximum internal degree node,
if and only if meeting the following formula:
i
∀Vji ∈ Ci , |Vji |in ≤ |Vmax
|in .

(7)

Definition 5. (The maximum external degree node.) In
i
is called as the maximum external degree
Ci , Vmaxout
node, if and only if meeting the following formula:
i
∀Vji ∈ Ci , |Vji |out ≤ |Vmax
|out .

(8)

i
Definition 6. (The maximum degree node.) In Ci , Vmax
is called as the maximum degree node, if and only if meeting the following formula:
i
∀Vji ∈ Ci , |Vji | ≤ |Vmax
|.

3.2

463

Inhibition Algorithm for Social Network Worms

According to three selection strategies of key nodes, we
give the worm inhibition algorithm in social network after
using LCC to obtain community structure of the social
network.
Algorithm 4 The worm inhibition
1: Input: edge sets E, community structures C = {Ci },
and selection strategy P
2: Output: the key nodes set R
3: for Ci in C
4:
if (P is the maxin strategy)
5:
v ←− get maxin(Ci , E)
6:
elseif (P is the maxout strategy)
7:
v ←− get maxout(Ci , E)
8:
else
9:
v ←− get max(Ci , E)
10:
if (v = N U LL )
11:
R.add(v)
12: for v in R
13:
Issue immune notice to v
14:
Being immune, v spreads immune notice to its
neighbors
15: return R

(9)

Experiments
In the real community, although the maximum internal 4
degree node, the maximum external degree node and the
maximum degree node could be the same node in most 4.1 Data Sets and Evaluation Indexes
cases, there are also different situations, so three different
In order to prove the validity of algorithm proposed in
node selection strategies are needed here.
this paper, our method was tested in real-world web data
Maxin strategy. Once the social network worms out- sets and compared with other classical community detecbreak, select the maximum internal degree node tion algorithms, followed by verifying the validity of social
Vmaxin in the community. The nodes have the most network worms inhibition. 5 typical real-world web data
links with other nodes in the community; this se- sets were adopted for experimental analysis as illustrated
lection strategy is mainly based on local thoughts, in Table 1.
because the nodes can immune other nodes in the
community at full speed, thus inhibiting the spread
Table 1: Data sets
of the worm in the community.
Nodes
Edges
Data Sets
Maxout strategy. Once the social network worms outAmount
Amount
break, select the maximum external degree node
Zachary Karate
34
78
Vmaxout in the community. The nodes have the most
Dolphin
62
159
links with other outside communities, which can not
Book US politics
105
441
only prevent the worm spreading from other commuAmercian
college
nities to this community, but also inhibit the spread115
613
football
ing of the worm from this community.
LiveJournal Social
4847571
68993773
Max strategy. Once the social network worms outNetworking Dataset
break, select the maximum degree node Vmax in the
community. The nodes have the most neighbors, and
the neighboring nodes can be either in the same comTo evaluate the quality of community partition, the
munity, or in other communities. The selection strat- first evaluation criterion adopted was Q Modularity proegy is mainly based on the greedy thought, that is, posed by Newman and Girvan and the second was Norimmune the node with the strongest local transmis- malized Mutual Information (NMI) proposed by Danon.
sion capacity first.
Their definitions respectively as follows.
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perform community detection against large-scale complex
networks.
(10)
The LCC and other algorithms such as GN, LPA, NFA,
i
BGLL were acted on four known community structures
(Zachary Karate, Dolphins, Book US politics, American
kxk means the sum of all elements in the x -matrix. First
college Football) and then the comparative results in NMI
of all, a symmetric matrix of k×k was defined as e = (eij ),
accuracy among such algorithms were given in Table 3.
in which eij refers the proportion of the lines connecting
two nodes of different communities on the network in all
lines. The two nodes are in the ith community and the jth Table 3: Comparison among different algorithms in term
community respectively. Suppose the sum P
of all the ele- of NMI on real-world networks
ments in the diagonals of matrix is T re = i (eii ) which
Data Sets
GN
LPA
NFA
BGLL LCC
refers the proportion of the lines connecting every node
in some community on network in total of all lines. Then
Zachary
0.58
0.84
0.69
0.59
1.0
define the sumPof every element in each line or each colKarate
umn as ai = j eij , which refers the proportion of the
Dolphin
0.55
0.59
0.57
0.52
0.63
lines connecting nodes in the ith community in all the
Book US
0.56
0.51
0.52
0.57
0.66
lines. The upper limit of Q is Q = 1, thus the more closer
politics
to the value Q is, the more obvious community structure
Amercian
will be.
college
0.88
0.90
0.79
0.90
0.91
Standard definition of NMI:
football
Standard definition of Q Modularity:
X
Q=
(eii − a2i ) = T re − ke2 k

N N

NMI =

−2Σi,j Nij log( Ni.ijN.j )
Σi Ni. log( NNi. + Σj N.j log

N.j
N )

(11)

Nij is the number of public nodes in clustering Xi and Yj ,
Ni is the sum of the line ith, Nj is the sum of the column
jth. NMI’s value is between 0 and 1. When NMI=0, it
indicates the two consequences completely inconsistent;
When NMI=1, it indicates the two consequences completely consistent.

4.2

Community Detection Results

In order to verify the validity of LCC, in this section
it was compared with algorithms like GN, LPA and
BGLL [20, 21]. The comparative results between the average Q modularity acquired from 10 runs of LCC and
from other 3 algorithms were given in Table 2.
Table 2: Comparison of Q modularity between our
method and other algorithms
Data Sets
Zachary
Karate
Dolphin
Book US
politics
Amercian
college
football

From Table 3 it was indicated that (1) The NMI value
of optimum community partition by LCC for Zachary
Karate was 1 and the community structure partitioned
was shown in Figure 3. It could be indicated from Figure 3 that the community structure partitioned by LCC
had a completely consistent structure with the real-world
community structure. (2) For Dolphin, the NMI value of
community partition by LCC was 0.63 and the community
structure partitioned was shown in Figure 4. Seen from
Figure 4, it was partitioned into 4 communities by LCC,
in which the part represented by purple circle was corresponding with real-world community structure in Dolphin
dataset, and by LCC the other part of real-world community structure was further partitioned into 3 tighter
communities, which were represented as red square, green
diamond, and blue triangle, respectively. (3) As for Book
US polities and American college football sets, the NMI
value acquired by LCC was higher than that by any other
algorithm. Thus it was indicated that the community
structure detected by LCC had a high accuracy.

GN

LPA

BGLL

LCC

0.401

0.407

0.419

0.435

4.3

0.519

0.511

0.516

0.517

0.517

0.516

0.498

0.523

0.599

0.598

0.602

0.611

Related experiments were performed in order to verify the
validity of algorithm proposed in this paper using for the
inhibition of social network worms. Since the iterative
method was used to analyze the propagation process of
worms, here the end condition of iterative process was required for discussion. “Newly infected nodes” and “most
nodes infected” were taken as two judgment conditions,
by satisfying either of which the iteration might be terminated. In this experiment, the LiveJournal data set in
Table 1 was selected to conduct four experiments. Then
no inhibition means were adopted and the worm inhibition effects under 3 key node selection strategies stated in

Known from Table 2, as for Dolphin, the Q value acquired from LCC was slightly lower than that of GN while
for other 3 data sets, the Q modularity value of LCC
was the highest. Thus it was clear that LCC was able to

Worm Inhibition Results
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Conclusions

At first, adopting improved Link Partition Density Function, this paper makes Community Detection. Then we
propose three different strategies to choose key nodes, and
give these key nodes immunization to get better worm
inhibition results. Finally, to verify the validity of mentioned algorithm, we perform it on a lot of real network
data sets.
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Abstract
Telecare medical information systems (TMIS) provides
convenient health care services for patients in order to
save the patients’ time and expense. The protection of
user’s privacy and data security is significant over public
communication. Recently, Lu et al. presented a threefactor based authentication protocol using elliptic curve
cryptography. In this paper, we analyze the security of Lu
et al.’s scheme. We demonstrate that Lu et al’s scheme
can’t protect user anonymity and insecure against impersonation attack. To remedy the mentioned security weakness, we propose a new authentication scheme to improve
on Lu et al.’s scheme. In comparison with recent schemes,
our scheme can provide stronger security and more efficiency in implementation.
Keywords: Authentication, password, user anonymity

1

Introduction

With the rapid development of information and network
technologies, connected health care can be applied in
many fields, such as telecare medicine information system (TMIS). TMIS provides a convenient communication
via public channels between patients (doctors) at home
and medical servers. The merit of TMIS is that it enables patients accessing and updating patient’s medical
information in TIMS server, and it provides health-care
services directly into the patient at home using internet,
which can save patients much time and expenses. In order
to protect patients’ privacy and security, it is very important to achieve secure mutual authentication between patients and the medical server before diagnosis. which result in data security and user’s privacy issues. The sensitive healthcare information should be protected and user’s
personal private information should not be leaked to the
malicious users or adversaries. A secure and efficient au-

thentication and key agreement scheme can provide various aspects of security for health data and user privacy.
Recently, many authentication schemes using smart card
have been presented to ensure secure and authorized access of data [4, 8, 9, 13, 14, 21, 22, 24, 27].
In 2009, Wu et al. [24] proposed an efficient authentication scheme using smart card for TMIS with precomputation. However, He et al. [8] found that Wu et al.’s
scheme is not secure against impersonation attacks and insider attacks. To address these problems, He et al. gave
an improved authentication scheme. Later, Wei et al. [22]
showed both Wu et al.’scheme and He et al.’s scheme
are not resistant to off-line password guessing attacks and
cannot achieve two-factor authentication. They also presented an improved authentication scheme for TMIS and
claimed that the improved scheme can achieve two-factor
authentication. Unfortunately, Zhu [29] pointed out that
Wei et al.’s scheme is also vulnerable to off-line password
guessing attack using stolen smart card. Zhu designed a
new RSA based authentication scheme and claimed that
the new scheme is secure against various attacks.
However, in all password based remote user authentication schemes mentioned above, an adversary can obtain
user’s identity since the identity was transmitted in plaintext in authentication process. In 2004, Das et al. [7]
proposed a dynamic ID-based password authentication
scheme to solve this security weakness. Since then, many
dynamic ID-based authentication schemes have been designed. Chen et al. [6] showed Khan et al.’s scheme [11]
can not protect the user’s anonymity and presented a dynamic ID-based password authentication scheme. However, Xie et al. [25] showed that Chen et al.’s scheme does
not provide user privacy protection and perfect forward
secrecy, and proposed an improved scheme. Until now,
many researchers have analyzed the security of passwordbased authentication schemes. Also other researchers proposed their authentication and key agreement schemes.
All above mentioned authentication schemes are based
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on two factors password and smart cards [1, 19]. Lately,
researchers focused on three factor based authentication
and key agreement scheme employing biometric, which
has stronger security than two factor based schemes [28].
In 2013, Tan [20] proposed a biometric based remote
user authentication scheme for telecare medical information system to achieve mutual authentication and session key establishment. Awasthi and Srivastava [3] presented an efficient biometric based authentication scheme,
which only uses the Xor operation and hash function to
lower computational cost for smart cards. Tan showed
that Awasthi-Srivastava’s three-factor scheme is vulnerable to the reflection attacks and it fails to provide user
anonymity and three-factor security. Recently, Lu et
al. [15] put forward the security weakness of of Arshad
et al.’s scheme [2], and proposed an biometric-based authentication schemes for TMIS using elliptic curve cryptosystem.
In this paper, we demonstrate that Lu et al.’s scheme
fails to protect patient’s anonymity. Additionally, we
show that a legal user can impersonate any user of the
system to communicate with the server, and disguise as
a legitimate server to deceive a user. Furthermore, we
put forward an improved biometric based authentication
scheme to deal with the weakness of Lu et al.’s scheme.
Our proposed scheme also employs lower computational
operations such as ECC and hash function to lower its
computational cost.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
first section, we introduce some notations and definitions
used in this paper. Section 3 will review the biometric
-based authentication scheme by Lu et al. Section 4 analyzes the security problems of Lu et al.’s protocol. We
present a new biometric -based authentication scheme
based on ECC in Section 5. Section 6 will elaborate the
security and efficiency of our new scheme briefly, and gives
a comparison of several previous biometric based authentication schemes. And A comparison with some previous
authentication schemes in the aspect of security and efficiency is given in Section 7. Finally, we give a conclusion
in the last section.

2

Preliminaries

This section lists the notations and definitions used in
this paper, and briefly reviews the basic concepts of biohashing, ECC cryptosystem along with some hardness
problems are introduced.

2.1

Notations

Table 1 lists the notations that will be used in this paper.
In Table 1, one-way hash function h(·) maps a string of
arbitrary length to a string of fixed length which is called
hashed value. It can be represented as h : {0, 1}∗ →
{0, 1}n . Such hash function is easy to compute on every
input, but hard to invert given the image of a random
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Table 1: Notations
Symbol
U
S
P W, ID, B
x
h1 (·)
h2 (·)
H(·)
SK
||
⊕
Ex (·)
Dx (·)

Description
the user/patient
The telecare server
Password, Identity, Biometric of user
Private key of server
Hash function h1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l
Hash function h2 : {0, 1}∗ → Zp∗
Biometric Hash function
Session key between U and S
String concatenation operation
Exclusive-or operation
Symmetric encryption with x
Symmetric decryption with x

input.
It is noted that, when the elliptic curve point P =
(x, y) as input in hash operation and ⊕ operation, P is
represented as a value by x||y.

2.2

Bio-hashing

The biometrics is of great importance to provide genuine
user authentication in any authentication scheme. In general, imprint biometric characteristics (face, fingerprint,
palmprint) may not be exactly same at each time. Therefore, high false rejection of valid users resulting low false
acceptation, is often occurs in the verification of biometric
systems. In order to resolve the high false rejection rate,
Jin et al. [10] proposed a two-factor authenticator on iterated inner products between tokenised pseudo-random
number and the user specific fingerprint features, which
produces a set of user specific compact code that coined
as Bio-Hashing. Later, Lumini and Nanni [16] proposed
the improvement of Bio-Hashing. As specified in [5], BioHashing maps a user/patients biometric feature onto user
specific random vectors in order to generate a code, called
biocode and then discretizes the projection coefficients
into zero and one. Biocode is also as secure as a hashed
password.

3

Review of Lu et al.’s Scheme

In 2015, Lu et al. proposed an biometric-based authentication and key agreement scheme based on elliptic
curve cryptosystem [15], which is based on Arshad et al.’s
scheme [2]. It consists of four phases: registration, login,
authentication, password change. In this section, we will
briefly review these phases of Lu et al.’s scheme.
Registration phase.
In this phase, a new user Ui registers to the server
S and achieves the personalized smart card via the
following steps:
• The user Ui selects his identity IDi , password
P Wi and inputs his biometric Bi . He computes
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M Pi = P W ⊕ H(Bi ), and sends {IDi , M Pi } to
the server S through a secure channel.

4
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Security Weakness of Lu et al.’s
Scheme

• Upon receiving the registration request, S calculates AIDi = IDi ⊕ h2 (x) using the private key x, Vi = h1 (IDi ||M Pi ), and stores
{AIDi , Vi , h1 (·), h2 (·), H(·)} into a smart card
SCi . S issues SCi to the patient Ui .

In this section, we demonstrate that Lu et al.’s scheme
fails to achieve their claimed security goals. In the attack model, it can be assumed that an adversary could
get the values which are stored into a user Ui ’s smart
card by monitoring the power consumption [12, 17]. Also
an adversary has the ability of controlling over the comLogin and Authentication phase.
munication totally. That means that he can extract and
The user Ui and the server S execute the following
modify the transmitting messages between Ui and S. In
steps in order to achieve authentication and session
the following, we will analyze the security of Lu et al.’s
key agreement.
scheme in detail.
• Ui first inserts the smart card SCi , and inputs Linkability.
his identity IDi , password P Wi and biometric
The linkability is that an adversary can determiBi . Then, SCi checks whether h1 (IDi ||P Wi ⊕
nate whether two login messages are sent by the
H(Bi )) = Vi holds or not. If it holds, go to the
same patient. Since the login request message m1 =
next step.
{AIDi , M1 , M2 , T1 } contains the fixed value AIDi =
IDi ⊕h2 (x) where IDi is the user’s identity and h2 (x)
• The smart card SCi generates a random number
is a hash function with input x. Therefore, when an
du , and computes K = h1 (IDi ||IDi ⊕ AIDi ),
adversary intercepts two login messages m1 and m01 ,
M1 = K ⊕ du P and M2 = h1 (IDi ||du P ||T1 ).
he only decides whether the first part of m1 and m01
SCi sends the login request {M1 , M2 , AIDi , T1 }
are equal. If it’s correct, we determine that two login
to S.
messages must be from the same patient.
• After receiving {M1 , M2 , AIDi , T1 }, S first examines whether |Tc − T1 | < ∆T , where Tc is Fails to protect user anonymity.
In this subsection, we will show that Lu et al.’s
the current time stamp. If true, S computes
scheme does not protect patient’s anonymity for the
AIDi ⊕ h2 (x) using his private key x to extract
insider users.
IDi , then he calculates du P = h1 (IDi ||h2 (x))⊕
M1 and verifies whether M2 = h1 (IDi ||du P ||T1 )
In Lu et al.’s scheme, the patient’s identity is obholds. If correct, S chooses a number ds ranscured by the form AIDi = IDi ⊕h2 (x), which is part
domly, and computes M3 = K ⊕ ds P , SK =
of the transmitted message by public channel in login
ds (du P ), M4 = h1 (K||du P ||SK||T2 ), where
phase. For outside attackers, it’s not efficient to reT2 is the current time. Then, S transmits
trieve the patient’s identity without knowledge of the
{M3 , M4 , T2 } to Ui .
secret value h2 (x). However, for a legal but malicious
patient Uj , he can extracts h2 (x) using his own iden• Upon receiving {M3 , M4 , T2 }, SCi checks the
tity IDj and the value AIDj stored in smart card.
validity of T2 . Then, U extracts ds P from comThen, Uj can easily compute any other patient’s idenputing M3 ⊕ K, and computes SK = du (ds P ),
tity by computing ID = AID ⊕ h(x) where AID can
Then, checks
M40 = h1 (K||du P ||SK||T2 ).
be intercepted in initiating login phase.
whether M40 = M4 holds. If correct, the smart
card SCi computes M5 = h1 (K||ds P ||SK||T3 ) Server impersonation attack.
and then sends the message {M5 , T3 } to S.
This subsection describes that a legitimate user in
• S checks the freshness of T3 , and then verifies
?
h1 (K||ds P ||SK||T3 ) = M5 . If both are correct,
S authenticates Ui and accepts SK as the session key.
Password change phase.
If the patient Ui wants to change his old password
P Wi , Ui inserts the smart card into the device and
inputs the IDi , P Wi , and Bi . Then SCi verifies
?
h1 (IDi ||P Wi ⊕ H(Bi )) = Vi . If holds, Ui keys
new
a new password P Wi , SCi computes Vinew =
h1 (IDi ||P Winew ⊕ H(Bi )). Finally, it replaces Vi by
Vinew .

Lu et al.’s scheme can impersonate as a legal sever.
Denote Uj be a legal patient, who wants to simulate
as legal TMIS server. Uj will perform the following
steps to impersonate as a legal server.
1) Uj extracts the secret information {Vj , AIDj ,
h1 (·), h2 (·), H(·)} stored into his smart card by
monitoring the power consumption or analyzing the leaked information. Uj then computes
AIDj ⊕ IDj using his password P Wj to obtain
h2 (x).
2) When a patient Ui executes the login and authentication process and sends {M1 , M2 , AIDi ,
T1 } to S, Uj intercepts the login message.
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3) Uj computes AIDi ⊕h2 (x) using the value h2 (x)
to retrieve the identity of Ui . Then Uj chooses a
random number d0s ∈ Zp∗ , and computes M30 =
h1 (IDi ||h2 (x)) ⊕ d0s P , SK 0 = d0s (du P ), M40 =
h1 (K||du P ||SK 0 ||T2 ), where T2 is the current
time stamp. Uj sends {M30 , M40 , T2 } to Ui
4) Ui check the validity of T2 . Then computes
K ⊕ M30 = d0s P , SK = du (d0s P ),M4∗ =

5
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Proposed Scheme

From previous section, it is observed that the important weakness of Lu et al.’s scheme is the form of AIDi ,
which leaks some information of server’s private key. That
means any legal user can obtain h2 (x) that can be used
in attacking Lu et al.’s scheme. This section proposes an
improved three-factor authentication scheme based on Lu
et al.’s scheme. In the proposed scheme, in order to re?
h1 (K||du P ||SK||T2 ) = M40 . Ui accepts the ses- sist the impersonation attack, we employ a hash function
sion key SK since the verification is correct and with inputs the patient’s identity and private key, which
regards Uj as a legitimate sever.
is related to the communicating patient. The four phases
Therefore, a legal patient can simulate as a legitimate of our proposed scheme are described as follows.
sever to all other users.
Registration phase.
User impersonation attack.
A new user Ui chooses identity and password and
Lu et al. claimed their scheme could withstand varthen registers his identity to the server S. Server
ious attack. Now, we demonstrate that a legal but
registers the user and provides the valid smart card
malicious patient Uj can impersonate a patient to
in return.
the server. The details of impersonation attack are
• The patient Ui generates a random number r,
presented in the following.
and chooses his identity IDi , password P Wi and
1) Uj can get h2 (x) by computing AIDj ⊕ IDj as
his biometric Bi . He computes M Pi = P Wi ⊕
similar as step 1 in server impersonation, where
H(Bi ) ⊕ r, and sends {IDi , M Pi } to the server
AIDj is retrieved in his his smart card.
S through a secure channel.
2) When another patient Ui initiates the
• The sever S computes AIDi = h(IDi ||x),
login process and transmits the request
Ki = h(AIDi ), Vi = AIDi ⊕ M Pi . Then, S
{M1 , M2 , AIDi , T1 } to S. Uj extracts AIDi
generates a number a randomly and computes
from the request message and computes
CIDi = Ex (IDi ||a). The server issues a smartIDi = AIDi ⊕ h2 (x). The adversary Uj
card SCi to the patient Ui which is stored by
terminates this session.
{Ki , Vi , CIDi , h(·), H(·)}.
3) Uj selects a random nonce d0u ∈ Zp∗ , current time
• Upon receiving the smart card, Ui computes
stamp T1 , calculates K = h1 (IDi ||h2 (x)), M10 =
Ri = r ⊕ h(IDi ||P Wi ||H(Bi )), and stores Ri
K ⊕ d0u P and M20 = h1 (IDi ||T1 ||d0u P ). Then Uj
into SCi .
sends the login message {M10 , M20 , AIDi , T1 } as
the login message of Ui to S.
Login and authentication phase.
A legal user with valid smart card can establish a
4) After receiving the login message, S verifies
secure and authorized session with the server. In this
whether |T1 − Ts | ≤ ∆. If not true, S aborts the
phase, user and server first authenticate each other
session. Otherwise, S computes IDi = AIDi ⊕
and then agree on a session key that can be used for
h2 (x). Then S chooses a random number ds ∈
the secure transmission of data.
Zp∗ , and computes M3 = h1 (IDi ||h2 (x)) ⊕ ds P ,
SK = ds (du P ), M4 = h1 (K|T2 ||SK 0 ||du P |),
• Ui first inserts SCi into the card reader, and
where T2 is the current time stamp. Uj sends
enters his identity IDi , password P Wi and bio{M3 , M4 , T2 } to Ui .
metric Bi . Then, smart card SCi computes
5) Uj computes K ⊕ M3 = ds P , SK =
r = Ri ⊕ h(IDi ||P Wi ||H(B)), M Pi = P Wi ⊕
du (ds P ). Then Uj checks whether M4∗ =
H(B ) ⊕ r, and AID = V ⊕ M P . The card
?

h1 (K||du P ||SK||T2 ) = M40 . Uj computes M5 =
h1 (K||ds P ||SK||T3 ) and then sends the message
{M3 , T3 } to S.
6) S checks the freshness of T3 from the
received message, and verifies M50
=
?

h1 (K||ds P ||SK||T3 ) = M5 .
S authenticates Uj as Ui and accepts SK as the session
key.
Hence, a legal patient can impersonate himself as any
other patients to sever S. Therefore, it is shown that Lu
et al.’s scheme is vulnerable to user impersonation attack.

i

i

i

i

?

checks whether h(AIDi ) = Ki . If holds, go to
next step.
• SCi generates a random nonce du ∈ Zp ,
and computes du P , M1 = AIDi ⊕ D and
M2 = h(AIDi ||du P ||T1 ).
SCi transmits
{M1 , M2 , CIDi , T1 } to the server.
• After
receiving
the
login
request
{M1 , M2 , CIDi , T1 }, S first checks the freshness of T1 by verifing whether |Tc − T1 | < ∆T ,
where Tc is the current time. If true, S
retrieves IDi by decrypting CIDi , and
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User Ui /Smart card

Server S

Choose IDi , PWi , Bi , r

MPi = PWi Å H ( Bi ) Å r
ID , MP

i
i
¾¾¾¾
®

AIDi = h( IDi || x)
Ki = h( AIDi ) , Vi = AIDi Å MPi
CIDi = Ex ( IDi || a)
Store Ki ,Vi , CIDi , h(×), H (×)

into SC

SC

¬¾¾¾
¾
Ri = r Å h( IDi || PWi || H ( Bi ))
Store Ri into SC

Figure 1: Registration phase of proposed scheme

User Ui /Smart card

Server S

Inputs IDi , PWi , Bi

r = Ri Å h( IDi || PWi || H ( Bi ))
MPi = PWi Å H ( Bi ) Å r

AIDi = Vi Å MPi
Ki = h( AIDi )?
M1 = AIDi Å du P
M 2 = h( IDi || du P || T1 )
M , M ,CID ,T

1
2
i 1
¾¾¾¾¾
¾
®

Verifies T1 - T2 < DT

Dx (CIDi ) = IDi || a
AIDi = h( IDi || x)
du P = AIDi Å M1
M 2 = h( IDi || du P || T1 )?
Generate a ' , d s
CID 'i = Ex ( IDi || a ')
SK = d s (du P)

M 3 = AIDi Å ds P
M 4 = h1 (CID 'i || SK || du P || T2 )
M , M ,CID ' ,T

3
4
i 2
¬¾¾¾¾¾
¾

Tc - T2 < DT
d s P = M 3 Å AIDi
SK = du (d s P)
M 4 = h(CID 'i || SK || du P || T2 )?
M 5 = h(d s P || SK || T3 )
M ,T

5 3
¾¾¾¾¾
®

Tc - T3 < DT
M 5 = h(d s P || SK || T3 )?

Figure 2: Login and authentication phase of proposed scheme
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computes AIDi = h(IDi ||x).
Then he
hash function, it is hard to compute the ID from
calculates du P = AIDi ⊕ M1 and verifies
these eavesdropped message. Hence, our proposed
whether M2 = h(AIDi ||du P ||T1 ) holds.
scheme provide patient’s anonymity.
If correct, The sever generates ds ∈ Zp
Replay attack.
and a0 randomly, and computes E = ds P ,
In proposed scheme, the current timestamp is inCIDi0 = Ex (IDi , a0 ), M3 = AIDi ⊕ E,
cluded in the login message {M1 , M2 , CIDi , T1 } and
SK = h(AIDi ||ds (du P )||CIDi ), M4 =
the response message {M3 , M4 , CIDi0 , T2 }, where
h(CIDi0 ||SK||ds P ||T2 ), where T2 is the current
M1 = AIDi ⊕ D, M2 = h(AIDi ||D||T1 ), M3 =
time. Then, S sends {M3 , M4 , CIDi0 , T2 } to U .
AIDi ⊕ E, M4 = h(CIDi0 ||SK||E||T2 ). If the at• Upon receiving {M3 , M4 , CIDi0 , T2 }, SCi checks
tacker wants to send the login message or authenthe freshness of T2 .
Then, U extracts
tication message only altering time stamp, the pads P from computing M3 ⊕ AIDi , and comtient and the server could detect the replay attack
putes SK = h(AIDi ||du (ds P )||CIDi ), M40 =
by checking the validity of T1 and T2 respectively. If
h(CIDi0 ||SK||ds P ||T2 ). Then, check whether
the attacker generates M1 , M2 or M3 , M4 by himself,
M40 = M4 holds.
If correct, SCi reM1 and M3 are computed from value AIDi , which
places CIDi with CIDi0 , and computes M5 =
needs the knowledge of P Wi , Bi (or x), and M2 and
h(ds P ||SK||T3 ) and then sends the message
M4 are protected by a hash function. Hence, our
{M5 , T3 } to S.
scheme can present replay attack.
• S checks the validity of T3 , and verifies
User impersonation attack.
?
h(ds P ||SK||T3 ) = M5 . If both are correct, S
If the adversary wants to impersonate the legitimate
authenticates U and accepts SK as the session
user to the server, he has to generate a valid login
key.
request message {M1 , M2 , CIDi , T1 }, where M1 =
Password change phase.
A valid user with smart card can change the password
of the smart card as follows:
• Ui inserts the smart card into the device and
inputs the IDi , P Wi and Bi .
• SCi computes r = Ri ⊕ h(IDi ||P Wi ||H(Bi )),
M Pi = P Wi ⊕ H(Bi ) ⊕ r, AIDi = Vi ⊕ M Pi
?

and checks h(AIDi ) = Ki . If it holds, Ui inputs
a new password P Winew , biometric Binew and a
new random number rnew .

AIDi ⊕ D, M2 = h(AIDi ||D||T1 ),. It is clear that
the adversary can generate a random element in Zp∗
and guess the patient’s identity to compute M2 , and
the third part CIDi can be retrieved from the eavesdropped message {M3 , M4 , CIDi0 , T2 } in authentication phase. But, it is very difficult to calculate the
valid number M1 without the knowledge of AIDi .
AIDi can be computed by the pair (IDi , P Wi , Bi )
and Vi . Then the server could detect the attack by
checking the correctness of M1 and M2 . Therefore,
the proposed scheme can prevent the user impersonation attack.

• SCi computes M Pinew = P Winew ⊕ H(Binew ) ⊕
rnew , Vinew = AIDi ⊕ M Pinew , Rinew = rnew ⊕ Server spoofing attack.
To masquerade as the legal server, an attacker
h(IDi ||P Winew ||H(Binew )). Finally, it replaces
aims to generate the forged response message
new
new
Ri , Vi by Ri , Vi
respectively.
{M3 , M4 , CIDi , T1 }, where M3 = AIDi ⊕ D, and
M4 = h(CIDi0 ||SK||E||T2 ). It is easy to obtain the
part CIDi0 by monitoring the communicating chan6 Security Analysis
nel. However, M3 cannot made without the value
In this section, we demonstrate that our scheme can resist
AIDi , and M4 is a one-way hash function with pria number of possible attack types.
vate parameters SK. Computing both valid M3 , M4
are hard for the attacker without server’s secret key
User anonymity.
x. Therefore, the proposed scheme can withstand the
Suppose an adversary eavesdrops the login request
server impersonation attack.
{M1 , M2 , CIDi , T1 } during the login phase, and
the authentication message {M3 , M4 , CIDi0 , T2 } dur- Off-line password guessing attack.
ing the authentication and key agreement phase,
For this attack model, an adversary is assumed
where M1 = AIDi ⊕ D, M2 = h(AIDi ||D||T1 ),
that he is able to extract all the secret informaCIDi = Ex (IDi ||a), M3 = AIDi ⊕ ds P, M4 =
tion stored in the memory of smart card by power
h(CIDi0 ||SK||E||T2 ), CIDi0 = Ex (IDi ||a0 ). Note
analysis attack. Thus, he obtain the parameters
that CIDi , CIDi0 are encrypted ciphertexts of IDi by
{Ki , Vi , CIDi , Ri }, where only Vi and Ri are related
x, and nobody other than the server has the private
with the patient’s password. In the following, we
key. And remaining parts M1 , M2 , M3 , M4 are the
show that the adversary can not extract successfully
form of output hash function of with a user’s identhe patient’s password by off line password guessing
tity. Due to one-way property of collision-resistant
attack.
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r = Ri Å h( IDi || PWi || H ( Bi ))
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¬¾¾¾¾¾
¾
Inputs PWi

new
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new

,r

new
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MPi
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i
¾¾¾¾¾¾
®

new
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Ki = h( AIDi )?
= PWi new Å H ( Bi new ) Å r new

= AIDi Å MPi new

Ri new = r new Å h( IDi || PWi new || H ( Bi new ))
Replaces Ri , Vi by Ri new ,Vi new

Figure 3: Password change phase of proposed scheme

• We know that Vi = AIDi ⊕ P Wi ⊕ H(Bi ) ⊕ r,
which has no efficient polynomials algorithm solving
where AIDi is computed by IDi and server’s
it. Therefore, our authentication scheme posses perprivate key x, r is a random number. Given
fect forward secrecy.
IDi , P Wi , it is computationally hard to get x,
user’s biometric Bi and r. Hence, the attacker Mutual authentication.
In our scheme, an user U validates the message
can not check whether the equation of Vi holds
0
{M
3 , M4 , CIDi , T2 } by checking both the timestamp
by guessing a patient’s identity and password.
T2 and the condition M40 = M4 are valid or not. S
• For Ri , we have Ri = r ⊕ h(IDi ||P Wi ||H(Bi )).
validates the message {M5 , T3 } sent by patient usIn order to utilize the above equality, the ating checking whether both the timestamp T3 and the
tacker not only needs the parameters IDi , P Wi
condition M50 = M5 hold. Also, an user and the
but also have to know both private biometric Bi
server agree with a session key which is known with
and r.
themselves.
• Combining Vi and Ri , r can be represented
by Ri ⊕ h(IDi ||P Wi ||H(Bi )).
That is to Efficient login and password change.
In the login and password change phase of our prosay, Vi = h(IDi ||x) ⊕ P Wi ⊕ H(Bi ) ⊕ Ri ⊕
?
posed scheme, the smart card must verify Ki =
h(IDi ||P Wi ||H(Bi )). It only works efficiently
(Vi ⊕ M Pi ), where M Pi = P Wi ⊕ H(Bi ) ⊕ Ri ⊕
to know (IDi , P Wi , Bi , x) for the adversary by
h(IDi ||P Wi ||H(B)), which includes the patient’s
executing off-line password guessing attack.
identity, password, and biometric. If it’s not true,
From above analysis, the adversary has to check the
the smart card rejects the user’s login and password
validity of pair (IDi , P Wi , Bi , x) by combining Vi
changing request. The quick detection of incorrect
and Ri . It is infeasible for doing an exhausted search
identity, password and biometric make the proposed
for all possible (IDi , P Wi , Bi , x) pairs. Hence, the
scheme efficient. Also, this verification can present
proposed scheme could resist off-line password guessdenial of service attack well.
ing attack.
Perfect forward secrecy.
An authentication and key agreement protocol can
provide perfect forward secrecy if an adversary knowing both user’s password P Wi and server’s secret key
x, but still can not compute previous session keys.
For a session key SK = h(AIDi ||ds (D)||CIDi ) in
our proposed scheme, Ui selects a random du and S
chooses a random ds for each session, the attacker
needs to know du and ds in order to get the session key. However, he only get du P and ds P from
P Wi ,x and the eavesdropped messages. That means
an adversary need to compute ds du P from du P and
ds P . It’s a Diffie-Hellman problem in elliptic curve,

7

Discussion

This section give a comparison of security and performance of recent biometric-based authentication and key
agreement schemes for TMIS [2, 3, 15, 18, 23, 26]. Table 2 describes that the flaws of security and efficiency for
biometric based authentication
√ schemes for TMIS.
In Table 2, we represent
as the scheme which prevents attack or satisfies the attribute and × as the scheme
which fails to prevent attack or does not satisfy the attribute. From Table 2, it is clear to see that most of
previous biometric authentication schemes do not satisfy desirable security attributes. However, Yan et al.’s
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Table 2: Security attributes comparison of biometric based authentication schemes
Security attributes \ Schemes
User anonymity
Off-line password guessing attack
Stolen smart card attack
Impersonation attack
Replay attack
Denial of service attack
Strong forward secrecy
Session key verification
Efficient password change

[15]
×
√
√
×
√
√
√
√
√

scheme [26] and Awasthi-Srivastava’s scheme [3] with
hash function computation have less computation overhead as compare to [2, 15] which have elliptic curve point
multiplication costs, which is also shown in Table 3. Lu
et al.’s scheme [15], Yan et al.’s scheme [26], AwasthiSrivastava and Wen’s schemes [3, 23] have the failure of
protecting user anonymity. However, user anonymity during message exchange ensures consumer’s privacy by preventing an attacker from acquiring consumer’s sensitive
personal information. Thus, an ID-based authentication
scheme should ensure anonymity and unlinkability. The
schemes [2, 3, 23, 26] can’t resist against the off-line password guessing attack, which means an attacker is able
to find user’s correct password using an off-line exhaustive search for all possible passwords. Hence, a passwordbased authentication scheme should resist on-line and offline password guessing attacks.
Lu et al.’s scheme [15] and Mishra et al.’s scheme [18] is
vulnerable to impersonation attack, which means that an
adversary could impersonate as a legal user to access any
services. Awasthi-Srivastava’s scheme [3] does not resist
replay attack. In general, their schemes can remedy this
security flaw by adding time stamp or a counter. Therefore, an secure authentication scheme should be secure
against replay attack.
In the above discussed schemes of Table 2, the smart
card cannot correctly identify the correctness of input
which causes extra computation and communication overhead. The scheme [3] has flaws in password change phase
and the schemes [3, 26] have inefficient password change
phase. It is clear from the study that inefficient password
change can cause DOS attack in case of incorrect input in
password change phase, i.e., onetime mistake in password
change phase, a valid user no longer login to the server
using the same smart card. The authentication schemes
could detect incorrect input quickly so that denial of service attack, and extra communication and computation
overhead can be avoided.
Table 3 discusses the computation overhead of these
schemes in login and authentication phase, where
Tsym , Th , TH , TM E and TECC denote the time complexity of symmetric encryption/decryption, hash function,
biometric hash function, modular exponentiation and el-

[26]
×
×
√

[3]
×
×
√

[23]
×
×
√

√
√
√
√
√

√

√
√
√

×
√
√
√
√

×
√
√

×
√
√

×

×
×
√
×
×

[2]
√

[18]
√
√
√
×
√
√
×
√
√

Ours
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

liptic curve point multiplication, respectively. It is noted
that, TECC > TM E  Tsym  TH  Th . Since the login
and authentication phases are executed for each session
while the registration and password change phases occur
once, we only discuss the computational cost of the login
and authentication phases.

8

Conclusions

We have analyzed the security of Lu et al.’s biometric
based authentication schemes for TMIS. It is shown that
their scheme is vulnerable to protect user anonymity, and
an adversary could determine whether two messages are
transmitted from the same user. The scheme is also insecure against impersonation attack which leads to an adversary could impersonate as a legal user to access any
services provided by telecare server, and cheat a honest
user as a legal server. Moreover, we employ biometric
hash function and elliptic curve Diffie C Hellman problem to improve the security and efficiency of Lu et al.’s
scheme. It is noted that the enhanced scheme does not
provide all security attributes of three-factor authentication schemes.
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Abstract
The systems of chaotic billiards revealed a well developed
chaotic behavior. Despite its good characteristics, these
systems have not yet been applied to the cryptography;
among the reasons is the difficulty of expressing the equation of particle motion in an explicit form. In this work,
we took advantage the properties offered by the random
walks and unpredictability of two particles moving in a
chaotic billiard (Sinai Billiard) for the designing a new
pseudo-random number generator. The results are subjected to an experimental study to test the randomness
and the chaotic behavior of the generator. the key stream
passed all the NIST statistical tests and the generator is
highly sensitive for a bit change in the keys.
Keywords: Chaos, pseudo-random number generator,
Sinai billiard

1

Introduction

The use of chaotic systems in cryptography has been well
studied [17, 18, 19]. In fact there are similarities between
the needs of cryptography and properties offered by the
chaos. The algorithms based on chaos showed good performance for data encryption such as images, videos or
audio data [1, 16, 20, 25]. Characterized by speed, reproducibility and simplicity of implementation, the PRNGs
based on chaos took more attention. The first PRNG
was proposed by Oishi and Inoue [21] in 1982, using the
chaotic first order nonlinear differencial equations. After this article, several GNPAs were suggested. Generators have been proposed based on the logistic system
in [2, 15, 23]. In [28], a generator based on the generalized
Henon map. Using the Lorenz system, a new generator
for the voice data encryption is designed in [1]. Chaotic
standard system was applied in the conception of the generator in [22].
Our work focuses on an alternative approach based on
the implementation of a system more concrete that has

interesting chaotic properties, those are the systems of
chaotic billiards in two dimensions [7]. They are among
the classes of simple systems, which are still exploring
chaos. The mathematical theory of billiards was introduced by Sinai in 1970 [26]. It is developed and evolved
with remarkable speed to become a well grounded within
the theory of dynamical systems theory and statistical
mechanics. Several studies were devoted specifically to
the chaotic billiards. In billiards where a particle moves
with constant velocity and reflects off the border in accordance with the law: ”the incidence angle is equal to
the reflection angle”. The angles and positions taken by
the particle can be treated as random variables, which encouraged us to use it in the construction of a new PRNG.
Sinai billiards is the first class of chaotic billiards, it is
also called the dispersion system. A circular disc inside
the billiard causes divergent trajectories.
This work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present the Sinai billiard, its geometric shape, the direction of a particle travelling in the billiard table and its
chaotic properties. In Section 3 we give a detailed description of our PRNG. A validation of the PRNG by test
batteries and a study chaotic behavior of the sequences
generated by our generator are reported in Section 4. In
the final section, we draw a conclusion.

2

Presentation of the Sinai Billiard

The Sinai Billiard (Figure 1) is a planar area, consisting of
a square of side 2a and a circular barrier with radius r < a
is placed at the center. A free billiard two-dimensional
(2D) witch was proposed by Sinai in 1970 [26]. Billiards
emerged to simplify the study of the behavior of two discs
(gas molecule) bouncing by mutual collisions in a square.
The dynamics of two interacting disks reduces to that of
Sinai billiard. The billiard is sometimes called the Lorentz
gas. The notations of the paper is listed in Table 1.
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After collision, we have Equation (1):

Table 1: Notations
P RN G
S
Pw
L
[]
p
Ai
D(O, Dn )
∆n
f
L

Pseudo-random number generator
the random sequence S = S1 S2 . . .
Password
Password lenght
The integer part
Invert bits of p
The collision point at the ith step
The distance from O to Dn
Discriminant
Transition function
Bitwise exclusive OR operator
Hamming distance
Concatenation operation

HD
k

−
→
− −−→
−→) = (~ı, −
→
−−→ →
(~ı, −
vnew
v−
old ) + (vold , N ) + ( N , vnew )
After collision rule, we have:
→
− −→
−
→ →
vnew ) = (−−
(N , −
v−
old , N ).
We have also:
−
−
→ →
−−→ −−→
−−→ →
v−
(−−
old , N ) = (−vold , vold ) + (vold , N )
−
→ →
= π + (−
v−
old , N )

mod 2π

mod 2π.

Therefore Equation (1) becomes:
−
−→) = (~ı, −
→
−−→ →
(~ı, −
vnew
v−
old ) + 2(vold , N ) + π

−−−→
θn+1 = θn + 2(−
v→
n , Nn+1 ) + π

Γ1

~

such as:

r
O1

O ~ı
Γ5

Γ3
Γ4

Figure 1: Sinai billard

2.1

mod 2π. (1)

mod 2π.

(2)

At the (n + 1)th collision, where n ≥ 0, we put θn =
→
−→) and therefore
v−
ı, −
vnew
(~ı, −
old ) and we obtain θn+1 = (~
Equation (2) becomes:

Γ2

O2

480

mod 2π

(3)

−
v→
ı + sin(θn )~
n = cos(θn )~

−−−→
where Nn+1 the unit normal vector at the border to the
(n + 1)th collision. We have after the geometric shape of
the billiard:
 x
n+1

−
if |xn+1 | = a


|x
|

n+1

 yn+1
if |yn+1 | = a
−−−→ −
|yn+1 |
Nn+1 =

 xn+1~ı + yn+1~


q
otherwise


 x2 + y 2
n+1
n+1
We consider A

(x

,y

) the point of (n + 1)th col-

n+1
The Billiard Geometric and Particle lision, thereforen+1A n+1belongs
to the intersection of the
n+1
Direction Description
particles trajectory with billiard border Γ.

In an orthonormal (O,~ı, ~), we are interested in the billiard whose border Γ = ∪5i=1 Γi (Figure 1), is constituted
by a square with side 2a and a circular hole of center
3
O and raduis r < a. A closed domain limited by por2
tions in Euclidean space in two dimensions R2 . The set
s = ∪4i6=j Γi ∩ Γj is the singular part of the border, it is
composed of 4 points and Γ \ s is the set of regular points
of the border. In any regular point there is an internal
→
−
normal vector N . A point particle travels the billiard at
a constant velocity v. When it reaches the border, undergoes elastic collision with specular reflection according to
the law of reflection, the angle of incidence is equal to the
→
−
angle of reflection with respect to N the normal vector
at the border collision point. Between two collisions, the
particle follows a straight path.
−
v0 )
Initially, the particle oriented at an angle θ0 = (~ı, →
where ~ı is the unit vector of x-axis. We have:
→
−
v0 = cos(θ0 )~ı + sin(θ0 )~.

We define f , the transition function from (An , θn ) to
(An+1 , θn+1 ) such as:
(xn+1 , yn+1 , θn+1 ) = f (xn , yn , θn ).

2.2

The Transition Function f Description

We give the algorithm description of the transition function f between two collisions An and An+1 :
f : [−a ; a]2 × [0 ; 2π[→ [−a; a]2 × [0 ; 2π]
(xn , yn , θn ) 7→ (xn+1 , yn+1 , θn+1 ).
The equation of motion particle between two collisions is:
(Dn ) : sin(θn )x − cos(θn )y − sin(θn )xn + cos(θn )yn = 0. (4)


3π
π
a) For θn ∈
/ 0, , π,
.
2
2
From Equation (4), we have y = tan(θn )(x − xn ) + yn ,
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h
i 
we put gn (x) = tan(θn )(x − xn ) + yn and we have x = for θ ∈ π , π ∪ π, 3π , we have:
n
2
2
cot(θn )(y − yn ) + xn , we put hn (y) = cot(θn )(y − yn ) + xn .
The distance from O to Dn is:


 − a, gn (−a) if − a ≤ gn (−a) ≤ a


d(O, Dn ) = |−xn sin(θn ) + yn cos(θn )| .
(xn+1 , yn+1 ) =
hn (a), a
if gn (−a) > a



hn (−a), −a
otherwise
i) In case where An+1 ∈ (Dn ) ∩ Γ5 .
An+1 ∈ (Dn ) ∩ Γ5 then d(O, Dn ) ≤ r and An ∈
/ Γ5 ,


3π
π
therefore:
.
b) For θn ∈ 0, , π,
(
2
2
2
2
2


(xn+1 ) + (yn+1 ) = r
π 3π
i)
In
case
where
θ
∈
,
.
n
sin(θn )xn+1 − cos(θn )yn+1 − sin(θn )xn + cos(θn )yn = 0
2 2
m
(

(xn+1 , yn+1 ) =


(xn , a)
if An ∈ Γ5 and yn ≥ 0





if An ∈ Γ5 and yn < 0
(xn , −a)
p
if An ∈
/ Γ5 and − r < xn < r and yn ≥ 0
(xn , r2 − x2n )
p


2
2

(xn , − r − xn ) if An ∈
/ Γ5 and − r < xn < r and yn < 0



(x , −y )
otherwise
n
n

(xn+1 )2 + (yn+1 )2 = r2
y = tan(θn )(x − xn ) + yn = gn (x)

We find

2
2
2

(xn+1
 ) + (yn+1 ) = r

1

(xn+1 )2 + 2(yn − tan(θn )xn ) tan(θn )xn+1
2 (θ )
cos

(5)
n
 
ii) In case where θn ∈ {0, π}.

+(yn − tan(θn )2 − r2 = 0

(xn+1 , yn+1 ) =

Mn discriminant of (5) is defined as:

r2
− (yn − tan(θn )2
Mn = 4
2
cos (θn )
Two possible solutions are:

√ 

Mn
2
xn+1 = cos (θn ) − yn − tan(θn ) tan(θn ) −
2



(a, yn )
if An ∈ Γ5 and xn ≥ 0





(−a,
y
)
if
An ∈ Γ5 and xn < 0
p n
2
2
( r − yn , yn )
if An ∈
/ Γ5 and − r < yn < r and xn ≥ 0
p


2 − y 2 , y ) if A ∈

r
(−

n / Γ5 and − r < yn < r and xn < 0
n n


(−x , y )
otherwise
n n

2.3

or
√




xn+1 = cos2 (θn ) − yn − tan(θn ) tan(θn ) +

Mn
2





πi
3π
and yn+1 = g(xn+1 ). For θn ∈ 0,
∪
, π , we have:
2
2

√ 

Mn
xn+1 = cos2 (θn ) − yn − tan(θn ) tan(θn ) −
2


hπ i
3π
and for θn ∈
, π ∪ π,
we have:
2
2

√ 

Mn
2
xn+1 = cos (θn ) − yn − tan(θn ) tan(θn ) +
2
h

ii) In case where An+1 ∈ (Dn ) ∩ (∪4i=1 Γi ).
An+1 ∈ (Dn ) ∩ (∪4i=1 Γi ) then
d(O, Dn ) > r or An ∈ Γ5

h πi
3π
for θn ∈ 0,
∪
, 2π , we have:
2
2



 a, gn (a) 
(xn+1 , yn+1 ) =
hn (a), a



hn (−a), −a

if − a ≤ gn (a) ≤ a
if gn (a) > a
otherwise

The Sinai Billiards Chaotic and Ergodic Properties

After the publication of the Article [26] in 1970, Sinai
billiard has become popular, it has undergone many subsequent studies by many mathematicians and physicists
authors [3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 26, 27]. The
system shows a completely chaotic behavior [12, 26].
In general, the geometric shape of its boundaries determines dynamic billiards properties. It may consist of
a convex curve, concave or linear. Sinai has shown in [26]
that all billiards with the outwardly convex borders are
always strongly chaotic. In [12], Per Dahlqvist has calculated an explicit expression of the Lyapunov exponent
λ of Sinai billiard. λ measure quantitatively the chaos of
dynamical systems, being positive means that there is a
dependence on initial conditions (i.e the chaos existence).
λ is positive for all values of the radius r of the disc.
Sinai has developed a method to prove that all dispersing billiard (Sinai billiard) is ergodic, mixing and it has
a stronger property, the K-mixing. Moreover Gallavotti
and Ornstein proved in [14] that the Sinai billiard is a
Bernoulli system. The Bernoulli property is the strongest
among the ergodic properties. It involves K-mixing, mixing and ergodicity.
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Designing a PRNG Based on
the Sinai Billiard
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finally
θ0,1 =

2π × I0,1
264

and θ0,2 =

2π × I0,2
264

It is a deterministic pseudo-random numbers generator
We call Initialize the initial values θ0,1 and θ0,2 calcuinitialized by a password P w with arbitrary sized, the
lation
algorithm (Algorithm 1).
output is a cryptographically secure binary sequence. we
consider two point particles that move in the Sinai bil−
−
liard with a constant velocity k→
v1 k = k→
v2 k = 1, without Algorithm 1 Calculation of θ0,1 and θ0,2
interaction between it. The departure point for the first 1: Begin
particle (resp. second particle) is O1 (resp. O2 ) such 2: On taking password P w = (pL−1 . . . p2 p1 p0 )2 a binary
−−→
−−→
string of any length L .
ı (resp. OO2 = − 3a
ı). Initially, it is orias OO1 = 3a
4~
4~
−
−
→
−
−
→
−
−
→
3:
pt ← 1
ented by v0,1 (resp. v0,2 ) such as θ0,1 = (~ı, v0,1 ) (resp.
−
−
→
4: I0,1 ← p1
θ0,2 = (~ı, v0,2 )) where:
5: I0,2 ← pL−2
6: for i = 1
to 63 do 
0 ≤ θ0,1 , θ0,2 < 2π.


L
+ 1 × pt + 1 mod (L)
pt ←
The angles θ0,1 and θ0,2 are calculated from the P w 7:
2
using a technique based on a pointer, it positions on the 8:
if i is even then
P w bits. The pointer moves from a position to other 9:
I0,1 ← I0,1 + ppt × 2i
according to a linear congruential throughout the ASCII 10:
I0,2 ← I0,2 + pL−1−pt × 2i
representation of P w.
11:
else {i is odd}
After initialization, we performed a predetermined 12:
I0,1 ← I0,1 + ppt × 2i
number of collisions for the two particles, then start gen- 13:
I0,2 ← I0,2 + pL−1−pt × 2i
erating individuals necessary for the constructionL
of the 14:
end if
final sequence S = S1 S2 . . . Si . . . with Si = Ii,1 Ii,2 , 15: end for
Ii,1 and Ii,2 are two individuals generated in the ith step. 16: θ ← 2π × I0,1
0,1
264
At each step i two individuals Ii,1 and Ii,2 of 32 bits will be
2π
× I0,2
generated based on the coordinates of the collision point 17: θ0,2 ←
64
2
of two balls with the square border of the billiard.
18: End

3.1

The Initial Values θ0,1 and θ0,2 Calculation
3.2

From a password P w = (pL−1 . . . p2 p1 p0 )2 , a binary string
of any length L, we calculate the initialization angles θ0,1
and θ0,2 . For each angle, we need to extract 64 bits from
P w. We consider a pointer pt that takes values indicating
the bit positions in the P w. The positions suite is defined
as following:

= 1
pt(0)

 L 

pt(i + 1) =
+ 1 × pt(i) + 1 mod(L)for i ≥ 0
2
The pointer moves on the P w, every time it positions
on a new bit pi and reads the information 0 or 1 necessary
to calculate θ0,1 and θ0,2 . We find I0,1 and I0,2 (0 ≤
I0,1 , I0,2 < 264 ) as following:
I0,1

=

(ppt(63) ppt(62) . . . ppt(2) ppt(1) p1 )2

= p1 +

31
X

ppt(2×i+1) × 2i +

i=0

31
X

e=

7
X

pi × 2i

i=0

At every step i(i ≥ 1), we carry out (ni + 1) collisions
for both particles with ni (0 ≤ ni ≤ 3) is determined by 2
bits taken directly from the password P w as follows:
ni = 2 × pj+1 + pj
where
j = 2 × i mod(L − 1).

and
I0,2

After calculating the initialization’s angles θ0,1 and θ0,2 ,
the two particles are ready to travel the billiard. Before
starting to generate the individuals, we let the particles
circulate and hit the billiard’s wall until the eth collision,
we get (x0k , yk0 , θk0 ) = f e (x0,k , y0,k , θ0,k ) for k = 1, 2 where
e (0 ≤ e ≤ 255) is determined from the last 8 bits of the
password P w = (pL−1 . . . p2 p1 p0 )2 such as:

ppt(2×i) × 2i

i=1

Generating the Pseudo-random Sequence

=

(pL−1−pt(63) pL−1−pt(62) . . . pL−1−pt(1) pL−2 )2

=

pL−2 +

31
X
i=0

ppt(2×i+1) × 2i +

31
X
i=1

ppt(2×i) × 2i

After (ni + 1) collisions, New coordinates are obtained
(xik , yki , θki ) = f ni +1 (xki−1 , yki−1 , θki−1 ). We are interested
in the collision coordinates with the square border of the
billiard (i.e xik = a and yki = a) ignoring the collisions
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Algorithm 2 Generation the random suit RS
1: Begin
2: θ1 , θ2 ← Initialize(P w)
3
3: (x1 , y1 ) ← (0, a)
2
3
4: (x2 , y2 ) ← (0, − a)
2
5: e ← p0
6: for i = 1 to 7 do
7:
e ← e + pi × 2i
8: end for
9: (x1 , y1 , θ1 ) ← f e (x1 , y1 , θ1 )
10: (x2 , y2 , θ2 ) ← f e (x2 , y2 , θ2 )
11: I0,1 ← p1
12: I0,2 ← pL−2
13: i ← 1
14: j ← i mod (L − 1)
15: n ← 2 × pj+1 + pj
16: l ← 0
 
N
do
17: while l <
32
18:
(x1 , y1 , θ1 ) ← f n+1 (x1 , y1 , θ1 )
19:
(x2 , y2 , θ2 ) ← f n+1 (x2 , y2 , θ2 )
20:
if (x1 )2 + (y1 )2 = r2 then
Figure 2: an operation step of our PRNG
21:
(x1 , y1 , θ1 ) ← f (x1 , y1 , θ1 )
22:
end if
23:
if (x2 )2 + (y2 )2 = r2 then
(x2 , y2 , θ2 ) ← f (x2 , y2 , θ2 )
with circle. If Aik ∈ Γ5 (i.e (xik )2 + (yki )2 = r2 ), we go 24:
25:
end
if
th
i
i i
to the next collision point for k particle (xk , yk , k ) ←−
26:
I
←
E(x1 , y1 )
ni +2 i−1 i−1 i−1
1
f
(xk , yk , θk ), and then two individuals are gen27:
I
←
E(x2 , y2 )L
2
erated values:
28:
RS
←
RS||(I1 I2 )
h
xik i
29:
l
←
l
+
1

32
i
i

2
if xk ≥ 0 and yk = a


30:
i
←
i
+
1
a


h
i i


j ← 2 × i mod (L − 1)
 232 1 + xk
if xik < 0 and yki = a 31:
32: end while
E(xik , yki ) =
h yi i a

32 k
i
i

33: End

2
if
y
≥
0
and
x
=
a
k
k


a

h
i
i


 32
y

2 1+ k
if yki < 0 and xik = a
a
i,k
i,k i,k
= Ii,k = (bi,k
assess the quality of the sequences. We study in the fol31 b30 . . . b1 b0 )2
lowing paragraphs, the key space size, sensitivity to initial
The output S of the PRNG is the concatenation of the conditions and the level of randomness of the sequences.
a
sub-sequences S1 , S2 , . . . , Si . . . then:
In the following study we fixed r at .
2
S = S1 S2 . . . Si . . . ,
with
Si = Ii,1

M

Ii,2 ,

4.1

The Key Space

where Ii,1 and Ii,2 two individuals are generated at the
ith step.
The size of the key space is among the criteria by which a
The algorithm have two input parameters, a password
crypto-systems to be robust, a large size makes brute force
P w and an integer N which indicates the length of the
attacks infeasible. Our algorithm has as an initialization
requested binary sequence as shown in (Algorithm 2).
key, a binary string of any size as mentioned above. The
two particles billiards need exactly 128 bits to calculate
its initial orientations. These 128 bits are extracted via
4 Security Analysis
a pointer that traverses the password P w. This leads us
A PRNG should verify security properties to resist the to say that the size of the key space is large enough to be
attacks. The security analysis must be done with care to attacked exhaustively.
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1) The generator is based in its construction on a system of a chaotic billiard, so the generated sequences
inherit the chaos and unpredictability of the billiard.
A number additional of iterations extracted directly
from the password allows the generator to benefit
maximally of the chaos offered by the billiard;

Figure 3: The proportion

4.2

DH(S 0 , S i )
N

Sensitivity to Key

The sensitivity to a small change in the key is one of
the essential properties for a PRNG. In other words, a
small difference in the seeds of the system should cause a
big change in the pseudo-random sequences. This property makes the generator highly secured against statistics and differential attacks, and so the sequence can not
be broken even if there is a small difference between the
keys. In our case, the generator is based on two dynamic
systems of a purely chaotic billiard [12, 26]. In fact, to
analyze the chaotic behavior of our generator, we place
several ki keys in the input of the generator with a bit
of difference between it. A pseudo-random sequences S i
of size N = 106 are generated. The Hamming distance
between two binary sequences S i = x1,i x2,i . . . xN,i and
S j = x1,j x2,j . . . xN,j of equal length N is the number
DH(S i , S j ) = card {d/ xd,i 6= xd,j }. Thus, for the two binary sequences Si and Sj , the Hamming distance is given
by:
N
X
M
DH(S i , S j ) =
xt,i
yt,i

2) The initialization angles are taken from the P w, using a pointer that points to different positions until
the its total cover. Indeed, a difference in a bit between two keys may cause a different orientation to
the particles and thus to the generated sequences.
Sinai billiard is chaotic for all values of the radius r,
but there is a difference in the chaos level for each value
of r as shown in [12] where the Lyapunov exponent is
expressed in terms of r. Therefore, the user can control
the level of the chaos generator by an input parameter at
3
the algorithm (r, where 0 < r < a).
2
In the next section, we examine the randomness of
the generator by statistical tests NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology), which are considered
the most valued.

4.3

Statistical Tests

The NIST Statistical Test Suite [24] is a statistical package, the result of collaboration between the statistical Engineering Division (SED) at NIST and the Computer Security Division. This suite consists of 16 tests, developed
to quantify and assess the degree of random binary sequences produced by cryptographic generators. For each
statistical test, a Pvalue is calculated from the bit sequence. This Pvalue is compared to a predefined threshold α, which is also called significance level. If Pvalue
t=1
is greater than α, then the sequence is considered to be
In the case where the generator is chaotic, this distance random with 1 − α confidence level, and it proceeds the
DH(S i , S j )
N
is generally ranges around , witch gives
is statistical test successfully, otherwise the sequence does
2
N
not appear random. Generally, as suggested by NIST, α
approximately 0.5 for each pair of sequences produced.
is set to its default value of 0.01, it indicates that one
We generate
a group of pseudo-random se i
would expect 1 sequence in 100 sequences to be rejected.
quences
S 0≤i≤64 using the keys {ki }0≤i≤64 .
To test our PRNG and as recommended by the NIST,
the key k0
=
”GU EN N OU N ”,
its biwe
generated 1000 sequences, the length of each sequence
nary representation in ASCII code is k0
=
6
is
1000
from a randomly selected keys. The test results
(01000111 01000101 010011100100111 01001111 01010101
on
the
sequences
are presented in Table 2.
01001110)2 . The other 64 keys {ki }1≤i≤64 are derived
The minimum pass rate for the test Random Excurfrom k0 , by changing the ith bit among the 64 bits of k0
sions (Variant) is approximately 609 for a sample of 625
DH(S 0 , S i )
between the sequences binary sequences. The minimum pass rate for other tests
to find ki . The value
N
is shown in the graph 3.
is approximately 980 for a sample of 1000 binary seFrom the results obtained, the differences in propor- quences. We can see that the number of sequences that
tions between the sequences are approximately 0.5, indi- have managed to pass each test is greater than the mincating that the proposed generator is highly sensitive to imum rate. Therefore, the proposed generator passed all
initial conditions. Sensitivity to a small perturbation in NIST statistical tests. We can conclude that the numbers
generated by the PRNG are random.
the key for our generator is due to two reasons:
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Table 2: Results of testing our generator on NIST test suite
Test Name
Frequency
Block-Frequency
Cumulative Sums (1)
Cumulative Sums (2)
Runs
Longest Run
Rank
FFT
Non-Overlapping
Overlapping
Universal
Approximate Entropy
Random Excursions
Random Excursions Variant
Serial (1)
Serial (2)
Linear Complexity

5

The Pvalue
0.695200
0.861264
0.169981
0.978072
0.542228
0.709558
0.169981
0.080027
0.505854
0.041169
0.334538
0.851383
0.478175
0.470796
0.919131
0.334538
0.948298

Conclusion

The PRNG proposed after a rigorous analysis, showed encouraging results, it is sensitive to a small change in the
key and passed the NIST statistical test suite. Our generator has inherited the Sinai billiard unpredictability. It
can be used for critical cryptographic applications. Furthermore, the systems of the chaotic billiards are good
candidates to get into new cryptographic system design.
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